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ABSTRACT

Many scholars dispute as to what extent Parthenios was influential on Roman poets, 

but only a few focus on Parthenios per se. Thus, there is not yet an English detailed 

commentary on his prose work, the Erotika Pathemata.

However, many reasons make this prose work interesting. Firstly, the work survives 

in a single manuscript, making thus a critical edition requiring a special attention. 

Secondly, the thirty-six stories of the Erotika Pathemata have been ‘de-hydrated’, since 

the collection was intended to be used as a model for poetry (primarily by Parthenios 

himself). This de-hydration makes these stories look more like cinematic scenarios, thus 

making an interpretation equal to a direction. Thirdly, the TtaOi^pxxTa derived from eros, 

ranging from incest to necrophilia, is a classic theme and there is a kind of continuity in 

motifs; this continuity unites somehow this collection not only with Greek and Latin 

literature but also with other narratives, like the Decameron of Boccaccio or even some 

urban myths of this century.

Yet, there are also great difficulties in commenting on the Erotika Pathemata (20-36). 

The language consists of a mixture of dialects, and although it has been characterised by 

scholars as ‘Attic koine’, dealing with koine is a complex matter. The existence of only 

one manuscript is restrictive and it can often lead to arbitrariness. In the margins of the 

manuscript there are some ascriptions to other authors and works and although there is 

the view that these marginal notes indicate the sources, it will be argued here that they 

refer to parallels and that they were not written by Parthenios himself. Moreover, a ‘re

hydration’ is attempted in order to demonstrate the narrative techniques of the author, 

aiming to prove that the collection is not just a mere copy but bears the signature of 

Parthenios.
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PREFACE

Parthenios lived in the first century BC, which was a revolutionary period, according 

to historians.1 Parthenios lost his freedom when Mithradates the Sixth was defeated by 

the Romans but regained it due to his erudition.2 His qualities associated him with the 

literary circles of his era at Rome, where he lived after his capture. This association is 

demonstrated in the letter he sent to Cornelius Gallus. This is a letter which stands as a 

dedicatory preface to the prose collection of the Erotika Pathemata (henceforth EP).

I live in the second half of the 20th century, which is a ‘revolutionary’ period 

regarding the modem approaches to the Greek and Latin texts. However, despite the 

abundance of methodological tools, there is always the problem of the modem reader’s 

reception. This is the reason I chose to transliterate the title of the EP instead of 

translating it (see the Letter for further discussion on this). This is also the reason I 

decided not to give the traditional form to what classical scholars call a ‘commentary’. 

First of all, the limitation of the words I had to face made me include in this commentary 

only EP 20-36, but the comments and the general conclusions were based on the whole 

of the EP (and naturally I included in my thesis also the letter to Gallus). Since each 

story is self-contained it does not make any difference if one starts the examination from 

the first story or not. Therefore, one can follow one’s own preference. My preference 

was for the second part because it contains intriguing stories. With the term ‘intriguing’ I 

mean: stories dealing with rare situations, such as necrophilia in EP 31, or posthumous 

dissection in EP 35; stories which can be compared with the extant work cited in the 

ascriptions in the margins of the single manuscript of the EP, such as EP 26 (usually the 

ascriptions refer to works no longer extant); stories in which Parthenios quotes a direct 

source, such as EP 21 and 34 (stories in the first part also include such quotations); 

stories that, due to their short length, look like film-scenarios and need to be ‘re

hydrated’ by imposing certain questions.3

1 Habinek and Schiesaro (1997: xv) note that the transition from Republic to Principate at Rome has 
been described as revolution at least as early as in 1863 by Mommsen.
2 This information is given by the Suda (s.v. ITapOtfviog). All the testimonies regarding Parthenios’ life 
are collected in SH 605. See also the discussions of Martini (1930: 149-159), von Blumenthal’s article in 
RE (s.v. Parthenios), Calderon Dorda (1988: xii-xvi), Stem (1992: 97-100) and Francese (1993: 5ff.). 
Generally, the reference to Cinna in the Suda has been the subject o f many discussions over the years in 
regard to the identification of this Cinna with Cinna the poet. Francese (1993: 18) lists the various views 
regarding the identity of the Cinna mentioned in the Suda. Generally, modem scholars agree with the 
view that the Suda refers to Cinna the poet.
3 Chatman 1978, who studied the narrative structure in fiction and film, would find these stories 
particularly interesting.
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I had to decide whether in this commentary I should give the text of Martini’s 

standard edition or my own. Since I was permitted to include the original pages of the 

single manuscript in my thesis, I took the step of making a critical edition (keeping 

always in mind West’s question: is this edition really needed?). Things are easier in terms 

of comparison when you are dealing with a single manuscript but the fact that you have 

to rely only on one causes problems itself. As I mention in the usus auctoris, in some 

cases it is really difficult to decide among the MS readings and the emendations proposed 

(e.g. see the case of Kpaxepox; in the usus auctoris). Parthenios’ preferences are not 

always a safe guide since he likes variety most of all. Applying classical canons is surely 

an inadequate way of approaching the EP, if we do not take into consideration the 

characteristics of the language of that era (see the usus auctoris for a discussion on 

Parthenios’ language). Due to the short length of most stories I preferred to give the text 

and the translation side by side on the same page (the length of EP 36 was a bit 

problematic).

The commentary is divided into three parts. In the first part I deal with textual 

problems, with specific Parthenian usages (e.g. how Parthenios uses the particles at the 

beginning of each story in order to give a continuous character to the text) and with 

distinctive words that might imply Parthenios’ association with other authors. The 

second part, with the title ‘Interpretative Notes’, deals primarily with names and places. I 

found it necessary to distinguish this part from the story (the third one) for practical 

reasons, so that one is not confused by the abundance of the material but also because I 

wanted to give a coherent picture. In other words, in the traditional form of a 

commentary (by lemmatisation) one misses a coherent picture, especially concerning the 

narrative techniques of the author. As Most puts it, “a text is subject to the hermeneutic 

circle: every part presupposes the whole, but the whole in turn presupposes every part”.4 

The third part deals with the ascriptions in the margins of each story (if any) and the 

narrative. In some cases versions of the story can be found in other authors and in some 

others only certain motifs can be associated with other works. My primary focus was on 

the relation of these stories with other, mainly Greek, works and the travelling of certain 

motifs within literature (e.g. how pithos functions in a version of Larisa’s story in EP 28 

is similar to Peronella’s story in Boccaccio’s Decameron 2nd story of the 7th day; the 

story of Herippe in EP 8 is similar to the story of Bartolomea, who preferred Paganino

4 Most 1985: 38.
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the pirate, who had abducted her, to her husband Ricciardo in Boccaccio’s Decameron 

10th story of the 2nd day; the motif of necrophilia in EP 31 appears also in a Greek folk

song but also in an oral urban myth). I quote at this point Buxton’s5 two reservations 

that “no automatic equation can be made between Greek myths and apparently similar 

stories found in other cultures” and that “mythology is not being regarded as constituting 

an autonomous, hermetically-sealed territory”; with the term ‘travelling of the motifs’ I 

do not imply any specific connection or influence. I simply realise that regardless of the 

context and the function, certain combinations of thought and feeling occur throughout 

centuries.

Parthenios is usually examined in the perspective of his relationship (or rather his 

influence) on Roman poets, but I am more interested in his relationship with his Greek 

predecessors or his contemporaries. This approach is not guided by a futile 

Quellenforschung that so much interested scholars of the nineteenth century. Parthenios 

has smoothed over various accounts and demonstrates his personal style of writing.

5 Buxton 1994: 14.
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SURVEY OF MODERN SCHOLARSHIP

After the editio princeps of the EP in 1531 by Cornarius, Gale’s edition in 1675 and 

Heyne’s in 1798, scholars of the 19th century showed a considerable interest in this work 

of Parthenios; an interest which was restricted basically to establishing a text and 

constituting a decent apparatus criticus. Numerous critical editions appeared, such as 

Passow’s in 1824, Meineke’s and Westermann’s, both in 1843, Hirschig’s in 1856, 

Hercher’s in 1858 and Sakolowski’s in 1896. In the meantime, sporadic attention was 

given by scholars mainly to specific textual problems (e.g. Zangogiannis’ proposal of 

several emendations in 1900)1 and to the manuscript. This included the problems of the 

existence of the ascriptions in the margins of the single MS in terms of their authenticity 

and of their credibility (for this scholarly activity see the section on Marginalia below). 

However, an innovative study which appeared at the end of that century approached the 

EP from another standpoint. It was Mayer-G’Schrey’s dissertation on Parthenii 

Nicaeensis quale in fabulis amatoriis dicendi genus sit in 1898, which dealt with the 

usus auctoris and pointed out the linguistic and stylistic preferences of Parthenios. 

Mayer-G’Schrey attacked the scholars of 19th century for their tendency to emend 

features which did not follow the classical canons, and also discussed Parthenian 

aesthetics to some extent. In 1902 the critical edition of Martini appeared, which is 

regarded up to this day as the standard edition of Parthenios; the Loeb edition by Gaselee 

appeared in 1916 with the first English translation (in the same volume Longus’ Daphnis 

and Chloe is included, translated by G. Thomley and revised and augmented by J.M. 

Edmonds).

Scholarly activity of the 20th century has focused, by contrast, on how influential 

Parthenios was on Roman literature and on the New Poets in particular. As a Greek 

writer of the 1st century BC he surely played a role in the literary activity of that era, but 

to what extent? This was the question that puzzled scholars who dealt especially with 

Roman literature. Scholars such as Quinn, Wimmel and Fordyce do not even mention 

him,2 thus causing Clausen3 to wonder in 1964 why scholars who deal with the New 

Poetry make so little of Parthenios, since he was the one who introduced his friends and 

pupils to Euphorion. In 1976 Clausen4 points out Virgil’s (Aeneid 4.645-651) allusion to 

Parthenios (EP 2) and his view on Parthenios remains unchanged, since in 1987 the same

1 Zangogiannis 1900.
2 Quinn 1959, Wimmel 1960, Fordyce 1961.
3 Clausen 1964: 188.
4 Clausen 1976: 179.
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scholar5 refers to Parthenios as “an exciting and influential teacher”, who introduced the 

poetry of Kallimachos to the New Poets in Rome. Apart from Clausen, numerous other 

scholars have seen Parthenios as the guiding force who influenced the cantores 

Euphorionis and became the bridge between them and the Kallimachean tradition; 

Rostagni,6 Pfeiffer,7 Alfonsi,8 Otis,9 Wiseman,10 Ross,11 Seth-Smith12 and Griffin13 share 

Clausen’s view and regard Parthenios as the intermediary for the approach of the poetae 

novi to Kallimachean poetry. Even Lyne,14 who had a sceptical attitude towards the 

influence of Parthenios on the neoterics in 1972, reconsidered his view in 1978, arguing 

that Parthenios influenced Calvus and Cinna, but that one should not deduce Parthenian 

influence over all the neoteric poets.

Crowther15 admits that Parthenios is one of the most puzzling figures in Roman 

literature of the 1st century BC and takes up a position between the two extremes: 

Parthenios did have some influence on the poetry of the 1st century BC, but this 

influence is often exaggerated. Crowther notes that no Roman poet acknowledges 

Parthenios as a source, that although he was a tutor of Virgil he did not have any 

influence on his poetry and that there is little or no evidence for his influence on the New 

Poets. On the other hand, Crowther adds, Parthenios was associated with Gallus and 

Virgil, he probably introduced the epyllion to Rome and he probably brought to Rome 

the kind of poetry that was written by Euphorion. Thus, a more cautious attitude 

towards the influentiality of Parthenios has been established. Rawson16 notes in 1985 that

5 Clausen 1987: 6ff.
6 Rostagni 1932-33: 49ff. Rostagni accepts Parthenios’ influence on the New Poets, argues at length 
about the date of Parthenios and tries to prove that the Cinna who took Parthenios as booty was the poet.
7 Pfeiffer 1943: 23ff. Pfeiffer does not doubt Parthenios’ enormous reputation in the circle of the 
neoterics as well as in that of Augustan poets.
8 Alfonsi 1945: 56ff.
9 Otis 1964: 26ff. Otis saw Parthenios as the one who indoctrinated Cinna with “Kallimachean and 
Euphorian ideas”; Cinna’s Zmyma inspired his colleagues and friends with a new poetic ideal. Thus, 
Parthenios and Cinna gave the direct impulse to the New Poets movement.
10 Wiseman 1974: 47ff. Wiseman recognises the Parthenian influence on Calvus, Catullus but also on 
Cinna and other contemporary Roman poets.
11 Ross 1975: 31. Ross argues that there can be little doubt that Parthenios was largely responsible for 
the general direction of Gallus’ poetry but also for the specific subject of the Grynean Grove. Ross had 
previously stated this view in his book about Catullus in 1969, by regarding Parthenios as the Greek 
mind behind the discovery of Kallimachos and Alexandrian poetry by the poetae novi (1969: 162).
12 Seth-Smyth 1981: 63ff. Seth-Smyth comments on Erycius’ epigram and regards it as belonging to the 
literary polemic of the first century BC in terms of the commitment to Kallimachean principles. As for 
Parthenios, he is regarded by the author as the poet “who in the middle of the first century BC taught 
Rome the Callimachean approach to poetry”.
13 Griffin 1985: 199. Griffin regards Parthenios as an influential poet.
14 Lyne 1972: 36 and 1978: 179ff.
15 Crowther 1976: 65-71.
16 Rawson 1985: 55 and 70 respectively.
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Parthenios’ “influence on the ‘neoteric’ poets at Rome is disputed, but (he) may have 

been significant in mediating the difficult Callimachus”.

Despite the number of the scholars mentioned, none of them examined Parthenios per 

se\ moreover, none of them examined the EP as an independent mythographical 

collection. Only quick and superficial statements appeared, such as Lyne’s that the 

collection contains “many stories that reflect the late Alexandrian interest in passionate 

or unnatural love stories which reoccurs in Latin Alexandrian literature”,17 and always in 

relation to the New Poets.

However, a few scholars examined Parthenios’ prose work from another perspective. 

Rohde18 took a closer look at the contents of the EP and Haight19 in 1927 spoke about 

these “embryo stories” which she called “miniature romances” which were gathered from 

many writers and were largely mythological and imaginary. The same scholar in 1932 

distinguishes five story types that occur often in the EP and examines the occurrence of 

these patterns in other Roman poets, claiming that if these patterns were indeed used for 

epyllia or elegies, then it is likely that Gallus had used them too.20 Story types was the 

issue for Monti21 too. In 1973 in his dissertation on the literary tradition of Aeneid 4, he 

examines Parthenios’ EP, Apollonios’ Rhodios Argonautika and Catullus’ poem 64 

about Ariadne and finds two main narrative types; that is, the narrative of choice and the 

narrative of discovery. In 1981, in the publication of his revised thesis, Monti writes that 

in the EP we see a series of accounts “in which the indulgence of a passion has to be 

balanced against the infringement of some positive moral prescription which arises 

regularly from the sphere of family relations”22 but gives no more expansion to 

Parthenios. Before Monti’s thesis, Amalfi23 had sought for parallels not only in folklore 

stories but also in the work of Boccaccio. In Monti’s view, popular oral tradition was the 

basis for local tales, such as the Milesian Tales which had influenced Parthenios.

17 Lyne 1972: 37, n.4.
18 Rohde 1913: 113ff.
19 Haight 1927: 41.
20 Haight 1932: 37ff. She distinguishes the following patterns: the Traitor Girl (e.g. EP 21, 22), the 
Faithless Sweetheart (e.g. EP 4), the Athletic Girl (e.g. EP 15, 36), the Incest between brother and sister 
(e.g. EP 11) and Pederasty (e.g. EP 7, 24).
21 Monti 1973: 4-11. Francese (1994: 39-40), although he notes that Monti introduced some important 
points, which help define Parthenios as an artist, points out a fundamental difference between the EP 
and Aeneid 4. That is, Francese finds the nature of heroism, erotic passion and man’s relationship to the 
gods in the Aeneid antithetical in may respects to the EP. Francese criticises both Haight and Monti 
because their works on story types are problematic in the sense that “a coincidence of type is no 
guarantee of a coincidence of ethos”.
22 Monti 1981: 51. In the preface of the book Monti states that although the book has its origins in his 
thesis, only some of the material comes from it and that everything has been reworked.
23 Amalfi 1935: 148ff.
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However, given our scant knowledge concerning the Milesian Tales, the relationship 

between these tales and the EP did not raise any interest in subsequent scholars. On the 

other hand, the recognition of Parthenios’ relation with Boccaccio was indeed 

remarkable for pointing out the continuity in the way motifs travel in literature 

throughout the centuries.

These motifs became the object of some other scholars’ attention too but from 

another perspective: that of the origins of the Greek Romance. What Gaselee stated in 

his edition in 1916 regarding the EP as being important “for the development of the love- 

story (mostly love unfortunate) in Greek Romance”,24 became the subject of study for 

some scholars who dealt with the theories concerning the birth of Romance. Thus, 

Lavagnini25 used motifs which often appear in the EP (such as Telemento dei viaggi’) in 

order to establish his theory that there was a parallel process in the development of the 

Alexandrian love-elegy and the Romance. In his view, both genres developed from the 

‘storiografia locale’ combined also with erotic elements. However, Giangrande26 

contradicts this theory by explaining the origins of Romance as “due to a vertical, not 

parallel, process of derivation” and by claiming that this origin “must reside in prose 

paraphrases of Alexandrian love-elegies and epyllia”. Giangrande pointed out some 

differences between the EP and the romance-stories; for example, that some personages 

of the EP are “semi-historical figures, moving in a hazy, mythological world, and not 

purely human beings like the protagonists of the romances”.27 Another difference pointed 

out by him is that the ‘tragic endings’ of the stories in the EP were better suited to an 

elegy than to a romance.

Although the scholars mentioned above dealt with the motifs of the EP, this approach 

was again put into the perspective of relating the EP to another literary genre; they did 

not examine Parthenian aesthetics independently. In 1988 there appeared in Spain a 

critical edition of Parthenios’ work, both the EP and the fragments, with a Spanish 

translation by Calderon-Dorda;28 this scholar had started from 1984 to deal primarily 

with the palaeographical and textual problems of the Parthenian work but also with 

Parthenios’ position in the literary tradition. The first English translation since the Loeb 

edition in 1916 appeared in 1992: Stern’s work is an annotated translation, without the

24 Gaselee 1916: 254.
25 Lavagnini 1950: 42ff.
26 Giangrande 1962: 155ff.
27 Giangrande 1962: 150.
28 Calderon Dorda 1988.
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text.29 At the end there is an “Afterword” of a few pages dealing with Parthenios’ life, his 

poetry and prose work, and his sources. In 1993 Francese30 completed his dissertation on 

Parthenius o f Nicaea and Roman Love Stories (Ovid), in which he compared the EP 

with “similar erotic narratives” and drew significant conclusions on Parthenian aesthetics 

(mainly sensationalism, realism and detachment). He argued that Roman poets looked to 

Parthenios mainly in two areas: the incest narratives and the Tarpeia-motif. In 1994 

another dissertation was completed by Rose31 with the title Parthenius o f Nicea and the 

Rise o f Alexandrianism at Rome (Italy). Rose deals mainly with Parthenios’ relation with 

the neoteric movement and argues that Parthenios’ role has been overestimated. 

Although the EP is not his primary focus, Rose gives some arguments for disputing the 

EP’s authenticity. Rose introduces the forgery theory, suggested to him by Professor R. 

Hamilton.32 His first argument is that, although “the work itself shows a variety of styles 

and diction, under the influence of many sources”, the introductory letter addressed to 

Gallus shows a poverty of style; Rose wonders how one can reconcile the letter’s 

“poverty of style with the excellence, elegance and polish of Parthenius’ poetical 

fragments”.33 His second argument is that ancient scholars do not mention this 

Parthenian work and that the only ancient testimony comes from the commentary on 

Virgil’s Eclogues falsely attributed to Probus.34 His third argument rests on this work’s 

attitude toward the gods and metamorphosis. That is, although Parthenios’ poetical 

fragments make frequent mention of gods and the author was interested in 

metamorphosis, since he had written a collection with the title Metamorphoses, in the EP 

information of this kind is missing. The only solution for Rose is the introduction of the 

forgery theory, and he speculates that it is likely that the author of the EP was a learned 

scholar who lived no later than the second century AD, an era of “encyclopaedic 

learnings and abundant pseudepigraphy”.35 Thus, Rose adds, the forgery theory explains 

why the EP have survived intact, whereas Parthenios’ poetry “has all but vanished”. This 

theory would also explain, according to Rose, why there is no sign of any influence of 

the EP on the extant lines of Gallus’ poetry.

29 Stern 1992.
30 Francese 1993.
31 Rose 1994.
32 Rose 1994: 64.
33 Rose 1994: 63.
34 Rose 1994: 64.
35 Rose 1994: 67. However, see Stirewalt (1993: 38-42), who discusses the excessive tendency of 
scholars to regard letters as ‘forged’.
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To start with Rose’s second argument, there is indeed only one testimony which 

refers to this prose work as a “volumen de amantibus”.36 However, according to the 

Suda,37 Parthenios, apart from the works mentioned in the entry, wrote many others 

(Kal akfax noXXd). In addition, Macrobius38 states that “versus est Parthenii, quo 

grammatico in Graecis Vergilius usus est”, giving to Parthenios the status not only of a 

poet but also of a grammaticus; given the meaning of this word one can deduce that 

Parthenios’ interests expanded into various fields.39 If we are to follow Rose’s argument, 

then one should doubt Parthenios’ Metamorphoses authenticity, too, since this work is 

only mentioned by the scholiast on Dionysios Periegetes 420.40 Parthenios likes variety in 

subjects, literary genres, even in his own style (see usus auctoris). Rose’s argument that 

the style of the letter addressed to Gallus is different from that of the EP does not make 

any sense, in my view. The collection existed before the letter; Parthenios confesses in 

the letter that he has made use of it. The collection has a literary purpose, whereas the 

letter does not. After all, they belong to different genres and the crossing of genres is not 

a good basis from which to argue against the authenticity of the EP. Even if we follow 

Rose’s view, the loose syntax in the letter is also a feature of the stories of the EP. Even 

the plural used as a self-reflexion in the letter (a'OveXf^d|X80a) recalls the self-reflexive 

annotation in EP 11 (Xeyexai 8e Kai 7iap’ fip.lv obxax;). Even the abundance of the 

adverbs and adjectives resembles the Parthenian narrative techniques. Besides, the letter 

is in the second person singular, which, of course, never occurs in the narrative discourse 

of the EP. How can one compare this letter with the EP, or, even worse, with the poetry 

of Parthenios? Parthenios does not hesitate even to change the metre in his poem 

dedicated to Archelais, with the result that Hephaistion comments that nap06vio<; 5e 

£7UKi^8eiov eiq ApxeXalSa ypa<(xov eXeye k x k o v  t o v  TeX8'DTalov p,ovov g t i x o v

36 Probus on Virg. Eel. 3.62 (Thilo-Hagen, p. 331).
37 Suda IV, p. 58 (664) Adler, s.v. ITap66vioq.
38 Macrobius Sat. 5.17.18.
39 Martini (1930: 152), who discussed at length Macrobius’ statement, argued that Parthenios was a 
guide for Virgil in Greek literature. Francese (1993: 11) provides us with references to Cicero De 
Oratore 2.14, Orator 11, and Quintilian 1.4.4, in which in Graecis clearly means Greek literature. 
Concerning the role of a grammaticus, not as a mere teacher but as a person with broad knowledge, 
interests and literary activities, Quintilian 1.2.14 notes: grammaticus quoque si de loquendi ratione 
disserat, si quaestiones explicet, historias exponat, poemata enarret, tot ilia discent quot audient. In 
addition, Suetonius (De Grammaticis 4) discusses at length the meaning of the term grammaticus and 
notes that the grammatici of early days taught rhetoric as well. A modern discussion on the role and the 
status of a grammaticus is given by Rawson (1985: 66-76).
40 Schol. Dion. Perieg. 420 (in Mueller GGM II 447b. 15); Eustath. on Dion. Perieg. 420 (in Mueller 
G G M II 295.8).
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avxi ^teyeloa) iafipucov £7rolr|a8v, 6v <p to  ovojia 6peTv £|xe?j£v.41 His liking for 

innovation and his neglect of the old traditional norms is clearly demonstrated in Erycius’ 

epigram.42 Why should one expect a consistency in style in this letter (given that there is 

any inconsistency)? Rose again mixes different categories in his argument regarding 

Parthenios’ attitude towards the gods and metamorphoses. Indeed, he wrote a collection 

of stories with the title Metamorphoses, but why should this be decisive regarding his 

attitude on this issue? Parthenios could have written various works about various 

subjects. In the EP in particular he chooses his subject to be the experience of eros. He is 

simply not interested in metamorphoses; he rather prefers a tragic end (usually his 

protagonists commit suicide). This is clearly demonstrated in the case of Kleite (EP 28), 

whom Parthenios chooses to present as hanging herself, instead of being metamorphosed 

as in the traditional version (see comments on EP 28). However, Parthenios likes variety 

even on this issue, since he does not exclude gods or metamorphoses completely. 

Oracles play an important role in the narrative (e.g. EP 1, 35), oaths are taken (EP 9), 

metamorphoses occur (EP 11 as a version, 13 after a prayer to gods), gods punish 

people (EP 5, 26, 27, 33) and divine omens occur (EP 6, 9).

Turning to the lack of testimonies of the EP, one could extend this point to the 

general lack of references to Parthenios, too. None of his Roman contemporaries 

mention him or his works but no one can doubt his association with Roman poets of that 

period.43 Griffin puts forward an explanation for this absence of information by noting 

that, despite his influentiality in reality, Parthenios was not mentioned by name because 

“a living Greek was not grand enough to count as an authority (it is amusing that Horace 

is so eloquent on the subject of injustice to contemporary authors)”.44 In addition, in 

Griffin’s view, “Catullus and the neoterics of the last generation were too close, 

represented too much the taste of these poets in their own adolescence, afterwards 

rejected, to be acceptable for mention as models; and the old poets whom one had read 

at school were passe, old-fashioned, and crude. Horace shows his familiarity with Roman 

comedy freely in his hexameter poems, but he is careful never to admit being influenced 

by it”.45 One has therefore to focus on the social and literary conditions of that period in

41 SH 615 for Hephaistion’s comment (Consbruch p. 4.4) and also Choiroboskos’ (Consbruch p. 192.21): 
dpotax; m i  IIap06vio<; eh; Ap%e^al8a yp&qxov m i  pf| 0£Xci)V £v 6Xeyeloi<; TtoieiaOai £v p6acp 
M^eax; xoivijv, a v x i feteyetou la p fo v  fcrcolr|aev ohxox;.
42 SH 605b=Erycius epigr. AP 7.377. See also Seth-Smith 1981: 63-71.
43 For these testimonies see SH 605ff.
44 Griffin 1985: 199.
45 Griffin 1985: 199-200.
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order to explain the lack of testimony regarding Parthenios. What Griffin noted can be 

applied to the case of Gallus, too, for his not attributing any debt to Parthenios. In any 

case, it is presumptuous to draw strict conclusions based on only a few extant verses of 

Gallus’ poetry. I also disagree with Rose on another point. Although he accepts that the 

ascriptions in the MS (for which see the Marginalia) cite parallels and not sources, he 

writes: “Paragraph 21 quotes o xf|V  Aeapoi) KTiaiv Ttoti^aaq but has no annotation. 

Thus the notations do not aim to be complete, but to supplement what was in the text”.46 

Although it is not clear what exactly Rose means here and whether he means a difference 

between annotation and notation, I think that in this particular case one should take into 

consideration the readership; rather than the reference being incomplete, it might simply 

denote that this readership was aware of the identity of that author (e.g. like o KOirjT^q, 

referring to Homer).

Italians are also fond of Parthenios. In 1992 Paduano47 published his study Partenio, 

Pene d ’amore\ Schilardi48 followed in 1993 with his annotated translation (similar in 

style to that of Stern) and Spatafora’s49 commentary appeared in 1995. Spatafora mainly 

focuses on linguistic comments, not always supporting them with sufficient arguments 

(e.g. his linguistic comments on EP 23). 1993 was a productive year since Hollis dealt 

with the name of the Saronic Gulf in the Metamorphoses of Parthenios in his article 

“Parthenius on the Saronic Gulf ’ and Giangrande discussed textual problems of 

Alexandras’ Aitolos passage cited in EP 14. In addition, Lightfoot’s dissertation was 

completed in 1996 on the fragments of Parthenios.50 In 1998 van Rossum-Steenbeek also 

gave a short discussion on Parthenios, in the Appendix of her book Greek Readers' 

Digests?51 Up to this day there is no English commentary on the EP.

46 Rose 1994: 56.
47 Paduano 1993.
48 Schilardi 1993.
49 Spatafora 1995.
50 I did not have any access to this dissertation since it is a restricted access item, but her book is 
forthcoming.
51 Van Rossum-Steenbeek 1998.
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CODEX PALATINUS GRAECUS 398 

HISTORY OF THE MANUSCRIPT

The text of the EP is preserved in a single manuscript {codex unicus), codex Palatinus 

Graecus 398. After many adventures, being moved from place to place for many years, 

this codex is now kept in the Universitatsbibliothek at Heidelberg. Our knowledge 

concerning this manuscript’s history begins in the fifteenth century, when Cardinal John 

Stojkovic of Ragusa (Dubrovnik, 1390-1443) offered to the Dominican convent in Basle 

a collection of Greek codices (Palatinus Graecus 398 being one of them), which he had 

acquired from Constantinople during a mission in 1436.1 This codex remained in Basle 

and was used by J. Comarius for the editio princeps of Parthenios in 1531 and by S. 

Gelen for the editio princeps of Pseudo-Strabo’s Chrestomathy and Pseudo-Plutarch’s 

De fluviis in 1533.2 The printer Hieronymus Froben, who published these editions, had 

obtained the manuscript from the convent (among many other manuscripts) but never 

returned it. Instead, he offered it in 1553 to the Elector of the Palatinate, Ottheinrich, 

who founded the Palatine Library in Heidelberg. It was in this library that this codex was 

listed under its present number 398 and it was there that G. Xylander had access to this 

codex for editing Antoninus Liberalis, Phlegon, Apollonios (the author of iGTOplai 

Ba'op.dioiai) and Antigonos in 1568. In 1623, after the capture of Heidelberg, the 

Palatine Library was offered to Pope Gregory XV by Maximilian I, duke of Bavaria, as a 

gift in return for the Pope’s financial assistance. Leo Allatius tore all the covers from the 

books and carried them to Rome, where they were rebound in the Vatican. Codex 

Palatinus Graecus 398 remained in the Vatican Library, where it was studied by Holsten 

and gave him the chance to deepen his knowledge on the Geographers. At the end of 

1797 this codex, among many others, was taken to Paris on Napoleon’s order, where it 

was studied by Bast.3 In 1815, when the books were restored, the University of 

Heidelberg requested that some of them be returned. With the aid of the king of Prussia,

1 For the history of the manuscript see the following articles (a full bibliography is given at this point 
because these articles are cited only once): K. Escher, “Das Testament des Kardinals Johannes de 
Ragusio” BZGA 16 (1917) 208-212; P. Schmidt, “Die Bibliothek des ehemaligen Dominikanerklosters 
in Basel” BZGA 18 (1919) 160-254; P. Lehmann, “Versprengte Handschriften der Basler 
Dominikanerbibliothek” BZGA 20 (1922) 176-182; A. Vemet, “Les manuscrits grecs de Jean de Raguse 
(+1443)” BZGA 61 (1961) 75-108. For the Palatine library see K. Christ, “Zur Gesch. der griech. 
Handschr. der Palatina” ZBB 36 (1919) 3-34, 49-66; A. Biedl, “Beitrage zur Gesch. der codd. Pal. 
graec.” Byz. Zeitschr. 37 (1937) 18-41. For recent discussions on the manuscript see Diller (1952: 3-10); 
Allen (1893: 48-55); Calderon Dorda (1986: 93-105).
2 I have enclosed, together with the manuscript (fol. 173v-188v), the list of the contents of the whole 
manuscript.
3 Bast 1805.
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Pope Pius VII was persuaded to let the books go back and so codex Palatinus Graecus 

398 was finally returned to Heidelberg in 1816.
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DATING OF THE MANUSCRIPT

The dating of the manuscript too had various vicissitudes in the hands of scholars. 

Generally, these are divided in dating the manuscript either to the ninth or to the tenth 

century. Scholars4 belonging to the first category date the codex to the ninth century on 

the grounds that it is by the same hand as codex Parisinus 1807 of Plato (Platonis codex 

Parisinus A), which is assigned to the ninth century.5 Bast6 was the first to observe 

similarities between this codex and the Parisinus 1807 of Plato, whereas Graux7 saw an 

identity between the hands of Palatinus Graecus 398, Parisinus 1807 and Venetus 246. 

Notably, Allen8 extended this identification further to some other manuscripts, too. 

Based on the external arrangement and composition, the character of the writing and 

some certain peculiarities of abbreviation, Allen arranged these nine manuscripts as the 

work of five scribes at the end of the ninth century. According to Allen’s arrangement, 

Parisinus 1807 and 1962, Palatinus Graecus 398 and Venetus Marcianus 246 of 

Damaskios fall in the same category.

On the other hand, some scholars9 follow Holsten’s10 suggestion that codex Palatinus 

Graecus 398 was produced under the patronage of Emperor Konstantinos 

Porphyrogennetos. According to this view, the codex is assigned to the tenth century. 

Indeed, this emperor showed an unrivalled zeal in collecting material from all over the 

world and in his days there was an enormous production of manuscripts.11 However, the 

very same situation applies to the ninth century, which was the prelude to a new start for 

Byzantium after the Dark Ages and Iconoclasm, and a century of transcription of many 

copies of ancient authors. Leo the Philosopher, for example, a man of great knowledge, 

whose life began under the iconoclasts and ended when the controversy was over, 

collected and preserved many manuscripts, even if this was sometimes for theological 

reasons in order to support his views.12 A renewed impetus to secular studies, and the 

study of ancient authors in particular, was given particularly from around 863 to 865,

4 Alline 1915, Devreesse 1954, Irigoin 1957, Diller 1952.
5 1. Bekker, In Platonem commentaria critica (1823: ix) was the first who assigned codex Parisinus 1807 
to the ninth century.
6 Bast 1805: 855ff.
7 Graux 1884: 547ff.
8 Allen 1893: 48-55. The nine manuscripts in question are Parisinus Graecus 1807, Parisinus Graecus 
1962, Palatinus Graecus 398, Venetus Marcianus 196, Venetus 226, Venetus 246, Venetus 258, 
Laurentianus 80.9 and Vaticanus 2197 (col. 36).
9 Stevenson 1885, von Gutschmidt 1891, Sellheim 1930.
10 Holsten 1817:43-46.
11 Konst. Porphyr. De legat. 1.25-7 (C. de Boor); De caer. p. 456 (Reiske, in CSHB vol. 1).
12 PG  95.372; 108.1025; Wilson 1967: 61; Wilson 1996: 79-88.
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when there was a school for secular studies founded by Leo the Philosopher under the 

patronage of Bardas.13 Scholars had the chance to see rare texts, now no longer extant. 

The best example of this kind is Photios, who notes in his Myriobiblion (or Bibliotheca), 

with its contents of 279 codices, that he had read about sixty works which are known to 

us only by means of his summary. Given Photios’ broad interests, especially in 

Philosophers, Mioni14 connected some manuscripts containing mainly philosophical 

works with Photios, including, notably, Palatinus Graecus 398. Photios is also thought to 

have shown an interest in mythography and especially paradoxography,15 and from this 

point of view he can also be connected with Palatinus Graecus 398 , which contains 

works of paradoxographers, such as Phlegon of Tralles, Apollonios and Antigonos. In 

addition, Wilson16 notes that the abridgement of Strabo contains some details added from 

other authors, such as Arrian and Diodoros, who are prominent in Photios; Diller17 

argues in favour of the dating of the whole codex to the ninth century, and of it being 

contemporary with Photios. Last but not least, Irigoin18 has pointed out that the 

idiosyncratic hand of the main scribe in Allen’s first group of manuscripts (Parisinus 

1807, 1962, Palatinus Graecus 398 and Venetus Marcianus 24 6 ) is identical to that 

found in some marginalia in codex Vindobonensis 100 of Aristotle, which is assigned to 

the ninth century, too. It must also be added that Diller,19 although he dates the codex to 

the ninth century, notes that some statements about the Slavs in Greece in the 

Chrestomathy of Strabo (i.e. 7.37 and 47; 8 .21) are taken by historians as referring to the 

tenth century. Diller refers to Vasiliev and Zakynthenos at this point, but I could not find 

any justification of this argument in these sources.20 They take for granted the dating of 

the codex to the tenth century and Zakynthenos, in particular, writes that one should not 

give any weight to the vague statements of this epitome; especially the information ‘Vuv 

5e Ttaoav v Hrtetpov Kai 'EAA,&5a o%e5ov n a o a v  K ai ne^oTtovvrjoov Kai 

MaKsSoviav XKbfiai ZK^aPoi V8|1o v to u ” (7 .47 ), Zakynthenos adds, is in contrast

13 Fuchs 1926: 47; Wilson 1967: 58.
14 Mioni 1973: 67. Among these codices I notably mention Laurentianus 81, 11 of Aristotle, Venetus 
Marcianus 196 of Olympiodoros on Plato, Venetus Marcianus 246 of Damaskios, Parisinus 1807 of 
Plato, etc.
15 It is generally thought that Photios in his Bibliotheca devoted more space to the paradoxographers 
(Wilson 1996: 88).
16 Wilson 1996: 88.
17 Diller (1975: 38-40) argues that the Chrestomathy (MS X) of Strabo, in folios 60r-156r, has affinities 
with Photios’ Bibliotheca that suggest some actual connection; Diller suspects that Photios had a hand 
in X.
18 Irigoin 1957: 5-10.
19 Diller 1952: 4, n. 14.
20 Vasiliev 1898: 403-38 and 626-70; Zakynthenos 1945: 18-22.
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with all the other historical sources. Since historians dispute even the credibility of these 

passages, I do not see any validity in Diller’s note. For all these reasons I favour the 

dating of the manuscript to the ninth century.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT

Codex Palatinus Graecus 398 consists of 321 well-preserved parchment leaves, 

preceded by ten paper leaves. As Diller21 notes, originally there were 48 quires 

containing about 390 leaves. However, some of these are no longer extant, since five 

works of the Minor Geographers are missing, whose contents are preserved in codex 

Vatopedinus 655. Some other folios are missing from Antoninus’ Liberalis 

Metamorphoses, so that editors have had to rely on Xylander’s edition for these parts. 

Generally, the writing is early minuscule, the ‘minuscola libraria’ of Mioni,22 whereas the 

marginalia are written in semi-uncial. Since there are already descriptions of codex 

Palatinus Graecus 398,231 will restrict my description to folios 173v-188v, which contain 

Parthenios’ EP, but will take into consideration the usus scriptoris in the whole codex. 

The reader has also the chance to have a look at these folios, since I have incorporated 

them at the end of my thesis.

First of all, we must discuss how many hands are responsible for the MS. Comarius in 

his editio princeps of Parthenios in 1531 made no mention of a second hand, and this led 

Martini24 to the assumption that the corrections by the second hand were made as late as 

in the sixteenth century, after Comarius’ edition. Gutschmid,25 in his description of the 

manuscript, made mention of a single hand only which periodically had breaks (stopped 

for a while), whereas Krammer26 distinguished two contemporary hands (“duabus 

manibus eiusdem tamen aetatis diligenter exaratus”). On the other hand, Aly27 finds the 

various parts of the codex to be of different origins, although they have similarities in the 

style, and he bases his view mainly on folio 209r, which is abraded (“Obgleich die 

verschiedenen Handschriften sich sehr gleichen und die Formate von vomherein 

dieselben gewesen sind, ist die Handschrift weder von demselben gescrieben noch immer

21 Diller 1952: 3.
22 Mioni 1973.
23 Stevenson 1885: 256ff.; von Gutschmid 1891: 227-237; Diller 1952: 3-10; Calderon Dorda 1986: 93- 
105.
24 Martini 1902: vi-vii. Martini based his argumentation on the fact that in EP 15, PI reads Tcepi 86 Tfia 
aptiicT.a OuyocxpoQ x&Se X f r / z z a i .  Sdcpvr) odkri t o  p6v cacav e la  tc67 . i v  ot> m x fje i, whereas P2 adds 
a a  in the word Adcpvr|, resulting in a different division of the sentences: Ttepi 86 xf|<; ocjtOkTxx 
Ouyaxpoa xd8e 7£yexou Adcpvr|a. ccf>xr| t o  p6v oacav e la  tc67 . iv  ot> xaxfjei. Martini argues that if 
Cornarius was aware of this correction, then he would have never followed the reading of PI in his 
edition. However, since S. Gelen in his edition of Arrian and Hanno’s periplous in 1533 makes mention 
of this corrector and given that the corrections have many similarities with those in Paris 1807 of Plato, 
then one can infer that Cornarius simply did not pay careful attention to the corrections, but that does 
not mean that the corrections did not exist.
25 Von Gutschmid 1891: 231-236.
26 Krammer 1844: xlii.
27 Aly 1927: 321.
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beisammen gewesen; sonst konnte nicht die Vorderseite von Fol. 209 so stark abgenutzt 

sein”). However, Diller28 argues against this view by focusing on the uniformity 

throughout the codex; although he observes a slight distinction between the first, third 

and sixth parts, on the one hand, and the other parts of the codex (including folio 322 of 

the sixth part), on the other. He bases this distinction on the writing, which appears in the 

latter case to be in brighter brown ink, with larger and less round letters. He points out 

that “whether we have two hands or one hand at different times, the codex as a whole 

has only a single origin”. Indeed, the fact that the same ink appears in the text and in the 

marginalia, as well as the general style of the codex (e.g. the tachygraphy and the titles of 

the chapters in the marginalia), argues in favour of a single origin. It is clear that there 

are corrections, but it seems that they are made by the same hand or at least by a hand 

eiusdem aetatis. Of course, more light could be shed on these matters by a close
29palaeographical examination of all the codices of ‘Allen’s scriptorium’ and by a 

comparative study of the medieval tradition of the various parts of codex Palatinus 398, 

where preserved.

In Parthenios’ case (folios 173v-188v), in particular, there were corrections, either by 

the same hand or by a closely contemporary one (although I am inclined to believe due to 

the ink that the same scribe made the corrections, since the ink does not appear to be 

different, but just brighter, and the style of the letters is similar to that of the first hand). 

The corrections are few and mainly involve orthography; however, in some cases they 

are more substantial. First of all, one has to note insertions of letters in or above the line, 

most of the times in semi-uncial writing. To give some characteristic examples, in EP 1, 

PI reads ap7ta0eiGr|G and P2 adds the a  in the line resulting in ap7taG0£iGT|G; in EP 4, 

PI reads £7181X0810 aK8or|Tai and P2 adds above the line the missing a  (87i£ix0£taa 

cxK8oryuoci); in EP 9, PI reads ^covaio p a t|0 8 laa  and this time P2 adds more than one 

letter above the line, resulting in ^covaiG a i a  papr|08loa; in EP 9, PI reads 

XOipi£iG0ai TT| and P2 inserts above the line ah  and the i adscript, resulting in 

XOipi£lo0ai abxti; in EP 4, P2 inserts i\ 58 above the line at the beginning of a new 

sentence, making clear the change of the subject (f̂  5e a\)0a58OT£pov a7i£KplvaT0). 

However, sometimes P2 attempts the change of a letter within the line, without always

28 Diller 1952: 5. He also points out that in some folios there is red and green ink along with black used 
by a reader, presumably a native Greek, such as the scribe Doukas, who worked on the codex before it 
was transferred to Basle.
29 This term is used by Wilson 1996: 86, for denoting the group of manuscripts of the ninth century, 
which were identified by Allen as being written by the same scribe.
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being correct. Thus, in EP 2, PI reads baKpbcov a>av5oD|i8vr| and P2 inserts above the 

line a v and turns the existing v in the line into K, resulting in 8aKpt>cov Ka>,iv5o3)p,evT|. 

In contrast, in EP 11, PI reads yo §8 £7t8Gl toIg58 and P2 rightly corrects the first 

singular person into the third, by inserting the e t above the line, resulting in Aiyet 5e, 

which is in accordance with the subject, that is Nikainetos. There is also a notable 

example of a case in which the correction of P2 has misled modem scholars. That is, in 

EP 1, the PI reading was 8G PopaGTOV and P2 has inserted an D exactly above the o. 

This led Cazzaniga30 to suppose that the reading was BobpaGTOV and not BbPaGTOV. 

However, Westermann31 pointed out long ago that the intention of the correction was to 

turn the o into a v.

Deletions and erasures do not appear often. In EP 1, the PI reading is o ia  

85e5pdK8i but the a  in the pronoun has been erased. In EP 6 after the word 

(paVTdapaxoa there are traces of erasure and P2 adds 8e, whereas in EP 1 traces of 

erasure appear in OopcovecoG but the reading is clearly by the first hand. In EP 23 and 32, 

a letter is deleted by adding a dot above it (d7tiT8TaY|i.evoi) and Ta\>TT|l f)7tê 0G)V 

respectively) and in EP 14, PI reads Kaiop8VT| and P2 has erased the I, resulting in 

Kaop.8VT|. Apart from all these mostly minor corrections, one has also to note some 

more substantial ones. That is, in EP 6, PI reads tov  SpbaVTa oiGxeoGiv 

^TttGCpa^eiv, and P2 changes the letters and turns them into tov  SpbaVTa (p8TO 

G0)V87tlG(pd^8iv, which, according to Martini, “quae mutatio etsi ad sensum bona est, 

tamen non restituit lectionem Parthenii”.32

Coming now to the usus scriptoris, in 173v there is a heading with the name of the 

author and the title of his work followed by a table of contents, all written in semi-uncial 

writing. Then the text starts, written in careful minuscule. The writing is upright, with a 

slight inclination to the left. The uniformity and regularity of the accents and breathings 

are striking. Breathings are generally notched and give the impression that the scribe 

made them in one stroke. Iota is adscript, except when it is occasionally forgotten, when 

it is added above the line. Generally the orthography is of a high quality and itacism does 

not occur. Each story is separated from the following with a diacritical mark (i.e. diple :) 

and with a blank space. There is uniformity in the format of the lines, apart from rare 

cases, where the scribe gives the impression that he added something after he had

30 Cazzaniga 1959: 135-139.
31 Westermann 1843: 153.
32 Martini 1902: vii. Martini thinks that Parthenios had written at this point ol6<; T£ f|V  fematpci^eiv.
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completed his writing (e.g. in EP 14, the scribe has added ev A7ioAA(0Vi, which is the 

title of the work cited in the narrative). Whenever verses are incorporated within the 

main text (EP 11, 14, 21 and 34), the scribe always distinguishes them by inserting in the 

beginning of each verse a diacritical mark (i.e. >). The letters are typical of the pure 

minuscule that appears in the codices vetustissimi,33 and also so are the combinations 

among letters (e.g. 8 with t, 8 with x>, etc.). Although tachygraphy does not appear in the 

main text, it must be noted that the final v at the end of the line appears in an abbreviated 

form (i.e.'’*). Thus, in EP 25 we read o ikov  t o “ (i.e. TOV), in 27 7tripo“ (i.e. Ttopov), in

32 8 ic6kco“ (i.e. 8 ic6kg)V), in 34 yovo“ (i.e. yovov), etc. Also, the scribe sometimes 

makes use of obeli in the text. To note some characteristic examples, in EP 13 a plain 

obelus separates the adverb TxxGpafcoc; (AaGpai-coc;), in 8 two plain obeli separate the 

infinitive Kopi^eiv (KO--pi£eiv), in 9 a dotted obelus appears between two words 

(KaTOpx)G(X|ievo'D - 8e), whereas a few lines below two dotted obeli are used after the 

verb a7t87myr|. Bast,34 commenting on these signs, points out their non-critical use and 

Allen35 adds that they are found at least on as large a scale as in the nine manuscripts 

mentioned above, but also elsewhere. Indeed, I am in favour of Allen’s position that 

these signs are not critical in the sense of the Aristarchean signs, but I do not believe that 

they correspond to the inverted commas, at least not in all cases. The fact that they are 

used even within a word, resulting in its separation in two parts,36 shows that the scribe 

used them as space-fillers for the gaps in the text. Pitra,37 who has also observed signs of 

this kind in Laurentianus 80.9 and Vaticanus 2197, claims that there is no trace of 

erasure with these signs, but Allen38 proves him to be wrong. Indeed, in our case there is 

at least one example, in which a plain obelus stands and there are traces of erasure (i.e. 

EP 2 £GKe5da0r|oav).

This tendency of the scribe to review the text, adding accents whenever missing and 

filling in the gaps with space-fillers wherever needed, in combination with the accurate 

orthography and the lack of itacism, argues once more in favour of the dating of this 

codex to the ninth century, where particular emphasis was given by Bardas, Leo the 

Philosopher, Photios and others to transcription in an accurate and careful pure 

minuscule.

33 For a description of the letters in codices of the ninth century, see the plate in Mioni 1973: 6SL
34 Bast 1805: 860.
35 Allen 1893:51.
36 E.g. in EP 2 6aice5&CT0r|-oav, in 13 taxOpcri-Gx;, in 21 Tt&pv-ev, in 34 TUvSap-h;, etc.
37 Jean Baptiste Pitra in his Analecta sacra spicilegio solesmensi parata (1888) xv ff.
38 Allen 1893: 51.
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MARGINALIA

The marginal notes are written by the same hand as the text and in the same ink, in 

semi-uncial script. They can basically be divided into two categories: the headings, that 

is, the title of each story with the numeration (e.g. Ttepi A'hpKOD a , Ttepi no7x)|if|Ax|<; 

P, etc.) and the ascriptions (e.g. in EP 1 f] iGTOpla Ttapa NiKaivexq) ev T(p AbpKCp 

K ai ATto^Xrovlcp Po51(p Kativcp) on the one hand, and the marginal explanatory notes,39 

on the other (e.g. in EP 3 CH t o y  ’O5dgg8(0c; Qdvaxov omuoq).

With regard to the titles and the numeration, it must be added at this point that the 

text is preceded by a numbered table of contents. One observes that in twenty40 out of 

thirty-six stories the title in the margins precedes and then the number follows, with both 

being set together on the left margin of the page. In contrast, in the remaining sixteen 

cases,41 the number precedes, set in the left margin, and then the title follows in the right 

margin. These sixteen cases differ simply because they are written on the recto, which 

has less space on the left. It must be added here that in EP 27 only the title is written 

both in minuscule and in very pale ink (in contrast to the others which are written in 

semi-uncial and very clearly), presumably having been forgotten by the scribe and added 

afterwards. Given that this title is written in minuscule and not in semi-uncial, and with 

different ink, it is likely that this addition was a later one, perhaps by the reader who 

commented on various passages of the codex. A. Griffiths suggests at this point that the 

marginal numbers were integral to the original writing of the MS, not actually 

simultaneous to the copying of the text but added immediately afterwards because, given 

the existence of the preceding table of contents, it makes no sense to have the chart and 

not the numbers. Griffiths adds that his argument, on the other hand, does not apply to 

the marginal titles for the simple reason that they are not necessary. Thus, in EP 27, in 

which the number is cited but not the title, it is likely that a later title-adder missed out 

this title, jumping over Alkinoe by haplography after Apriate. Moreover, why should the 

annotator have written ‘TEC H KPOEOY 0YTATHP’ on folio 184v {EP 22), if the title 

IIEPI NANIAOX stood already exactly above this annotation? Griffiths concludes that 

there is the following sequence: chart and text written, immediately followed by 

numeration of the stories, notes introduced with CH added and then marginal titles 

added. However, if we accept that the chart was written prior to the titles, then who was

39 As we shall see these marginal notes are not in fact explanatory but mere repetitions of parts of the 
main text.
40 EP 1-3, 5, 8-9, 11, 13, 15, 17-19, 22, 25-26, 28-30, 33 and 34.
41 EP 4, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20-21, 23-24, 27, 31-32, 35 and 36.
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the writer of the chart? If the writer was not the author of the EP himself, then what 

criteria did he use in naming each story? Last but not least, the marginal titles are more 

accurate and closer to the text than the titles mentioned in the chart. That is, in the table 

of contents we read that the title of EP 20 is Ilep i Alpofx;, with a smooth breathing, 

whereas the marginal title is with a rough breathing, like the name mentioned in the text; 

the title of EP 23 in the chart is Ilepi ’Icovlboc;, whereas in the marginal title and in the 

text the name is Xeitaovlq; the title of EP 33 in the chart is Ilep i Aloaovoq, but the 

name in the marginal title and in the text is Aaadcov. In addition, the title of EP 4 in the 

chart is squeezed in and the title of EP 17 is abbreviated, thus giving the impression that 

the writer of this chart had beforehand what he should write (that is, the titles of the 

stories).

Although marginalia appear throughout the codex to a greater or lesser extent, the 

folios which include Parthenios’ and Antoninus Liberalis’ works have a genuine 

characteristic in common. That is, there are ascriptions on the top and the bottom of the 

pages, referring to other authors and works. Although in the case of Antoninus Liberalis 

these ascriptions mainly refer to Nikandros’ Heteroioumena and Boios’ Omithogony, in 

the case of Parthenios there is great variety. These ascriptions are basically introduced 

with the verb iaTOpel (e.g. EP 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, etc.), or the phrase f| loTOpla 7iapa ... 

(e.g. EP 1, 15, 22), or i\ loxopia a in ri 8?^(p0Ti £ k ... (i.e. EP 9). The ascriptions are 

placed at the bottom of the page,42 unless there are two stories in one page; in this case 

the ascription of the first story is set at the top of the page (e.g. folios 174v, 183v, 185v, 

etc.). On the single occasion when three stories appear on the same page, then the 

ascription of the middle one is on the side (left margin of the page in the case of folio 

186v). Usually, the ascriptions consist of the name of the author (or authors) and the title 

of the work (e.g. EP 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.) and sometimes they even explicitly state the 

number of the book (e.g. EP 8, 9, 16, etc), whereas on other occasions they state just the 

name of the author (e.g. EP 7, 25, 31, etc.). As was mentioned already, there is a great 

variety of authors cited in these ascriptions, ranging from Classical to Hellenistic times, 

from poets to philosophers and scholars, from well-known authors to unknown ones

42 With the exception of folio 177r, where the ascription is set at the top because in the last line of the 
page a new story begins and the scribe wants to avoid confusion. Generally, the scribe follows a strict 
typology, which fails only in folio 188r, where the ascription actually refers to EP 36 and not 35, 
although it is set at the top of the page. One could claim at this point that this was perhaps because the 
scribe usually sets the sign o (this sign is discussed in the following pages) at the bottom of the page and 
never at the top but this is not true in the case of Antoninus Liberalis, where this sign can also be put at 
the top of the page (see also comments on EP 35).
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(such as Dektadas in EP 13 and Andriskos in EP 19). Thus, Sophokles is the only poet 

of the Classical period cited, whereas there is an abundance of Hellenistic poets, such as 

Apollonios Rhodios, Euphorion, Hermesianax, Likymnios, Moiro, Nikandros, Philetas 

and Simmias. Hellanikos, Xanthos and Theophrastos are the earliest historians cited and 

then Hellenistic historians follow, such as Aristokritos, Hegesippos, Neanthes, Timaios 

and Phylarchos. Aristotle is cited once and he is not the only philosopher cited, since 

Phanias, Aristodemos and Asklepiades of Myrlea are mentioned too.

Two problems emerge from these ascriptions. The first concerns their credibility and 

the second their authenticity. Besides, these ascriptions are also connected with another 

important problem, that is, the interpretation of the sign o. There are ascriptions in the 

margins of twenty-six out of thirty-six stories, whereas, of the remaining cases, in four 

(EP 20-24) there is nothing in the margins and in six (EP 10, 12, 17, 30, 32, 35)43 there 

is the sign 5. But before examining the interpretation of this sign, let us consider the 

ascriptions.

The first editors of Parthenios, and scholars such as Schneider,44 Bergk,45 Wiseman,46 

Diller47 and Forbes-Irving,48 take these ascriptions as the actual sources of Parthenios, 

stemming from himself. The main arguments in favour of this position are that these 

ascriptions are accurate, credible and always cite pre-Parthenian authors. Wiseman 

supports this view on the grounds that Parthenios’ careful citing of his sources is an 

intentional part of his scholarly Alexandrianism. Sellheim49 argued in favour of the 

authenticity of Parthenios’ ascriptions but he also added that in the case of Antoninus 

Liberalis things were different. That is, a Grammarian of the fourth or fifth century, 

imitating the ascriptions in Parthenios, reunited the authentic sources of Antoninus (i.e. 

Nikandros and Boios) with what a later scholiast had added in the margins based on 

Pamphilos’ Aetpxov. However, many scholars dispute the authenticity of Parthenios’ 

ascriptions. Rohde50 argues that, if Parthenios indeed wrote these ascriptions, then why 

does he fail in ten cases to provide his sources? Moreover, Rohde adds, why does he 

have to inform us that in EP 8 he does not follow his source concerning the names of the

43 I take this sign to refer to EP 35 and not EP 36 for the reasons mentioned above and in the 
commentary on EP 35.
44 Schneider 1856: 27-8.
45 Bergk 1884:1233.
46 Wiseman 1974: 55.
47 Diller 1952: 6.
48 Forbes-Irving 1990: 19-35.
49 Sellheim 1930: 62.
50 Rohde 1924: 122-125.
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heroes? Rohde concludes that the ascriptions are the work of a later scholar or editor of 

Parthenios. His conclusion is accepted by Stem, who, although he disputes their 

authenticity, accepts their reliability, noting that they report “with reasonable accuracy 

pre-Parthenian sources in which the same or roughly the same stories were told. Whether 

this later editor happened to hit on the exact sources used by Parthenius remains, of 

course, an open question”.51
52Rohde was not the first to pose such questions. Hercher, in a series of articles, 

argued against the authenticity of these ascriptions, which are the product of a learned
53Grammarian (“sie von einem belesenen Grammatiker stammen”) and not Parthenios. 

According to Hercher, Parthenios was not interested in naming his sources, and that is 

why he uses indefinite introductory motifs in the stories, that is, he uses mainly the verbs 

A^yExai (e.g. EP 6, 12, 17, etc.), or cpaoi (e.g. EP 11 and 14, where different versions 

are introduced, 22, etc.) or the verb iGXOpEixai (with the adverb Siacpopwq, thus 

presenting two different versions of the same story, e.g. EP 11, 28, 33). The nature of 

this work, as explained in the letter he sent to Gallus, shows that Parthenios would not 

have bothered to name “xobq iaxopYjaavxaq avSpaq” (as Hercher calls them) and that 

he was interested only in the material. Secondly, the ascriptions in the margins break the 

continuity of the main text and this is not in accordance with Parthenios’ intentions, since 

he tries hard to establish a continuity in his narrative by inserting particles (e.g. EP 7, £V 

5s xfi 7xaA.fi UpaKteiqc, or EP 8, oxe 8e o l T aA m ai) or by making reference to the 

previous story (e.g. EP 3, ob fxovov 8e OS'DGGE'bq 7i£pi Alo>.ov &qî |LiapX£V, which 

connects with EP 2). Last, but not least, Parthenios in some cases cites his sources 

within his main narrative (i.e. EP 11, 14, 21 and 34), and these are different from those 

cited in the ascriptions of these stories.

Some of Hercher’s arguments can be challenged: EP 21 cannot be taken as a 

characteristic example since there is no ascription in the margins and, moreover, 

Parthenios does not actually mention the name of the author (a periphrasis is used instead 

‘o xfiv AEGpoi) kxigiv TtovqGaq’). As for EP 34, Schneider, disputing Hercher, claims 

that the ascription of EP 4 mentions Nikandros, so Parthenios does not have to repeat 

the name of this author again, since EP 34 is, in a way, a continuation of EP 4. 

However, if Schneider is right, one cannot help wondering at this point why Parthenios

51 Stem 1992: 106-7.
52 Hercher 1852: 452; Hercher 1877: 306-319. See also the praefatio of his edition of Parthenios in
Erotici Scriptores Graeci (Leipzig, 1858).
53 Hercher 1877: 307.
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did not put these two stories in sequence and why he did not bother to repeat the name 

of Nikandros, since he repeats the name of Kephalon in the ascriptions.54 Martini,55 

Cobet56 and Oder57 accepted Hercher’s view and agree that the ascriptions do not stem 

from Parthenios himself; in Oder’s view these ascriptions stem from Pamphilos’ Aeijxcov, 

whereas Blum58 distinguishes two scholiasts (Wendel59 also is in favour of the existence 

of two scholiasts), the first of whom, in the case of Antoninus Liberalis, wrote the real 

sources of Antoninus in the ascriptions, that is Nikandros, Boios and perhaps 

Hermesianax, whereas the second scholiast added the names of the other authors cited in 

the ascriptions of Antoninus and Parthenios based on Pamphilos’ Aetficov.

Bethe60 offered a new view by claiming that Parthenios and Antoninus Liberalis 

actually quoted their sources, but these quotations went through numerous 

transformations, resulting in this form, which was probably produced by a learned man, 

such as Arethas, in Byzantine times. Bethe also based his arguments on Alexandrianism, 

which would not accept anything without attestation (ap,dpn)pov ot)bev aelbo), as 

Kallimachos would put it),61 and on the speculation that the quotation of the sources 

would be useful and helpful for Gallus. Moreover, Bethe tried to explain both the 

contrast in the numbers (singular-plural), which often appears between the ascriptions 

and Parthenios’ own references within the text (e.g. EP 26, TlV£Q p,6vxoi £<paaav, 

whereas the ascription refers only to Aristokritos), and the contrast between the accuracy 

of the ascriptions and the inaccuracy of Parthenios’ own references (e.g. EP 27, £%ei be 

Xoyoq, whereas the ascription refers to Moiro’s Arai) as something not rare in scholia 

(“In den Scholien ist das nichts Seltenes”).62 Pasquali,63 in his turn, suggested that these 

ascriptions in the text of Antoninus and Parthenios are just as suspicious as the ones in 

the Homeric Scholia (i.e. the MH), where the motifs laxopel o belva or f] iaxopia 

Ttapa T(p belva appear, too. Another cross-variant view is offered by Cessi,64 who

54 As one can see on the comments on EP 34, Heyne has suggested a lacuna in the ascription after the 
word TptDiiccov and Heyne inserted the number of the book. Although there is no physical lacuna, 
Schneider’s argument would be strengthened by inserting the name of Nikandros.
55 Martini 1902: xii-xiii.
56 Cobet 1873: 203.
57 Oder 1886: 42ff.
58 Blum 1892: 5 Iff.
59 Wendel 1932: 148-154.
60 Bethe 1903: 608-617.
61 Kallim .fr. 612 (Pfeiffer).
62 Bethe 1903: 614.
63 Pasquali 1913: 55ff.
64 Cessi 1921: 345ff.
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agrees with Rohde, and claims that these ascriptions are the result of a succession of 

learned readers.

The theory which disputes the idea that the ascriptions stem from Parthenios himself 

seems to be justified by the discovery of a papyrus fragment of Euphorion’s Thrax. This 

fragment preserves the stories of Harpalyke and Apriate, which are also dealt with in EP 

13 and 26 respectively. Bartoletti,65 examining the papyrus, was led to the same 

conclusion, that is, the ascriptions are due to a learned reader, who wanted to show that 

he had read these stories. As Papathomopoulos66 notes, the mention of Euphorion’s 

Thrax in the ascriptions of EP 13 and 26 is valuable but not enough to prove that EP 13 

and 26 stem from this source. Papathomopoulos believes that the ascriptions are the 

result of successive work across the centuries, starting from 350 onwards.

A more recent approach to this issue was made by Cameron.67 He points out that 

what Euphorion summarized in five and seven lines, Parthenios in EP 13 and 26 

respectively described in fully detailed narratives. However, Cameron claims that the fact 

that the marginalia are written in the same hand as the main text might imply that these 

ascriptions are an integral part of the original text. For, when the compiler’s aims were 

purely mythographic, he did not need to provide sources, but in the case of Parthenios, 

who wants to provide Cornelius Gallus with inspiring material, citing the sources would 

be very useful. Cameron goes on to assume that, if both Parthenios and Antoninus 

provided their references in the equivalent of footnotes, these were very likely “to be 

dropped at random by successive copyists”.68 Cameron concludes that, as with the 

scribes in the Greek Anthology, who cite hundreds of author’s names in the margins of 

the manuscript but also omit as many (and at the same time, the corrector adds hundreds 

more names from the more carefully copied exemplar), in the case of Parthenios also “we 

would have a securely dated late-Republican example of an epitome equipped with 

source references”.69

What one can question in the first place, which Cameron takes for granted, is his 

statement that, when a compiler’s aims are purely mythographic, he does not need to

65 Bartoletti 1948: 33-36. For the edition of the fragment see M. Norsa and G. Vitelli, “Frammenti di 
poemi di Euforione” Annali della Scuola Norm, di Pisa 4 (1935) 3-14. See also comments on EP 26.
66 Papathomopoulos 1968: xix.
67 Cameron 1995: 124-125.
68 Cameron 1995: 124. Cameron (124, n.104) also argues against Stern’s view, concerning the cases 
where Parthenios’ own quotations of his sources within his main text {EP 11, 14 and 34) are in contrast 
with the equivalent ascriptions, noting that Parthenios did not have to waste space repeating sources 
already mentioned in his text.
69 Cameron 1995: 125.
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provide sources. In Palatinus 398 Pseudo-Plutarch’s De fluviorum et montium 

nominibus et de iis quae in illis inveniuntur (157r-173r) and Apollonios’ Mirabilia 

(236v-243r) are also included. Both authors have incorporated in their works plenty of 

references to their sources, although these works are not intended to have the same use 

as the EP and although their interest is purely mythographic. For instance, Pseudo- 

Plutarch in De fluviis 1.5 mentions in his text that the story concerning Therogonos hill 

was also known to Chrysermos (KaBcbq laxopel Xpl3aepp,oq ev n ’ lv5iK(bv), whereas 

Archelaos was aware of more details (|xe[ivr|Tai 8e toijtcdv aKpipeaxepov Ap/eXrxoc; 

8V iy ’ Ttepi noxapcbv). References such as these, which mention not only the name of 

the author but also his specific work, are numerous in the above-mentioned works of 

Pseudo-Plutarch and Apollonios. This habit of incorporating references to other authors 

within one’s text was not unusual. A primary form, but in the style of a disclaimer, is 

found in tragic poets, such as Euripides,70 but also Hellenistic poets, such as Theokritos 

and Kallimachos.71 In addition, many prose writers, such as Apollodoros, Athenaios and 

Pseudo-Plutarch72 in general, demonstrate this kind of technique, too. Parthenios himself 

incorporates references to authors in some of his stories, as we have already seen. If 

indeed a scribe separated what Parthenios had incorporated in his main narrative, 

resulting thus in the ascriptions in the margins, then why did the scribe not do so in the 

cases of Pseudo-Plutarch and Apollonios, too?

Perhaps one could obtain a broader view regarding such questions, if one examines 

the mythographical historiae of the Mythographus Homericus (henceforth MH). Without 

implying any connection between MH and Parthenios’ EP, one has to observe the 

similarities between the ascriptions in Parthenios’ work and the subscriptions in MH. The 

similarities lie in the following points: firstly, in the fact that the greater part of these 

historiae have subscriptions but not all of them (as in EP, where in ten cases out of 

thirty-six the ascriptions are missing); secondly, the ascriptions refer mainly to authors 

and works which are no longer extant, so one cannot trace the exact relationship 

between these works and the historiae (just as we cannot check the extent of credibility 

of the ascriptions of the EP)\ thirdly, in some cases the subscriptions indicate even the 

number of the specific book of a work; and, last but not least, the form of the

70 Eur. Hel. 513. See Maass 1892: 259, for more examples of what Maass thinks as being standard.
71 Theokr. 22.116ff; Kallim. in his fifth Hymn 56. Bulloch (1985: 161-2) commenting on this disclaimer 
notes that apart from relieving the narrator of any moral responsibility, it also “provides the source- 
credentials which are a feature of Callimachus’ poetry”.
72 Regarding the validity of Plutarch’s citations in De fluviis, van der Valk (1963: 399ff.) has pointed 
out that, although some of them are indeed falsifications, many of them are reliable.
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subscriptions bears similarities with the ascriptions in the EP, since they are usually 

written based on the following motifs- laxopla Ttapa xcp 5eiva, (6c;) lOTOpel o 

5eiva, oincoq o 5elva. These historiae and their subscriptions have been the subject of 

many disputes among scholars, too.73 The theory74 that these subscriptions go back to 

the Byzantines was rejected after the discovery of the group of papyrus fragments, which 

bear the subscriptions, too.75 These papyri have led scholars to reconsider the validity 

and authenticity of these subscriptions. Montanari believes that the MH stems from 

reliable sources, which belong to the field of Homeric scholarship and learned 

mythography, and that “some compiler built up the MH by borrowing from sources with 

mixed material, like hypomnemata or other learned products, and shaping it into a 

veritable specialised commentary which, from a certain point of time onwards, circulated 

separately”.76 As for the subscriptions, Montanari adds, they are on the whole reliable, 

and it is likely that someone made a selection from high-quality learned commentaries of 

the Alexandrian age; the material contained in the MH is not based on indirect 

manualistic knowledge.

73 Scholars of the last century, such as Maass (1884), Bethe (1887) and Panzer (1892), thought in 
general that the MH was a kind of mythographical handbook, whereas Schwartz (1878), although he too 
regarded the MH as stemming from handbooks, was the first to link these historiae with the Homeric 
field by taking them as derived from a mythological commentary on Homer. Luenstedt (1961) in his 
dissertation examined the subscriptions referring to extant authors and showed that there is a link, but 
one should not regard these subscriptions always as indicating the source, since they could indicate also 
a parallel text. Van der Valk (1963: 303-413), examining the mythographical scholia in detail, agrees 
with Schwartz’ view that the historiae do not stem from the authors cited in the subscriptions, but this 
does not mean that all the subscriptions are unreliable. He distinguishes the subscriptions which are 
totally unreliable from those of which only one detail of the story is mentioned by the author cited in the 
ascriptions and from those of which the greater part of the story, or the story on its whole, is authentic. 
Van der Valk disputes especially the reliability of the subscriptions that cite the Cycle (contra Janko 
1986: 52ff., who deals with Kyknos in the epic cycle). Arrighetti (1987: 204-210), who examined the 
papyri in relation to the historiae in the mythographical D scholia, pointed out the link between them. 
Rossum-Steenbeek (1998: 85-118) examines the papyri and poses questions regarding the readership of 
these subscriptions, and regards them as the last traces of a work (or works), which related stories 
together with versions and sources.
74 This theory was supported by Schwartz (1881: 458), who generally disputes the reliability not only of 
these subscriptions but also of some historiae themselves, and argues that the historiae cannot be 
attributed automatically to the authors cited in the subscriptions, but they had derived from compendia. 
Panzer (1892: 56-8) shared this view, ascribing these historiae to a mythographical handbook and 
agreeing that the subscriptions were of a later date.
75 At this point it must be added that, as Celoria notes (1992: 13), in 1924 a portion of a papyrus roll of 
the 2nd or 3rd century AD appeared, which contained an alphabetical collection of metamorphoses, with 
short and dictionary-like entries. Celoria notes that we find there the same verb for ‘tells’, as is used by 
Antoninus when sources or parallels are cited and that the papyrus is marginally grander in its sources. 
At this point one recalls Wendel’s (in the RE, s.v. Mythographie, 1935: 1376) view that there must have 
been a big collection of erotic 8ir|yi)o8i(; with source annotations in the Hellenistic times that the 
scribe-compiler of the marginal annotations in the case of Parthenios must have used.
76 Montanari 1995: 165.
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What Montanari argued for the MH seems to apply in a way to Parthenios’ EP, too. 

In other words, if Parthenios merely copies stories based on indirect manualistic 

knowledge, then how can he offer original verses, sometimes at great length (e.g. EP 14 

and 21)? The fact that Parthenios was able to offer the original verses of his own and by 

Nikainetos in EP 11; of the Apollo of Alexandras the Aitolian in EP 14; of the author of 

the Foundation o f Lesbos in EP 21; and of Nikandros in EP 34, proves that Parthenios 

had consulted these individual works and he was not basing himself on a mere 

mythographical compendium. However, this observation imposes further questions, such 

as, why does Parthenios not follow this technique in the remaining stories, too? Why 

does he offer the original verses in specific cases (which leads to the question of why the 

ascriptions exist at all)? Last but not least, why, in the cases in which Parthenios cites the 

original verses, are these in contrast to the ascriptions? The fact that Parthenios offers 

only poetic passages and not prose ones makes it clear that his purpose was to give 

Gallus a ‘taste’ of some poetic styles and stylistic preferences of some authors. So, 

whenever he has a poet as his direct source, he quotes some of the original verses. I find 

it unlikely that these quotations were given in order that Gallus would consult the 

original source, too. That is, in EP 11 there is only a mention of Nikainetos, and his 

work, in which the passage belongs, is not cited; as for Parthenios’ own poem cited in 

the same story, no title is given (although one can argue that Gallus was probably 

familiar with Parthenios’ works). In EP 14 the reference is complete, whereas in EP 21 

the name of the author is implied but not explicitly stated. In EP 34 the name of 

Nikandros is mentioned but not the title of his work. Given Parthenios’ incomplete way 

of making references and given that he offers the original verses (which sometimes are 

long enough) within his narrative, one can put forward the suggestion that Parthenios did 

not intend to make Gallus look for these sources; instead, Parthenios was rather saving 

his friend the trouble by means of these quotations.

It has been shown that Parthenios had the habit of making references (at least in some 

cases) to other authors within his narrative, as Apollodoros, Pseudo-Plutarch, Athenaios 

and others used to do. However, is this strong evidence that he wrote the ascriptions 

too? In EP 11 different versions are introduced, so that the ascriptions could refer to a 

version. In EP 14 the fragment of Alexandras offers another version, according to which 

a golden bowl and not a partridge was thrown into the well, and this cannot exclude the 

ascription as being referred to one of these versions, too. In EP 21 there is no ascription 

but the way the fragment is introduced by the K ai (iie|ivr|Tai xot) TtaGcnx; TOt>5e Kai
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o ttjv  Aeapoi) Kxlatv 7ioifjaac; £v xolaSe) makes it clear that there were also other 

authors dealing with this subject. In EP 34 the fragment again offers another version, 

according to which Korythos was the son of Helen and not of Oinone, and this also 

cannot exclude the possibility that the ascription refers to the other version. After the 

discovery of the papyrus fragment of Euphorion’s Thrax, it became clear that trying to 

evaluate the ascriptions (but also the quotations by Parthenios himself within his main 

narrative) strictly as ‘sources’ was rather utopian. It has been mentioned already that 

Parthenios’ account was longer and full of details but one must also note that the 

ascription in the EP 26 was not wrong or misleading. That is, there is a genuine thematic 

link but EP 26 and the fragment of the Thrax should be treated rather as parallels, 

whereas the authors cited by Parthenios himself deal with a part of the story or simply 

offer another version.

As mentioned already, the fact the Parthenios quotes original verses within his 

narratives shows that he had direct sources in front of him and not only compendia. This 

is further proved by the fact that one can trace fragments of verses within his main 

narrative, without these being quoted as such. That is, in EP 3 we read that Odysseus 

was killed by his own offspring with a sea-fish’s prickle (Tp(O0ei<; aKdv0T] 0aXaaala<; 

Tp'uyovoq) and this is almost a Sophoklean verse, as Meineke observed. Notably, the 

ascription at this point cites Sophokles’ Euryalos and this could be a strong argument in 

favour of the credibility of the ascriptions. However, in EP 3 Odysseus appears as killing 

his son Euryalos and, although this play is no longer extant, Eustathios, commenting on 

Odyssey 16.119-120 (1796. 50), informs us that Sophokles presented Euryalos as being 

killed by Telemachos. It is clear that Parthenios’ story did not follow the Sophoklean 

version at this point. Before examining the credibility of the ascriptions in detail, let us 

return to the direct sources of Parthenios as proved by the text itself. In EP 12 we read 

that Kirke fed Kalchos with magical drugs and then drove him into the pig-styes 

(fl^aaev sq ODCpeobq). This phrase might be a a quotation from the end of a pentameter 

(see u su s au ctor is). A further examination of the EP demonstrates that Parthenios might 

have used various kinds of sources, which are not mentioned in the ascriptions (for a full 

discussion see comments on the story  in each of the following stories). Thus, in EP 20 

it is likely that Ion of Lesbos was the one who associated Orion with the island of Chios 

and Oinopion. In EP 21 Parthenios quotes some original verses from the author who 

wrote on Lesbos’ foundation (o xfjv Aeapot) k tio iv  7toif|Ga<;). Stephanos Byzantios 

(s.v. MdtiA^vti) cites that Kallimachos calls Lesbos Mytonis and Parthenios is aware of
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this name too (M'oxcovlSa K ate i xt|v AeaPov KaMffiaxo<; ev xcp xexapxcp. 

napBeviot; 8e MDxcovlSac; xag AeapiKdg (prjai). The story of Kleonymos and 

Cheilonis in EP 23 was also treated by Plutarch and Phylarchos presumably could be a 

source. Theopompos was likely to be the source for EP 24, which deals with the story of 

Hipparinos and his lover, and EP 25, which deals with the story of Phayllos and the wife 

of Ariston (this is a story treated also by Plutarch). The story of Herakles and Keltine in 

EP 30 has great resemblances to Herodotos 4.8-10. The story of Korythos and Helen in 

EP 34 was also known to Lykophron and Konon. As regards the story of Eulimene in 

EP 35, Pausanias, drawing probably on Rhianos, states a parallel Messenian story. Last 

but not least, Flavius Arrianus was aware of Arganthone’s wild nature, which is the 

theme of the first part of EP 36.

Some more remarks as regards to the validity of the ascriptions must be added at this 

point. That is, EP 16 gives the story of Laodike and Akamas, and the ascription cites 

Hegesippos’ Palleniaka. Tzetzes commenting on Lykophron’s Alexandra 495-6 credits 

to Euphorion some verses regarding the death of Mounippos. One can wonder at this 

point why Euphorion’s name (mentioned in other ascriptions) is missing from the 

ascription of EP 16. A new element also emerges from an analysis of the manuscript as a 

whole. That is, the marginalia in this codex are generally written in the left or right 

margin and not above or below the text. However, in the cases of Parthenios and 

Antoninus there are marginalia in the upper and lower margins and these marginalia are 

ascriptions. What is new is that these are not the only cases in the codex. In Diogenes’ 

Epistulae 35 (i.e. folio 320v) on the top margin of the page a note appears, which makes 

a reference to Odyssey 14. In addition, again in the same work (folio 308r) but at the 

bottom of the page this time, there is a comment on the word Itwo'D, and this time the 

scholiast makes a reference to Aristophanes’ Kokalos. In folio 305 at the bottom of the 

page there is a comment on GX^eyytg in which Aristophanes’ Daitaleis is cited 

(obviously someone is drawing on the plays of Aristophanes or on scholia to 

Aristophanes in these cases). Last but not least, in Themistokles’ Epistulae folio 285r, 

the marginal note on a vocative case at the bottom of the page cites Ktesiphon and 

Didymos but also the vecoxepoi. Although the examples mentioned above are 

incorporated into marginal notes and do not constitute independent ascriptions, the 

tendency to cite other authors which partly deal with a parallel issue is notable. Given 

this tendency, and also the fact that the style of the ascriptions is identical in both 

Parthenios and Antoninus, it is likely that a later scribe gave them this shape (even if
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these ascriptions stem directly from Parthenios and Antoninus it could not have been 

presented exactly in the same way by the two authors). And it is even more impossible 

for the two authors to have had the same inspiration to use the sign o.

This sign has been the subject of many discussions, too. Like the ascriptions, this sign 

appears only in the cases of Parthenios and Antoninus Liberalis (folios 179r, 180r, 182v, 

186v, 187r and 188r in Parthenios and folios 196r, 205v and twice in 206v in 

Antoninus). Generally, in the manuals of the Greek abbreviations this sign stands as an 

abbreviation for cm and Hercher agrees suggesting that, when the Grammarian does not 

find the source, then he puts this sign (“wir finden es jedenfalls natuerlich, wenn der 

Grammatiker, der nach einer sonstigen schriftlichen Quelle suchte, und nichts fand, seine 

Sigle anschrieb”).77 Martini,78 sharing Hercher’s view, interpreted this sign as obbev 

£%(0, but Papathomopoulos79 notes at this point that the common abbreviation for obSsv 

is o and not of). Cazzaniga80 in his turn takes it as an abbreviation for of)/ ebpov. 

Wendel81 (followed by Papathomopoulos) was the one who shed more light on this issue, 

by distinguishing the scriptor of the ascriptions from the scriptor of the sign and by 

arguing that this sign stands as an abbreviation for obxco (i.e. obxcoq ebpov or obxco 

K elxai ev xcp avxiypacpcp). In other words, a copyist put this sign denoting that there 

were no ascriptions in certain stories. The fact that this sign appears only in the cases of 

Parthenios and Antoninus is related to the fact that the ascriptions appear only in these 

two cases. At this point it must also be added that this sign is distinguished from the o 

cited in EP 1, in the case of the word Bbpaoxov. As we have seen already in the 

description of the manuscript, P2 has written an 1) above the o in an attempt to correct 

the word Bopaoxov into Bbpaoxov, and what emerges has nothing to do with the 

marginal sign o.

In Antoninus, seven of the forty-one stories lack ascriptions; four of these seven 

stories are marked with this sign, whereas the remaining three lack both an ascription and 

the sign. In Parthenios, in ten stories out of thirty-six the ascriptions are missing, and six 

of these ten stories bear the sign, whereas the other four do not. Identifying the scribe 

who wrote the ascriptions with the one who put the sign, a question emerges: why does 

the scribe not put the sign in all the stories that lack ascriptions? Wendel’s view offers a

77 Hercher 1877: 314.
78 Martini 1896: LIX.
79 Papathomopoulos 1968: xix.
80 Cazzaniga 1962: 8.
81 Wendel 1932: 151-152, offering many palaeographical examples from various papyri and codices. See 
also Turner 1987: 61 (Hypomnema of Theon on Pindar) for this abbreviation of obTGx;.
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new dimension. A later copyist adds the sign wherever he observes that the ascription is 

missing. At this point a new element should be added in favour of Wendel’s view; the 

fact that there are some stories with no ascription and at the same time the fact that they 

are not marked by the specific sign can be explained as a matter of inattentiveness. That 

is, the scriptor of the sign was not the one who dealt with the ascriptions and was not 

familiar with the stories; he just added the sign in cases where he did not see any 

ascription, and this usually happened at the bottom of the pages (leading thus to the 

wrong placing of the sign in the case of EP 35 and 36).82 In other words, the scriptor’s 

failure to add the sign in the stories, in which the ascriptions are missing, does not signify 

anything more than his inattentiveness. This inattentiveness is also observable in the case 

of the sign CH. In the general manuals of Greek abbreviations83 we read that this is an 

abbreviation for arjjxelov or ar||xetcoaai. It is not a genuine characteristic only of 

Parthenios and Antoninus (like the ascriptions and the o) but appears throughout the 

whole codex. In Parthenios’ case, this abbreviation appears in the margin of EP 3 (folio 

175r) and introduces the explanatory note xov ,05'DGG£cd<; 0dvaxov omnoc;, which 

refers to the death of Odysseus. However, the pronoun in the end of the note gives us 

the impression that the note is not complete. In the margin of EP 9 (folio 179r) the CH 

introduces the note xi|V p,okn)p51vT\v ETUaxoXYyv; this adds nothing more to what we 

already know from the main text regarding Diognetos’ message, which was written on a 

strip of lead. In EP 22 (folio 184v) the note, introduced by the CH, in the margin refers 

to Nanis, explaining that t(q fj KpoiGOt) 0t)ydrr|p, offers nothing new since this is 

already mentioned in the main text. In the margin of EP 30 an explanatory note appears 

but without being introduced this time by the CH. This note again is of no great value 

since it reads, referring to Keltos, that 7to0£V KeVuoi to  £0voc; obxco ^eysxai, which is 

a piece of information already given in the main text. In EP 32 (folio 187v), the note in 

the margin, introduced this time by the CH, reads 7to0£V i] yf| TlTteipoc; £k^0X| and 

refers to nothing more than is already known from the main text. The last example comes 

from EP 33 (folio 187v), in which the marginal note, introduced by the CH, reads xd 

7ispi N i6pr|c; a'kfadc, loxopobp,£va; this refers to the introduction of the story 

diacpopcoc; 8e Kai xolg tcoMoic; ioxopfiixai Kai xd Nioprjc;.

82 There is an exception in Antoninus Liberalis (folio 206v), in which two stories are lacking ascriptions 
and therefore the sign is put at the top and at the end of the page.
83 McNamee 1981: 91.
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However, in folios 178r, 179r, 182v, 183v, and 184r the abbreviation CH appears 

alone, without introducing any note (and this occurs throughout the codex, e.g. 51r, 78r, 

81r, 157r, 196r, etc.). It is likely that the scriptor wanted to make a note in these cases 

but that he forgot. As he was going through the text, he marked with CH the points 

which interested him for making a note but then he did not bother to return to them.84 

This inconsistency argues in favour of the inattentiveness of the scriptor of the sign o. Of 

course one can wonder at this point whether the one who wrote the sign o can be 

identified with the scriptor of the CH. Judging from the amateurish character of these 

marginal notes, which merely repeat things already known from the main text, and given 

the inconsistency in both cases, it is not unlikely, at least in my view, that both the 

marginal notes and the addition of the sign o, are the products of a superficial reader or 

even a pupil, who practised making a kind of scholia. On the other hand, one could argue 

that the marginal notes and the CH (whether with a note or not) are used to draw the 

attention of reader(s) to something noteworthy or useful for their purposes (and this is 

very common in many Byzantine MSS).

Last but not least, it must be added that in the margin of EP 26 (folio 186r) the 

abbreviation of ypacpei (i.e. is attested,85 introducing the note ’ApurxoKpixoq 8V 

xol<; Ttepi MiA^xo'i). This marginal note refers to the other version cited in the main 

text and introduced by the xiveq pevxo I Scpaaav. It is interesting that the ascription of 

this story has been mentioned already in the bottom of folio 185v and this note does not 

have the style of the usual ascriptions. That is, it is introduced by an abbreviation and not 

the usual ioxopet and it is set at the right side of the margins, exactly where the second 

version begins. However, apart from these differences, the way the name of the author 

and his work are cited recalls how the ascriptions are given.

To conclude, Parthenios incorporates within his main narrative not the names of his 

sources but authors who give a variant (just as Apollodoros does by quoting only the 

authors who offer versions that depart from his main sources). He has a preference for 

verse, since Gallus is supposed to use this material for poetry. The fact that Parthenios 

provides original verses, which are often lengthy, implies that, at least in some cases, he 

had direct contact with his source and that the EP, at least as a whole, is not based on 

indirect knowledge stemming from compendia and collections. Another argument in 

favour of this view is that the stories vary in length, some of them containing various

84 It is as if he wrote
85 For the abbreviations of the verb ypdcpco see McNamee 1981: 20.
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details (e.g. EP 8 and 9), whereas others consist only of the necessary motifs (e.g. EP 

19, 20 and 34). The fact that in some stories the ascriptions are missing, and the fact that 

Parthenios refers to his sources in an indefinite way within his main narrative, make it 

unlikely that the ascriptions stem from him. In favour of this view is also the point that 

there would be no obvious reason for Parthenios to provide Gallus with various, and 

often inaccessible, sources. This is also proved by the fact that Parthenios, whenever he 

finds it useful, provides Gallus with some original verses, saving him from the trouble of 

looking for them and giving him the chance to have contact with the poetic style of 

various poets (why should Parthenios give ascriptions to historians or philosophers?). 

However, one cannot argue that the ascriptions contrast with what Parthenios quotes 

within his main narrative. In other words, the indefinite way in which Parthenios 

introduces his stories does not allow a strict conclusion regarding a contrast between 

Parthenios’ allusions and the ascriptions. As for the cases where Parthenios quotes some 

authors within his main text, it is clear that these authors offer alternative accounts. 

Thus, one cannot be inclined to contrast them with the ascriptions, since one could argue 

that the ascriptions refer to the main version. After the discovery of the papyrus 

fragments of Euphorion’s Thrax it became clear that, at least in the cases of EP 13 and 

26, the author quoted in the ascriptions (that is, Euphorion) had dealt with these stories 

too. However, these fragments do not prove that the Thrax was Parthenios’ main source, 

since details mentioned by Parthenios are missing in the Thrax. The only thing we can 

safely deduce from this comparison is that there is a thematic relationship and that the 

Thrax offers rather a parallel story.

One can also notice a tendency of the scribe to record allusions to other authors (as 

seen in the cases of Pseudo-Plutarch and Apollonios). Given this tendency and given also 

the similar way in which the ascriptions are given in both Parthenios and Antoninus 

(although Antoninus never quotes other authors within his main text, he never introduces 

his stories with indirect speech and never introduces versions of the story) one can be 

inclined to take these as the products of later scholars and scribes. Although the codex 

has been preserved to us with uniformity (only one hand, besides the corrector), I believe 

that it is very likely that the ascriptions were produced as early as in the 2nd century AD 

(given the date of the papyri with the ascriptions in the case of MH) and that they were 

produced prior to the sign o, for the reasons I have already mentioned.
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USUS AUCTORIS

“His (scil. Parthenios’) language is not pure Ionic, but rather Attic koivi ,̂ with the 

admixture of the softer Ionic forms typical of KOtvfj writers of this period: eq and -gg- 

beside etc; and -tt-; ylv8G0ai (never yiyv8G0ai), gT3v (never ^bv), a fm q  (never 

at)0i(;). Nor does he write in the mannered “hyper-ionic” dialect of the later Herodotean 

imitators such as Arrian and Lucian. Nonetheless, the impact of Herodotus is significant 

and pervasive”.1 This is Francese’s view of Parthenios’ language. In addition, van 

Rossum-Steenbeek writes that “Parthenius’ language is Attic with many Koine and some 

Ionic forms, cf. e.g. ylvopm , and the Ionic odtk; and Tpotriq”.2 The two scholars 

agree as to the existence of Ionic forms in the author’s language, but it is not clear 

whether they agree in the case of koine: in Francese’s view, it is ‘Attic koine’, whereas in 

van Rossum-Steenbeek’s view, it is ‘Attic with many Koine and some Ionic forms’. Is 

there any difference between these descriptions or not?

Francese comments on the issue of the impact of Herodotos, but he was not the first 

to bring this to light; the first was Mayer-G’Schrey, who made the first systematic study 

of Parthenios’ language. Mayer-G’Schrey valued Parthenios’ liking for variety and 

disapproved of 19th century scholars’ tendency not to accept the author’s inconsistency 

(see linguistic note on EapSeiq in EP 22). Mayer-G’Schrey also pointed out some 

stylistic preferences of Parthenios and, most important, tried to establish the EP as a 

literary text by means of verbal correspondences. Thus, he categorised words in the EP 

which also occurred in Homer (such as aXx| in EP 3.1, p,8lXiyp,aTa and G'DCpeotiq in EP 

12, KpaTepcbq in EP 21 and to  87top.(paA,iov in EP 35) as ‘Homeric’; words in the EP 

which also occurred in Herodotos (such as KaTCX̂ oyso) in EP 23, KaTEiXeopai in EP 

32) as ‘Herodotean’.

The question is, how precise and accurate can one be in using terms such as ‘koine’ or 

by categorising words cited by Parthenios as ‘Homeric or Herodotean’ so strictly? In 

what sense can one regard Parthenios’ language as a late Hellenistic, or ‘Attic koine’, or 

‘Attic with many Koine forms’ ? Dealing with koine is a very complex matter. And what 

exactly does Mayer-G’Schrey mean by ‘Homeric words’ occurring in the EP1 In what 

sense can a word be established as Homeric? Was Homer used as a model by Parthenios

1 Francese 1993: 54.
2 van Rossum-Steenbeek 1998: 175.
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for linguistic inspiration? Given Erycius’ epigram,3 how could Parthenios pick up words 

from the Iliad and Odyssey, which were, in his view, ‘craptrack and mud’ respectively?

These are some of the questions emerging at this point. Let us first examine some of 

these ‘Homeric words’. Indeed, aA,r[ appears in Odyssey twice (15.345 and 21.284), but 

it is also used by Euripides, Lykophron, Nikandros and other authors of Parthenios’ era, 

more or less.4 The word p,8i^iyp,a appears indeed in Odyssey 10.217, but also in 

Aischylos, Euripides, Theokritos, Nikandros, and many others, including authors from 

the Graeco-Roman period.5 The occurrence of the word (TDcpeotiq is interesting. It 

appears in Odyssey four times (10.238; 10.320; 14.13 and 14.73) and then in EP 12. 

Although after Parthenios it is used by Dio Chrysostomos, Aelius Herodianus, Longos 

and a few others,6 there is no extant use before Parthenios. Does this imply Parthenios’ 

direct contact with the Homeric works? Not necessarily. As A. Griffiths has pointed out 

to me, the phrase 'qXaasv eg o'ocpeo'bq {EP 12) might be a quotation from the end of a 

pentameter, as is the fiAxxaev £<; yapaG ov cited in an epigram.7 Last but not least, the 

adverb Kpaxepox; is another example of an ‘Homeric word’ used by authors of the 

Hellenistic and the Graeco-Roman times.8 This adverb is also a good example of the 

textual difficulties of the EP and the general linguistic peculiarities of the EP, which are 

made more acute by the fact that there is only one MS preserving the text. That is, in EP 

29 the MS reading is Kapxepox;, whereas in EP 21 we find Kpaxepox;. Legrand turned 

the KpaxEpcbc; in EP 21 into Kapxepox; but other scholars (e.g. White, see my comments 

on EP 21) insist on the MS reading, on the grounds that it reproduces the Homeric form. 

Should one change the MS reading in EP 21 according to the MS reading in EP 29, or 

should one preserve it since Kp&xiGXOq and K paxiaxa are also cited {EP 34 and 17 

respectively)?

Scholars who deal with koine face many problems concerning its origin and nature, its 

interpretation and its division into literary and spoken varieties. There are basically two 

contradicting theories about the koine: the one regards koine as a more or less

3 SH 605b= AP 7.377.
4 Eurip. Med. 1285; Lyk. Alex. 1010; Nik. Alexiph. 124; Ael. Herod. De pros, cathol. [in Grammatici 
Graeci (Lentz) 3.1, p. 318]; Dio Chrys. Orat. 7.9; Flav. Philostr. Her. (De Lannoy) 25.14 and 34.3, etc.
5 Aisch. Agam. 1439; Choeph. 15; Eum. 107 and 886; Eur. fr. 1053; Theokr. Idyll 22.221; Nik. Ther. 
896; Oracula Sibyllina 8.493; Paus. 9.17.5; Plut. Pomp. 47.6; Brut. (Stephanus) 987e, etc.
6 Dio Chrys. Orat. 7.74; 8.25; 30.33; Ael. Herod. Pertit. [in GG (Lentz) 3.2, p. 163]; Long. Daphn. and 
Chloe 3.3.4; Schol. Horn. Od. 10.238; 10.320; 14.13; 14.73; Schol. Aristoph. Aves argumentum; Suda 
(s.v. axxpeog), Hesychios (s.v. cnxpedg).
7 AG  Append. 3.66b (Philostephanos).
8 AR Argon. 2.574; Oracula Sibyllina 11.88; AG 9.385; Athen. Deipn. 2.1, p. 37; Oppian Hal. 3.276; 
Q.S. Posthom. 6.210, etc.
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homogeneous mixture of at least four dialects, whereas the other regards koine as a new 

form of the Attic dialect.9 In literary prose, in particular, the boundaries between dialects 

have remained generally unclear. Given the differentiations of the dialects within the 

koine,10 given the personal style of each author and also given the lack of “exhaustive 

descriptive account which we take for granted for other periods of the history of the 

Greek language”,11 one realises that the focus should rather be on the usus auctoris 

individually (and for this matter in the case of Parthenios one has to rely on the single 

MS) and that one should compare these habits with other more or less contemporary 

authors. Of course, there are some general features appearing in many authors of that 

period, so one can talk about some standard characteristics of the koine.12 In phonology 

some of the common characteristics are the monophthongization of diphthongs, which 

had already started from Hellenistic times,13 the disappearance of the distinction between 

short and long vowels, and generally the neglect of the laws of ancient prosody.14 In 

terms of morphology and syntax, heteroclisis and metaplasm occur,15 adverbs in -a  are 

common,16 the passive forms of the verbs often appropriate the meaning of the middle,17 

the use of optative mood is gradually limited,18 there is an excessive use of \if\, which is 

used as a negative for all the moods (apart from the indicative) plus the infinitive and 

participle,19 the dual gradually becomes extinct20 and there is no clear distinction between 

comparative and superlative.21

9 The first theory was put forward in 1898 by Kretschmer, who focused on the variants found in the 
Greek inscriptions. Schweizer defended the other theory in 1898, too, and since then intense debate has 
started. For an approach on these issues see Jannaris (1903) and Maidhof (1912) for the meaning of 
koine, Frosen (1974) for the problem of koine and Atticism, and Browning (1976) for the question of the 
degree and the nature of differentiations within koine Greek.
10 Browning (1976: 14) mentions at this point Strabo 8.1.2 who notes that o%e8ov 8 ’ £xi Kai vt>v Kara 
7t6?i£i<; aX koi aXXcoq 8ia^£yovxai.
11 Browning (1976: 12) offers bibliography concerning individual authors.
12 For the general characteristics of koine see especially Blass 1905, Mayser 1906, Costas 1936, 
Radermacher 1947 (with whom I disagree that in EP 32 the genitive ’HTtetpoo) is an example of 
heteroclisis, because the MS reading is ’HTteipot) and not Tbteipo'i), which is what Radermacher thinks, 
and the nominative case is TBteipoq and not with the ending -to), Blass-Debrunner 1961 and Moulton 
1967.
13 Mayser 1906: 88-9 for cases where e i  is rendered by i. See also Schweizer 1898: 52, Nachmanson 
1903: 40ff., Costas 1937: 58ff.
14 Schweizer 1898: 94ff„ Mayser 1906: 138ff.
15 Blass 1905: 28ff., Robertson 1919: 257, Costas 1937: 62.
16 Hatzidakis 1892: 52, Costas 1937: 63.
17 Jannaris 1897: 362, Robertson 1919: 334.
18 Moulton (I) 1967: 194ff., Robertson 1919: 935ff.
19 Blass 1905: 253; Moulton (I) 1967: 170.
20 Costas 1937: 66, Moulton (III) 1963: 29.
21 Moulton (III) 1963: 29ff.
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Parthenios follows some of these general characteristics; for instance, he takes 

advantage of the indefinite boundaries of the three voices and uses the middle transitive 

voice instead of the active (e.g. EP 1 7iepieA,6pevo<; TT|V £<wnv, 23 KaTopQcoaapevoc;, 

etc.). However, he also differentiates his usage from the general rules usually applied in 

the koine; for instance, he uses the dual (e.g. EP 8 and 32 TO) %8lpe) and the optative 

mood (e.g. EP 21, 22, 23). These differentiations, apart from signifying Parthenios’ 

personal style, might also imply an influence of Atticism. This movement, which started 

in the 1st century BC, brought the Attic language again to the forefront.22 Although the 

placement of Atticism within the koine is yet an ambiguous and unclear issue,23 one 

cannot doubt Atticism’s influence on various authors from the 1st century BC onwards, 

resulting in the cultivation of various styles. Palm,24 for instance, has pointed out the 

different modes of expression within the same language and the same literary genre 

between Diodoros of Sicily and Dionysios of Halikamassos.

Given all the above mentioned points, one could argue that Parthenios’ language is 

based on Attic and that he does not necessarily avoid pedantic adaptation of classical 

models. His vocabulary is rich with words occurring throughout literature but also in rare 

words (such as the e^aAAaypaTa in EP 24, or the phrase £ve5t8o,i) to  acbpa in EP 31, 

which is a hapax in that sense). Focusing on some repetitive habits or individual 

characteristics, one could pay attention to the following issues:

-Introductory motifs. Eleven out of thirty-six stories are in oratio recta (EP 2, 3, 7, 

8, 10, 13, 19, 23, 24, 25 and 35). Nine stories are not introduced by any verbs of saying 

(EP 1, 4, 5, 9, 14, 26, 29, 32 and 34) but in due course such a verb appears, not 

necessarily to introduce a version. That is, in EP 1.2 (cpaai), 4.1 (A£y8Tai) and 29 

(A^yoDGlv) Parthenios used these verbs of saying in order to make a mere transition 

into the oratio obliqua. However, in EP 5.6 (A£y8Tai), 9.8 (cpaai) and 32 (cpaai) the 

change into the indirect speech takes place in order for a piece of information to be 

added or another version to be introduced, as in EP 14.5 (£cpaaav), 26 (£cpaaav) and 

34 (cprjai). The remaining sixteen stories (EP 6, 11, 12, 15-18, 20-22, 27, 28, 30, 31, 33 

and 36) are introduced right from the beginning with a verb of saying (A^yeTai in EP 6,

22 For the Atticism see Schmid (IV) 1887-1897: 577-734, Radermacher 1899: 35Iff., Rohde 1924: 
351ff., Costas 1936: 72ff., Frosen 1974: 95ff. and Wisse 1995: 65-82 (for his view see The Herodotean 
Impact).
23 For the theories expressed on this matter see Frosen 1974: 95ff. Generally, the question is whether 
Atticism should be regarded as an isolated phenomenon occurring only in literature or should be seen 
from a wider perspective. Another question also emerges regarding the extent to which Atticism is 
opposed to koine.
24 Palm 1955: 201ff.
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12, 15, 17, 18 in the second sentence, 20, 21, 30, 31 and 36; 6<paaav in EP 22; 6X6%0r| 

o5e ^oyoc; in EP 16; 6%ei 56 Xoyoq in EP 27; iaxopeiTai in EP 11, 28 and 33). The 

verb lOTOpetTai as an introductory verb in the EP is interesting since it is used with the 

adverb Siacpopcoc; in order to introduce two opposed versions (see the linguistic note in 

EP 28 and 33). One can observe that Parthenios often changes the tenses of these verbs 

of saying without any significant effect to the narrative; as for the number, cpr|fia is 

always in the plural (apart from EP 34, where (prjai refers specifically to Nikandros), 

whereas A£yexai is always in the singular (with the exception of EP 29, where Xiyo'DGl 

functions as a transitive from the direct into the indirect discourse). One might use this 

observation as an argument against the idea that these verbs of saying are associated 

with the ascriptions, the reason being that the number seems to follow a typology. 

However, this is a slippery point due to the fact that ^ y e x a i  is mostly used, whereas 

whenever (paol is used, one cannot say with certainty that the plural contradicts the 

ascriptions (see the notes on Marginalia for more details). However, in EP 26, despite 

the Tiveq |i£VTOi £cpaaav, only Aristokritos is mentioned in the ascription in the margin 

in the middle of that page; in EP 32, despite the (paai 86 Tiveq, there is no ascription at 

all.

Apart from these introductory verbs, the particle 86 is used excessively for 

introductory purposes.25 In thirty-two out of thirty-six stories this particle is used in the 

opening line of each story (whether a verb of saying exists or not). This particle does not 

appear in the opening sentences in the following cases: in EP 1 (the particle appears 

though after the opening line), 2, 4 (86 accompanies Tiyexai in the next sentence), 6, 23 

and 26.

This particle is used rather as a transitional word in a continuous text. What is not 

clear sometimes is the use of the Kai in the opening lines. Apart from the case of EP 3 

of) fiovov ...aXka Kai, where it is clear that the author links EP 3 to the previous story 

which also deals with Odysseus’ affairs, K ai as an introductory word appears always 

with the verb yexai (EP 6, 12, 16 6A6x0r|, 17, 20, 21, 22 6cpaaav instead, 27 6%£i 

86 A,6yoq, 30, 31, 33 Siacpopcoq.-.laxopsiTai, this case constitutes a genuine one, for 

which see also the linguistic note on EP 33, and 36). The question is whether the Kai 

links the stories with previous ones or not in all these cases. I believe that the form

25 It seems to have a similar function with what Denniston (1996: 172) regards as inceptive, which was 
occasionally used by Herodotos and Xenophon at the opening of a speech, although no connection was 
necessary.
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X8yexai 5e K a i  stands rather as an introductory pattern and not necessarily as a 

reference back to the previous story. Clear references back can be noticed in EP 2-3 and 

EP 21-22 (see also the linguistic comment on EP 33 for more details on this matter); 

implicitly one might be able to find a thematic relationship between EP 21-25 / 26-27 / 

32-33 / 4 and 34. That is, EP 21-25 are romanticised accounts of mythological or 

historical incidents; EP 27 deals with the subject of a curse and the ascription also refers 

to Moiro’s Arai and the story of Trambelos and Apriate in EP 26 seems to belong to this 

genre (literature dealing with curses) as proved by the papyrus fragment of Euphorion’s 

Thrax’, in EP 32 the pair of young lovers and Kichyros do not participate in the public 

feast and therefore do not pay the appropriate honours to the gods and in EP 33 Niobe 

does not respect Niobe. A question is raised in the cases of EP 4 and 34. Since they are 

both dealing with Oinone, Alexandras and their son Korythos, why they are not put 

together in order? An interesting point that might shed more light is that, if Lobel’s 

restoration is right (for which see comments on EP 34), then Bakchylides was the one 

who associated Oinone and Niobe in the same lines. Was the tradition generally aware of 

this association or was Parthenios familiar with this association through Bakchylides?

-Variations. Parthenios’ fondness for variation is clearly seen in his liking for mixing 

Ionic with Attic forms, even if it is in the same story and even if it is the same word (e.g. 

EP 8.1 eiq xf|V  MiAx|aiav but in 8 .6  eq k o ix o v ; in EP 22 EapStcov but a little below 

Zapbeiq. The author’s liking for mixing forms is also seen in the case of the Ionic-Attic 

future of verbs in -l^co (in EP 9.3 % api£iG0ai but in EP 21 eyxeiploeiv). Parthenios’ 

fragments also demonstrate this liking for variation. That is, the Townley Scholiast on 

Homer’s Iliad 9.446 notes that Parthenios did not follow the Attic lengthening of the D 

in the verb £^l)aev in his Bias, but he prefered the v  short.26 In addition, Choiroboskos 

informs us that Parthenios wrote Ta6%8ipa with a I and not 81, as was usually 

written.27

-Orationis ubertas. Although Parthenios informs us in his introductory letter that he 

avoids the 7teplxxov, there is an obvious liking for pleonasms (e.g. EP 6.4 Kpl3cpa 

tmepxeTOU, EP 17.2 87ti pel^ov ryb^exo, etc.), which are mostly expressed with 

synonyms of adjectives, nouns or verbs (e.g. EP 6.1 Ka^qv xe K ai ejuxapiv, EP 8.2 

apyDpiov xe Kai xp'ocrtov, EP 15.3 opyf] xe K ai (p0ov(p, EP 6.4 ava7rov0av6iievoc; 

Kai ejtiyvobq, etc.).

26 SH 619.
27 SH 662.
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-Middle transitive voice instead of the active. Parthenios shows a preference for 

the middle transitive voice (e.g. EP 1 7t£p t£Ax5|i£Voq TT|V ^covrjv, 3 a7t07t£pjt£Tai 

toDtov, 4 ayay6p£vog ainfiv , 8 £7tavaT£ivdp£voq to  ^Icpoq, etc.).

-Reflexive pronouns. Parthenios uses reflexive pronouns mainly with verbs denoting 

suicide (e.g. EP 7, 10, 13, etc.) and demonstrates both contracted (EP 3, 5) and 

uncontracted forms (EP 4, 5, 10, 13, 17, etc.). However, in the case of the possessive 

genitive he seems to prefer the personal pronoun and not the reflexive (e.g. EP 5.3 tov 

t£  orinot) 7iaT£pa mpaTxxpcov, EP 32 Tobq orincbv yov£lq. See also the linguistic 

comment on EP 32).

-The usage of rcoLi) paLLov. Apart from its usual comparative and distinguishing 

function (EP 8.7 cpdoKODaa rcoM) paAAav a lp £ la 0 a i  am o v  and EP 30 7toXb 

pdA,Ax>v jxevtoi to  KdMxx; £K7tLay£VTa), this phrase can also have a meaning that 

stresses quantitive increase in reference to the same subject (EP 13.1 TtoXi) pdMx)V 

abTOV l)7t£pp£i to  vooripa, EP 26 Tto^b [idM ov d7i£|xax£TO, EP 35 o 8£ noXvc, 

o|Lii>a)(; 7toX,1) paX^ov £8iKaloi) abTfiv T£0vavai). Of course, it must be added that 

generally in the koine the boundaries between comparative and superlative are not clear 

and the distinction between them has started to disappear.28

Last but not least two minor observations must be added. Firstly, Parthenios uses the 

pattern £iy£ + optative mood in order to express the condition for the conquest of a city 

(i.e. EP 21 and 23, though an emendation in the latter case). Secondly, Parthenios often 

uses the negative clause prj8£VO(; (pr|5£l(; and not prjOfilq),29 regardless of the tense, 

which is typical of koine as already mentioned (e.g. EP 1 pr|5£v6<; abTOV 

dpapTf|(T£G0ai, EP 22 pqSfiVoq (fn)>idaGOVTO<;, etc. See also the linguistic comment 

on EP 22).

28 Moulton (III) 1963: 29.
29 jHT|0ei(g is frequent in inscriptions and papyri from the fourth century BC on (LSJ, Grimm).
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THE HERODOTEAN IMPACT

It has been pointed out first by Mayer-G’Schrey30 and then by Francese31 that 

Parthenios’ EP often evoke Herodotos as a linguistic and stylistic model. Indeed, 

Parthenios makes use of some characteristic Ionic forms such as the prepositions 8c; (e.g. 

EP 1.3 eg BDpaGTOV, 8.6 eg k o I t o v , 12.2 eg GDcpeotig, etc.), the verb of yiveG0ai 

(e.g EP 1.2 of)K eylvovxo, 3.1 ylvexai, 9.6 eyivexo, etc.) and the adverb aw ug  (e.g. 

EP 17.4, 18.1, etc.), or some non-Attic forms, such as g6v instead of ^6v32 (e.g. EP 9.1 

Gbv e7iiKol)poig, 16.3 Gbv aM m g , 24.1 Gbv abxq), 36.2 GDyKDvrjyeiv, etc.), the 

two -GG- instead of -xx- (e.g. EP 3.3 0aAxxGGiag xp'Dyovog, 10.1 0eGGa>aa, 19 

08GGOtX,(QC, etc.). However are these features enough to justify a Herodotean impact on 

Parthenios? The answer is no, since in the koine the existence of Ionic elements, but also 

of other dialects, was more than obvious, as already mentioned. Mayer-G’Schrey33 went 

further by providing us with a list of words that, in his view, occur only in Herodotos 

before Parthenios (i.e. £7UKaxaG<pa£(0, e7tiX£yop.ai, ^xaipi^tog as an adjective for 

Zeus, KaxaX,oyeo), KaxetXeo, TipOGexng, apeGKopxxi media forma pro activa as 

Mayer-G’Schrey puts it, and Set and £5ei infatis erat in the words again of the same 

author). However, is this list enough to justify Mayer-G’Schrey’s34 view that Parthenios 

was greatly influenced by Herodotos and that he used him as a model, being thus the 

procreator of the Pseudo-Ionism movement, which influenced authors such as Nikolaos 

Damaskenos, Arrian, Aelian, Pausanias, Antoninus Liberalis and others? I think not. 

Francese35 argues that, although the impact of Herodotos is “significant and pervasive”, 

one cannot go so far as to say that Parthenios’ imitation of Herodotos was consistent or 

that the EP was the starting point of a movement of imitators of Herodotos. Indeed, 

there are good reasons for not exaggerating Herodotos’ influence on Parthenios. First of

30 Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 6-8.
31 Francese 1993: 53-59.
32 Qbv was very rare at that period in any case.
33 Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 6-7. He also points to eight more words that occur in Herodotos and Parthenios 
but rarely cited elsewhere: avaxp^yco in the sense of exsilio (found also in Thukydides and Xenophon), 
6t7t6Kprijivog (found also in Thukydides and Xenophon), 2yici)og (found also in Aristotle’s HA 3.20), 
fevayl^eiv (found also in Isaios and Aristotle), mxepyaodqiievoc; xf|v Kdprjv in the sense of filiam ad 
suam voluntatem adducendam curare (found also in Xenophon’s Mem. 2.3.16), Kax6|iV'D|iai (found 
also in Demosthenes and Euripides in active form), 7tpo7n)V0dtvo|iai (found also in Thukydides and 
Xenophon) and 6c£,i6a) in the sense of credo (found also in Plato’s Ph. 250e and Xenophon’s Kyr. 
5.5.10).
34 Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 5, where we read that “certum est eum et in hoc usu longius processisse 
scriptorum recentiorum plurimis et penitus nosse Herodotum” and a little below that “a Parthenio igitur 
oritur, quantum scimus, series scriptorum eorum, quos Herodotum sibi imitandum proposuisse apparet, 
Nicolaum Damascenum dico, Arrianum, Aelianum, Pausaniam, Antoninum Liberalem, alios”.
35 Francese 1993: 54.
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all, Parthenios does use various Herodotean forms but there is an inconsistency in these 

usages. That is, Parthenios uses the preposition eg as mentioned above but he also uses 

the form eig (e.g. EP 1.1 eig pev Apyog, 1.2 eig £pcoxa, 1.2 eig oivov, 9.5 eig 

8Kelvr|V xf|V  vii)KTa, etc.). As seen already he uses the - g o - but this does not prohibit 

him from writing in his introductory letter t o  7tep txxov, or the form OexxaM^cov in EP 

24. His liking for the mixture of Ionic with Attic elements is noticeable particularly 

within the same context (i.e. the same story). In other words, in EP 22 the MS reads 

Eap5f(ov and then a few lines below the MS reading is XdpSeig. Scholars were 

confused by this point and Hercher turned EdpSeig into Xap8ig (see the linguistic 

commentary on EP 22). Notably, Mayer-G’Schrey36 offered the solution by criticising 

the tendency of some scholars not to accept the variability of Parthenios, who attests, for 

instance, in EP 8.1 eig tt v̂  MtXx|oiav but also in 8.6 eg k o it o v .

Secondly, Mayer-G’Schrey’s list, as mentioned above, which concerns the words that 

occurred only in Herodotos before Parthenios, needs to be reconsidered. In LSJ we read 

that eTtiKaxaacpd^co (later form ejtiKaxaocpdxTCO) appears also in Philodemos de Ira 

(Indelli xv, p. 73) abxobg 87tiKaxaacpaxxovxeg. In addition, the verb £7U>*eyopai in 

the sense of ‘repeat’ appears also in Dionysios’ of Halikamassos Ars Rhetorica (Usener- 

Radermacher 11.5 Kai oXcog xi 8ei xabxa £7uX6yeo0ai;), whereas in Aischylos’ 

Agamemnon 1498-9 (pfi 8’ £7u7£%0fig / ’Ayapepvovtav eivai p’ ako%o\) the verb 

£7ti>£yopai is cited in the sense of ‘deem’. Concerning the ^xaipiiiog as an adjective 

for Zeus, Diphilos offers another example, though not in the Ionic form, in fragment 20 

(Kock CAF II, page 546 Atog exatpelo'D). The verb Kaxei>i8(0 in the passive appears 

also in Hippokrates’ Coapraesagia 622, Aristotle’s Problemata 869 a21 and Epikouros’ 

Epistulae 2 (Usener, page 40). As for apeoKopai ‘in media forma pro activa’, 

according to Mayer-G’Schrey, I agree with Francese37 that the verb is passive in EP 23 

(oi)K dpeaKopevog xolg AaKeSaipovioig £0eaiv), as in Herodotos 3.34, 4.78, etc.,38 

and also that there are various examples of this kind (e.g. Thuk. 1.129.3; PI. Theages 

127b). As for 8ei or £Sei in the sense of ‘being fated or doomed’ Sophokles in OT 825- 

6 (prjS’ eppaxeboai TtaxplSog, fj yapoig pe Set / prixpog ^oyfivai Kai Ttaxepa

36 Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 5, where we read that “Quod nonnulli editores omnia exaequare voluerunt, ut 
Passovius ubique y iy v e o d a i scriberet, Hercherus et Sakol. (i.e. Sakolowski) tq  in e ig  commutarent (in 
composito sane servaverunt kg), Z&pSeigin ZdpSigHercherus, al., hoc prorsus reiciendum e s f \
37 Francese 1993: 55.
38 Powell (1938: 45) takes ap6oK O |Liai as passive in these citations.
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KaxaKxavelv) offers another similar example.39 The enrichment of this list with 

occurrences in other authors, who preceded or are contemporary with Parthenios, should 

not lead one to dispute the Herodotean influence but to put this in perspective. 

Herodotos had an impact not only on Parthenios but on many others. Murray40 points 

out that from the papyri one could realise the popularity of Herodotos but also of 

Thukydides in Graeco-Roman Egypt and that Herodotos was “the victim of learned 

Alexandrian discussion and lectures, philological study, and textual criticism”. As Murray 

argues, the early Hellenistic writers were most heavily indebted to Herodotos, whereas in 

the late Hellenistic period Herodotos seems to have suffered an eclipse; Dionysios of 

Halikamassos praised his merits but Diodoros did not use him and Strabo made use of 

Eratosthenes as an intermediary for Herodotean references, Murray adds. However, 

particularly in the first century BC, new attention was drawn to the Herodotean style and 

an Ionic Revival occurred. Smyth41 notes that apart from pseudo-Ionists who can be 

dated, at least approximately, such as Apollonios of Tyana or Arrian of Nikomedia, there 

are many others of uncertain date, such as Philteas (called Philetas by Eustathios), who is 

the author of the Naxiaka, or Agathokles of Babylon (or of Kyzikos), who wrote nepi 

K'D^Iko'D. Parthenios, living in the cultural context of the first century BC, naturally 

adopted some of the features of this Ionic revival (whereas many others did not). 

Smyth42 observed that, although in this century no hyper-ionic form was admitted into 

the Ionic texts, Parthenios cites Indeed, Apollonios Dyskolos of Alexandreia in

his Pronouns p. 92.20 notes that Parthenios used the uncontracted form bpbec; in his 

Eidolophanes. Apollonios states that the plurals in the nominative case of the personal 

pronouns are common in Ionic and Attic and that the uncontracted form of the 

nominative case of these pronouns was established in the Ionic writers of the school of 

Demokritos, Pherekydes and Hekataios.43

One could argue that there are a few more elements in the EP that could allude to the 

Herodotean style. For instance, the participle KaTaobpcov in EP 19 and 25 in the sense 

of ravaging occurs also in Herodotos 5.81 and 6.33; the tautologous coupling 5o>xp m i  

a7iaTfl in EP 26 occurs also in Herodotos 1.69; the string of the words to  p,8V Tl m i

39 Francese (1993: 55-56) at this point notes that Lucian in his Quomodo Historia conscribenda sit 18 
(which Francese calls a ‘non-Herodotean work’) specifically attacks this peculiarity as a mark of 
Herodotean imitators of his own day.
40 Murray 1972: 203ff.
41 Smyth (1894: llOff.) deals with pseudo-Ionism and the transmission of early Ionic texts in its relation 
to pseudo-Ionism.
42 Smyth 1894: 119.
43 SH 630.
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in EP 30 is also cited by Herodotos, though without the m i  (3.40 TO p,8V Ti). 

However, these examples are also used by various other others and cannot be regarded 

as Herodotean. To conclude at this point, from a linguistic point of view one cannot 

deduce that Herodotos’ impact on Parthenios is significant, given that the koine is based 

on the existence of various dialects, Ionic included.

However, if one insisted on the ‘similarities’ between Herodotos and Parthenios, then 

one would argue that they are not restricted to the language level. One could observe in 

the EP thematic allusions to Herodotos. That is, in EP 1 we read about Io the Argive 

who was carried off by pirates, a story which is also dealt with by Herodotos in his 

opening chapters (1.2). Parthenios differentiates himself from Herodotos by focusing on 

Lyrkos and his adventures. However, as Francese observes, “the Callimachean technique 

of magnifying a minor episode in a well-known myth cycle allows Parthenius to evoke 

Herodotus as a literary model while declaring the novelty of his own work”.44 Moreover, 

EP 17 deals with Periandros, the tyrant of Korinth, and his sudden change from a gentle 

person into a murderous tyrant, which is exactly what we read in Herodotos 5.92. The 

difference is that in Herodotos’ version the change was due to Periandros’ contact with 

Thrasyboulos, whereas in EP 17 he was changed due to his incestuous seduction by his 

mother. The story of Nanis in EP 22 recalls the fall of Sardis as described in Herodotos 

1.84. However, Parthenios offers a romanticised version by presenting Kroisos’ daughter 

as falling in love with Kyros and betraying her city. In EP 30 we read that Keltine hid the 

cows of Geryon and demanded sex with Herakles in order to return them. Herakles slept 

with her and they begot a son called Keltos, from whom the nation of the Celts was 

named. Herodotos in 4.8-11 attests a similar story, with the only difference being that in 

this case it was a creature, half woman and half snake, who fell for Herakles.

Are these elements enough to justify Parthenios as the procreator of Pseudo-Ionism? I 

think not. The way Parthenios treated these allusions by focusing on the erotic and 

romantic elements, plus the fact that all the linguistic parallels mentioned above are also 

used by other authors (often from the early but also late Hellenistic period) show that 

Parthenios belongs rather to a tradition that uses the |i£Ta%apaKTr|p lajxos45 than the 

mere copying. Besides, one can observe thematic allusions also to other authors, such as 

Xenophon and Pausanias (see narrative techniques). Given the uncertainty concerning 

the date of the first traces of the Ionic Revival and the gaps in our knowledge concerning

44 Francese 1993: 56.
45 The term is used by Smyth (1894: 11 Iff.).
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various authors of that period, one cannot deduce strict conclusions regarding the role 

Parthenios played in that movement. Given also that in the 1st century BC Atticism also 

had started, as already mentioned, one realises that there was a great tendency of the 

authors to use models.46 Wisse47 in his article on the rise of Atticism, regards the 

movement of Atticism as both Roman and Greek and concludes that it was in the coterie 

of Calvus that Atticism took shape but it was actually spread though a Graeco-Roman 

network and that it emerged, for us, as a Greek phenomenon in Dionysios of 

Halikamassos. Given the lack of information as regards to the numerous other Greeks 

who lived and worked at Rome in the 1st century BC,48 one cannot draw strict 

conclusions on matters such as the origins of Pseudo-Ionism. After all, one could argue 

that Parthenios did not have a direct contact with Herodotos’ work and that he only was 

familiar with intermediaries who could have reproduced a kind of Herodotean logos and 

could also have inserted romantic elements in their accounts. Without implying that the 

following authors have any connection with the Parthenian work, Ktesias and Deinon are 

two examples of “romantic and unworthy representatives of the Herodotean tradition” 49

46 R. Janko pointed out to me that there is no trace of Pseudo-Ionism in Philodemos, for instance, who is 
solidly Attic (-tt- and cruv).
47 Wisse 1995: 65-82.
48 Rawson 1985 has assembled numerous such cases.
49 Murray 1972: 212.
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NARRATIVE TECHNIQUES1

The previous chapter dealt with Herodotean allusions in the EP. However, these are 

not the only allusions in this prose work since most of the EP include introductory 

sections which are highly allusive. That is, the existence of verbs of saying as a figuring 

of allusion has been part of a long tradition, as mentioned already in the case of the 

Kallimachean disclaimer (see Marginalia).2 The specific reader, Cornelius Gallus, but 

also any kind of reader is ‘sent back’ by this Parthenian allusivity. An allusivity which is 

not always so vague. Apart from the verbs of saying, explicit self-reflexive allusions 

exist, such as in the case of EP 11, where echo as the trope of mannered repetition is 

obvious between the Parthenian prose version of Byblis’ story and the Parthenian poetic 

account of the same story.3 Apart from the self-reference, Parthenios’ language is often 

suffused with echoes to other authors, either explicitly (e.g. EP 11 with reference to 

Nikainetos, 14 with reference to Alexandras of Aitolia, etc.) or implicitly (e.g. the 

Herodotean allusive language in the opening line of EP 17 and in the middle of EP 30, 

for which see the previous chapter; the Sophoklean allusive language in the last line of 

EP 3 TpcoOeig aKdvO'n OaXaaalac; xpwyovog).4

Another interesting point is that Parthenios attempts to give a continuous character to 

self-contained stories, which are sometimes long enough to provide insights into 

Parthenios’ treatment of his material, and sometimes so short that only topic sentences 

exist. This unity was never an issue dealt with by authors of what we would call ‘similar’ 

works, such as Antoninus Liberalis, Konon or Pseudo-Plutarch. Parthenios accomplishes 

it with the use of the particle 8&, or/and the insertion of verbal introductory patterns with 

a verb of saying, as already mentioned, with the transition from the oratio recta into the 

oratio obliqua and vice-versa and last but not least, with the repetitive use of specific

1 This chapter does not pretend to be exhaustive. I am focusing on certain points, but practising modern 
literary theories on Parthenios’ EP is an area yet unexplored. Francese has attempted a first approach on 
subjects like the sensationalism, the realism and the detachment; however, more research is needed in 
this area.
2 See also Horsfall (1991: 31-36) for the so-called window-dressing with which mythological narratives 
are presented in Virgil but also in other authors. Horsfall also notes that Virgil is fond of alluding to 
alternative versions of the story which he is narrating and that this is an old and respected technique. 
Indeed, Parthenios is also fond of this technique since he often introduces different versions within the 
same story (especially when Parthenios quotes his source within his narrative).
3 For the range of reflexive tropes used, especially by Roman poets, to explore intertextual relations see 
Hinds 1998.
4 Meineke was the first who noticed that this Parthenian line alluded to the Sophoklean xptoOeiq 
ax&vG'q xpuybvoq Gakaoolat; (see Radt TGF Soph. Euryalos, Meineke AA 301 and Eustath. on Iliad 
1308.60).
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words, appropriate for the context of the EP, such as £pcog, epaG0eig-£paG08lGa, 

T1P&G0TI, 7to0og, 87ii^upia, 5ie%pf\Gaxo eai)x6v-eoa)xiiv.

What Spatafora5 calls ‘dynamic motifs’ are, in my view, Parthenios’ technique of 

structuring the EP by providing the key-sentences, which advance the action. As in the 

Herodotean narrative a topic sentence “takes aim at a point further on and gives 

direction to the narrative”,6 similarly Parthenios provides key-sentences, which in many 

cases are totally relieved of the Ttepixxov (e.g. EP 19). However, I do not agree 

completely with Spatafora regarding the ‘dynamic motifs’ because, even in the case of 

EP 19, the narrator plays with the levels of time (i.e. generally the time precedes the time 

of the narrator but in this preceding time there are two levels: the island was firstly called 

Stroggyle and then Naxos, arco vYjGOD xf|g Ttpoxepov p,ev £xpoyyu>J|q, ^Gxepov 5e 

Na^oi) KXr|0elGri<;). Especially in the cases where the stories are lengthier than usual 

(e.g. EP 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 17, 36) one can notice several fictions of Parthenios’ discourse. 

In terms of time, prolepsis and analepsis often occur. In EP 1, for instance, we are 

informed first that Lyrkos married Eilebie and then there is a flashback explaining how 

the girl fell for Lyrkos and how she persuaded her father to consent. The neutral 

mirroring of chronological order is again disrupted a few lines below with a summary of 

time, in which clearly the story-time is greater than the discourse-time (xpOVOX) 58 

TtoAAoT) Ttpoiovxoq, <bq xcp ADpKcp m lS eg  ot)K £yivovxo, fjMtev eig AiS'op.erog 

XprjGOjievog 7iept yovf|g xeicvtov). Anachronisms go on as Staphylos offers his 

hospitality to Lyrkos and then we learn that he did that because he had already heard 

somehow of the oracle given to Lyrkos. As Lyrkos wakes up in the morning and sees 

Hemithea next to him, he realises what he had done the previous night. He gives her a 

token for the child who will visit him in the future. The playful mood of the Parthenian 

language is significant at this point. The imperfect (eS'DGcpopei, Kaxe|i£fi9exo) stresses 

Lyrkos’ feelings; his dilemma has a present short duration (i)Gxepov 58 p,T|5ev £xwv o 

XI Ttovfl) and then he knows what to do. The choice of the present tense here is in 

accord with the narrative order and signifies an action (5t5(0Gl, K8ta3cov, (fmAxxxxeiv) 

but also warns of the temporal transition that follows (oTttog [i.e. xo TtaiSi] £%T] 

yvcopiGpxx, 67iox’av  acpiKoixo 7ip6q xov Ttaxepa abxot) eig  Kabvov).

EP 1 also provides us with examples of focalization. Although it is usually the 

narrator-focalizer’s view that predominates, especially in the short stories, in the EP, one

5 Spatafora 1995: 20-27.
6 Lang 1984: 2.
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can notice some compound focalizations, too. Thus, in EP 1 character-focalizers’ visions 

are introduced: how Staphylos ‘sees’ Lyrkos as the appropriate one to sleep with 

Hemithea and make her pregnant; how Lyrkos ‘sees’ Staphylos as the one who deceived 

him; how Hemithea ‘sees’ Lyrkos as the object of her desire; how Aigialos ‘sees’ Lyrkos 

as an adulterer; how Eilebie ‘sees’ Lyrkos as her beloved husband; how Lyrkos ‘sees’ his 

son and vice-versa. Even in short stories the character-focalizer is present. In EP 20 

Oinopion’s view of Orion (5ta t o  arcoGXDyelv abxtp yap,ppov xoiobxov yeveaOai) 

is the reason for the postponing of the marriage, which has disastrous consequences. In 

EP 27 Alkinoe becomes the object of focalization by Nikandre, Athena and Xanthos. In 

Nikandre’s view Alkinoe is the unfair employer; in Athena’s vision Alkinoe causes a 

curse with her unfair attitude and has to be punished; in Xanthos’ vision Alkinoe first 

falls madly for him and then she is turned into a regretting wife. Even the introductory 

patterns in the EP usually offer variety regarding compound focalizations. The fact that 

the main characters are introduced as son/daughter of someone and/or as wife/husband 

of someone, immediately raises the perspective of a character-focalizer. For instance, in 

EP 27 Alkinoe is introduced as the daughter of Polybos, the wife of Amphilochos and 

then as the lover of Xanthos and the employer of Nikandre. Notably, even the verbal 

pattern Siacpopwq 58 iaxopelxai suggests different focalizations.

The external narrator-focalizer, who inevitably exists, is in most cases objective in the 

EP. However, in EP 3 he cannot resist a moral judgement: Ob p.ovov 58 ‘tDS'DGaebq 

Ttepi Aio>x>v £^p,apxev, aXEa Kai p,exd xfjv a&nv, ox; xobq p-VTiaTfipaq 

ecpove'Daev, e iq Ttaeipov EkQw %pr|Gxr|plcov xivcbv gvem xfiv TDplpjia 0Dyaxepa 

£<p0eipev Em7t7rr|v, oq abxov oiKelcoq xe imeSe^axo Kai p,exa TcdGTjq 7tpo0'opxa<; 

e^evt^ev. Usually the narrator focuses on the erotic desire and its consequences and 

avoids moralistic implications. There is also a tendency for rationalisation, which ‘limits’ 

the interference of gods. Explicit divine interference occurs in four cases, in which god(s) 

punish people (EP 5, 26, 27 and 33). However, oracles, oaths at gods, divine omens and 

metamorphoses often play an important role in the narrative (EP 1, 6, 9, 11, 13 and 35).

In the world of the EP heterosexual eros is prominent. Whether as a result of socio

cultural conditions of that period, or as a mere preference (less probably, in my view), 

only two stories out of thirty-six deal with homosexuality (EP 1 and 24). The world in 

the EP is a human one, with several stories reflecting historical incidents (e.g. EP 22, 23, 

25); in a human world death must be appropriate to the human nature. Metamorphoses 

occur very rarely in the EP and usually they take place at the protagonists’ request (EP
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13, 15, 36). The protagonists die by committing suicide in most cases (e.g. EP 4, 10, 11, 

13, 14, 17, etc.) or are killed by a rival (e.g. EP 19, 34, 35).
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INDEX SIGLORUM1

P = codex Palatinus Graecus 398.

Pl= manus prior.

P2= manus posterior.

Bast = F.G. Bast, Lettre critique de F. J. Bast a Mr. J. F. Boissonade sur Antonius 

Liberalis, Parthenius et Aristenete (Paris, 1805).

Calderdn Dorda = E. Calderon Dorda, Partenio de Nicea. Sufrimientos de amor y 

fragmentos (Madrid, 1988).

Castiglioni = L. Castiglioni, Collectanea Graeca (Pisa, 1911).

Cazzaniga = I. Cazzaniga, “Spigolature critiche, VI: osservazioni critiche al testo di 

Partenio” PP 17 (1962) 52-6.

Cobet = apud Hirschig.

Cornarius = J. Comarius, Parthenii Nicaensis De amatoriis affectionibus liber (Basilea, 

1531) editio princeps.

Ellis = R. Ellis, “Correction of the text of Parthenius” A JP 1 (1886) 224-7.

R. Ellis, “New conjectures on Parthenius’ Ilepi &p(0TlK(bv 7ta0T|pm(OV” AJP 22 

(1902) 204-6.

Gale = T. Gale, Historiae poeticae scriptores antiqui (Paris, 1675).

Gaselee = S. Gaselee, The Love Romances o f Parthenius and other fragments (Loeb 

ed., Cambridge, 1916, repr. 1978).

Hercher = R. Hercher, Erotici scriptores Graeci (Leipzig, 1858).

R. Hercher, ‘Zu griechischen Prosaikem’ Hermes 12 (1877) 145-51.

Heyne = apud Legrand.

Hirschig = A. Hirschig, Erotici scriptores Graeci (Paris, 1856).

Jacobs = F. Jacobs, Parthenius Liebesgeschichten und Antonius Liberalis ’ Sammlung 

von Verwandlungen (Stuttgart, 1837).

Jacoby = F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker (Berlin, 1923-Leiden, 

1958, repr. Leiden, 1962-9).

Kayser = apud Westermann.

Legrand = L. Legrand and C.G. Heyne, Parthenii Nicaeensis Narrationum 

amatoriarum libellus (Gottingen, 1798).

1 Names not mentioned here but cited in the apparatus criticus are to be found individually in the 
commentary.
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Martini = E. Martini, Parthenii Nicaeni Narrationes Amatoriae [in Mythographi 

Graeci II (Leipzig, 1902)].

Mayer-G’schrey = R. Mayer-G’schrey, Parthenius Nicaeensis quale in Fabularum 

Amatoriarum Breviario dicendi genus secutus sit (Heidelberg, 1898).

Meineke = A. Meineke, Analecta Alexandrina (Berlin, 1843, repr. Hildesheim, 1964).

A. Meineke, ‘Kritische blaetter’ Philologus 14 (1859) 1-44 (Parthenius von 

Nicaea: 7-8).

Oder = E. Oder, De Antonino Liberali (Bonnae, 1886).

Passow = F. Passow, Corpus scriptorum eroticorum Graecorum I  (Leipzig, 1824). 

Rohde = apud Westermann.

Sakolowski = P. Sakolowski, Parthenii Libellus Tlepi EpmiKCbv Ila d rip d m v  [in 

Mythographi Graeci II (Leipzig, 1896)].

Scaliger = apud Hirschig.

Schneider = I.G. Schneider apud Bast et Passow, sciliter Schneideri conjecturae in 

margine epistularum Bastii (exemplar Goettingense) adscriptae erant et Passow eis 

conjecturis usus erat.

Spatafora = G. Spatafora, Partenio di Nicea Erotika Pathemata (Palermo and Athens, 

1995).

Westermann = A. Westermann, Scriptores poeticae Graeci (Brunswick, 1843). 

Zangogiannis = D.K. Zangogiannis, “K pvuK ai 7iapaTrip^G8 ig eig napOeviov 

n e p i EpcoxiKWV na0Tip,&T(ov” Athena 12 (1900) 459-75.
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IIAPOENIOE KOPNHAip TAAA^ XAIPEIN

1 M&?uoxd cto i  Sokwv app6xxetv,

Kopvf|/Ue rdXX£, xf|v aGpoicnv xwv 

’EpoxiKwv naGripdxcov avaXe£,d|ievo<; ax; 

6 x i jLidXiCTxa 6v ppa^rndxoiq an lm aX K a . 

5 xa  yap nap&  xicti xwv tcoitixmv K dpeva  

-xotixcov (it) ahxoxeXax; JteXeyji^vcov- 

mxavof|CTei<; 6k xwvSe xa nXeloxa. ahxcp 

xe ctoi 7tap6axai el<; £jrr| Kai 6teyda<; 

av& yeiv xa p&Xiaxa ££, abxcbv dppdSta. 

^  <|ir|§6> 8 ta  xo \±r\ Tcapeivai xo Ttepixxov

ai)xoi<;, o 8f| crb pex£p%iL x e^Pov ^epi 

a1)xo)v 6vvor|0r|<;. o lo v e i yap  

i)7co|ivri|iaxl0v xp67tov abxa

CTOve^d|i£0a Kai o o i  v n v i xt|v %pf|aiv 

15 6|xolav, ax; 6oik£, 7tap$;£xai.

Thinking that the collection of the Erotika 

Pathemata suits you best, Cornelius Gallus, I 

have sent it to you, after I gathered it up as 

briefly as possible. The fragments of some 

poets -although they have been given in a 

fragmentary form- you will understand most 

of these; and you, too, will be able to turn the 

most appropriate of these into epyllia and 

elegies. And do not think badly of them due 

to the lack of elaborate details, which you are 

after. For, as I gathered them to serve as 

hypomnematia, they will be of the same use, 

to you too, I trust.

3 ava>d;d|ievo<; P2: avaXd;6|ievo<; P i 4 pa/U axa P: Ttteioxa Zangogiannis 67t£axaA.Ka Radt 
6 xobxcov, |it| abxoxeXdx; A£^eyp6va Lehrs: xd)V fit| abxoxeXax; Adi£yp6vcov Cornarius: xonxoic; pf| 
abxoxeXdix; Xdieypiva Zangogiannis 7-8 obxco 86 ctoi Zangogiannis 10 <pr|86> Lehrs 
11 <pt|> yeipov Sakolowski 12 6vvoriOf|q Lehrs: 6vevof|0r|a P: av  vor|0elr|c; Schissel (apud 
Zimmermann)
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LINGUISTIC NOTES
1 M6 )*igi(x co i §OK(bv apjudixetv] The emphatic use of the superlative !ia>aGTa

at the beginning of the letter is also cited by Phalaris in his epistle to Paurolas (19), 

where the context has a certain similarity with the letter of Parthenios in terms of what is 

7tpocrfiKov: M a x im a  p.ev ap,(poxepot)c; xoi)Q yoveag w m l ,  Gxepyeiv ao t 

7tpocn^K8 i Kai 7tepi 7iA£(gxod  7toieiG 0 a i .1 Although this is a good example, it is a 

late one, since it comes from a collection of the 5th century AD. Demosthenes had used 

this superlative in the opening sentence in the speech Against Leptines: vAv8pe<; 

StK aaxal, p.aX,iGxa p£v e iv e m  xot> vopx^eiv GDpxpepeiv xfi rcotei XeM>G0ai xov 

vop.ov, e tx a  Kai xot> TtaiSoc; e iv e m  xot) Xappiot), cbp,o>.6 yr|Ga xotixoig ax; av 

oioc; x ’ w, Gl)V8peiv. In addition, Aischines in his Epistle 5 used the superlative 

(id^iGxa in the opening sentence. Thus, the use of this superlative in the opening 

sentence by other authors (even if the collections of the letters are probably forged) itself 

speaks against the sloppy style of the Parthenian letter to Gallus, at least in regards to the 

opening formula.

The subjective aetiology of the participle 8 oK(bv next to apjxdxxeiv is attested also in 

Diodoros2 (Hippokrates in his Epistle 27 used the coupling 7ipOGTiK8iv fyyeopai). The 

most appropriate parallel is that of Biton, noted by Zimmermann,3 where we read OGa 

fi8V o'ov pa>aGxa £vopi£op£v g o i  apjLio^eiv aveyp&\|/ap,ev.4 Philodemos5 uses the 

phrase xov apjidxxovxa 7totriG6 (i8 0 a  A.oyov (Vooys6 translates xov apjioxxovxa as 

“conveniens”). Schilardi,7 commenting on this usage by Parthenios, insists on relating the 

app,6 xxeiv to the Epicureans. Whether related or not, the point is that the dpp.0 XX8 iv 

in this context implies that Parthenios was familiar with Galllus and his work (see also 

the Letter).

3 dva^£^dp.evo<;] The aorist tense is due to the correction of P2. Zimmermann 

notes that “das Verbum ist fuer die literarische Sammeltatigkeit typisch”8 and cites a 

reference from Plutarch as an example, where we read fevioi 8 e K ai xpelag Kai

1 In Epistolographi Graeci Hercher 1873: 409-459. For the letters of Phalaris, which date maybe as late 
as the 5th century AD, see Bentley 1836.
2 DS 3.11.4 Soxel S ’fip lv  dppdTieiv 7tpo8ieA.0elv Ttepi Tf|?'r° v  XP^oob K(ruaaKeDf|<;.
3 Zimmermann 1934: 180.
4 Biton 67 in Marsden 1971: 76. Biton lived in the 3rd or 2nd century BC and was the author of a work 
on siege-engines (Kaza<TK£vat noXepiKibv d p y d v a v  K ai KaraKaXxiKcbv), which was edited by 
Marsden.
5 Philod. Rhet.fr. 25 (Sudhaus, vol. 2, p. 295).
6 Vooys (I) 1934: 48.
7 Schilardi 1993: iii.
8 Zimmermann 1934: 180.
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iGTOpfac; dvaX£yo|i8VOi TtepilaGiv.9 Indeed, the verb avaXeyopxxi in the sense of 

‘pick up, gather up, collect’ appears throughout Greek literature.10 However, this is not 

the only meaning of the verb dvaLeyopai. Kallimachos in his Epigram 23 (Pfeiffer) 

writes in the last verse ev to  Ttepi ypdp ji’ dvaXe^d^ievoc; and the meaning of

dvaX eyopai in this context is ‘reading through’. The verb is also used in this sense by 

Dionysios of Halikamassos,11 Plutarch12 and others.13 Thus, apart from the meaning of 

‘collecting’ the participle avaXe^dpevcx; in this context could also imply that Parthenios 

read through his sources (perhaps compedium/a, including direct sources as mentioned 

already in Marginalia).

3-4 ox; o n  iL&XiGxa, ev ppccx'l)I&TOl<;] The MS reading pddaGxa was turned into 

7tX£lGxa by Zangogiannis (followed by Martini). Zangogiannis14 notes that stressing the 

excessive shortness of the stories does not make sense, since Gallus will not be able to 

comprehend them perfectly. By shortening excessively all the stories, Parthenios would 

cause troubles to Gallus. So, Zangogiannis reads TiteiGxa, meaning that Parthenios tried 

to shorten most of the stories but not all of them. Thus, Zangogiannis finds also an object 

for the participle dvate^djievoc; “o 7tap8%ei vobv Gi3|i(p(ovov tq) 7tepie%op,ev(p xfig 

7tpoKei|ievr|(; G'DM-oyfic;, ev 7t&VT«<; 5ev 7tepitaxp,pdvovxai rcavxa xa epcoxiKd 

7ia0fip.axa, xa (ivrniove'oop.eva \mo xtbv ap^aioxepcov xob nap0evlo\) 

GDyypacpecov, £v fi 5 ’ opxoc; o'oxog 7tpOG87id0TiG8 v a  7tepi>.dpii ogq) TtXeiw 

ftb'bvaxo...”. However, the argument regarding the emphasis on the excessive shortness 

does not have sufficient grounding as the adjective ppa%T)xdxoiQ is a superlative in any 

case. Moreover, there are many references15 citing the expression ox; dxi |xdX,lGxa and, 

more specifically, there are some examples16 of the expression used with an adjective in 

the superlative. Moreover, the EP as a whole generally demonstrates this shortness 

(apart from a few cases) .17 Last, but not least, the fact that Parthenios on his own feels

9 Plut. Mor. 78f.
10 Horn. II. 21.321; 23.253; Hdt. 3.130; AG  12.132;
11 DH Antiq. Rom. 1.89.1 "A p6v of»v £fioi StivapK; 6y£vexo crbv 7ioAAr) cppovxlSi dvevpeiv  
LA-Xfivcov xe Kai Tfopalcov croxvaq &va^d;a|i6vcp ypacpaq i)7t£p xot) xcbv Tcopalcov y^voxx;, xo id S ’ 
6oxiv.
12 Plut. Mor. 582a a k V  (ooTtep e i xiq oouetpoq ypapii&xcov Suvdpeox;, opo)V oM ya 7d.tj0ei Kai 
cpanX,a xf|v popcphv » cm cxolr | av8p a  ypappaxiK ov 6k xomcov avaA iyeaO ai TtoX^poxx; peydAmx; 
o i  xoi<; Tcd&ai cruvdroxov, Kai Kxiaen; n dh m v npd^eic, xe K ai TtaOijpaxa paai?idov....
13 Konst. Porph. De legal, p. 116 and p. 451; Prokop. De bellis 1.21.22.
14 Zangogiannis 1901: 460.
15 Aelian. NA 4.27; 12.46; 14.3; Klem. Alex. Strom. 1.22.150.5; 6.9.77.4.
16 Plato Leg. 908a; Klem. Alex. Strom. 3.6.51.1.
17 For instance, EP 1, 4, 5, 8.
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the necessity to apologize to Gallus a few lines below 5 ta  TO \if\ raxpelvai TO 

TiepiTTOV proves the MS reading right.

4 6cti£gt(xXk(x] Van Rossum-Steenbeek18 notes that St. Radt suggested the reading 

£7t£GTaXKa to her in a private note. It is not necessary to change the MS reading, since 

it is often cited in the context of a letter (in this form it is indeed more often used than 

87t8GTaX-Ka).19 Regarding the tense of the verb, Zimmermann notes that this is “ein 

schones Beispiel fuer das unter lateinischem Einfluss verwendete Perfekt des 

Briefstils”.20 However, there is no reason for Parthenios to imitate a Roman 

construction, since it appears in Greek authors, too, ranging from Plato to Libanios, as 

mentioned already. Plutarch offers some examples regarding the interchange of the 

tenses avaX8^ap£Voq-a7i&JTaXKa attesting the coupling GDyypatj/aiievoq- 

d7t£GTaA,Ka21 and ypaij/ag- aTteGTaXm.22

6  xot)TG)V jllt| atioieXcbq XeXeyju^vwv] The MS reading XeXeypivcov was turned 

into XeXeypiva by Lehrs.23 His conjecture is interesting since the alteration of the 

participle into the accusative case causes the attributive participle to be annexed to its 

subject (i.e. Td Kelpeva). Comarius’ conjecture (followed by Jacobs and Zimmermann) 

is T(bv jif| crbTOTeXcbc; XeXeypevcov. Last but not least, Zangogiannis conjectures 

TOTyuoic; pf| awoTeXax; XeXeypeva, noting that the agent is necessary for the 

comprehension at this point. Indeed, this is a difficult point, but trying to apply classical 

canons is surely inadequate; the characteristics of koine should be rather taken into 

consideration. In my view the MS reading is preferable because it is in accordance with 

the style of a letter (for which see Letter) and also with the fondness of koine for 

rhetorical figures such as the anakolouthon. I think that this phrase is parenthetical and 

that the participle is referring to £K Ttbvbe which follows. Zimmermann has already 

demonstrated that the genitive case is preferable in the participle in this case, based on 

Kuehner and Gerth, who note that “der Grund dieser abweichenden Konstruktion liegt

18 Van Rossum-Steenbeek 1998: xiv, n. 6.
19 Plato epist. (dubious) 359e; Hippokr. epist. 18.29; 20.19; Isokr. Ad Demon. 1.2.3; Theophr. Char. 
24.13.2; Plut. Arat. 1.5.3; Flav. Jud. AJ 11.104; 12.50; 13.45; Liban. epist. 785.2; 1221.7, etc. For 
£7t6oTod.Kot see Demosth. epist. 3.1.5; 3.35.3; Flav. Jud. AJ 12.141; especially Liban. epist. 240.4; 
417.1; 832.1 and Johann. Chrys. epist. 3.1.22 and 5.1.48.
20 Zimmermann 1934: 181.
21 Plut. Arat. 1.5 8 io  Kayco xov ’Ap&xo'D ton  oob noXixov Kai TtpoTt&xopoc; piov, ov obxe xf| 8 6 ^  
xfi Ttepi oea m o v  obxe xf| S'DV&pei Kaxaiax'tiven;, a7t£axaA,K& o o i (TDyypaydpevot;...
22 Plut. Mor. 37c Tt|v yevog£vr|v g o t a%oXhv Ttepi xob aKOTjetv, a> NlxavSpe, otTt^oxaXxd a o i  
ypdc\|/aq, OTtax; eiSfiq xob TcetOovxoq opOdx; aKO'oeiv, oxe xcbv Ttpooxaxxdvxcov dcTnjX^a^ai xo 
avSpeiov aveiXricpox; i(idxiov.
23 Lehrs 1848:431.
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gemeiniglich in dem Bestreben, das Satzglied mit grosserem Nachdrucke hervorzuheben 

und den uebrigen Worten entgegenzustellen” ;24 Zimmermann provides numerous 

examples. Moreover, in the koine there is a tendency to blur or neglect grammatical case 

agreements when using participles, and Jannaris notes that even writers of systematic 

training would occasionally blunder in the use of the circumstantial participle; this 

tendency sometimes resulted in the independent use of the participle as anakolouthon.25 

All the scholars mentioned above saw the participle A£A£yp£VG)V as attributive and were 

led to change its case; in my view, this participle is adverbial (circumstantial) with a 

concessive use. It refers to 8K xcbvSe, which refers to Kelpeva. That is, the participle is 

not in fact genitive absolute but, as Moulton notes,26 it is used even where it might have 

agreed with clauses of the sentence. Therefore, I do not find any reason to emend this 

anakolouthon', additional evidence is also given by Parthenios’ tendency for loose 

syntax,27 the koine’s fondness for this kind of rhetorical figures28 and the general style of 

letters, which more or less reproduce a speech (see Letter).

In other words, Parthenios informs Gallus that some stories include the original verses 

of some poets. Parthenios incorporated only part of these verses and not all of them in 

their whole, but Parthenios is pretty sure that Gallus will not have any problem in 

understanding the general context. Before evaluating this interpretation, let us examine 

first the meaning of teteypivcov and abxoxeAxb^.

Regarding the meaning of the participle in this context, Zimmermann29 interprets it as 

“schildem, beschreiben, erzaehlen” and he cites two exambles from Isokrates30 and 

Xenophon.31 Moreover, in the New Testament the verb X£yco is often used with the 

meaning of saying something not just orally but also in writing. More specifically, the 

verb is frequently used to introduce the content of a written document, e.g. £ypa\|/£V 

A^ycov.32 Here, the participle refers to the written works of some poets, that is, the

24 Zimmermann 1934: 181, who is based on R. Kuehner and B. Gerth, Ausjuehrliche Grammatik der 
griechischen Sprache (2 vols., Hannover, 1955) 2.494b.
25 Jannaris 1897: 500-505.
26 Moulton (III) 1963: 322.
27 For instance, EP 2 and 27.
28 For the order of the words in the sentence and the rhetorical figures in koine see Robertson 1919: 417- 
445, who offers various examples of prolepsis, hysteron-proteron, hyperbaton, anakolouthon (with 
special reference to the participle in anakolouthon), etc.
29 Zimmermann 1934: 180-1. He translates this passage: “Die betreffenden Motive namlich, die sich bei 
einigen Dichtern behandelt finden-wobei es sich um solche Stoffe handelt, die nicht eine selbstandige 
Darstellung erfahren haben- wirst Du Dir auf Grund des Folgenden im wesentlichen verstandlich 
machen”.
30 Isokr. Nikokl. 35.
31 Xen. Kyr. 3.1.41.
32 Lk 1.63. See also Bauer (Arndt - Gingrich) 1957: 469-471.
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poetical fragments which Parthenios has incorporated within the main narrative of some 

stories of the EP.33

Concerning the adverb abxoxEAxbc;, Zimmermann34 draws an example from Epikuros’ 

letter to Pythokles, in which abxoTEAxbq is opposed to K ara aw atp iiv .35 In that 

context, the meaning of abxoTEAxbc; is ‘independently’ and both Zimmermann and Bailey 

agree as to this.36 Moreover, Zimmermann finds it interesting that “die lateinischen 

Glossographen absolutum durch abxoxEXEc; bez. a 7ioAEAA)fi£VOV erklaren” and that 

Hesychios “erlautert es durch teXeioq.”37 LSJ attests all of these meanings, ranging from 

‘independently and separately’ to ‘perfect, complete, fully-grown’. The question is that 

of which of all these meanings is appropriate in this context.

The fact that Parthenios is referring to some texts (KEljiEva Ttapa T ia i xcbv 

7ioiT|Ta)V), which are said to be not abxoxEfabq, shows that this adverb does not apply to 

the EP in its whole; it applies only to some cases, in which poetical fragments are 

incorporated within the main narrative (EP 11, 14, 21 and 34). In these particular cases 

Parthenios offers only parts of the poems, but he trusts that the whole narrative context 

will help Gallus to have a clear view.

One might argue at this point that the adverb abxoxEfabc; has the meaning of xeAeioc;, 

in the sense that some stories of the EP give the impression that they lack a complete 

narrative. For instance, EP 18 ends with the Milesians making war on Naxos but nothing 

is mentioned regarding the protagonists; in EP 22, it is mentioned in the end that Kyros 

did not keep his promise but there is no explicit statement of what happened to the girl; 

in EP 23, it is so obvious that the narrative is incomplete that Oder suggested a lacuna. 

One might argue that Parthenios was aware of this incompleteness and warns Gallus 

about this. However, I find this interpretation very unlikely for the simple reason that 

Parthenios is referring in his letter only to poetical texts, whereas the stories mentioned 

above belong to historiography (see comments individually on each story).

33 EP 11, 14, 21, and 34.
34 Zimmermann 1934: 182.
35 Epik. Epist. to Pythokles 85 (Bailey) npcbxov pfcv ot)V |if| aA,Xo x i xOjoq 6k xf|<; Ttepi pexecopcov 
yvcoaeax; eixe Kaxa cn)vacpf|v teyo|i6vcov elxe atxoxeX&x; vopt^eiv e iv a i  f| Ttep axapa^ lav Kai 
Ttioxiv ftejlaiov, Ka0&7tep Kai 6jui x&v Aoitemv.
36 Zimmermann (1934: 182) translates at this point “man sie nun im Zusammenhang oder selbstandig 
fuer sich besprechen ” and Bailey’s (1926:57) translation respectively is “...whether they are dealt with 
in connexion with other doctrines or independently...”.
37 Zimmermann 1934: 182.
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7-8 ocmtp t£ ooi Trap&jxai] The MS reading was disputed by Zangogiannis, who
38suggested oi)XG) 5e ooi. Zangogiannis argues -in an obscure way- that he does not 

understand “Ttpocg xlva xi Ttpaxxovxa obxcog io%Dp(b<; avxixi0 £xai o TaXkoc; 

p,£Mucov avayeiv  xa pa?aax a  apjxoSia xcbv epcoxiKwv 7t a 0 Tip,&xcov eig £7rq Kai 

E^eyeiag.” The answer is simple. Parthenios does not oppose or compare Gallus with 

anyone else, as Zangogiannis believes. Parthenios uses abxcp as an attributive regiment 

(this use is very common in the koine) 39 to Got and the particle xe indicates that 

Parthenios had made use of this collection before and he now hopes that it will be useful 

to Gallus too.

10 <jllt|5£> 8  id  to  pii\ Tiapeivai to  Tiepixxdv abxoig] It is clear from the context 

that the MS lacks a negation at this point. Thus, Lehrs inserted jiT^e at the beginning of 

the sentence, whereas Sakolowski inserted the negation p,f| before %£ipov (<fif|> 

%£lpov 7t£pi abxcbv £vvor|0tiq). Sakolowski’s suggestion, to start with, results in an 

asyndeton, which was common in koine.40 Zimmermann41 was in favour of this 

asyndeton, but Sakolowski himself was not, since he also inserted S& at the beginning of 

the sentence (Aid <8 &> xo \n\ 7tap £ iv a i xo 7i£pixxov abxolg, o 5fj ai) p,£X£p%Tl, 

<(xr|> %£lpov 7t£pi abxd)v £vvori0fig).

In my view Lehrs’ insertion is preferable for two reasons. Firstly, palaeographically 

the scribe could be confused by the repetition of two 5 ia  in a row (app.65ia 5ia), 

resulting in the careless omission of p,r|5£. Secondly, Parthenios is fond of continuous 

discourse. This fondness is clearly demonstrated in the introductory motifs he uses in the 

EP (for which see usus auctoris) but also in this letter where all the sentences are 

connected with each other.

11 x^fpov] According to Zimmermann,42 Blass43 and Radermacher44 a comparative in 

the koine is sometimes no more than a positive. In addition, Robertson,45 despite 

insisting that there is always a question of contrast or duality, even if the comparison is 

not of greater or less, or a matter of degree, also notes that the boundaries are not very

38 Zangogiannis 1901: 460.
39 Bauer (Arndt-Gingrich) 1957: s.v. ai)rdg.
40 Robertson 1919: 427ff.; Moulton (III) 1963: 340ff.
41 Zimmermann 1934: 184.
42 Zimmermann 1934: 185.
43 Blass 1959: 142.
44 Radermacher 1925: 69.
45 Robertson 1919: 664-5 and 276 respectively.
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clear and that the comparative and the superlative do not always represent a grade 

actually higher than the positive.

12-13 olovei yap i)7iojnvr|]U(mG)V xpdrcov] Both the relative adverb oiovei and the 

word xpoTtov apply to the word mo|iVT]pxxTl(OV, thus making this clause analogical to 

what follows. That is, Parthenios gathered these stories as (like) hypomnematia and 

prompts Gallus to make now a similar use of them. Both in the classical and the 

Hellenistic period, the use of the word Tp07iov with a genitive, in the sense of ‘like, just 

as, in the same way as’ is very common.46 Concerning the diminutive b7tO|iVTj|iaTici)V, 

the earliest citation is this of Parthenios 47 (For the meaning of this word see Letter).

13-4 avra ovveXe^&peOa] Zimmermann48 notes that the compound 

GDV£X8 ^ap.e0 a  is used here less to avoid the hiatus and more to stress the 

“Sammeltatigkeit”. One could also add here the general fondness of koine for compound 

verbs.49

Thus, it is clearer at this point that the participle avaA££&|i8VO(; at the beginning of 

the letter has the meaning of “collecting, gathering” rather than “reading through”. The 

opening (aQpoioiv, dvaA£^d|i£VO<;) and the closing sentences (G'OveA£^d|X8 0a) of 

the letter stress this action of GvXk&yziv.

46 Hdt. 2.57; Plat. Leg. 807a; 2 Maccabees 5.27; 3 Maccabees 4.9, etc.
47 The genitive b7topvr|pcmo,i) appears in Schol. A Horn. II. 18.617, 7tap&K£ixai t c x  ApiaxoviKon  
crr||i£la |i£xa b7to|ivr||i(mo'u Kai xa AiS'opo't) ri£pi xf|<; Apioxap%£iot) SiopGcoaaix;... The word 
t)7tO|j,vr||idxia is attested in Marcus Aurelius Imperator T a  e iq k a v z d v  3.14.1 and in Palladius Dial, de 
vita Joannis Chrysost., p. 16 and 50.
48 Zimmermann 1934: 186.
49 Radermacher 1925: 31; Costas 1936: 68.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES 

2 Kopvfj^ie T T h i s  letter is addressed to Cornelius Gallus.50 It would be really 

interesting to see how Cornelius Gallus made use (if he actually did) of the EP but, 

unfortunately, we lack most of his work.51 All we know about this poet and politician is 

mainly based on what his contemporaries (and mainly Virgil’s Sixth and Tenth Eclogues) 

or later authors stated about him and also on some extant verses.52 Gallus is said to have 

written love-elegies addressed to his beloved Volumnia Cytheris (under the pseudonym 

Lycoris), who was the mistress of M. Antonius.53 Ovid54 states that Gallus was one of 

the best Roman elegiac poets and an outstanding figure among the ‘neoteric’ poets. So 

far, one well-known pentameter of Gallus survives,55 whereas nine more elegiac verses 

found on a papyrus in 1978 in Nubia have been attributed to him. Scholars’ views 

regarding Gallus’ work vary. Skutsch56 ascribed to him the Ciris, and Anderson, Parsons 

and Nisbet,57 who have published in editio princeps the papyrus fragment, mentioned 

already, attributed it to Gallus. At the beginning of this fragment the editors presumably 

read the last line of an epigram or elegy, addressed to Lycoris. However, Giangrande58 

disputes that the author of these lines was Gallus on the grounds that Lycoris, who 

through her nequitia made Gallus suffer, was a topos among the Latin elegiac poets, and 

that the author of the lines in question could be any of the neoteric poets, who were 

seeking the approval of the critic Cato.

50 A general study on the life and work of Cornelius Gallus is that of Boucher 1966 and that of Daly and 
Reiter 1979 (especially regarding Gallus’ suicide). For a placement of Gallus in the literary context of 
his era the studies of Wiseman 1974 and Ross 1975 are useful but not updated with the discovery of the 
new papyrus fragment. More recent works on the same subject are: Nicastri 1984; Ballester 1989: 117- 
24 on the placement of Gallus among the poetae novi\ Raaflaub and Samons 1990; Edwards 1990 on the 
interpretation of Chalcidico versu and the influence of Hesiodic work on Gallus; Merriam 1990 on the 
new papyrus fragment; Michel 1990 on the association of Gallus with Virgil and other Augustan poets; 
Luppe 1990: 45-8 on Gallus and love-elegy; Noonan 1991: 118-123 on re-examinig the papyrus 
fragment; O’Hara 1993: 12-24 on Virgil’s allusions to Gallus in Aeneid 4 and on parallels between the 
suicide of Gallus and Dido in Aeneid 4; Morgan 1995: 79-85 on the new papyrus fragment; Horsfall 
1995.
51 Dihle 1994: 35 notes that Gallus as governor of Egypt caused Augustus’ displeasure and that this 
resulted in Gallus’ remembrance being lost.
52 Cicero Ad Fam. 10.31.6; 10.32.5; Ovid Tr. 4.10.53; Virgil Eel. 6 and 10; Quintilian Inst. 10.1.93. 
Notably, Skutsch (1901 and 1906) suggested that the above mentioned Eclogues contain some genuine 
passages from Gallus; his view, although it was criticised by many scholars, such as Leo (1902), pointed 
out that much can be learned about Gallus’ poetry from these Eclogues.
53 Virgil Eel. 10.
54 Ovid Trist. 4.10.5.
55 The verse is cited by the geographer Vibius Sequester in FPL (Morel-Buechner) p. 99: uno tellures 
dividit amne duas.
56 Skutsch 1901 (contra Leo 1902: 14-55).
57 Anderson, Parsons and Nisbet 1979: 125-155.
58 Giangrande 1980: 141-153; (I) 1982: 83-93; (II) 1982: 99-108 (contra Nicastri 1995: 175-200).
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Parthenios prompts Gallus to write elegies and £tit| but the extant fragments of 

Gallus are written in pentameters (and this is a matter excessively discussed by 

scholars) .59 However, Parthenios’ ability to adjust the metres in the content, as attested 

by Hephaistion,60 makes it likely that Gallus could also play with the metre according to 

the needs of his content. Of course this is a mere assumption and only future discoveries 

of more verses of Gallus could prove if he had written in other metres, too.

The real importance of this letter lies on the fact that it associates Parthenios with the 

circle of Gallus. Parthenios’ impact on Roman literature has been the subject of many 

discussions among scholars (see History of Research). In due course Parthenios has 

been asssociated, apart from Gallus, with Cinna’s Zmyma,61 Virgil,62 Ovid,63 Propertius64 

and other Roman poets.65 However, there seems to be no agreement regarding the 

influence of Parthenios and the role he played in the literary circle of his time. 

Characteristically I mention two modem views: Francese in 1993 argued in his 

dissertation that Parthenios’ impact on Latin literature should not be seen in specific 

allusions but rather in specific story types (incest and the so-called Tarpeia motif), which 

Parthenios helped to popularise. Consequently, Parthenios as a shaper of taste had a 

many-sided relationship with his Roman contemporaries, which should not be seen only

59 As to this matter, what Virgil states in his Tenth Eclogue (10. 50-1 ibo et Chalcidico quae sunt mihi 
condita versu /  carmina pastoris Siculi modulabor avena) has caused many problems since there is 
ambiguity regarding the meaning of Chalcidico versu. Does it refer to elegies or to epyllia? Further 
questions are raised due to the influence of Euphorion on Gallus (Servius on Virg. Eel. 6.72; Diomedes 
the grammarian in Grammatici Latini (Keil) 1.484: ...quod genus carminis praecipue scripserunt apud 
Romanos Propertius et Tibullus et Gallus, imitati Graecos Callimachum et Euphoriona). Does this 
influence refer to metre or not? The modem view is that Chalcidico versu probably refers to Theokles of 
Chalcis, the assumed inventor of the elegiac verse, and that Gallus occasionally imitated Euphorion but 
this imitation does not necessarily refer to metre.
60 Choirob. Exeg. Encheir.Hephaist. 43.5 (Hoersch) = Parth. fr. 2 (Martini).
61 Although little of both Cinna’s Zmyma and Parthenios’ relevant passage in his Metamorphoses 
survives, scholars dealt with the similarity in the content and looked for links between these two works 
(see Rostagni 1933: 521-23; Alfonsi 1945: 58; Clausen 1964: 190-1; Wiseman 1974: 48-51; Knox 1983: 
310; Francese 1993: 138ff.). Rostagni and Francese put the whole matter into a realistic basis by arguing 
that Parthenios’ impact on Cinna lies basically in the discussions within a certain literary circle and not 
in Parthenios being a direct source for Zmyma.
62 The primary point for the association of the two authors was Macrobius’ (Sat. 5.17.18) statement that 
Parthenios was a grammaticus of Virgil. For further discussions on this association see Martini 1930: 
149-59; Clausen 1976: 179; Calderon Dorda 1984: 217-23; Horsfall 1991: 31-36; Francese 1993: 152ff.
63 Ovid’s Metamorphoses offered the ideal ground for linking this work with Parthenios’ 
Metamorphoses. For further discussion on the association of the two authors see Castiglioni 1906; Knox 
1990: 158-9 on Ovid’s Met. 8.1-151, Ciris and Parthenios; Francese 1993: 152ff.
64 Propertius 4.4, which deals with the story of Tarpeia, has been the subject of many discussions 
regarding the Hellenistic aspects but also the parallels to Parthenios’ EP (see Sullivan 1976: 136; Miller 
1982: 373-4; Weiden Boyd 1984: 86; Francese 1993: 157ff.).
65 Although I have mentioned already in the History of Research the most significant articles which 
deal with Parthenios’ impact on Latin poetry, I selectively mention here Crowther’s (1980) article on 
Parthenios, Laevius and Cicero and Francese’s (1993) dissertation, which deals with the motifs of incest 
and the so-called Tarpeia motif in Roman literature.
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and primarily in the perspective of direct imitatio. In contrast to this view, Rose in his 

dissertation of 1994 argues that neoteric and Augustan poets never express indebtedness 

to Parthenios and that his influence on Cinna is based on weak evidence.66 Rose also 

adds that the development of the neoteric movement was not so sudden as scholars tend 

to believe and therefore Parthenios’ role has been overestimated. Although Parthenios’ 

impact on Latin literature is not my primary interest, I am partly inclined to Francese’s 

point of view with regard to the motifs. Some specific motifs that also appear in Latin 

literature emerge from the examination of the EP. That is, EP 21 deals with Peisidike, 

who betrayed her city to the enemy due to love. This motif appears also in Propertius 

4.4, who deals with the story of Tarpeia. Although there are several accounts of this 

story, Propertius differs in making love the motive of Tarpeia’s betrayal. The girl sees 

Tatius and falls immediately in love with him, just like Peisidike. However, is this enough 

for one to claim that Propertius was influenced by Parthenios at this point? The motif of 

the girl who betrays her city because she fell in love with the enemy is old and common 

(see comments on EP 22). One could claim at this point that Parthenios’ innovation lies 

in romanticizing this motif by making love the motive of the betrayal; at least that is what 

one deduces in the case of EP 22. The Herodotean account for the fall of Sardis does not 

mention anything about Nanis. However, can one take safely the presumption that 

Parthenios was indeed the inventor of this version, given that the margins mention the 

names of Likymnios and Hermesianax?

In addition, EP 24 deals with a homosexual affair but some motifs, such as one’s 

travelling back home in order to test the beloved, can be found also in Livy 1.57ff., in the 

story of Lucretia. Again, does this prove a Parthenian influence? Last but not least, EP 

31 deals with a cursed man who fell in love with a corpse. This kind of story has no other 

attestation in Greek or Roman literature, apart from a Greek folk-song from the island of 

Karpathos; some remains of this story are also found in an oral urban myth (see 

comments on EP 31). Should one consider this folk-song as influenced by Parthenios? 

Certainly not. One cannot draw strict conclusions on matters such as the origin of motifs 

or the popularisation of stories, especially given the lack of sufficient evidence (e.g. 

almost none of the ascriptions in the margins of the EP is any longer extant).

66 Rose 1994: 72-83. Rose argues that fragment 24 (Martini), on which scholars primarily rely (see 
Clausen 1964: 191) for associating Parthenios with Cinna, offers little evidence for such an association, 
because the identification of Parthenios’ Aoos with Catullus’ Satrachus river, which alludes to Cinna’s 
poem, is not sustained.
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2-3 xiyv aO poioiv xcbv epcoxiKCbv 7ia 0 iULi<5ti(OV] One wonders at this point what is 

the exact meaning of the title Erotika Pathemata.61 The existing numerous and different 

translations of this title stress the importance of this question since this is related with the 

way one views this work. For instance, the Loeb edition translates this title as The Love 

Romances o f Parthenius, thus implying a relation with Greek Romance. However, 

Calderon Dorda in his edition in 1988 translated it Sufrimientos de amor (i.e. Sufferings 

o f Love), whereas Stem in 1992 transliterated the title and then translated it, thus 

resulting in Parthenius, Erotika Pathemata: The Love Stories o f Parthenius. Which of 

these translations is the most accurate?

This collocation of words epcoxiKOV 7td0Tiiia (or epcoriKa 7ta 0 ii|iaxa) is not often 

attested in Greek literature. In fact, there are only three more citations. Plotinos in his 

discussion on the Good and the One, when refers to vision as the task of someone who 

has resolved to see, he uses an example taken from the world of eros in order to illustrate 

his point. Plotinos writes in Ennead 6.9.4: E i 8 e |xf| f|^0e xiq 87ti TO 0eoqia, pxiSe 

ativeaiv  £a%ev f\ viruxn xf)<; eKei ayfaxiaq |rr|8 e SroxOe pr|Se £a%ev ev eai)xfi oiov 

£pcoTiKov 7i a 0r|pxx 8K xof) iSeiv £paaxoi) £v q) £pd dvaTtaDoopivoi), Se^ap-evoq 

<[X8V> cpcbq dAj|0iv6v Kai 7taaav xf^v \|/i)xfiv Ttepi cpcoxlaaq....

In this reference the £pcoxiKOV 7ia0r|pa has the meaning of the passionate experience 

without any negative connotation (the Loeb edition translates it “passionate experience” 

and the Bude “passion amoureuse”). The next reference comes from Plutarch’s Table- 

Talk (681a) and again within the context of the experiences of the soul, without 

necessarily a bad implication: K a i xcbv epcoxiKCbv, a  5f| p.eyiaxa K ai acpoSpoxaxa 

7ta 0 iip,axa xfiq unixiK £oxiv, apxfiv i] oij/iq evStScoaiv, coaxe peiv Kai telpeoO ai 

xov epcoxiKov, oxav 6ppX£7rq xoiq KaXxnq, oiov ^Kxeoiievov e iq abxotiq. Last but 

not least, Clement of Alexandria in his Paedagogus 3.11.60.1 cites: IloXXoi Se xcbv 

dKoXaaxcov eyyey^DppevoDq fix0 '0 0 1  £pcopivoi)q f] xaq exalpaq, ox; p,r|8 e 

e0e^f|aao iv  abxoiq >.rj0r|v Ttoxe eyyeveaOai 8i)vri0f|vai xcbv £pcoxiKcbv 

7ta 0 ri|Lidxcov 8 i a  xf|v evSeXex^H aKoXaalaq f)7t6 |iVT|oiv. Despite the moralistic 

general context, which should be seen as an exposition of the moral teaching of Christ, 

the epcoriKa 7ta 0 f)pxxxa are used in the sense of erotic experiences. Does this meaning 

apply to the EP, too?

67 Francese (1993: 43-49) imposed this question and observed that the ambiguity concerning the 
meaning of the title Erotika Pathemata has never been systematically discussed.
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Francese, who dealt with the history of the words 7t&0o<; and 7ta0T|p,a (seen as

interchangeable in most contexts), notes that potentially Parthenios “could be playing on
68three senses of the word 7ta0Tlp.axa: erotic ‘misfortunes’, ‘passions’, and ‘incidents’.” 

Indeed, LSJ offers several examples of each usage but what was Parthenios’ attitude 

towards this matter?

In the EP the word 7td 0 r||ia , apart its presence in the heading and in the letter, is 

attested only once (EP 13), whereas the word 7td0oc; is cited ten times.69 In EP 13 the 

word 7td0T|p.a is used in the case of Klymenos, who fell in love with his daughter. The 

7id0T||xa is described as voor|p,a and, at first sight, one might argue that this is an 

exceptional case and that 7td0T|fia has a connotation different than that of 7td0o<;. 

However, this is not the case. In EP 5, Leukippos fell in love with his sister (again the 

motif of incest) and the word 7id0o<; is used instead of 7rd0 rjp,a. In addition, this 7td0o<; 

is characterised as v o g o q . It seems that stylistically Parthenios prefers the coupling 

7id0o<;-v6GO<; (EP 5) and 7id 0 r||ia -v 6 oTip.a (EP 13) but he uses the two words (7ta 0 o<;, 

7td0r|pxx) as interchangeable.

Despite the polysemy of the word 7id 0rjp.a, Francese argues in favour of the meaning 

‘misfortunes’ on the following grounds: that the focus in the EP is on what happened to 

the protagonists; that the primary thing that distinguishes this work from others in 

pastoral, romance and those associated with erotic epigram is the disastrous nature of the 

love affairs; that the meaning ‘incidents’ seems to be restricted to Plato and the incidents 

in the EP are anyway of a special kind, disastrous ones. However, Francese’s 

argumentation could be also applied to the meaning ‘passion’. In other words, the focus 

is on what happened because of the particular erotic desire and passion. Indeed, these 

love affairs have a disastrous nature but the point is that Parthenios does not regard them 

as misfortunes. The lack of any moral judgement and any personal attachment is obvious 

in this collection.70 Parthenios handles all the stories with the same way, whether the 

stories deal with incest, homosexual or heterosexual affairs, or even necrophilia. Many 

stories have a bad end (in terms of death), but not all of them (e.g. EP 1, 2, 6 , 12, 30). 

The core of all these stories is the way an erotic passion interferes in life resulting in 

people overstepping the social norms. That is why I believe that the closest translation of 

the £po)TiKd 7ta0ii(iaTa would be that of erotic passions. However, I prefer to

68 Francese 1993: 46.
69 The word 7cd0oq appears in EP 5, 6, 11 (two times), 16, 17, 21, 25, 31 and 36.
70 This does not apply to EP 3 (see narrative techniques). However, even in EP 3, the narrator- 
focalizer’s view seems to function rather as a transitive clause than having any moral value.
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transliterate the title in order to preserve its connotations (any of those that are indeed 

preserved for the modem reader).

8  eiq £7rr\ K ai eLeyelaq avdtyeiv] Stem notes at this point that the words STrrj 

and £X£y£ia<; should be taken “to refer to meter (dactylic hexameter as opposed to 

elegiac couplet); specifically the term epic in this context must refer not to the full-length 

genre, but to the miniature epyllion”.1' What Stem says here in a few lines has been the 

subject of many in depth discussions between scholars. These discussions concern the 

term epyllion, the definition and the characteristics of this literary genre. First of all, since 

Parthenios writes the word £7ur|, why should one translate it as epyllion? This term was 

used by scholars of the 19th century as denoting short narrative poems written in 

hexameter.72 LSJ however expands this idea of the “short epic poem” by inserting also 

the meaning of “versicle, scrap of poetry”. Are there any particular key features that 

distinguish the epyllion from what is known as epic poetry?

There are many different views on this subject, ranging from the length and the metre 

and extending to the question of whether the digression could be the main characteristic 

that sharply distinguishes the epyllion from other literary types. Crump73 distinguishes the 

“grand epic” from the epyllion and regards Theokritos, Kallimachos and Apollonios of 

Rhodes as jointly responsible for the birth of the “Alexandrian epyllion”. As for the 

“Latin epyllion” Crump views a division into three periods: that of Catullus and his 

school, that of Virgil and Cornelius Gallus and that of the great Augustans. Crump 

regards as typical epyllia the Ciris, Catullus’ Peleus and Thetis, Calvus’ Io, Cinna’s 

Zmyma and Comificius’ Glaucus', from her examination one can conclude that the short 

length (with the descriptive parts being lengthier), the hexameter, the choice of a little- 

known version about a well-known mythological person and the digressions (sometimes 

in the form of an ekphrasis) are the general characteristics of an epyllion. However, 

Allen74 disputed this view on the grounds that the ancients never used the term epyllion 

in the sense of a short epic poem but in the sense of versicle or scrap of poetry (as seen 

already in LSJ); he provides several examples of this usage. As for the so-called 

characteristics of the epyllia, Allen argued that they also apply to other literary genres 

and, besides, that not all the epyllia demonstrate all these characteristics. Gutzwiller75 in

71 Stern 1992: 77.
72Reilly 1953-4: 111.
73 Crump 1931: 19ff; 40ff.
74 Allen 1940: 1-26 and 1958: 515-518.
75 Gutzwiller 1981: 9.
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her study on the Hellenistic epyllion deals with the question of whether the epyllia have a 

recognizable literary form or not. She concludes that epyllia should be regarded as 

belonging to the broad category of £701 and that they “can be linked together as a 

recognizable literary type if viewed as epic written in the leptotic style advocated by 

Callimachus”. In other words, the epyllia are shorter than archaic epic and have modified 

the traditions of that genre in a “witty, charming, and urbane manner”. To illustrate her 

point Gutzwiller examins Theokritos’ Idyll 24 (Herakliskos), Idyll 13 (Hylas), Idyll 25 

(.Herakles the Lionslayer), Kallimachos’ Hymn to Demeter, Hekale, Moschos’ Europa 

and the Epithalamium o f Achilles and Deidamia, presumably attributed to Bion. 

However this selection raised some further questions for Cameron,76 who doubts the 

criteria for grouping the above mentioned epyllia together. Thus, Cameron finds the 

sample too small and heterogeneous to provide strict conclusions and points out that 

there is no formal digression or ekphrasis in the case of Hekale. Cameron continues to 

dispute the idea that there are general characteristics which can be applied to all the 

Hellenistic epyllia, by pointing out individual differences and modifications. He concludes 

that Kallimachos’ famous literary theories state, in a negative way, the way an ideal 

poem should be: not long, not noisy, not flabby. However, as Cameron notes, these 

negatives “do not add up to any particular genre or type of poem” .77 Hollis78 in his 

commentary on Kallimachos’ Hekale recognized that it is not easy to determine general 

characteristics of a Hellenistic epyllion and shared Allen’s view that such characteristics 

are not to be found in every example and they would be shared by other genres, too. 

However, Hollis believes that the category is indeed a genuine one and that Romans, 

who composed works such as Catullus 64, the pseudo-Virgilian Ciris, Cinnas’ Zmyma 

and Calvus’ Io, “believed that they were using a recognizable form inherited from the 

Greeks”.

Whether there are some general characteristics applied to Hellenistic epyllia or not, 

Parthenios in his letter to Gallus explicitly states that the collection of the EP is suitable 

for both £jrq and elegies, thus stressing Wilamowitz’ view that there is no obvious 

difference in the tone or in the subject between the short hexameter poems and the 

elegies of that period.79 On the basis of various testimonies concerning Parthenios, one 

could deduce that he wrote elegies but that he also used the iambic metre at least in one

76 Cameron 1995: 447ff.
77 Cameron 1995: 452.
78 Hollis 1990: 24-26.
79 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1924:1.184.
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case: Suda80 informs us that Parthenios was an eXeyoTtoiog but also 7totTycr|(; 

biatyOpwv jxexpcov and that he wrote elegies and many other works (£ypa\j/e 8 1 ' 

eteyelag AcppoSvrriv, Api^xric; eTtiKi^eiov, xfig ya^exfic; Ap^xric; eyKcopiov ev 

x p ia i PiPMok; Kai aXka noXkd); Artemidoros81 attests that Parthenios wrote
82 83elegies; Bias is attested explicitly to have been written in elegiac metre; Pollianus 

states that Parthenios was an elegist, like Kallimachos. Although there is no explicit 

statement extant to note that Parthenios also wrote £7ur|, his liking for variety is noted by 

Hephaistion84 who informs us that Parthenios wrote a dirge on Archelais in elegiac 

pentameters but that he made the last verse iambic instead, in order to introduce the 

name Archelais.

To conclude, on the basis of the extant fragments, Parthenios shows a preference for 

elegies but concerning metre, he does not hesitate to mix the metres within the same 

poem. Given the extant verses of Gallus, written in elegiac pentameter, one wonders if 

there was a distinction between an elegy and an Sjtoq in Parthenios’ mind and if this 

distinction had anything to do with the metre or not. In any case, Erycius’ epigram 

illustrates that Parthenios neglected the traditional norms of archaic epic.85

Parthenios’ attitude towards elegies and £tct| might be illuminated by the use of the 

infinitive av&yeiv in his letter. Throughout Greek literature, according to LSJ but also 

to the Lexica of the New Testament, the verb avdyw has the meaning of “bringing up 

from a lower to a higher point”. Zimmermann86 at this point notes that “zum tropish 

verwendeten avdyeiv  aus der Niederung der Prosa emporfuhren zur Hohe der Poesie” 

and he provides numerous references with a similar usage.

However, this verb can also have the meaning of “restoring something to its original 

shape” and it is notable that this passage from Parthenios has been entered in LSJ under 

this meaning. However for this interpretation of ‘restoring’ these stories into their 

original shape, one has to take as axiomatic the presupposition that all Parthenios’ 

sources were in poetical form and this is not true (see Marginalia).

80 SH 605a = Suda s.v. ITapdgviog.
81 T 5 (Martini), SH 605g = Artem. Oneir. 4.63.
82 fr. 4 (Martini) = Choirob. schol. in Theodos. Alexandr. canon (in Grammatici Graeci 4.1, p. 252.24).
83 fr. 27 (Martini), SH 605e = A P  11.130 (Pollianus).
84 fr. 2 (Martini), SH 615 = Heph. Encheir. (Consbruch) 4.4.
85 T 7 (Martini), SH 605b = AP 7.377 (Erycius).
86 Zimmermann 1934: 183.
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THE LETTER

This is a letter addressed to Cornelius Gallus. Many different questions are raised at 

this point. What kind of letter is it? What is its style? Is this letter sent only for private 

use or also for public? Is it usual in that period for people to exchange works or ideas 

with a letter attached? Is there any difference between an epistula and a letter?

To start with the last question, Deissmann87 made a strict distinction between an 

epistle and a letter, noting that the letter belongs to pre-literary times, whereas the epistle 

is a form of literature, that is, a literary letter. Deissmann believes that there is a general 

linear development, which is as follows: real letter, letter that subsequently became 

literature, epistle, fictitious epistle. When it comes to the early Christian letters 

Deissmann faces the question ‘letter or epistle’ and he resorts to terms such as ‘doctrinal 

letters’. Koskenniemi88 and Thraede89 in their monographs used the term ‘Brief’, whereas 

other modem scholars usually focus on different aspects of the subject.90 I will use here 

the term letter, meaning that it is a ‘speech in the written medium”,91 as Cicero would 

put it, adressed to a familiar person.

Concerning types of letters, modem scholars have difficulties in determining when a 

letter is literature and when it is not. Thus, Exler tries to distinguish letters as ‘real’ and 

‘unreal’ with the “understanding that neither kind is necessarily literature” ,92 Diessmann 

partly follows the general tradition, which spoke of ‘true letters’ in the sense that they
Q7are private letters, and of letters intended for publication which are ‘literary letters’. 

Ancient critics pointed out an even greater variety of kinds of letters. Thus, Cicero 

distinguishes the litterae publicae from the privatae, but also makes the distinction 

between letters with a mere informative character and those which reflect the mood of 

the writer (genus familiare et iocosum and genus severum et grave) .94 Pseudo- 

Demetrios95 writes to his friend Herakleides that there are indeed a great number of 

styles in the letters and he distinguishes twenty-one kinds of letters, such as friendly, 

commendatory, bleming, reproachful, consoling, advisory, praising, etc. Pseudo-

87 Deissmann 1903: 16ff.
88 Koskenniemi 1956.
89 Thraede 1970.
90 Malherbe 1988: Iff.
91 Cic. AdA tt. 8.14.1; 9.10.1.
92 Exler 1923: 16.
93 Deissmann 1903: 20ff., who provides further bibliography.
94 Cic. ProFlacco 3T,AdFam . 2.4.1; 4.13.1; 6.10.4 and 15.21.4.
95 Pseudo-Dem. Epistolary Types (Weichert).
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Libanios96 also notes that the style in letters is varied and divides them into forty-one 

types of letters, such as paraenetic, blaming, requesting, commending, ironic, thankful, 

friendly, praying, etc.

This is at first sight a friendly letter but the fact that it is attached to the collection of 

the EP makes it also a dedicatory letter. Literary dedications are attested as early as in 

Hesiod. Although Hesiod’s prefaces have been the subject of many discussions by 

scholars, the point is that for the first time the poet appears in these prefaces, he takes a 

kind of responsibility (in Theogony) for his work and, last but not least, he addresses the 

preface of Works and Days to his brother Perses. This was indeed an innovation that 

generated a long tradition. Although Herodotos and Thukydides did not follow this 

tradition of introducing the second person singular in their prefaces, poets and orators 

did. For example, in the 5th century BC Dionysios Chalkos97 dedicated an elegy to a 

friend and in the 4th century BC Isokrates’ prefaces were notorious, the most interesting 

one being the one in Ad Nicoclen, which is addressed to a prince. From Hellenistic times 

onwards this kind of literary dedication became commonplace.98 It became extremely 

common in Latin literature, given the relationships of patronage and friendship in the 

production and circulation of literary texts. One can deduce at this point that the prefaces 

were a topos in Greek and Latin literature and that naturally they followed standard 

models. However, in the case of Parthenios, the point is that the preface has the form of 

a letter, which serves the same purpose as a dedicatory preface. It is a ‘prefatory letter or 

an epistolary preface’, as Janson would have put it.99 Janson points out that Archimedes 

demonstrates this usage of letters standing as dedicatory prefaces and that these 

epistolary prefaces are characterised by brevity and by the fact that they give a clear view 

of the environment in which Archimedes lived. These elements appear in the Parthenian 

letter, too. Apart from brevity, there is a reflection of the era in which Parthenios lived. 

The fact that Cornelius Gallus is the addressee associates Parthenios with the poets of 

that era. A further examination of this letter proves that Parthenios was not an innovator 

by writing this kind of letter but that he simply followed a long established tradition. That 

is that the gift of a work to an addressee and the author’s pretended uncertainty 

concerning the quality of his work are common norms in this tradition.

96 Pseudo-Lib. Epistolary Styles [in Libanii Opera (Foerster) vol. 9].
97 B. Gentili and C. Prato, Poetae Elegiaci 2 (Teubner, 1985).
98 AG  4.1 (Meleager), DH Comp/, Archim. Psammites and Method., Phrynichos’ ^Kloyi] A ttik&v 
pt]jLidtr(i}v Kai dvojudrav  offered with a dedicatory letter to Comelianus.
99 Janson (1964: 19ff.) uses these terms for letters which have the same purpose as the prefaces of 
Isokrates.
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Although scholars dealing with Parthenios, such as Rose, argue that this is a sloppily 

written letter, not in accordance with Parthenian aesthetics, I would say that this is a 

typical prefatory letter (or an epistolary preface), which not only follows the general 

rules of letter-writing but also those of a dedicatory preface. Ancient critics, such as 

Artemon,100 the editor of Aristotle’s Letters, stated that a letter should be written in the 

same manner as a dialogue; in fact, a letter should be regarded as one of the two sides of 

a dialogue. Thus, a writer feels free to express his thoughts and this freedom can result in 

careless writing. Thus, Seneca101 was once accused on the ground that his letters were 

sloppily written; he replied that he preferred his letters to be spontaneous, easy and 

without any embellishment, like conversations. Cicero102 even disputes some general 

conventional norms of letter writing as not appealing to him.

Parthenios begins his letter with a typical opening formula (A to B %alpeiv) of a 

Greek letter.103 The fact that there is no greeting following (i.e. £pp(OGO) is not of great 

significance, since this is very often left out; neither is the lack of the d) significant.104 The 

letter goes on by stressing the brevity of the EP (which also applies to the letter itself). 

This brevity is a topos in this kind of letter, as mentioned already, but also results in a 

complex and often incomprehensible writing. The repetitions are another element of this 

writing style. The word paXxGxa is repeated three times, the pronoun abxoq five times 

and Ttapsivai two times. Characteristic words of the opening sentence (p,d^ioxa, Got, 

apjroxxeiv, xf|V a0poiGiv) are also repeated in due course (|xa>AGTa, abxcp g o i , 

ap jiob ia , ££ abxcbv). These repetitions might give the impression that this is a careless 

letter. However, the content proves to be more than adequate to justify the nature of this 

letter as a dedicatory one. This letter focuses on the nature of this collection, on the way 

these stories were picked up and on the purpose they are supposed to serve. Parthenios 

makes it clear that he had produced this collection for his own use and that he is now 

offering it to Gallus ( m i  g o !  vi)vi xf|v %pfiGiv ojxolav wq feo iK e Ttape^exai). 

Although there is no explicit statement of a dedication, it is clear that this collection is 

offered as a gift. Modesty and pretended uncertainty characterise this letter since

100 Demetrios De Elocutione 223.
101 Seneca Epist. Morales 75.1-2.
102 Cicero Ad Fam. 4.13.1.
103 Exler 1923.
104 The use of d) has been the subject of many studies. The most recent work regarding forms of address 
is Dickey’s study (1996: 199ff.). She argues that despite the emotion theory regarding the usage of d>, 
one should rely on the individual habits of each author. Some general points are that d) can be added in 
order to avoid a hiatus (and in this case there would not be such a need) and that, in general, from 
Hellenistic times onwards d) had started to disappear.
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Parthenios apologises for the lack of the 7iepiTTOV. Zimmermann points out the meaning 

of the TtEpiTTOV “als rhetorischer Terminus” 105 and he notes that in Philodemos106 the 

7tep it to v  contradicts the anXovv. Francese, on the other hand, notes that this adjective 

is associated especially with Euphorion.107 One could argue that by this word Parthenios 

means the extraordinary and remarkable material in which Hellenistic writers were 

particularly interested. However, the nature of these stories itself contradicts such an 

interpretation. Given that Parthenios hastens to explain that these stories were collected 

as bTtojivriin&Tia, one realises that Parthenios simply refers to the lack of abundance in 

the details. In OCD108 we read that fmo|LivYjpaTa is the nearest Greek equivalent to 

commentarii, in the sense of ‘memoranda’ and ‘memoir’ in the late republic times. In 

LSJ, among the various meanings of the word \mdpvT||ia, one reads those of 

‘memoranda, notes’, ‘dissertations or treatises’ and ‘explanatory notes, commentaries’, 

such as Aristarchos’ commentaries on Homer.109 Parthenios does not make a 

commentary on a certain author. He collects stories from various sources and uses this 

material for his own inspiration but also offers it to Gallus. There are various collections 

of stories, which are dealing with a certain subject: Pseudo-Plutarch’s Love Stories, 

Konon’s mythical Airfyfjaeig, which are dedicated to King Archelaos Philopator, 

Antoninus Liberalis’ Metamorphoses, Pseudo-Eratosthenes’ A m p o d so ia i £q)8wv, 

Palaiphatos’ Tlepi ccTdazcov, Apollodoros’ Bibliotheca, and Hyginus’ handbook of 

mythology with the usual title Fabulae (due to the editio princeps of Micyllus in 1535). 

It is interesting that both Pseudo-Plutarch and Konon use the term Siriyi^oeic; for their 

stories; this term is also used in the case of Mythographus Homericus (see Marginalia 

for the ascriptions in the MH). In my view, this term could also be applied to the EP in 

the sense that these stories are short narratives from various sources but they are self- 

contained and genuine in that they demonstrate Parthenios’ stylistic preferences. It is 

notable that Konon’s 5ir|yf|G8i(;110 are also introduced by a dedication to a certain 

person and that Konon also deals with the stories of Byblis, Pallene, Oinone and her son

105 Zimmermann 1934: 184.
106 Philod. Rhet. 1, p.197, col. 16.
107 Francese 1993: 13. Francese based himself on Theodoridas (AP 7.406.1), who cites that Ebcpoplcov, 6 
Tcep to o o v  feTtioT&pevdt; x i 7tof|crai.
108 OCD3 (1996), s.v. commentarii.
109 See Spatafora (1995: 27-34) for a discussion on ‘la letteratura compendiaria’. Spatafora notes that the 
EP could be characterised as hypomnemata mythographical but that they also have similarities with 
other genres, such as the t)7to0£aeu; and the Striyijoeu;. Francese (1993: 50-51) notes that the word 
hypomnematia in this letter might have Callimachean associations and that “the diminutive itself could 
be seen as a characteristically Callimachean gesture”.
110 FGrH 26.
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Korythos (see comments on EP 34). In addition, Konon’s account of Lokros contains a 

version of Lakinos stealing Geryones’ cattle from Herakles, which is the subject of EP 

30 (see comments on EP 30). Differences between Parthenios and Konon he primarily in 

that Parthenios has included in his collection only love stories and that he prefers the 

romanticised versions (e.g. in the case of Nanis in EP 22 and in the case of Keltine in EP 

30). Given that Konon was more or less a contemporary of Parthenios, as one can 

deduce from the dedication in Konon’s work, a study of Konon’s sources would be 

really interesting in regard to Parthenios, too.

To conclude, as Janson111 notes, from Archimedes onwards Greek and Roman writers 

frequently used dedicatory prefaces in the form of letters. Especially in Roman times a 

letter as a preface of a work was very common. This was true whether the work was 

intended for publication or not. Especially during the Flavian era epistolary prefaces even 

accompany collections of poetry. These letters usually follow some standard norms: such 

as the necessity for brevity; the author’s ambiguity regarding his qualifications and the 

importance of the content before the style; the content is usually focused on the nature of 

the work and the reason why this work is dedicated to the addressee. Parthenios’ letter 

demonstrates these characteristics. The question in this case is whether Gallus was the 

only reader or not. In other words, are Parthenios’ excuses regarding the quality of this 

work addressed only to the dedicate or to the general reader, as well? Stem112 has doubts 

about this collection being published but I would doubt more the collection not being 

published. After all, the work has survived and although there is no explicit reference to 

the EP apart from that of the Scholiast on Virgil’s Eclogues (as already mentioned), this 

collection influenced various Roman writers, as Francese has pointed out.113 The fact 

that writers such as Justin, Gellius and Solinus made compilations and encyclopaedic 

works with prefaces, the fact that raw material was collected for the service of the 

reader,114 the fact that Romans were particularly fond of epistolary prefaces,115 the fact 

that this Parthenian letter deals with the nature of the EP and not with other irrelevant

111 Janson 1964: 106ff.
112 Stern 1992: 77.
113 Francese 1993: 126ff.
114 Janson 1964: 151, who also notes that even the De Bello Gallico was intended as such a compilation 
for the use of later authors.
115 Hirtius had attached an introductory letter to book 8 of De Bello Gallico\ Seneca the Elder included 
in his first book a letter addressed to his three sons; Pliny the Elder addresses in his dedicatory letter his 
work to Titus; Quintilian sends a letter to his publisher at the very beginning of his work, etc.
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matters (as does, for instance, the letter Cicero sent to Varro) 116 all make the publication 

of the EP plausible.

116 Cic. Ad Farm. 9.8.
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STORY 20 
Ilep i Maipoxx;

1 A 6yexai 86 m i  OivoTttwvoc; m i  vti(i(pii<;

'EMxriq M aipw K6pT|V yev6a0ai. xaiJXTit; 

86 ’Qplrava xov 'Ypt&ix; 6paa>06vxa r a p ’ 

abxon 7 ia p a ix e lo 0 a i xt|v K6pr|v m i  8 ia  

5 xanxriv xf|v xe vfjoov 6£,r||iepcbaai x6xe

0r|plo)v av& nkm v  onaav, te ta v  xe 

7toM.fi v TcepieXa'uvovxa xcov Tupoaxmpcov 

68va 8 i8 6 v a i. xob p6vxoi Oivomcovoq 

6K&axoxe t)7cepxi0ep6voi) xov ydcpov 8 ia  

10 xo aTtoaxnyeiv am ®  yapPpov xo iom ov

yev6o0ai, '07x6 p60r|<; 6xcppova yev6pevov 

xov ’Q piova x a x a ^ a i xov 0&A,apov [m i]  

6v0a fi 7tai<; 6ko ipaxo m i  pta£6pevov  

6 icm f|v a i xoix; dcpOaTipoix; fmo io n  

15 Oivo7ao)vo<;.

It is also said that Oinopion and the nymph 

Helike had a daughter named Mairo. Orion, 

the son of Hyrieus, fell in love with her, 

asked for her from her father and for her 

sake he both cleared the island, which was at 

that time full of wild animals, and he also 

rounded up lots of cattle as booty from the 

neighbours and offered them as bridal gifts. 

However, as Oinopion kept postponing the 

wedding every time because he hated the 

idea of having such a son-in-law, Orion 

became mad because of drunkenness, broke 

into the chamber, where the girl was 

sleeping, and while he was forcing her, his 

eyes were burned out by Oinopion.

M atpofx; Meineke: AipobqP: AepoDc, Knaack: Hpotx; Passow: nripotx; Hercher: Mepobc; Maass
2 E?u.kt)c; <6v Xiq)> Alp® Knaack M aip® K6pr|v Meineke: a ip®  Kdpr|v P: MepdTrryv Hercher
3 cbpicova P hie et infra 3-4 7tapa xoi) Ttaxpoq a ix e io 0 a i  Legrand 5 x6xe P: x6®c; Zangogiannis 
8 68va P 10 xo iom ov  P: xobxov Zangogiannis 12 m x& ^ ai P : mxedd^ai Gale
[m i]  Heyne 13 C h (scil. OTipEicoaai) in margine
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LINGUISTIC NOTES 
Ilep i M aipoix;] The MS reading is aipotx;, an unattested name. First, it must be

noted that the name of the girl appears with a rough breathing in EP 20, whereas it

appears with a smooth breathing (Aipcb) in the table of contents which preceded the text

of the EP. As mentioned already (see Marginalia), this chart differs in various other

cases as regards the names. It is worth noting that the scribe cites the name of Orion also

with a rough breathing in the text. As Costas notes,1 de-aspiration (psilosis) becomes

very common since the 3rd century BC (e.g. Kax’ exaipiav), and occasionally

aspiration takes place where none was expected (e.g. £(p’ £Am8 i) mostly as a result of

analogy.

Knaack turned the MS reading into Aepotx; based on the scholia on Nikandros’ 

Theriaka,2 which ascribe to Hesiod the information that Orion went to Chios, where he 

became drunk and raped Merope, the wife of Oinopion. The MSS at this point (Theriaka 

15) read aA£p07rr|V (the reading of K) and aspOTtriv (the reading of A) ,3 whereas 

Eratosthenes and Apollodoros cite M£p07rr|V as the wife of Oinopion.4 On the other 

hand, Passow’s alteration is 'Hpotx;, a well-known name from inscriptions5 and literary 

sources.6 In addition, Meineke7 emended the MS reading into Matpofx;, noting that in 

the whole myth of Oinopion and his association with viniculture the “hundsgestim, die 

p a tp a ” plays an important role. Hercher’s emendation was Hripofx;8 but in a few lines 

below he turned the MS reading aipcb KOprjv into Mep07rr|V. On the other hand, Maass9 

suggested the name of Mepo), as ‘forma hypocoristica’ from the name MepOTrrp Maass 

provides us with examples of such ‘formae hypocoristicae’, such as Apnco from 

Ap'DOTrri and Ico from IdTrrj.

Of all the alterations proposed, Meineke’s is, in my view, the most interesting one. 

Meineke took the name to be Matpcb and not M ai p a  (since the genitive case of 

M a lp a  could not be Maipoix;). Meineke observed rightly the association of this name 

with viniculture but there are some more interesting points in the story of Maira. First of

1 Costas 1937: 60.
2 Schol. on Nik. Ther. 15 (Keil) in Schneider 1956.
3 The name Aep6jrr| is also attested in a poetic comic fragment by Nikostratos (PCG 7, p. 85, fr. 20).
4 Pseudo-Erat. Katast. 32; Apollod. 1.4.3.
5 SEG 31.777; GVI2038, 6, 15, 20, etc.
6 Plut. Alex. 55.8; Strabo 13.1.22; Mus. Leand. and Hero, in which Hpco is the beloved of Leandros.
7 Meineke 1859: 7-8.
8 Pero was a daughter of Neleus and for her sake Melampous, son of Aiolos, endured grievous misery in 
the steading of Iphiklos (A.R. Argon. 1.119). It is notable that there are “Neleid” names in Chios, as 
Boardman (1967: 251) notes.
9 Maass 1883: 129-130, note 109.
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all, she is associated with Ikarios, who has many similarities with Oinopion. Oinopion is 

a son of Dionysos and he was taught by his father the cultivation of the vine, which he 

taught on his turn to the Chians (see interpretative note below). Ikarios, on the other 

hand, received Dionysos hospitably and the god taught him the cultivation of the vine. 

Both Chios and Attica (where Ikarios comes from) are famous for their wine. However, 

wine results in disaster in both cases. Orion became drunk and raped Oinopion’s 

daughter, whereas, in the case of Ikarios, he gave wine to some peasants, who became 

drunk and killed Ikarios thinking that they had been poisoned by him. Ikarios’ daughter, 

named Erigone, was guided by their dog Maira to the place where Ikarios’ body was 

and hung herself for grief. Moreover, Ikarios, his daughter and the dog were placed 

among the stars, Ikarios being Bootes or Arkturos, Erigone Virgo and Maira the dog- 

star (Canicula, Canis Minor or Procyon) .10 It is interesting that in traditional celestial 

maps the star of Canis Minor is pictured near Orion. Thus, it is very likely that what was 

perhaps written originally as Maipco was subsequently turned into Aipcb by an 

inattentive scribe.

10 Apollod. 3.14.7; Hyg. Fab. 130 (Rose), where the F reading is mera and T. Muncker made an 
alteration into maera\ Hyg. Astron. 2.4 (Bunte). Hesychios cites the two names s.v. A.T|Tiq, alcopa.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES

1 Oivorclwvog] The earliest literary source for Oinopion’s connection with Chios 

must be Ion of Chios, who wrote the X io v  Kricng.11 Pausanias, drawing on Ion, notes 

that the island of Chios was uninhabited when Poseidon arrived and had sexual 

intercourse with a nymph. The latter got pregnant and fmo Tag cb5ivag Tf|g vi)|4 (pT|g 

%iova obpavot) Tteaelv eg zi\v yf|v, Kai and t o t 3t o d  noaetSw va x<p n a id i  

ovopa 0ea0ai Xiov. Later, Oinopion went to Chios from Krete with his sons. 

Oinopion had learned wine-making from his father Dionysos12 and he taught the Chians 

to cultivate the grapes and to make the first ‘black wine’ .13 However, there is another 

version regarding Oinopion’s parentage; that is, he is regarded as the son of Theseus and 

Ariadne and one of the authors who attest this is Ion of Chios.14 More surprisingly, 

Servius15 calls him the father of Orion. Pausanias16 reports that Oinopion’s tomb is in 

Chios, still shown there even in the days of the author.

2 'EXlK'ng] Helike, as the nymph who had a daughter with Oinopion, is only attested 

in Parthenios’ account. However, the word can be found in other literary sources, as a 

town in Achaia,17 as the daughter of Selinos,18 and as a nymph, one of the two nurses of 

Zeus, who was metamorphosed into a star (Ursa Major) .19 It is worth noting that 

Apollonios20 cites Helike in a verse together with Orion (eig 'EA.Iktjv t b  Kai aaxepag 

Oplcovog). Lucan21 makes a reference to Parrhasis Helice; Parrhasia is a district of 

Arkadia and Fantham,22 commenting on this Lucan’s verse, notes that Ovid used the 

adjective Parrhasis with various nouns to denote the constellation (i.e. Helike-Ursa 

Major). Kallisto was called Parrhasis because she came from that district in Arkadia and 

she was transformed into a bear (i.e. the constellation of the Great Bear) .23

3 ’Q piova tov  'Ypi&og] Sources regarding the myth of Orion reveal a confusing 

variety of traditions. In the Iliad24, Orion is cited as a constellation, whereas in the

11 FGrH 392 F 1= Paus. 7.4.8.
12D.S. 5.79.
13 Athen. Deipn. 1 Kaibel 47.
14 Plut. Theseus 20.
15 Serv. on Virgil Aen. 10.763.
16 Paus. 7.5.13.
17 Kallim. Hymn 4.101; Hesych. s.v. 'EXikt] (corr. Musurus).
18 Paus. 7.24.5-6.
19 Arat. Phain. 1.37ff.; Ovid Met. 2.460.
20 AR Argon. 3.745.
21 Lucan De bello civili 2.237.
22 Fantham 1992: on Lucan 2.237.
23 Ovid Met. 2.460.
24 Horn. II. 18.486.
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Odyssey25 he is a great hunter in the underworld,26 as he was on earth, and also a lover of 

Eos. As for his end, Artemis slew him on Ortygia. Orion was a son of Poseidon and 

Euryale, the daughter of Minos.27 However, later sources28 present him as the son of 

Hyrieus, son of Poseidon and Alkyone (so, in any case Orion is a descendant of 

Poseidon). Zeus, Poseidon and Hermes were entertained by Hyrieus in his home. As the 

gods were very pleased, they asked Hyrieus what he would like and he replied that he 

wanted a son. The gods ordered him to bury in the ground the skin of the animal 

slaughtered for their dinner, after they had covered it with their urine (or semen). Nine 

months later Hyrieus dug up the skin and found his son.29

Orion has numerous characteristics but his main one is that of the mighty hunter. This 

characteristic is stressed in EP 20, since Orion clears the island of Chios of wild animals. 

EP 20 differs from the other versions, as regards Orion, in two points: firstly, the names 

of Oinopion’s wife and daughter, and, secondly, the fact that Orion fell in love with the 

girl and asked her father for her hand. Only Apollodoros30 attests that Orion wooed 

Merope but there is no hint there that Oinopion consented; on the contrary, it is clear 

that he was the one who made Orion drunk.

25 Horn. Od. 5.121-4; 11.572-5. It is a slippery point for one to decide whether Orion was first thought of 
as a hero or as a constellation.
26 According to Oppian (Kyneg. 2.28-9), Orion was the inventor of hunting by night.
27 Apollod. 1.4.3, who cites Pherekydes (FGrH 3 F52) as his source; Pseudo-Erat. Kat. 32, who ascribes 
it to Hesiod.
28 Palaiph. 51; Schol. A D on Horn. II. 18.486, which ascribe the information to Euphorion (Powell CA 
101, p. 48), Ovid Fasti 5.493-536; Hyg. Fab. 195; Astr. 2.34.1.
29 For more details regarding the myth of Orion see R.E. s.v. Orion; Roscher’s Lexicon, s.v. Orion\ 
Gantz 1993: 271-3; Fontenrose 1981.
30 Apollod. 1.4.3.
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THE STORY

There is no marginal ascription in EP 20. Although the myth of Orion is an old one, 

cited by Homer and Hesiod, it would be interesting to know when exactly he was 

associated with Chios and Oinopion. Later literary sources31 cite the story of Orion and 

Merope and Pseudo-Eratosthenes reports Hesiod as the source. However, a closer look 

would make it difficult to maintain for certain that Hesiod was indeed the source of the 

whole story and not only a part of it. More precisely, Gantz32 notes that Pseudo- 

Eratosthenes “goes on to describe in continuous indirect discourse (hence presumably 

from the same source)” Orion’s ability to walk on water and the tale of Oinopion and 

Orion. Is it only that it is the continuous indirect discourse that proves that Hesiod was 

the source of the whole passage? This is a slippery point and it is possible that Hesiod 

only mentioned the parentage of Orion and possibly his gift of walking on the sea and not 

the whole story regarding Oinopion. Moreover, it is likely that somebody else at least 

dealt with the myth of Oinopion, associating him with the island of Chios: Ion of Chios.

There is an elegiac fragment by him in Plutarch,33 according to which Oinopion, the 

founder of Chios, was the son of Theseus (Tqv 7tOT8 © T |a 8 l5 r |g  S k t i g s v  OivoTtlcov). 

As Plutarch notes, this claim was also made by other authors, so it is not clear whether it 

was Ion’s invention or whether it belonged to the local currency. However, the presence 

of Theseus on the island of Chios is significant. As Barron notes,34 only two other places 

apart from Chios had shown any interest in Theseus at the period, Eretria and Karthaia in 

Keos. According to Barron, the explanation for this interest is the political closeness with 

Athens. Ion of Chios was a great admirer of Kimon and his fragments are full of 

admiration for Kimon’s qualities.35 Taking all these points into consideration, Barron is 

right to maintain that Ion forged a link for Chios not only with Athens but also with “her 

new Theseus, Kimon”, by using the mechanism of a change of paternity.36 From this

31 Schol. on Arat. Phain. 322; Pseudo-Eratosth. Katast. 32; Apollodoros 1.4.3 cites Pherekydes as the 
source of Orion’s parentage, although he opposes another tradition, according to which Orion was 
yr|yevt|<;.
32 Gantz 1993: 271.
33 Plut. Thes. 20.
34 Barron 1986: 92.
35 FGrH 392 F 13 and 15.
36 However, on the other hand, one cannot SiVouLthe fact that there is an early [as Barron (1986: 94) 
puts it, “presumably earlier than the beginning of Ion’s literary career”] skyphos by the Lewis Painter 
(Vienna KHM 1773 = ARV (2) 972.2), which depicts on the one side Athena and Theseus and on the 
other side a woman extending two boys to a nymph. It has been suggested that this woman is Ariadne 
with Oinopion and Staphylos, whereas an alternative interpretation is that the woman is Phaidra holding 
Akamas and Demophon (but why would Phaidra’s children be handed over to a nymph?).
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37point of view, if Ion was aware of Orion’s association with Chios and Oinopion, then 

he would have his own political reasons for this association. That is, Ion38 reports that 

during the reign of Oinopion, Kares and Abantes from Euboia arrived. We do not know 

if that was an invasion or a peaceful settlement; all we are informed is that after Oinopion 

and his sons, Amphiklos became king. He was sent there from Histiaia in northern 

Euboia by an oracle of Delphi; his descendant was Hektor, who made war upon the 

Abantes and the Kares, who were the inhabitants of the island at that time.39 When the 

war was over, Chios joined the Ionians in sacrificing at the Panionium. However, 

Pausanias,40 who cites the fragment, wonders why Ion does not give any reason for the 

Chians being classed with the Ionians. Thus, behind the presence of Orion in the island of 

Chios and how he was treated by Oinopion, there might be a political relation or hostility 

between the Chians and people from Euboia. In relation to this point Wade-Gery41 makes 

a useful remark, that “the great expedition went from Athens to Mykale, but the 

conquerors of Chios came from north Euboia: a rather separate stream, midway between 

the main Ionian and the main Aeolic movements”. And then, a little below, he notes that 

“Chios, founded from north Euboia, had attached itself to the Pan-Ionian league probably 

before Homer was bom”.

A question is raised at this point: what is Orion’s association with Euboia? An answer 

can be suggested by Hesiod.42 That is, Hesiod states, as regards the Straits of Messina, 

that when the sea extended itself in between, Orion built out the headland at Peloris and 

also erected the sanctuary of Poseidon; after he had accomplished these tasks, he went to 

Euboia and made his home there. In this way Orion is associated with Euboia, the 

original place of the Abantes!

Let us examine now the narrative of EP 20. Orion fell in love with the daughter of 

Oinopion, who is placed in Chios. Why did Orion go to that island?43 According to

37 Although there are no fragments preserved to prove that Ion dealt with the relationship of Orion and
Oinopion, we do know that Ion was familiar with Sophokles’ work (FGrH 392 T 5b; Webster 1936: 263-
274). Sophokles composed a satyric play Kedalion (not extant), whose subject was probably the blinding
and the recovery of Orion (it has also been suggested that the play described Hephaistos’ instruction by a
blacksmith Kedalion, cf. Radt TGF, Sophokles 312-3). If, indeed, the subject of Kedalion was the
blinding of Orion, then Ion, even if he was not the first to make the association between Orion and
Oinopion, at least knew of it.
38 FGrH 392 F 1= Paus. 7.4.8.
39 The Abantes came to Chios from Euboia and in the Iliad 2.536 it is noted that they occupied and 
controlled the whole of Euboia.
40 Paus. 7.4.8.
41 Wade-Gery 1952: 7.
42 Hesiod fr. 149 (Merkelbach-West)=DS 4.85.5.
43 It has been discussed above the assumption that whoever associated Orion with Chios might imply an 
invasion or a settlement there. Apart from all these, it must be added that there is an inscribed stone in
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Aratos,44 Orion went to Chios, which was full of wild animals at that time, in order to 

clear the island Kelvcp %apiv Oivo7acovi. In this version Orion and Oinopion were 

friends and Hyginus reports that nonnulli autem aiunt Oriona cum Oenopione prope 

nimia coniunctum amicitia vixisse. 45 In contrast, none of the later sources preserve this 

friendship between Orion and Oinopion.

The fact that Orion cleared the island of Chios of wild animals implies the hero’s main 

characteristic, that of being a great hunter. Another version is also attested by 

Apollodoros (1.4.3) in a slightly different way, in that he notes that Orion wooed 

Merope, but that Oinopion made him drunk and put out his eyes as he slept. Moreover, 

Apollodoros records that Orion was of gigantic stature, whereas in Parthenios’ version 

nothing is noted regarding his physical features. Did the author of EP 20 take for granted 

that his readers were familiar with the myth of Orion, so that he did not have to be very 

explicit? Fontenrose supports the opposite by saying that “though fifth-century Hellenes 

knew the constellation by this name, the hero Orion had by then faded into the 

background, eclipsed by Herakles, Theseus, Perseus, and other heroes. His legend had 

been nearly forgotten, and so it comes to us in fragments, a confused tradition” 46

Although Orion managed to clear the island, he is despised by Oinopion, who keeps 

postponing the wedding. Is this a case of a ‘bad1 king, who likes testing and torturing the 

hero, as happens in the myths of Herakles or Perseus? Stem47 hastens to explain 

Oinopion’s hate by noting that “Orion, of course, was a gigantic hunter, which accounts 

for Oinopion’s distress at his proposal”. If Orion’s appearance was the real reason for 

Oinopion’s hate, why did Oinopion consent at first? Perhaps Oinopion had an agreement 

with Orion to clear Chios of wild animals but then refused to keep his promise (this is a 

motif which often appears in literature).48 Fontenrose49 at this point argues that Oinopion

Haghiasmata, marking the summer and winter solstices and the equinoxes and has divisions for the 
signs of the zodiac and it is in fact an analemma, dating probably around the second century B.C. (see 
Hunt 1940-1945: 41). Given that Orion and Maira were also stars, this stone might imply that there was 
a certain interest on stars and signs in that area.
44 Arat. Phain. 636ff.; Theon on Arat. Phain. 638.
45 Hyg. Astr. 2.34.
46 Fontenrose 1981: 5. However, in Speidel’s (1980) view, Mithraism was an orientalizing, and perhaps 
philosophizing, adaptation of an existing cult, that of Orion. Speider argues that the Mithras of the cult 
icon is the constellation Orion and that the myth of Orion (astral or heroic) gave rise, at least partly, to 
the myth of Mithras.
47 Stern 1992: 89.
48 For instance, Laomedon refused to pay Poseidon and Apollo the reward he had promised them for 
building the walls of Troy (in Horn. II. 7.452ff. Poseidon and Apollo jointly built the walls of Troy,
whereas in 21.441-460 Poseidon alone built them, while Apollo was tending Laomedon’s cattle. See also
Pindar Olymp. 8.30ff.; Scholia on Pindar ad hoc; Lucian De sacrificiis 4; Virgil Georg. 1.502; Horace 
Odes 3.3.21ff, etc.), or for fortifying Pergamum (Apollod. 2.5.9). Laomedon again broke his word when 
Herakles had saved his daughter Hesione (Apollod. 2.5.9. See also Horn. II. 5.638-651; 21.441-457;
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was in love with his daughter. If this was so, then we have a case like that of 

Oinomaos,50 or that of Klymenos of Argos.51 However, incestuous love does not seem to 

apply to this case. There is not any explicit or implicit information in regard to a close 

relationship between Oinopion and his daughter. The focus is on the hate Oinopion feels 

for Orion. Is there any explanation for this hate?

A scholiast on Aratos52 says that Orion raped Merope while he was drunk and 

Oinopion put out his eyes for that reason. In the scholia on Nikandros (Theriaka 15) the 

only difference is that Merope is the wife of Oinopion. The version given by the Scholiast 

on Aratos is in accord with that of Pseudo-Eratosthenes,53 who ascribes it to Hesiod (fr. 

148a M-W). There is also a third version cited by Servius,54 according to which 

Oinopion appeals for help to Dionysos, who is his father, after the rape of his daughter 

by Orion. Indeed, Dionysos sends Satyrs, who put Orion to sleep giving Oinopion the 

chance to blind him. However, in EP 20 Oinopion hated Orion before the rape of his 

daughter.55

Why is this kind of punishment chosen here? In EP the usual form of punishment is 

death but two stories demonstrate blindness as a way of punishment: the story of Orion 

and that of Daphnis (EP 29). Why is Orion punished in this way and, moreover, are 

there any similarities between him and Daphnis? Daphnis had been warned by his beloved 

that he would be blinded if he would have any other sexual intercourse; one day he was 

tricked into becoming drunk by one woman, had sex with her and, consequently, lost his 

sight. Orion got drunk and raped his beloved. In both cases wine was the factor that 

caused an abnormal behaviour leading to sexual intercourse. Then, after sex comes 

blindness.

Devereux56 provides a list of cases in which blinding was a penalty for sexual sins, 

showing that this kind of punishment applies to sexual trespasses and that it represents a 

symbolic castration. Indeed, Devereux extends in a way Freud’s interpretation of

Ovid Metam. 11.213ff.; Hyg. Fab. 69). This motif is also attested in the case of Eros and Psyche, where 
the jealous sisters of Psyche made her break the agreement she had with Eros (Apuleius Metam. 4.28- 
6.24). However, the one who breaks the agreement is punished, whereas in the case of Oinopion the 
opposite happens.
49 Fontenrose 1981: 146-147.
50 Apollod. Epit. 2.4.
51 EP 13.
52 Schol. on Arat. Phain. 322.
53 Pseudo-Erat. Katast. 32.
54 Schol. Serv. on Virg. Aen. 10.763.
55 In Hdt. 6.129, Kleisthenes hated the idea of having Hippoleides as his son-in-law (ccTCOOTDy&DV 
yapjlpov); this hate was caused by the latter’s drunkenness.
56 Devereux 1973: 36-49.
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Oidipous’ blinding as a symbolic self-castration, based on literature. Devereux 

categorises the cases and he gives two examples under the title “Rapist blinded by a male 

avenger”: that of Orion and that of the centaur Gryneus, who was blinded by the Lapith 

Exadius, in a battle between Centaurs and Lapiths.57

Moreover, what is interesting in the cases of Orion, Daphnis and Oidipous is that in 

the context a kind of madness is evident. That is, Orion got £K(pp(0V, Daphnis was made 

drunk by one of the women xcbv 87ti|xaivop,8V0)V and the members of the chorus in 

Sophokles’ OT (1297-1300) wonder what kind of jiav ia  made Oidipous to blind 

himself.

However, Orion’s case seems to be unique compared to the examples above. To 

return to the question raised before regarding Oinopion’s hate, we should observe that a 

hero has usually to face difficulties caused by a ‘bad’ king, but that he ends up proving 

his superiority. In contrast, in this case the impression that Oinopion rightly punished 

Orion for his violence is given. Thus, Stem’s suggestion regarding Orion’s gigantic 

status makes sense and it is in accord with Apollodoros’ version.58 Although 

Apollodoros does not mention Oinopion’s motives, the context implies that the gigantic 

stature of Orion might be the reason. The motif of the grim hunter who is a misogynist or 

an abuser, is common. Hunting has been connected so far with freedom from social 

restraints upon sexuality or, from another point of view, it has been associated with 

virginity. Thus, in EP 20, another characteristic of Orion emerges, that of being a rapist, 

not unknown to the tradition, and attested also in the cases of the Pleiades, Oupis, or 

Artemis.59 Pindar60 also presents Orion attacking another man’s wife this time. In 

addition, this violent character is also a cattle thief (te lav  xe 7ioAAf|V 7tepieXaf)VOVTa 

TCOV 7tpOG%c6pCQV).61

57 Ovid Metam. 12. 266ff.
58 Apollod. 1.4.3.
59 Scholia AD on Horn. II. 18.486 mention that Artemis killed Orion because he tried to violate her. The 
story is ascribed to Euphorion but in van der Valk’s view (1963: 355) it goes back to Pseudo- 
Eratosthenes. Scholia PQT on Horn. Od. 5.121 mention that Heoos killed Orion because the latter tried 
to violate Oupis.
60 Pindar fr. 72 SM.
61 See Kuentzle in Roscher’s Lexikon 1039, ib. n. 21; also, the illuminating article of Griffiths (1986: 
58-70), from which several interesting issues emerge. Griffiths comments on the characterisation of 
Orion as ignoble that, though allowed to hunt with Artemis, Orion’s status does not seem to have been 
high. It must be added here, in favour of Griffiths’ arguments regarding the snake, that Chios was 
otpio'Doa and Oinopion called Orion to clear it from the snakes (Arat. Phain. 636-40 and Theon on 
Arat. Phain. 638). I find very useful Griffiths’ conclusion regarding the anti-hero in the neck-amphora 
by the Syriskos Painter from Agrigento, since it strengthens the anti-hero nature of Orion as pictured in 
EP 20.
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To sum up, it is likely that Orion was conceptualised as a malevolent and violent 

giant, to whom people ascribed harmful actions against nature and human life, influenced 

by astronomical phenomena.62 Perhaps the attempt to link Orion with the Canis Minor (if 

we accept Meineke’s emendation in the text) was due to the systematisation of the 

constellations. Oinopion is not a ‘bad’ king or a perpetrator of incest; he has to confront 

a violent giant even by means of a ruse. It is likely that Oinopion made Orion drunk, just 

as Odysseus used the wine as a ruse against Polyphemos. This view would provide an 

answer to the question of why Poseidon, the father of Orion, helped Oinopion,63 when 

Orion was looking for revenge: even Poseidon neglects the harmful characteristics of 

Orion.

62 Mueller (1834: 5ff.) associated features of Orion’s myth with the heliacal and acronychal risings and 
settings of Orion’s star.
63 Apollod. 1.4.3, who also mentions that in Pherekydes’ account Orion was the son of Poseidon.



STORY 21 
I l e p i  I1£i<ji§1ktv;

1 A6yexat 86 Kai oxe ’AxiA.A^bq ti Aitov xaq

7tpooe%el<; xti f|7telp(p vi^oouc; 67t6p0et, 

Ttpooayelv abxov A6o(3cp. 6v0a 8t| x a 0 ’ 

6k&gxt|v xtbv 7t6A£cov abxov 67ti6vxa 

5 xepa'l^eiv. ox; 86 o l MtjODpvav olKobvxeq

pitfia Kpaxepax; avxelxov, Kai 6v 7toA,A.x| 

ap,r|xavlgt f|v 8 ia  xo |if| 8b vao0a i  6A£iv 

xt|v 7t6A.iv, IleioiSiKTiv xtva  

Mr|0x>(j,valav, xob paoiAiox; 0i)yax6pa, 

^  0eaoa |i6vr|v ano xot> xeiyoDc; xov

A^iA-Aia, 6paa0f|vai abxot) Kai obxox; 

xt|v xpocpov 8ia7te|i\|/a|Li6vriv

i)7uiaxveio0ai 6y%eipiaeiv abxtp xt|v 

7t6A.iv, e l ye |i6A.Ax>i a1)xt|v y'DvaiKa 

15 ££,etv. o 86 xo |i6v Ttap’ abxtrn

KaOfojioAoyfjoaxo. 67tei p6vxoi 6yKpaxtiq 

<xf|q> 7t6A£ox; 6y6vexo, vefiecn^oac; 67ti xo) 

8pao96vxi, itpoi)Tp6\yaTo xobc, 

oxpaxicoxaq KaxaA^boai xt|v K6pr|v. 

2  ̂ pipvr|xai xob 7t60oD<; xot>8e Kai 6 xt|v

A6opox> Kxloiv 7toif|oat; 6v xoio8e.

It is also said that, while Achilles was sailing 

and conquering the islands next to the 

mainland, he went ashore at Lesbos. There, 

he invaded and plundered the cities one by 

one. But as the inhabitants of Methymna 

were resisting very strongly and as Achilles 

was in great hardship, because he could not 

conquer the city, a certain Methymnian girl, 

named Peisidike, the king's daughter, gazed 

at Achilles from the city wall and fell in love 

with him; so, she sent her nurse over and she 

promised him to put the city into his hands, 

if only he would take her to be his wife. At 

that immediate time he gave his promise but 

as soon as he mastered the city, he felt just 

resentment for what she had done and he 

ordered his soldiers to stone the girl to death. 

The poet who wrote The Foundation of 

Lesbos also makes mention of this incident 

in these verses.

3 7tpooo%elv Sakolowski: 7tpooxe v̂ P 6 Kapxepox; Legrand 8-9 I l£ io i8lKT|V xf|V xob 
Mr)0D|Lival(nv paaiAiox; Legrand: neioiSiK qv xf|v [Mr|0t)|j,vaiav] xob PaaiAicoq Meineke 
13 6y%eipielv Hirschig 16 Ka0G)|iota>yTjoaxo omnes editores: Ka0op,oAoyijaaxo P
17<xfj<p>7i6A£coq Schneider 20 fi6|avr|xai <86> Hercher
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1 'EvOdcSe ri7 i>£i8 T|q Kaxcx |li£v kt&ve A&ptuetov fjpco,

£k S’ iKETdcova udcpvcv, I0ayev£o<; Aene'njjj.vo'u 

u l£a  Mt|0i3|uvt|<; xe, Kai aXKTidoTaTOV o.X7m\ 

amoKaotyvTiTOv EXiK&ovoq £v8o0i udcTprn;

5  TrjXiKov Y\)A7cvXov 0aXepTi 8£ p iv  ficaaE Ki37tp iq. 

f| yap  AlaKiS'fl KotipT|<; q>p£vaq £7txoir|a£ 

ri£iai8iicri<;, oxe x 6 \ ye  pexa 7tpopdc%oiaiv °A%ai©v 

X&pliTl 6cyaX,X6p£vov 0ti£ctketo, noXka 8°£q ty p f|v  

f]£pa x£ipa<; Steivev £eX8o|j.£vti <piX,6tt|to<;.

2 q -e lx a  fiiKpov i)7top6<;:

A£kto p£v a tx iK a  Xaov A /a u K o v  £v8o9i n&xp^c,

7iap0£v net) KX,T)i8a<; i)7io%Maoaoa ttdM cdv,

S'cXt) 8 ’o la iv  I8£a0a i £v 6q>0aA,polci xoKfjat;

%aXK0 ) £XT|Xap£voDc; Kai SouXta SEcpa yuvaiKcbv 

2 5  £A,Kop£vcav £ui vf)a<; i)7coa%£al^(; 'AxiXijoq,

8 <ppa vdoi; yXa\)Kti<; ©dtiSot; 7t£Xoi, ocppa o i  eIev  

7C£v0 £poi A la id S a i, <P0rfl S ’£vl 8 (6 paxa  v a io i  

avSpoq ficpiaTfjoq 7iiv v rn  Sdcpap. oi)8 °8 y ’£p£XX£ 

xa  p££,eiv, 0 X0 ® 8  ̂ Kay&ooexo  TiatpiSoq oft®.

2 0  £v0 0 fjy’ alvdxaTOV ydpov eIchSe nr|X£i8 ao

Apysifflv i>KO %£pai 8i)adppopo<;, o i  p iv  &T£(pvov 

7iavcn)8i'fl 0 a p iv t)a iv  dpdaaov-TE*; X i0d8£aaiv .

There the son o f Peleus killed Lampetos the 

hero, and he also slew  Hiketaon, the son of 

the original Lepetymnos and Methymna, and 

greatest o f all, the brother o f Helikaon, in his 

homeland, great Hypsipylos; the blooming 

Kypris damaged him. For, she fluttered the 

girl’s heart with love for the son o f Aiakos, 

when Peisidike gazed at him, exulting in the 

joy o f battle in the front rank o f the Acheans. 

She held her hands out far to the m oist air, 

longing for love.

Then, a little below:

In a moment, the maiden received the 

Achaean soldiers within her homeland, after 

she lifted the bar o f the gates, and she bore to 

see before her eyes her parents struck with 

bronze weapons and the chains o f  slavery 

worn by women dragged to the ships, because 

o f A chilles’ promise that she would be the 

daughter-in-law o f  gleam ing1 Thetis, that the 

Aiakidai would be her parents in law, and that 

she would dw ell in Phthia in the hero’s house 

as his prudent w ife. However, he did not 

intend to accomplish these things, but he was 

furious with her who was the destructive 

doom of her country. Thereupon, distraught 

Peisidike beheld a most dreadful wedding 

with the son o f Peleus at the hands o f the 

Argives, who pelted her with heavy stones 

with all their force and killed her.

1 £v0a 8 t  Meineke A&pjceiov omnes editores: MpjteSov P fjpco P: Ipoa) Gale
2 koc8 8 Gale iGaiyev&x; Meineke A£7i£Tl|ivo'D Gale 5 +tt|Mkov Martini id esse corruptum putat 
'YxjraroAov Cornarius: tvjATCD^v P: ti|/i7r6Xo,D Legrand: t)i|/i7CoXiv Passow: TfjAfipov t\j/i7r6ta>'D 
Hermann 6-7 KO'6pr|(;...neioi8lKT|<; Heyne: Kol3piy..n£iGi51iqi P 8 0T|6ok£to Gale: BugaiceTO 
P 11 |i£v Legrand: pav P A^aiKOV Hercher 16 elev omnes editores: fjev P 17 £vi Meineke: 
£v P 18 |ivr|crrr| 8&|iap Legrand 19 feTcaydcooaxo Gale 21 ji£v Cornarius

1 Or: sea-goddess Thetis; given that Homer and Hesiod use this adjective for the sea, I find this 
translation equally right. For the meanings of this word see Maxwell-Stuart 1981.
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LINGUISTIC NOTES (on the prose)

6 Kp<xxep(b<;] The MS reading Kpaxepax; reproduces the Homeric form (e.g. paXxx 

yap Kpaxepax; £|xa%0VT0 in the Iliad 12.152). Whether Parthenios is influenced by the 

verses on the Foundation o f Lesbos (which are full of Homeric words) or whether it is as 

a stylistic preference (that is, Parthenios often reproduces Homeric words),2 Legrand’s 

alteration is not necessary.

8 Il£ioi§lKr\v xivd] Legrand and Meineke do not accept the MS reading Ttvd. 

Indeed, it seems awkard to introduce the king’s daughter first with the pronoun Tivd 

and then to mention as an afterthought her royal status. However, even if it is awkard, 

the MS reading is preferable, since there is another example of such an ‘abnormal’ 

introduction in EP 12, where we read that Kirke was loved by a Aatividv Tiva 

KaA,%ov, who turned out to be a king. There is a close resemblance between the 

introductory motifs of EP 12 and 21. That is, in both cases there is the name of the 

person, the pronoun xis and the nationality; the only thing that differs is the order. In the 

case of Kalchos the nationality precedes, whereas in the case of Peisidike the name is 

mentioned first.

13 £yx£iplo£iv] It is difficult to have a strict attitude towards issues like the Ionic- 

Attic future of verbs in especially in the EP where such examples appear only twice 

(EP 9 % ap ieia0ai and EP 21 ey%eiplG£iv). Although in later Greek the form -ub is 

very common, that does not mean that there are no variations. Blass3 thinks that in the 

original passages of the New Testament the -iaco forms are genuine and, besides, in many 

cases the MSS vary between the two forms.4 Given Parthenios’ stylistic preference for 

offering variations (e.g. between Ionic and Attic forms, like in EP 22 Xapbicov, 

Zapbeic;) I do not see sufficient grounds for accepting Hirschig’s alteration.

15-6 £yKp(XTf\<; <xf|(^> rc6X£C)<;] Schneider’s insertion of the article at this point is 

necessary because the object is specific, the particular city of Methymna. Mayer- 

G’Schrey in his treatment on Parthenios’ use of the article has entered this case in the 

category ‘Articulus Parthenio invito omissus est’.5

2 EP 1 apcpiTciTcxeiv (Od. 8.523); EP 12 pet^ iypa (Od. 10.217); EP 12 crucpedq (Od. 10.238; 14.13; 
14.73); EP 17 7tepi7tk£iC0|iai (Od. 14.313; 23.33), etc.
3 Blass-Thackeray 1905: 42.
4 For examples see Robertson 1919: 355.
5 Mayer-G’schrey 1898:42. For similar examples of fryicpaxY\q governing a specific object with an 
article see DS 12.27.2; 14.56.2; 15.73.2; 17.48.3, etc.
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LINGUISTIC NOTES (on the poem)

1 Adcpjrexov flp(o] The MS reading >.ap7te8ov, which does not appear anywhere 

else, has to be turned into a name due to the existence of the two verbs KaxaKxeivco and 

8K081VO), which make clear that Achilles killed at least two different persons. All editors 

have turned the MS reading at this point into Aaprcexov. In addition, Gale also emended 

the MS reading f|pco into Hpoi), based on Stephanos of Byzantium who notes (s.v. 

Aaprcexeiov) that there is a mound in Lesbos called Lampeteion after Lampetos, the son 

of Iros (AapTtexe tov ofijia ev Aeopcp, ano  Aaprcexoi) xof> Tpoi)). Stephanos also 

cites (s.v. Tpd) that Ira, among other places, is also a Lesbian city (£gxi K ai 7toXlc; 

Aeapoi)). Stephanos is probably drawing on Aelius Herodianus6 for both these pieces of 

information and, if Gale’s emendation is right, this makes Parthenios the earliest source 

for Lampetos being the son of Iros and for his association with the island of Lesbos. 

However, one cannot ignore the fact that the aeolic form of the word iepoc; is ipoQ, and 

this was perhaps taken as a name (i.e. Iros). Such a conjecture echoes in a way the 

worries of the scholiasts on Iliad 9.150, concerning the accentuation of the word 'Ipf|V. 

That is, in the Iliad 9.149-52 Agamemnon, referring to the cities he will give to Achilles, 

mentions among them Tpf|v and Eustathios notes at this point, citing Stephanos of 

Byzantium, that xi]v 8e Tpf]v ob povov tcoXiv aXka  K ai opoc; Mi]GGfjvTi<;, Xsycov 

K ai ttoXav Aeapoi) e iv a i opcovDpov xaDxTi K ai exepav 7t6X,iv Ma^iecov ano 

Ipoi). Tobxo 5e ij/tAobaOai SrjXrn xt]v ap%oi)aav xf|g xoial)xr|<; KoXecoc;, ox; pfj 

dato iepob xivoc; aXka ano vIpoi) TtapovopaaOeiaav. E i 5e K ai PapDvexai f] 

Tto^ic; I p a  Xeyopevrj Kaxa noXka xcbv avxiypatpcov, oi)K avayKTi ^Tixeiv.

Although the passage from the Iliad (9.149-52) brings together lpi]V and n^S aaov , 

which is closely related to Peisidike’s story (not with the Messenian Pedasos, but the one 

in the Troad), as we shall see, the point is that for the Lesbian city Ira Eustathios is based 

on Stephanos of Byzantium adding nothing more. Given that there is only one later 

source (Stephanos, probably drawing on Herodianus, and probably based on a corrupt 

word), and the fact that there is no such place in Lesbos,7 whereas most of the others in 

the poem are eponymous heroes and place names in the area of Methymna, there is no 

sufficient ground, in my view, for emending the MS reading into Tpoi) (which gives bad 

idiom as there is no word for ‘son’).

6 Ael. Herod. De pros, cathol. [in Grammatici Graeci (Lentz) 3.1, p.219 and 374.
7 It must be added here that the names of Ipovrac; and Ipcov are cited in some inscriptions from Lesbos 
[ 'HpaxXelSac; o K ai Ipovrac; IG 1 2 (2 ) 2 5 9 ;  Ipoiv as father of IllvSaaoq IG 12 Suppl. 12 5 ; as father 
of Ip i0G )V  IG 12 Suppl. 105].
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In Meineke’s8 and White’s9 view, the MS reading f|p(0 should not be changed. As 

White points out, the poet of the fragment deliberately reproduces an Homeric form (i.e. 

the accusative f|pco). White notes that the accusative form f|pco appears three times in 

Homer (II. 6.63; 13.428; Od. 11.520) and ancient critics were puzzled as to whether this 

form should be regarded as disyllabic or as elided. Eustathios commenting on Odyssey 

11.520 notes that ev 5e xcp, f\pco Ebpf>7n)Ax)V, o i |iev fipcoa voobai m x ’ £K0>A\j/iv, 

o i 5e fjpco cpaai SiodMuxPcoc; f] Kaxa kAioiv iooabM aPov, fi p,aA,Ax>v Kaxa 

a7iOKOTci|V, op.oi(0(; x(p yeXxo £K0avov. On this point, it was up to the later poets to 

choose which form they would reproduce (e.g. Apollonios Rhodios uses the disyllabic 

form in his Argonautika 2.766).

Regarding the name of Lampetos, apart from Stephanos’ of Byzantium citations, 

which are already mentioned, there is also a place in Lesbos called Aapjioi) MbAoi,10 

and one could cautiously presume a connection with the name of Lampetos. In addition, 

Strabo,11 citing Hellanikos, notes that Lamponia is an Aeolian city in the Troad, like 

Gargara and Assos. Apart from Hellanikos, Hekataios was also aware of this city, which 

he calls Lamponion.12 If Lampos was an eponymous hero of this Aeolian city,13 then this 

is another case of a Trojan hero associated with Lesbos and its settlements in the Troad 

(see the note on Hiketaon and the story below). Given the Homeric names of Hiketaon 

and Helikaon, who do not seem to have any obvious connection with Lesbos, one could 

deduce that the name of Lampetos could belong to the Homeric tradition, too. Indeed, 

Lampos is attested in the Iliad (3.147; 20.238) as a son of Laomedon and brother of 

Priam and, more importantly, of Hiketaon. This Lampos has a son called Lampetides 

(Iliad 15.526) and scholia T at this point note that this name is formed &<; 

mxexoc; Ttteovaopxp xob e, acp’ o'o xo Aapjtexl8r|<;, and Maass adds Axxjmtoc; 

AajJJtexoq. Therefore, it is likely that, given the existence of Hiketaon, the name of 

Lampetos in this poem echoes the Homeric Lampos-Lampetides. In addition, Eustathios, 

commenting on the Iliad 15.526, notes that Homer added the phrase ov Adpjtoc;

8 Meineke AA, p. 325, n. 1.
9 White 1982: 148-9.
10 For a description of this area see Taxes 1994:55-6.
11 Strabo 13.610.
12 Steph. Byz. s.v. Lamponeia. Stephanos also adds that Hekataios in his Asia mentions Lamponeia as a 
city of the Troad.
13 Grimal 1951: 250.
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eyelvaxo in order to make clear that this Lampetides is the son of Lampos,14 and adds 

that this is a case of pleonasmos: coots Kaxa 7iA£Ovaop,ov to  Aa|i7i£Ti8r|<; TtapfiKxai. 

axpei?i£ yap e iv a i  AapmSTig. e i \if\ a p a  lacoc; Kaxa Sicov3)paav K ai Aoqutoq o 

abxoc; SKateixo Kai Aapjiexog.

Given that in the Iliad the motif of two brothers being mentioned or killed in sequence 

one after the other often occurs,15 the poet of these verses might reproduce a similar 

style in the cases of Lampetos and Hiketaon. Although such an interpretation (Lampetos 

and Hiketaon being brothers) would argue in favour of the reading fjpco (since 

Lepetymnos would be the father of Lampetos, too) it is unfounded speculation without 

sufficient grounds. However, there are sufficient grounds for arguing that the whole 

context makes it plausible that, given the connection of this island with the Troad (see 

the story below), this is a case where Trojan heroes were transfered and adapted in the 

mythical past of Lesbos.

2 k  8 ’ ...7i£<pV£V] The MS reading 6k 8 ’ has been altered unnecessarily by Gale to 

Ka8 8 ’. The compound verb £K0£iV(O clearly reproduces the Homeric forms of the 

simplex verb (Iliad 13.363 7t£(pv£; 21.55 67i£<pvov; 19.27 6k 8 aicbv 7t£(paxat, in tmesis 

as in EP 21, etc.). The same observation applies to the case of the MS reading 

iSayev^oq, which was altered by Meineke into iGaiysvsoq. This is an unnecessary 

change since in the Odyssey 14.203 the form i0ay£V££GGiv is attested and the MSS are 

divided between i0ay£V££GGiv and i0aiy£V££GGtv. As White16 notes, the author of 

these verses simply shows his preference for the first Homeric version l0ay£V££GGiv.

5 tt|L1kov 'Y\|/l7it)Lov] The MS reading ttj^ikov f)\jn7n)Xx)V has generated many 

different interpretations. Martini finds the word tt|7ikov to be corrupt and Gaselee is in 

favour of this, noting that no satisfactory remedy has been found.17 Hermann (apud 

Sakolowski) altered the phrase into T^tejiov 'f>\|/i7cOXx),D, obviously having in mind the 

hero Telemos, the son of Eurymos.18 However, as White19 points out, the adjective 

should not be deleted (or altered), because it is applied to a hero and expresses size. 

White also stresses the fact that this meaning of the adjective is in accord with the

14 Janko (1992) on II. 15.526 notes that the patronymic Lampetides is oddly derived from Lampos and 
that long and short forms of names rarely denote the same person. He adds that Homer gives the name 
Lampos to make clear that it is not Lampetos.
15 Horn. II. 2.698ff.; 3.147; 11.426ff.; 16.315ff.; 20.238, etc.
16 White 1982:150.
17 Gaselee 1955:319.
18 Horn. Od. 9.509; Theokr. Idyll 6.23; Ovid Met. 13.771ff.
19 White 1982:151-2.
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following which means ‘high’. What can be added here in favour of ttiAIkoc;,

being attached to ‘t)\|/t7n)Ax)q, is that TT|>iKO(; is often cited with words in compound with 

tnj/i-.20 In other words, this is an emphatical way of expressing the size. The question is 

the size of whom?

Cornarius turned the MS reading b\iA7n)A,ov into the name ' Y\|A7n)A,ov and was 

followed by many editors, such as Sakolowski, Martini and Meineke.21 On the other 

hand, Legrand reads I)\|/i7rfiAx)U, presumably as an adjective but unfortunately Legrand 

avoids explaining which word this adjective defines (does it define Tt&TpTiq?). At this 

slippery point, there seem to be two options concerning 1)\j/l7n)Xx)(;. One could either 

read the name of a hero, who is therefore characterised by the adjective TqMKoq, or one 

could read instead of the name, the adjective b\j/un3A,0'D, referring to the 7i&Tpr|(;, but in 

this case there would be a corruption in the ttjMkov. In other words, one has to decide 

if the names mentioned as the victims of Achilles are three (Lampetos, Hiketaon and 

Helikaon’s brother) or two (Lampetos and Hiketaon, the brother of Helikaon). One 

could also add the possibility that Achilles’ victims were three, Lampetos, Hiketaon and 

the brother of Helikaon, who is not named but he is only introduced as tt|Xikov 

a)\|/i7n)>x>v abTOKaoiyvriTOV EX-iKdovoq. This latter case can very easily be excluded 

because it is not normal to introduce a hero by the name of his brother instead of his 

name. Secondly, the adjective \)\\fin\)Xov could never define a person. Therefore, to 

discuss Legrand’s emendation first, if the MS reading is emended into 0)\|/i7r6Ax)D, then it 

has to refer to the city of Methymna. This adjective, which means according to 

Hesychios (s.v. b\|A7n)>x>v) burriXdg 7ibXaq £%ov, always refers to a city and never to a 

person.22 Therefore, the meaning would be that Achilles killed Lampetos and Hiketaon, 

the brother of Helikaon, in his homeland Methymna “with the great gates”.

On the contrary, if Y\jran)Ax)(; is a name, then the meaning is that Achilles killed three 

people, Lampetos, Hiketaon and the great Hypsipylos, the brother of Helikaon. I am in 

favour of this position for the following reasons. First, the author of these verses is not 

likely to have attempted such a bold plunge by presenting two well known Homeric 

heroes (Helikaon and Hiketaon) as brothers. Secondly, the name ‘Hypsipylos’, although

20 Nonn. Dionys. 20.364 o xt|Mko<;. t\|/ig£5cov; 22.165 t\j/iKdpTivo<; 6 xTiAbco*;; 36.272 xtiMkov 
\)\)/iK(ipT|vov arc^KTOcvev dv£pa B&k%t|.
21 Meineke AA, p. 325, n.3
22 Horn. II. 6.416 ©hPrjv 1)\jh7n)ta)V; 16.698 and 21.544 I)\j/l7n)Xov Tpotqv; Bacchyl. Epin. Ode 9.46 
tnj/urOtan) Tpota<;; DH De comp. verb. 17.68 n6Xiq tijrarutax;; Q.S. Posthom. 8.368 tvjATrnXov 
jtxoMeOpov, etc.
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not cited in literary sources, is attested in inscriptions.23 Thirdly, if Hypsipylos is not 

considered to be a personal name, then the mention of Helikaon does not make sense. 

Why should Helikaon be mentioned as a brother of Hiketaon, since Hiketaon has already 

been introduced as the son of the mythical Lepetymnos? Last but not least, in the area of 

Methymna and near the Temenos on Mountain Lepetymnos there is a place called 

Hypsilometopo.24 Given the other place names of these verses (Lepetymnos, Methymna) 

it is not unlikely that there was an eponymous hero Hypsipylos.

6  £7i ’ AiccKl§Ti...n£tci5tKTi<;] The MS reading 87t’ AiaidS'fl KO'bpî  q)p£va<; 

£7rcolr|Ge/ neioiblKTl was altered by Heyne into AiaKlSxi K0 l3pr|(; (ppevac; 

£7rrovr|oe/ n £ iG i6 iKT|<;. The genitives are preferable since the datives would seem to 

agree with the dative AiaiclbT], leading to confusion. Apollonios Rhodios in his 

Argonautika 1.1232-3 offers a similar example: xfjq 5e (ppevac; £7ruovr|G£V Kwtplc;.25

12 tT ioxLicoaoa] The verb 6 %AX̂ (0 is used by Homer26 in the sense of ‘moving by a 

lever, heaving up’, according to LSJ. However, the compound with the preposition i)KO 

is an aTta^ Xeyojxevov. This compound is an easy variation, that is, the verb can be 

found also with other prepositions (e.g. avoxM,£(0, 8 io%?a£(0, Ttapo%>i£co) .27 However, 

it is worth noting that in this case the preposition fmo is chosen, which clearly depicts 

motion under an object (in this case, the KXrjlSac; 7n)X,&(0V). Does this preposition imply 

the difficulty of this motion and thus the need for helpers?28 On the other hand, xmo 

could denote secrecy.

19 £ 7 ia y 6 o G £ io ] The MS reading £7taydGG£T0 is a legitimate form of the mixed 

aorist. Unfortunately there are no citations of this verb in the aorist to lead to 

conclusions regarding the usage of the mixed aorist, apart from Hesychios’ citation (s.v. 

£7tayaG G ap ivr |) where we have a taste of the confusion since Diogenianos attests 

£7tayaG G a|i£VT| but all the other manuscripts read £7tayaGG0 |i£VT|. Notably, Duentzer 

sheds more light on this matter as to the preferences of the ancient scholiasts, noting that 

Zenodotos had a preference for the mixed aorist (e.g. in the Iliad 2.35  he prefers 

d7t£P'nG£X0 instead of a7t£pf]Gaxo and in 14.229 £pf|G£XO instead of £pf|G axo). As 

Duentzer notes ‘Codex Ven. A ubique, uno loco (5 .3 5 2 ) excepto, constanter legit

23 Attica, Suppl. Epigr. Gr. 1-41 [SZsGl doc. 22:84, where Hypsipylos is mentioned among other heroes 
like Theseus, Nykteus, Aiolos, and Eurypylos.
24 For a description of this place in the area of Methymna see Kontes 1977:284-5.
25ARArg. 1.1232-3 (Tffc £2: ThvE).
26 Horn. II. 12.448; Od. 9.242.
27 avoxM^co in AR Argon. 1.1167, 8iox>.1^0) in Nik. Alex. 2 2 6 ,7tapox?d£a> in AP 9.204.
28 Plutarch (Rom. 17) notes that Tarpeia opened one of the gates and there &vot£,aaa is used.
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pifaexo, aTtepqaexo, Kaxepqaexo, quod e Zenodotea recensione fluxisse videtur, quem 

ne illam quidem exceptionem statuisse iudico’.29 Most of the later grammarians follow 

Zenodotos at this point, even if they do not write the mixed aorist verb. 

Characteristically, scholia A on the Iliad 3.262 note on P^oexo: TtpOKplvei p.ev xqv 

5 ia  xob e ypatpi^v, pqaexo, 7xXr|v ob p,exaxi0qaiv, aAAa 5 ia  xob a  ypatpei o 

Aplaxapxoq and scholia T on this point note that o p.ev Apiaxapxoq oqieivov tpqai 

xo Pqaexo, ob jiexaTtoiel 8e xqv ypatpi^v. Duentzer adds that ‘Zenodotus igitur 

genuinam formam recte elegit atque ipsum Aristarchum Zenodotum in altera editione 

secutum esse a vero non abhorret. Similis enim ratio est formarum eSbaexo et 

eSbaaxo’.30 The author of these verses simply shows his preference for the mixed aorist 

and I do not see any reason for accepting Gale’s alteration.

29 Duentzer 1848:62.
30 Duentzer 1848:62.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES (on the prose)

5 Mfj0i)|nvav] Lesbos’ invasion by Achilles during the Trojan war belongs to the 

Homeric tradition and is a part of the expeditions of the Achaeans to places near or in 

Asia Minor. Thukydides31 too noted that the reason for the long-drawn-out Trojan war 

was these supposed expeditions. Achilles himself informs us that ScoSeKa 5f| <ri)V VT|Dai 

Ttdteic; a X a n a ^  av0pcoraov/ 8 ’ t-vSeicd cprjpi K ara  Tpolrjv eplpw^ov (Iliad 

9.328-9). One of the islands he captured was Lesbos, where Achilles took Lesbian girls 

as booty. He let Agamemnon choose seven of these girls for himself (Iliad 9.128-30), 

whereas Achilles kept Diomede for his own, the daughter of Phorbas (Iliad 9.664-5). 

Although no specific reference to Methymna is given in the Homeric tradition, scholia A 

on Iliad 9.129-30 mention Methymna (although the word is probably corrupt) as one of 

the Lesbian cities, whereas scholia EQV on Odyssey 3.169 explicitly note Methymna as 

one of the five cities of Lesbos. The Aeolic form of the city’s name was Md01)pva,
32whereas the Attic form Methymna was imposed in Lesbos in Hellenistic times. In this 

period the area of Methymna, about sixty stadia away from the coast, extended west to 

the boundaries of Eresia and neighboured to the south with Mytilenaia and Pyrrhaia.33 In 

the eighth and seventh century BC, when some Lesbian cities started expanding their 

activities in Asia Minor, by colonising or simply controlling cities both in the area called 

M'DTlA,r|valG)V Aiyia^oc; and in the mainland.34 Methymna was one of them, which 

focused particularly on the Troad, west of Antandros. Assos is attested as Mr|0D|ivaiG)V 

KTiapa by Myrsilos, whereas Hellanikos expresses an attempt to downplay the 

Methymnaian power in favour of the rival city of Mytilene, by stating that Assos was an 

Aeolian city, like Gargara and Lamponeia.35 Although Herodotos36 reports Methymna as

31 Thuk. 1.5; 1.11.
32 See RE s.v. Methymna.
33 Kontes 1977:261-3. The extension to the south is based on Strabo’s (13.2.2) note that in the interval 
between Mytilene and Methymna, in the neighbourhood of the village Aigeiros, which is in the 
Methymnian territory, the island is narrowest. The narrowest point of Lesbos is between the inmost part 
of the Gulf of Kallone and the bay of Makrys Gialos, in the East side of the island. However, a confusion 
has occurred on this matter since Lolling extended Aigeiros further south resulting in the shift of 
Methymna, too (for more details on this matter see Kontes 1977:262, who argues that such a shift was 
wrongly based on the archaeological evidence found in Skala at Mistegna, which was a port (epineion) 
and not a town).
34 For M\)TiAr|V(Xi(DV AlyiaA.6<; see Theophr. fr. 167= Athen. 2.62; Strabo 13.1.49-51, where he reports 
Koryphantis and Herakleia as Mytilenaean cities on this shoreline, whereas for the A k t c u o u  7i6A£i<; see 
Thuk. 3.50.3 and 4.52.3. Some of these A k t c u o u  ndXeic, are Antandros, Rhoiteion, Pordoselene, 
Hamaxitos, Larisa, Orphyneion, Petra, Achileion, etc. [ATL 2 (1948) A9, A10; MerittAVest 1934:23ff.; 
Kontes 1977:58ff.]. For Achilleion see also Cook 1973: 178ff.
35 F G rH A ll F17= Strabo 13.1.58.
36 Hdt. 1.151.
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one of the five biggest Lesbian cities, which had also enslaved the kinsfolk people of 

Arisbe, it seems that in the seventh century BC Mytilene has a monopoly of interest in 

the Troad, whereas in the sixth century BC the Lesbian cities have constituted a koinon, 

resulting in a unified alliance, with Mytilene being the superior power in the island. After 

that, Methymna’s history is adjusted more or less to the general history of Lesbos until 

the end of the third century BC, when some significant events start taking place. That is, 

Methymna renews her participation in the koinon, but now it is a greater power since the 

area of Antissa was annexed to Methymna.

8 n£ioi8iKTyv] The name of Peisidike appears in a fourth century BC inscription 

from Athens,37 where she is the wife of Eutychides the Achamian. Another attestation, 

which merely gives the Doric form of Peisidika, comes from Phaistos in Krete.38

The earliest literary source for the name of Peisidike is Hesiod, who mentions three 

girls with this name: the daughter of Aiolos, the daughter of Nestor and the daughter of 

Leukon.39 Notably, the A scholia on Iliad 6.35a attribute to Hesiod and Demetrios of 

Skepsis the information that while Achilles was besieging Monenia, a certain maiden fell 

in love with him and betrayed her city for his sake.40 Indeed, scholia b T on this point 

also report this information, although they do not ascribe it to Hesiod:

n^Saoov ai7teivfjv: xabxriv xt]v  n^5aaov rcpoxepov pev Movr|vlav cpaai 

Ka?t£iG0ai. A%iX,A&oc; 5e abxfiv t n i  noX t  Tto îopKobVToq, eixa peMovxoc; 

avaxopeiv +7I81gi51kt|+ 7iap08vo(; tic; £pao0eioa abxo?) 6v p t̂ap 

£ypa\j/ev.

Mf| 07181)8’, 7tpiv Movrjvlav

i)5(op yap oi)K £veaxi. +5ui/(bai+ Kaicax;. 

o 8e 7iepipelvac; fmexa^e xt̂ v tcoAav (b T) Kai nfjSaaov cbvopaae 5ia  xf|v 

7tap0evov (b).

Concerning the name Peisidike, T reads TteioiSiKTi, b 7Xr|8'noaaa, whereas Bekker’s, 

Schwartz’s and Leaf’s emendations are TurjSdoa, TifjSaoa and 7rrj8dor| respectively.

37I G II2 5799 (Attica).
38IC 1, p.275, no.15.
39 Fragments 10a.33, 35.12 and 70.10 (M-W) respectively.
40 Hesiod fr. 214. However, Merkelbach/ West 1967:109 believe that the story is not Hesiodic and 
Jackson 1995:83-4, provides, in favour of this view, three reasons: firstly, Peisidike is not eminently 
qualified for the theme of the Ehoiai, secondly, there is a Hellenistic analogy in Kallimachos’ version of 
Akontios and Kydippe, and thirdly, “the etymological aetion contained in the remarks of scholiast B 
strongly suggests a Hellenistic source, presumably that of Demetrius of Scepsis as the scholiasts state” 
(84). However, in the case of the Hellenistic analogy, one would also note that the apple as an object 
with erotic hints appears as early as in archaic times (see the story for more details).
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Powell41 argues in favour of Leaf’s view that Peisidike came in from the Methymna 

variant of the story given by Parthenios and points out that Arsenius preserves the same 

story as the scholia in his laxopla  Ttepi ITri5daou

Peisidike of EP 21 is treated by H. Oppermann,42 who sees the name of the girl as an 

aetion for the city to be named after her. Oppermann and Jackson43 treat Peisidike as the 

daughter of the iQaiyevi^c; Lepetymnos and Methymna, although there is no such 

explicit mention in EP 21. This assumption is probably based on the fact that 

Lepetymnos is attested in the poem as the father of Hiketaon and since he was a mythical 

king of Lesbos then Peisidike, who is mentioned as the daughter of the king, is 

presumably Lepetymnos’ daughter. However, one should be cautious regarding this 

arbitrary conclusion since many names of heroes are mentioned in the poem, who do not 

seem to have necessarily a relationship with one another.

Moreover, another interesting element is that according to a version of Apollodoros,44 

Peisidike was a daughter of Aiolos and Enarete and she was married to Myrmidon. They 

had two sons, named Antiphos and Aktor. Aktor was the father of Menoitios, who was 

the father of Patroklos. Although in the Iliad it is clear that Achilles and Patroklos did 

not have any kinship, apart from friendship, in some later genealogies45 there is an 

obvious attempt to associate the two heroes with the bonds of relation;46 this was also 

attested in Hesiod,47 who noted that Menoitios was Peleus’ brother. Thus, it is not 

unlikely that the name of Peisidike had a similar shift, from Patroklos’ ancestor to 

Achilles’ infatuated victim.

41 Powell 1913: 130-1.
42 RE s.v. Peisidike.
43 Jackson 1995: 81.
44 Apollod. 1.7.3.
45 AR Arg. 1.69; DS 4.39; Apollod. 1.7.3.
46 One could put it in another way: did the Iliad dissociate people who were traditionally cousins?
47 Hes. fr. 212a (M-W).
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES (on the poem)

2 lK£T<5cova] The name of Hiketaon is cited by Homer. In the Iliad (3.153) Hiketaon 

is one of the Tpcocov Tiy^xopEq, son of Laomedon and brother of Priam.48 He had a son, 

Melanippos (15.576), whereas Pausanias (10.26.1), citing Stesichoros, mentions 

Kritolaos as his son, who was married to Aristomache, the daughter of Priam. The 

question is why does this Homeric hero appear in this poem about Lesbos? The same 

question applies to the other Homeric hero Helikaon, who is cited, as well. Does the 

author of these verses just pick up Homeric heroes or is there any particular association 

between them and Lesbos? First of all it is already mentioned above that in the Homeric 

verses (.Iliad 3.147, 20.238) Hiketaon is cited with Lampos, his brother, and this has led 

me to the conclusion that Lampetos is derived from Lampos. If this is right, then another 

Homeric hero comes to be added to the list. What are all these Trojan heroes doing here?

Strabo49 is the one to shed light at this point. Referring to the Aeolian cities in the 

Adramyttian Gulf (opposite the east side of Lesbos, known as the MdtiAtivcuwv 

A iyia^oq, as seen above), Strabo notes that those who have studied Homer’s 

statements (implying Demetrios of Skepsis) conjecture that the whole of this coast 

became subject to the Trojans and, though divided into nine dynasties, was under the 

reign of Priam during the Trojan war and was called Troy. When Achilles refers to his 

raids carried out all round the area nearby by declaring that he sacked the land of Troy 

(.Iliad 9.328-9), by the name Troy he is referring to these cities in the mainland, such as 

Lymessos and Pedasos but also to the nearby islands, such as Lesbos. Strabo goes on 

with the Lycians under Pandaros, who are also called Trojans. Then, he cites another 

Homeric passage {Iliad 2.835-9), according to which those who lived between the 

Aisepos River and Abydos were Trojans, too. Indeed, in the Iliad (2.835-9) we read that 

these, who dwelt about Perkote and Praktios and who possessed Sestos, Abydos and 

Arisbe, were led by Hyrtakos, son of Asios. In this Perkote, Hiketaon’s son was tending 

his cattle, according to Homer {Iliad 15.547ff.). Whether this implies a further 

association between Hiketaon himself and Perkote (which is reckoned to the Trojans, 

belonging to the Troad) is not certain. However, it seems that all the Homeric heroes 

mentioned in this poem belong to the broad area of Troad, to which Lesbos itself 

belonged (for more details on the association of Lesbos with Asia Minor see the note on 

Methymna and the story below).

48 Horn. II. 20.230-9; Apollod. 3.12.3.
49 Strabo 13.1.6-8.
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Aett£TX)|LIVOX)] The earliest literary source for Mountain Lepetymnos is 

Theophrastos,50 who cites it in association with Matriketas, an astronomer from 

Methymna. The next citation comes from Antigonos, who notes, quoting Myrsilos the 

Lesbian, that on Mountain Lepetymnos there is a temple of Apollo and the tomb of 

Lepetymnos, giving thus the earliest reference to Lepetymnos as a person.51 Moreover, 

Philostratos52 associates Lesbos, in particular Mountain Lepetymnos and Methymna, 

with the burial of Palamedes, noting that there is also a temple and an image of 

Palamedes there, to which the inhabitants of the coast cities offer sacrifices.

As well as being referred as this high mountain of Lesbos, Lepetymnos appears also as 

a mythical person (as implied already by Myrsilos) and is closely related to the mythical 

past of Lesbos as the husband of Methymna, the daughter of the mythical king Makar, 

who was the traditional first settler in the island.53 However, this marriage between 

Lepetymnos and Methymna is in contrast with the view of Diodoros of Sicily,54 who 

states that Lesbos, the grandson of Aiolos, married Methymna. As in the case of 

Lampetos being referred to as the son of Iros, Lepetymnos as husband of Methymna is 

attested only by Stephanos of Byzantium drawing on Herodianos and therefore EP 21 is 

the earliest extant sourse for this version.

4 'ELiK&ovoq] Homer in the Iliad (3.121-4) informs us that Helikaon55 was the son 

of Antenor and the husband of Laodike, one of Priam’s daughters. Scholia T on the Iliad 

3.123a mention that to  yevoq yap Avrnvopoc; fyyamx paM,ov ' EA^vti, 87tei 

Ttpô evoc; f|V xcbv ' EAXqvcov, and this information recalls the hospitality given to 

Odysseus and Menelaos by Antenor {Iliad 3.204ff.). Pausanias56 adds, drawing on 

Lescheos, both that Helikaon, wounded in the final night battle, was recognised by 

Odysseus and was carried alive out of the battle and that the tie binding Odysseus and 

Menelaos with the house of Antenor makes it unlikely that Agamemnon and Menelaos 

violated Laodike. That is why Euphorion’s account of Laodike seems to Pausanias 

entirely unlikely. In addition, Pausanias wonders about Laodike being depicted in the 

painting of Polygnotos at the Knidian lesche, although she was not enumerated by any

50 Theophr. De signis tempestatum (Wimmer) 4.
51 Antig. Hist. mir. 15.3= FGrH A ll  F5.
52Flav. Philostr. Heroicus 33.48-49.
53 Ael. Herod. De pros, cathol. [in Grammatici Graeci (Lentz) 3.1] 256; Steph. Byz. s.v. Ml)0i)|j,va.
54 DS 5.81.6.
55 This name was also borne by a man who led one of Dionysos’ lines during a sea battle (Nonn. Dion. 
43.57).
56 Paus. 10.26.8.
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poet as one of the Trojan women.57 Given also that Sophokles58 treated the story of 

Antenor and his son, plus the fact that the name of Helikaon is plausibly cited in a 

Sophoklean fragment, make it obvious that we cannot now fully trace Helikaon’s 

position in literature.

57 Paus. 10. 25.1 for the Knidian lesche and Polygnotos’ painting; 10.26.7 for Pausanias’ puzzlement 
concerning Laodike’s depiction among the Trojan captive women. Concerning Laodike, there is another 
version, according to which she fell in love with Akamas and begot a son from him [Euphorion fr. 55 in 
AA (Meineke); Lyk. Alex. 494ff.; EP 16, where in the margins Hegesippos’ first book of Palleniaka is 
cited, etc.].
58 Soph. Antenor. fr. 137-9 [in TGF (Radt) vol. 4]; Ajax the Locrian fr. lOe [in TGF (Radt) vol. 4], 
where the name of Helikaon is cited, but one cannot be sure that this fragment comes from the same play 
(Lloyd-Jones 1996:14-5, with further bibliography on this).
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THE STORY

In the margins of EP 21 there is no ascription to other authors. However, EP 21 is 

one of the rare cases, where Parthenios actually quotes his source within the text, 

including some original verses (see also EP 11, 14 and 34). However, in EP 21 there is 

no name of the author but, instead, a phrase that functions rather as an apposition ‘o xf]V 

Aeopoi) k tig iv  Ttovqaaq’. Sakolowski,59 Mueller,60 and Powell61 attribute these verses 

to Apollonios, based on metrical and linguistic elements. Indeed, EP 21 would appeal to 

Apollonios’ taste since it recalls the case of Medea (books 3 and 4 of the Argonautika), 

from a thematic point of view. Moreover, the literary type of a KXiGiq seems to have 

been favoured by Apollonios, since A A ^avbpetaq kxigiq, Kabvox) KxiGiq, Kvlbox) 

Kxlaiq, NaxiKpaxeox; kxigk; and*P68oa) kxigiq are some genuine titles of poems 

composed by him.62 In addition, there is a close resemblance between the language and 

metre of the verses in EP 21 and the language and metre of Apollonios. More 

specifically, the fragment consists of twenty-one hexameters and there is a linguistic 

correspondence regarding words such as ee>o5op,evr|, xoKfiocq, kAtiiSok;, Ttiwrq, 

which are often used by Apollonios (Argonautika 3. 956 6eA,5op,evr|; 3. 625 TOKf)ac;; 1. 

358 KAxilSaq; 4. 65 7tivx>xii). Powell provides a list of words that appear in the verses 

of EP 21 and belong to the “vocabula quae saepe Apollonius usurpat”.63

However, despite all the above arguments, other scholars do not ascribe to Apollonios 

the authorship of these verses. More specifically, Wilamowitz64 assigns the fragment to 

the fourth century B.C., Hunter65 observes that the style of the verses is not obviously 

Apollonian and Jackson66 finds it more likely that “some of the work had already been 

done by the eighth century Aeolian Greek settlers...who had linked two passages of the 

Iliad with the pre-history of the island”. Thus, Jackson believes that the story of 

Peisidike was some form of rider to the original myth of the locality, assuming that the 

girl was the daughter of Lepetymnos and therefore the grand-daughter of Makar, the first 

settler of the island of Lesbos (although there is no such explicit statement in the text). 

Levin67 concludes that the state of our knowledge is “insufficient to allow more than a

59 Sakolowski 1896: xxv.
60 FHG iv.314.
61 CA (Powell) F 12, p.7.
62 CA (Powell) F 12, p. 4-8.
63 CA (Powell) F 12, p. 7.
64 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1924:1.50, n. 3.
65 Hunter 1989: 11.
66 Jackson 1995: 82.
67 Levin 1962: 154-159.
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dubious accreditation to a fragment whose several points of resemblance to what is 

undeniably Apollonian constitute at the same time several points of resemblance to what 

is Homeric or Sapphic or Pindaric or -mirabile dictul- even Callimachean”. Levin’s 

remark is very interesting, since he stresses the fact that all the linguistic resemblances 

could apply to various other authors as well. For instance, the phrase (ppevaq 

eraovriaev, to which Powell calls attention, is cited by Apollonios (Argonautika 1.1232) 

but it also appears in the Odyssey (22 .298) in a similar form; moreover, as Levin has 

demonstrated, similar forms of this phrase can be traced in Aischylos68 and Sappho,69 

too. Recently, Haslam70 attempted to indentify the author of these verses as the author 

who was stated as the source of a tale in a papyrus fragment, which reads (if readings 

and restorations are correct) ALkouoc; o xcbv embv TtoiT|Tf|c;.71 Taking Apollonios of 

Rhodes as the sources of the verses in EP 21, Haslam attempts the identification 

mentioned above (i.e. Apollonios for Alkaios) on the grounds that the phrase o xcbv 871C0V 

rcoiryufiq ‘would make as appropriate a designation for him [Apollonios of Rhodes] as it 

would make an inappropriate one for the lyric Alcaeus’.72 However, as Haslam 

cautiously notes, the limits of the evidence impose themselves too soon.

Indeed, there is not enough evidence even for the identification of Apollonios of 

Rhodes as the author of the verses in EP 21, since most of the words in these verses 

appear in earlier epic or lyric poetry or tragedy. Therefore, there is no sufficient 

evidence, from a linguistic point of view, to maintain that the hexameters in EP 21 are 

Apollonian, since by the time of Apollonios there was a common vocabulary and 

technique, available to those who would like to compose foundation poetry.

Moreover, as is mentioned above, Parthenios also incorporates in his main narrative 

verses in EP 11, 14 and 34, in which the name of the author of the verses is always cited, 

in contrast to EP 21. Thus, Levin73 rightly wonders that if Apollonios composed both 

Kxloeiq,74 then how has it come about that Parthenios, living less than two centuries

68 Aisch. Prom. 856.
69 Sappho fr. 31 (Lobel-Page).
70 Haslam 1988: 9-11.
71 P. Oxy. LIII 3711 fr.l.
72 Haslam 1988: 10. He notes that since the text in the papyrus appears to be some sort of commentary 
on Alkaios, ‘Alkaios’ for ‘Apollonios’ would be an easily made mistake.
73 Levin 1962: 159.
74 The other is Kativo'i) ktiok;. Levin (1962:159) is confusing at this point because he writes that 
“Parthenius quotes several hexameters from a Kativou KTiaiq and assigns them without hesitation to 
’A7toM.c6vio<; 6 TdSioc;”, whereas the name of Apollonios and his Ka'tivo'i) Kxiaiq  are only cited in 
the margins of EP 1 and 11, in which no Apollonean verses are embodied within the narrative (in EP 11 
Parthenios quotes Nikainetos’ and his own verses).
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after his floruit, knows him to have composed only the one. On the other hand, how can 

Levin be so sure that Parthenios in fact knew that Apollonios had composed even that 

one? That is, Apollonios’ Ka'OVO'l) KTiaiq is cited in the margins of EP 1 and 14 and not 

in the main body of the narrative! How can Levin be so sure that Parthenios is indeed the 

author of these marginal notations? ( For a discussion on this see Marginalia).

One can only be sure that EP 21 belongs to the genre of Ktistic literature75 and from 

this point of view, Apollonios could be the source as much as Myrsilos,76 who is after all 

the one who cites Lepetymnos. Or, to increase Levin’s list of probable sources, other 

authors from Lesbos, such as Hellanikos or Phanias who deal with Lesbos and with 

whom the author of the marginal notations is familiar since they are cited in the margins 

of EP 7 and 34. In addition, what is extremely interesting is a citation by Stephanos 

Byzantios,77 according to which Mx>xcovi5a KaXei xfjv AeaPov KaMdjia%0(; ev Tip 

Texapxcp. napGevioq 8e Mdtgm8(X(; Tdq AeapiK&q (prjai. If Parthenios follows the 

Kallimachean version at this point, then why is it so unlikely that these verses could be 

Kallimachean, too? [So, what was mirabile dictu for Levin might turn out in the future 

not be too mirabile in the end!].

Thematically, EP 21 belongs to a general corpus of stories regarding Achilles’ raids 

during the Trojan war and this theme occurs in the Homeric tradition. The fact that EP 

21 takes place in Lesbos, in Methymna in particular, might be seen partly as a matter of 

justification of descent. Spencer78 notes that from the Geometric and early archaic 

periods there were two parallel myths of descent among the Lesbian population, one 

representing the pre-Greek native tradition and the other the Greek version. In this view, 

stories regarding the presence of Greeks like Achilles, Odysseus, or Diomedes79 in this 

island, might be seen as an attempt to explain their origin. However, basing oneself 

particularly on the verses in EP 21, one realises that this story also refers to the 

relationship between Lesbos and the area of the Troad. That is, the conquest of Lesbos 

by Achilles could recall his invasion of Thebes in the Troad, where he killed Eetion,

75 Fraser 1972: 775.
76 As Jackson (1995: 7-10) has pointed out, Myrsilos investigated the early history and legends of 
Lesbos, where it is obvious sometimes that Myrsilos’ ancestors, the eighth century Aeolian colonists of 
Lesbos, adapted certain myths to “enhance their island’s ties with the mainland” and Achilles would be 
a link that could serve this purpose. Moreover, Myrsilos cites the fjpauov AeTteT'upvo'O and the 
homonymous mountain in Lesbos (FGrH A ll  F5= Antigon. Hist. mir. 15.3).
77 Steph. Byz. s.v. Mvri2Y\vrj.
78 Spencer (1995: 269-306) acknowledges fully the eastern links, indicating that from the Bronze Age to 
the Archaic period Lesbos was as much an extension of Anatolia as a Greek island.
79 In the Odyssey (4.343ff.; 17.134; see also Eustath. 1498.62), Philomeleides, king of Lesbos, makes the 
travellers fight with him; he is killed by Odysseus or by Odysseus with Diomedes.
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Andromache’s father, and his seven sons and raised a tomb for Eetion;80 Chryseis, who 

happened to be at Thebes at that time, was captured by Achilles.81 It could also bring to 

mind the story of Briseis, who was captured by Achilles, when the latter conquered 

Lymessos.82 However, the closest example is the story concerning Monenia. It has been 

mentioned already that scholia bTA on Iliad 6.35a and Eustathios on this point attest 

that when Achilles was besieging the Asiatic Pedasos, which was formerly called 

Monenia, a certain virgin fell in love with him and helped him to conquer her city by 

means of an apple inscribed with the warning that the people of Monenia suffered due to 

the lack of water and that if Achilles was patient then he would manage to conquer the 

city. Indeed, Achilles followed her advice and became master of the city. The only 

difference between the story of Monenia and that of EP 21 is that in the first case the girl 

used an apple, whereas in EP 21 the girl sent her nurse for the agreement and then 

opened the gates of her city and let the enemies in. The use of an apple is surely typical 

of all love gifts, well known throughout Greek literature; its erotic symbolism is well 

illustrated in the judgement of Paris, in a Sappho’s poem,83 in a fragment of the comic 

poet Krates,84 where the female breasts are compared with apples, in a Plato epigram,85 

in Theokritos86 and later, in the novel, as in the case of Daphnis, who woos Chloe by 

offering her the single apple which hung on the very top bough.87 However, the apple is 

also an erotic means used for a ruse, as in the biblical legend of the apple of Eve, or in 

the case of Akontios who managed to win Kydippe by means of an apple.88 Despite this 

difference, the motif of the girl who betrays her city for her beloved is common, recalling 

also many other examples, as we shall see below in relation to the disastrous 

consequences of such a betrayal.

The fact that stories similar to that of EP 21 come from the Troad stresses the 

association of Lesbos with this area. This association is attested by Strabo,89 who refers 

in detail to the cities and the dynasties which constituted Troy. Starting from the Aeolian 

cities in the Adramyttian Gulf (which had raised Lesbos’ interest in the area, resulting in

80 Hom .Il. 6.414-28.
81 Horn. II 1.366-9; Schol. b T on II 1.366c.
82 Horn. II. 1.161ff. It is interesting that in the Kypria (fr. 18) Briseis comes from Pedasos and not from 
Lernyssos as in the Iliad (2.690).
83 Sappho fr. 105a= Syrian, on Hermog. Id. 1.1.
84 Krates 1.142 (PCG vol 4).
85 Diog. Laert. 1.23.
86 Theokr. Idyll 3; 11.
87 Long. Daphnis and Chloe 3.33-34.
88 Ovid Heroid. 20, 21. See also Kallim. Aetia fr. 67-75; AL Met. 1.
89 Strabo 13.1.6-8.
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the foundation of settlements there, as we have already seen) and from the Homeric 

passage (.Iliad 9.328-9), where Achilles speaks of his raids in the land of Troy, Strabo 

runs through Achilles’ adventures in Lesbos, Thebe, Lymessos, Pedasos and the country 

of Eurypylos (and in this view, emending the MS reading Hypsipylos in EP 21 into 

Eurypylos would be intriguing if there would be sufficient ground to maintain it).90 Then, 

Strabo summarises the dynasties which constitute Troy but he mentions only eight at this 

point, whereas he had previously informed us that the dynasties were eight or nine,91 

leading thus to the assumption that the ninth dynasty might be Eurypylos’ country or the 

island of Lesbos.92 If we consider Troy as a conglomeration of these countries, then we 

can have a clearer view as to why in EP 21 there is a mixture of Lesbian names, 

belonging to the mythical past of Lesbos and recalling both place names and Trojan 

names from the Homeric tradition, which are associated with the general area of Troy.

Since in EP 21 some original verses of the source are embodied, it is interesting to see 

how Parthenios used his material. The prose in EP 21 is typically Parthenian, focusing on 

the motifs that push the action forward. Time (during the Trojan war, and more 

specifically during Achilles’ raids in the islands next to the mainland) and place 

(Methymna) are introduced and then the motif of the girl who helps the enemy is 

inserted. The girl sent her nurse to Achilles and an agreement was made. The way 

Peisidike helped Achilles is not mentioned (are we to deduce that i)7UG%V£lG0ai 

eyxeipiGBiv implies that she opened the gates of her city?) in contrast to the verses, 

which mention how Peisidike helped Achilles. As soon as Achilles became master of the 

city he ordered his soldiers to stone the girl to death as he was angry with her, who 

betrayed her own city.

It must be noted that Parthenios arbitrarily chose the verses that he wanted to embody 

in EP 21, as e ixa  jiiKpov ImoPac; implies. Thus, we do not know if the beginning verse 

in EP 21 was indeed the first in the poem, too. So, we are not in the position to know if 

there were other places mentioned, apart from Lesbos. We accept that 8V0d5e refers to 

Lesbos, Methymna in particular, based on the prose and the implications of the names 

Lepetymnos and Methymna in the verses. After the mention of all the heroes who were

90 Eurypylos (like Hiketaon and Helikaon) belongs to the Homeric tradition and is a Trojan hero, the son 
of Telephos and Astyoche, who was slain by Neoptolemos (Horn. Od. 11.518; Paus. 3.26.7, Hyg. Fab. 
112; Serv.on Virgil’s Eel. 6.72). However, the fact that Strabo (13.1.7) mentions Eurypylos’ country in 
this context is not enough for such an emendation since we lack any evidence for Eurypylos’ connection 
with Lesbos.
91 Strabo 13.1.2.
92 See the Loeb edition for Jones’ comment on Strabo 13.1.8.
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killed by Achilles, the poet focuses on Peisidike. At this point one could claim that 

Peisidike’s introduction takes place with a prothysteron. That is, Aphrodite caused 

Peisidike’s mind to be infatuated and made her fall in love with Achilles (SaXepfi 5e |iiv  

aaoe Kl37ipi(;). Miv can be all genders, so one could take it as referring to Peisidike 

because the verb add) has the meaning of ‘hurt, damage, always in reference to the mind, 

mislead, infatuate as an effect of divine judgement, wine, sleep, divine judgements, or 

love’, according to LSJ. This is exactly what happened to Peisidike (f] yap £7t’AiaKl8T] 

K0l3pri<; cppevag £7rcovr|Ge netatSlKTjc;) and this divine interference is missing from the 

prose. LSJ has entered this reference to EP 21 as an example of infatuation of love, 

implying thus that |itv refers to the girl. The problem is that Peisidike has not yet been 

introduced in the narrative and it is rather implausible to have a prothysteron of this 

kind.93 Given that we do not know what preceded the existing verses in the EP 21 (I take 

it that the first line of this poetical passage was not the actual beginning of the poem) and 

given that we do not now who the author was (that is, we do not know if his poetical 

qualities would justify the existence of such a prothysteron), one cannot be strict on this 

matter but it is more acceptable to consider p,iv as referring to Hypsipylos, meaning that 

Aphrodite indirectly caused his damage by making Peisidike betray her city.

As soon as the girl sees Achilles and falls in love, then there is a lyrical description of 

Peisidike stretching her hands in the air in supplication for his love (£e>*5oiL£vr| 

(piX.OTr|TOq). At this point Parthenios ‘breaks’ the coherence of the poem and takes us ‘a 

little below’ ( e u a  [UKpov bjtopdg), depriving us of the chance to see how Peisidike 

approached Achilles and what kind of agreement she made. Despite this gap, the word 

cpl̂ OTTiq has already introduced the first part of the antithetical axis, on which the whole 

poem is constructed. In other words, these verses are based on the antithesis of 

Peisidike’s love and Achilles’ wrath. The girl opens the gates and lets the enemies in, 

resulting in the plundering of the city, the slavery and the death of the people; these again 

are elements missing from the prose. The girl endured to see before her eyes her parents 

being killed and the women of the city being put into the chains of slavery. Her ability to 

bear seeing such things did not stem from a drug that has a power to dissolve sorrow, 

like the one Helen used (cpappaKov vr|7iev0£c; K ai £7uA,r|0ov KaKtbv arcavTCOV),94 but 

from her desire to be Achilles’ wife. However, Achilles did not intend to marry her, since

93 Although in Xen. Oecon. 4.21 there is an example of prolepsis of this kind: £7tei 8e eOaupa^ev 
a m o v  o AuaavSpos cos KCxXa pev xoc 5ev5pa eir| (auxov] carcou Mehler).
94 Horn. Od. 4.220-32. In addition, Plutarch {De Iside 80) lists sixteen ingredients for a drug with such a 
power.
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he despised the one who betrayed her own city (£7iay&GG£TO TtaxplSoc; orccp). LSJ 

attests that the meaning of this verb is ‘to exult in, to feel a malignant joy in’, which 

would be in accordance with the murderous character of Achilles (%app.TJ 

ayaMx3|i£VOV). However, it would not be in accordance with the prose, which explicitly 

states that Achilles was wrathful with Peisidike because of her betrayal (V£|I£G1̂ G(X<; £7ii 

TCp 5paG0£vTl). Is this a case where Parthenios does not follow his source (which seems 

to be before his eyes in this case) or do we have to seek for other meanings of 

£7tayaGG£TO? Hesychios95 notes that £7tayaGGap£VT| has the meaning of £K7tXr|Y£iGa 

and this seems to apply to Achilles, too. The hero felt astonished and furious with the 

one who betrayed her own city.96 What is peculiar at first sight is the way Achilles 

punished the girl. Why did he order a public stoning instead of killing her with his sword? 

Padel has demonstrated the association between madness and stoning, saying that “it is 

as if society must wall in or wall out victims of divine hatred marked by an episode of 

madness”.97 This seems to apply to the case of Peisidike, who suffers an erotic madness 

caused by Aphrodite. The girl longs for marriage but she receives instead death by 

stoning, ordered by Achilles.98 Peisidike desires exogamy with a stranger, resulting in 

disastrous consequences, as in the cases of Skylla," Ariadne,100 Medea,101 Komaitho,102 

and Leukophrye.103 (This concept of exogamy could also be seen at another level related 

to the religious beliefs of the Lesbian population. The duality of worship of the Anatolian 

goddess Kybele, on the one hand, and Apollo, who was, after all, the one who validated 

colonising movements,104 on the other, might be represented by the affection of Peisidike 

for Achilles and in that case her death would imply the superiority of the Greek element

95 Hesych. s.v. £7zayacr<jaju£vq.
96 Achilles’ feeling recalls what Plutarch (Rom. 17) states about one’s feelings for betrayers: ob jidvoc; 
obv dx; &>ik£V ’Avxlyovo<; &pr| rcpoSiSdvxaq p6v cptA^iv, TtpoSeScoxdxac; 86 (iioetv , ob86 K atoap , 
eiraov 6rci xob ©pqacoc; PoiprixddKO'o, tpttelv |i6v TtpoSoaiav, 7tpo8bxr|v 86 |i ia e lv , aX ka  koiv6v  
x i xobxo n&Qoq 6oxi 7ipo<; xobq Ttovripobq xolq 8eop6von; abxwv, ax?7tep lob  m i  xoA.fi<; 6vl©v 
0T|pl(ov 86ovxai. xf|v yap ypelav oxe Anppdcvouaiv ayartcovxeq, 6y0alpo'oai xt|v K axlav 8xav  
xb%(oai.
97 Padel 1995:101. For stoning see also Sommerstein (1989: on 189) and Rosivach (1987: 232-248).
98 It is noteworthy here that Achilles himself was liable to be stoned for refusing to fight at Troy 
(Aischyl. Myrmidones). In addition, he is again threatened with stoning when he opposes the sacrifice of 
Iphigeneia (Eur. 1A 1349-50), whereas Istros presents him as stoning others (FGrH 334 F50). Jacoby 
however doubts the source of the first part, OappaKdt;, lepdq 86 (pidXac; xob ’ArtdTAtovoc; K^6\|/a<; 
x a i  6cA.obc, b7io xcbv Ttepi xov ’Ayt^X6a Kaxe?iebo0r|). It must be added though that other literary 
sources for pharmakos do not mention stoning (Tzetzes Chil. 5.728-58; Schol. on Aristoph. Eq. 1136).
99 Parth. fr. 637 SH (20 Meineke).
100 Homer Od. 11. 321-325; Apollod. Epit. 1.7ff.
101 Pindar Pyth. 4.70-262; Eurip. Medea.
102 Apollod. 2.4.7.
103 Parth. EP 5.
104 OCD3 s.v. Apollo.
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on the island of Lesbos). Most notable of the above examples is the case of Tarpeia. 

There are several accounts concerning Tarpeia,105 but Propertius (4.4) differs in making 

love the motive of her betrayal. It was love at first sight for Tarpeia (4.4.19-22), just as it 

was for Peisidike. Tarpeia wants to marry Tatius and he tells her to wear the wedding 

veil and mount onto his ‘kingdom’s bed’ (4.4.88-90); however, saying so, he buried her 

beneath his comrades’ piled up shields (which recalls Peisidike’s stoning). It is a pity that 

due to the gap between the verses in EP 21 we do not know if there was an extended 

description of Peisidike’s love-lom state, before the actual action was narrated, as in 

Propertius’ account, where most of the poem is concerned with Tarpeia’s state. It would 

be also interesting to know what was originally written by Propertius in verse 69. If 

Lee’s assumption is correct on this point, then another common element between EP 21 

and the story of Tarpeia is the interference of Aphrodite.106

To conclude, the first interesting point in EP 21 is the close association of Lesbos 

with the Troad, which is attested in the Homeric tradition, proved by archaeological 

evidence,107 and well illustrated by the settlements of the Lesbians, not only in the area of 

Adramyttian Gulf but also in the inner parts of Asia Minor. The poet of the verses in EP 

21, being aware of this association, combines Trojan names from the Homeric tradition 

with names (or rather place-names) from the mythical past of Lesbos.

The second point lies in how Parthenios used his source. Although Parthenios has 

selectively embodied some verses, resulting in our lack of knowledge concerning the 

whole context, we can see from the extant verses that Parthenios omits the other heroes 

(Helikaon, Hiketaon, Lepetymnos, etc.) and focuses on Peisidike. He also omits the lyric 

descriptions of the verses (e.g. Peisidike’s love-lom state, or the situation of the city 

during the plundering) and provides instead elements which push the action forward (e.g. 

the nurse and the agreement). Last but not least, Parthenios offers a rationalised version 

of this story, since he makes no mention of Aphrodite’s interference.

105 Fabius Pictor FGrH 809 F6= DH Ant. Rom. 2.38; Livy 1.11; Plut. Rom. 17, who ascribes to Simylos 
the information that Tarpeia betrayed Rome to the Gauls, for love of their king, and not to the Sabines; 
Varro De Lingua Latina 5.41.
106 It must be also noted that in Lee’s view (1994:188), although most MSS read veste in verse 69 (veste 
FH: vesta Q), he emended it into Venus because “it seems incredible that Vesta should be the subject of 
70, whereas a copyist might easily have altered Venus to Vesta because he misunderstood 69”. Editors, 
such as Phillimore 1952, Schuster 1954, Barber 1960 and Fedeli 1984, turn the MSS reading into Vesta.
107 Kontes 1977: 9ff.
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STORY 22 
Ilepi N<xvl8o<; 

H loiopia raxpa AiKD|nvl(p xcp Xltp jneXoTroup Kai 'EppT\Gi<5cv(XKTi

1 v E(paoav 86 xivet; x a t  xtjv EapStwv

aKp67io?av w o  KbpoD xob IlepacDV 

Paai?i6ox; ftXcovai, 7tpo8obcrr|<; xr|q 

Kpolaou fruyaxpoq NavlSoq. 67tei8f| yap  

5 67co?ii6pK8i EdcpSeiq Kbpoq Kai ob86v

abxcp ei<; aAnxnv xfjq 7t6A£ax; Ttpobpaivev, 

6v noXkip xe 86ei f|v, prj a0poio06v xo 

croppayiKov a m  it; xcp Kpolacp 

SiaA baeiev abxcp xt|v axpaxi&v, x6xe xt]v 

10 7tap06vov xabxr|v ei%e \6yoc, jtepi

7tpo8ocrla<; crov0ep6vr|v xfi) Kb pep, e l x a x a  

vdpoix; Llepacov g^ei y'ovalKa abxf]v, 

Kaxa xt|v axp av , frr|8ev6<; cp'uMaaovxoq 

S i ’ 6%'up6xrixa xob xcoploi), elo86% ea0ai 

15 xolx; tuoÂ jhIoix;, cruvepywv abxf) Kai

bXKiav xtvcov yevop6va)v. xov p6vxoi 

Kbpov jut) fyiTteStbaai abxfj xt|v 

t7c6a%8oiv.

Some people also said that the citadel of 

Sardis was conquered by Kyros, who was the 

king of the Persians, after the betrayal of 

Nanis, the daughter of Kroisos. For, when 

Kyros was besieging Sardis and no progress 

was being made towards the fall of the city 

and he was afraid that the allies, collected 

again by Kroisos, would smash his army, at 

that time it is said that this maiden made an 

agreement with Kyros for betrayal, on 

condition that he will marry her according to 

the Persians' customs, and received the 

enemies, with some others aiding her, at the 

extreme summit of the citadel, which nobody 

guarded due to the area’s natural 

fortification. However, Kyros did not fulfil 

his promise to her.

4 in margine Ch (scil. aqpetoxrai) xt<; f] Kpoiaot) 0T)ycixr|p 5 XdcpSiq Hercher Kbpoq P
8 abxiq Cobet: a1)xf|q P: +abxf^ Martini id esse corruptum putat: [abxTjq] Hercher et Heyne 
xob Kpoioo'i) Hercher: [xcp Kpolocp] Sakolowski 9 Sia^boeiev Legrand: Sia^boeiv P 
10 6%ei Legrand 14 elo86c,aa0ai Legrand 16 yivop6vcov Hercher
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LINGUISTIC NOTES 
5 Ldp8eig] The MS reading is XapSeig, whereas Hercher1 turned it into XapSig.

Indeed, the Ionic form Xap51(0V is cited by Parthenios a few lines above and, as Hercher

notes, “mit denen (the Ionic dialect) Parthenius kokettirt”; Parthenios often uses the

Ionic dialect.2
* 3On the other hand, given that in the time of Parthenios the Attic form ZapSeig is in 

favour, it would seem likely that Parthenios wrote the genitive case in the Ionic form, 

but that he then wrote the accusative in the Attic. The fact that he sometimes uses Ionic 

forms does not mean that he uses only this dialect. Moreover, he does not appear to 

have a strict attitude towards linguistic manners or, to put it in another way, he likes 

variety (see usus auctoris). That is, in the same story he can have the same word in two 

different dialects. So, in EP 8 the preposition eg is cited (eg koitov) but a few lines 

above one can read the preposition eig (elg xf|V M i^rjalav), as well. Therefore, I 

share Mayer-G’Shrey’s view, when he comments on some scholars’ tendency to change 

some readings because they do not accept the inconsistency of the author, which is due 

to his liking for variety. Mayer-G’Schrey writes: “Quod nonnulli editores omnia 

exaequare voluerunt, ut Passovius ubique ylyveGOai scriberet, Hercherus et Sakol. £g 

in eig commutarent (in composito sane servaverunt £g), ZdpSeig in Xap8ig Hercherus, 

al., hoc prorsus reiciendum est. Nam plurimi scriptores posted oris aetatis in his rebus 

inconstantes fuerunt neque constantior Parthenius”.4 Thus, I do not see any reason for 

not accepting the MS reading EdpSeig, even if the Ionic form in the genitive is also 

cited a few lines above; Sakolowski,5 Martini,6 Jacoby7 and Powell8 also dispute 

Hercher’s alteration and accept the author’s variability.9

1 Hercher 1877: 147.
2 Parthenios uses the preposition £g (EP 6 £g p&xr|v; 8 6g k o i t o v ; 12 £g cnxpeoXK;), the verb ylveaOcu 
(EP  1 oi)K £ylvovTo; 1 feylvexo; 12 ylvexai), the adverb anxig, instead o f  abOig, (EP 17, 18, 21), 
words like ^ xaip^iov (18), Tpotr|g (2), EtA£pvr|V (1), vrp^aag (10), etc.
3 Xen. Hell. 1.5.2; 4.1.27; 4.8.21; DS 10.27.2; 11.2.3; 11.36.6; 14.19.6; Plut. Solon 28.1; Them. 31.1; 
Paus. 3.9.5; 3.9.8, etc. See also Arndt-Gingrich’s Lexicon o f the New Testament s.v. Edpdeiq.
4 Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 5.
5 Sakolowski 1896 on EP 22.
6 Martini 1902 on EP 22.
1 FGrH 691 FI.
8 Powell CA, Hermesianax 6.
9 It is also interesting that in this particular text, although the Ionic form of IlapSlcov appears, the 
preposition elg  is used at all times (elg aXroaiv, eloS^xeaOai). If Parthenios was influenced by the 
Herodotean text so much as to write £ap8lcov, then why does he not reproduce the Ionic £g at this point, 
too?
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8 to  ODjujLiocxiKOV ami<; TO) Kpolow] This passage has been the subject of debate 

among scholars. Martini finds a\)Tf|<; “mendosum”, whereas Hercher and Heyne delete 

it and Cobet turns it into a'DTtc;.

An option would be to take the genitive at)Tf|g as referring to the word Tiotox;, 

which is written in the previous sentence (that is, to  G'D|0jia%iK6v Tf|g TtoXecô ) and in 

that case there would be no need to change the MS reading. Indeed, the word 

<yD|4 ia%iK0 V can govern a possessive genitive;10 Spatafora11 shares this point of view 

and gives a reference from Thukydides (3.91.2) ec; to  af)T0)V ODpjia^lKOV. However, 

in all the given references the genitives (although possessive) relate the GDpjia%iKOV to 

particular people and none of them justifies a personification of the city (i.e. Sardis’ 

(TDpiiaxiKov).

Cobet’s emendation aT)Tl£ is preferable since it is the easiest possible (itacistic) slip 

in copying. This adverb, often used by Parthenios (EP 17, 18, 36), is in accordance with 

the Herodotean version since Kroisos tried to get his army of allies together again.12

The dative that follows (T(p Kpotacp) has also been the subject of discussions among 

scholars. Hercher turned it into the genitive case, whereas Sakolowski13 deleted it. 

However, since the participle a0poiG0ev is in the passive voice, the dative could be the 

agent. There is doubt regarding the instrumental case used for the agent in the koine.14 

Spatafora15 gives a reference from the New Testament (Luke 23.15: 01)58v a^iov  

0avaTOD eoTiv 7i87tpay|ievov at)T(p) but in that case the verb is in the perfect tense; 

the references to Luke 24.35 (be; 6yvc6a0ri 0tt)T0t<; or Timothy 3.16 (bcp0r| ayyeXmc; 

are more appropriate.

Although the dative seems far from the participle a0poio08V, it is preferable to take 

the dative as an agent (and not as one of advantage, for instance) because Kroisos was 

the one who did all the necessary actions (i.e. to sent messengers) in order to 

accumulate his allies.

10 Appian Bell, civil. 2.78 t o  86 cn)|i|Lia%iK6v o nopTcfjioc; octroi); Paus. 5.2.1 t o  croppaxiKov tox> 
Hpaxk&nx;; Paus. 8.46.1 t o  ’A vram ov viK^aaq crDgpaxiKdv.
11 Spatafora 1995: 264. Spatafora writes ochTCbv (with a smooth breathing), probably following 
Teubner’s edition, whereas in Oxford’s edition the text reads at this point odraov (Krueger’s 
emendation).
12 Hdt. 1.79-81.
13 Although Sakolowski does not delete the word in the text, he writes in the apparatus criticus: “ego 
potius T(p Kpototp eiciam”.
14 Robertson 1919: 534.
15 Spatafora 1995: 264.
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9 §i<x>*t)C£i£V] The MS reading is 5iaA,l3asiv16 but Legrand emended it into 

dia^'OOEiev. The optative mood is surely preferable to the infinitive of the MS, and is 

in accordance with the hesitant clause “jrr|...Tfiv GTpaxiav”. The clause expresses fear 

for something expected and therefore the optative mood is the appropriate one (the 

subjunctive mood could also be another option).

13 px|§£vd<; (pi)LdoooVTO^] The MS reading is (ITiSevoc;, which is the negation 

prefered by Parthenios. Thus, in EP 7 we read (rndEVOc; abxov d|iapT^G £a0ai and in 

EP 10 jxrjdevoc; Ttapdvxcx;. Generally in the Koine there is an excessive use of |if|, 

which is used as a negative for all the moods (apart from the indicative) plus the 

infinitive and participle.17

16 Jacoby and Martini wrongly record in their editions 8ia7.'6aei as the MS reading.
17 Blass 1905: 253; Moulton (I) 1967: 170.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES

1-2 Tiyv Eocpbltov ocKpdjioX-iV] There are several versions regarding the fall of 

Sardis. Thukydides and Herodotos are the earlier literary sources for this historical 

incident. Thukydides18 just reports that when the affairs of the Ionians had greatly 

prospered, Kyros and the Persian empire overthrew Kroisos and all the communities 

west of the Halys and then campaigned against them and enslaved the mainland cities. 

Thus, Herodotos19 is the source which relates the fall of Sardis in detail. We are informed 

that Kyros had been besieging Kroisos for fourteen days, when he announced that he 

would give a reward to the first man who would scale the wall. After many unsuccessful 

efforts, a Mardian named Hyroiades tried to climb up the acropolis at the point where 

there was no guard because that point was steep and unscalable. Hyroiades had seen one 

of the Lydians coming down at this point of the acropolis, in order to retrieve his helmet 

that had fallen down. So, Hyroiades followed the same way and climbed up, with other 

Persians following after him. This way Sardis was taken and the whole city was sacked. 

Xenophon is another source for the fall of Sardis. According to his version,20 a Persian 

who had been the slave of one of the guards on the acropolis and who had learnt a way 

down to the river from the steepest part of the acropolis led some Chaldeans and 

Persians, sent by Kyros.

Later authors21 seem to be aware of this historical event and they follow the tradition 

without great differences. Polyainos22 is the only exception; he notes that Kyros took 

Sardis but that Kroisos held the acropolis and waited for help from Greece. However, 

Kyros displayed some relatives of those who held the acropolis and he announced that he 

would hang them unless they handed over the acropolis. This way Kyros managed to 

take the acropolis as well.

4 NcxviSo<;] This name is not attested in any other literary source; it appears only in a 

few inscriptions.23 However, the attestation of other similar names like N&va,24 

Navvr|25 and N aw lq 26 prove that there were names originated from the root vav-. It

18 Thuk. 1.16.
19 Hdt. 1.84ff.
20 Xen. Kyr. 6 .2-13 .
21 Favor. De Fortuna 22; Diog. Laert. 2.3; Justin 1.7.3.
22 Polyain. Strat. 1 .6 .2 3 .
23 Nocvh; IG xii (1) 330, where Nanis is a wife of a certain Hermogenes (the inscription comes from 
Rhodes and it dates to 1 B C /1 AD); Nccvix; IG ii (2) 12229 (Athens, 4 BC). The name has been entered 
in the Lexicon o f  Greek Personal Names (Fraser) as Nanis, but the actual citation in the inscription is 
Navett;; Ndtvit; EAD xxvii E ii (Rhodes, 2 BC).
24 IG ii (2) 12224-7 (Athens, 4/3 BC, 1 BC, 1 AD and 2 AD respectively).
25 SEG vvi 491 (Chios, 5/4 BC).
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must be added that a similar name, that of Ndvvt|,27 appears in an inscription from 

Chios (where Likymnios, who is cited in the ascription, comes from), which is dated 

approximately to the fifth or fourth century B.C. This name N aw r| refers to Demeter 

and although it is not identical to Nanis, it is interesting that it appears in Chios 

(Likymnios’ homeland) and that it is associated with a deity.

Since there is insufficient evidence as regards the etymology28 of this name, a few 

guesses at this can be made. As Hesychios29 mentions, the word v d w a v  means TOV 

Tn<; (LtrjTpoc; f\ xob m xpog aSetapov. o l 8e vr\v xobxcov aSetapfjv. It is a word that 

refers to family relationships. From this point of view, it is worth noting that Kyros 

wedded the daughter of Kyaxares, his cousin. Some historians say that he married his 

mother’s sister, although she must have been a very old maid by that time.30 Thus, the 

name of Nanis might echo these relationships.

On the other hand, there is another name that in a way resembles that of Nanis: the 

name Ndvviov. Nannion was an hetaera and Anaxilas compares her to EicbMxx.31 It is 

interesting that Kyros’ life was related to a woman with the name Kyno (Sky 11a and 

Kyno have the meaning of bitch); the woman who raised him was called Kyno and this 

name suggested to Kyros’ parents a way of creating a legend regarding the preservation 

of their son. So, they said that a bitch had found him in the mountains and had suckled 

him.32 Given the assumption that the name of Nannion recalls that of Skylla, and given 

also that the legend regarding the preservation of Kyros was related to Kyno, one 

perhaps could find a link to the name of Nanis.

From another point of view, EP 22 demonstrates the motif of the girl who betrays 

her city because of love. Nanis’ betrayal recalls the betrayal of Skylla, who was the 

daughter of king Nisos. When Minos was besieging Skylla’s city Megara, the girl fell in 

love with him and helped him by cutting off her father’s fateful lock of hair. This was a

26 ASAA NS 1-2 (1942) p. 167 n. 20 ii, 23 (Samos, 2/1 BC).
27 SEG xvi 491 (Chios, 5/4 BC).
28 At this point it would be interesting to mention the name of Nannaia, which is an eponymon of the 
goddess Isis. She was known by this name in the village Nabla in Fayum (Pap. Oxyr. 1.34 verso); there 
is also a Babylonian godess Nana (RE s.v. Nanaia) and this gives us a hint regarding the eastern origin 
of the root vav-.
29 It is also interesting, though rather irrelevant, that Hesychios also mentions the word vd viov , which 
means ot|nviov, ocpdyiov. According to the text of story 22, Kyros did not keep his promise to Nanis. It 
would be interesting to know what happened at the end. Did he order his soldiers to kill her, like 
Achilles did with Peisidike in story 21? Or did he slay her by his sword, like a acpdyiov?
30 Xen. Kyr. 8.5.28.
31 Athen. Deipn. 13.558c.
32 Hdt. 1.122.
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well-known story, attested in Parthenios’ Metamorphoses,33 Ovid’s Metamorphoses 

(8.1-151), in the Ciris and in Apollodoros (3.15.8). Given the assumption that the name 

Nanis might have a link with Skylla, as mentioned above, and given that in Hellenistic 

times wordplay and the alteration of names is common,34 one could put forward the 

suggestion that the name Nanis might be an alteration of the name Skylla.

Last but not least, it must be added that there is another girl with a similar name, 

Nanno, who was a flute-player and beloved by Mimnermos. She was repeatedly 

celebrated by him and mentioned in connection with his name. However, what is really 

interesting is that both Nanno and Mimnermos are mentioned in the same context with 

Hermesianax, who is cited in the margins of EP 22. More precisely, Athenaios35 informs 

us that TtapeXiTtov 8e Kai rnv M tpveppou ai)?Jixpl5a Navvcb Kai xf|v 

EppnaiavaKxcx; xob KoXocpcovlon Aeovxtov. Hermesianax was aware of 

Mimnermos’ love, he knew the name of Nanno and he also knew that Mimnermos was 

inspired by his beloved (Mlpveppog 5e xov fiSbv oq ebpexo noXtibv avaxXag / fj%ov 

Kai jxaXaKob 7rvex)jLi’ oato Ttevxapixpoi), / Kaiexo pev Navvobc;).36 Therefore, 

Hermesianax could have invented a name like Nanis inspired by Nanno. However, how 

sure can we be that he was indeed the inventor of EP 22?

33 Patrth. Metam. in SH 637a = Schol. Dion. Perieg. 420.
34 For a discussion on this matter see O’Hara 1996.
35 Athen. Deipn. 13.597a.
36 Athen. Deipn. 13.598a = Powell CA 7.35-37, p. 29.
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THE STORY

The marginal ascription of EP 22 cites the names of Likymnios the Chian and 

Hermesianax. Likymnios37 was a (leXomnoq, whereas more things are known about 

Hermesianax, an elegiac poet of Kolophon (a city greatly influenced by Sardis);38 he was 

a friend of Philetas and he wrote, among others, xa n ep a iK a ,39 xa elq Aeovxtov xf|V 

£pcop£VT|V40 and OpDyiaKa.41 Hermesianax favours stories regarding the betrayal of 

cities due to love, since he is also cited in the marginal ascription of EP 5, in which 

Leukophrye fell in love with Leukippos, who besieged her city. It has already been 

mentioned that both Likymnios and Hermesianax were familiar with names with the stem 

vav- but the ascription of EP 22 merely mentions the names of the two authors without 

any reference to their works.

The interesting point that emerges from EP 22 is that Parthenios follows in some 

points the Herodotean account with regard to the fall of Sardis. For instance, Herodotos 

attests (1.84) that there was a particular point which was not guarded because it was 

steep and unscalable (Xenophon also mentions that Kyros sent some Chaldeans and 

Persians to the steepest part of the acropolis and that they were led by a Persian slave).42 

Herodotos also notes that Kyros attacked before the power of the Lydians could be 

assembled again and that a certain person helped Kyros to conquer Sardis. The main 

difference is that Parthenios offers a romanticised version, in which love is the motive for 

Nanis’ betrayal. This motif of the king’s (in most cases) daughter, who betrays her city to 

the enemy due to love is a topos in Greek and Roman literature. The fact that Parthenios 

dealt with this motif,43 has led scholars to point to parallels between Parthenios and 

Propertius, Virgil, Ovid and the author of Ciris; some more extreme views are that 

Parthenios was a direct source for these authors.44 It must be added at this point that this

37 Bergk PLG 3 p. 598-600; Page PMG fr. 768-773; Athen. Deipn. 13.603d.
38 Athen. Deipn. 12.526a-b; 13.598b.
39 Bach (Philetae et Hermesianactis reliq., p. 103) thinks that xa  n ep oiK d  was an historical opus, 
whereas Mueller takes it as a poetical work (FHG 4.428). If the latter’s suggestion is right, then both of 
the authors cited in the ascription offered their versions in poetical form. For Hermesianax see also 
Powell CA p. 96-106 and Jacoby FGrH 691.
40 See the ascription in the margins of EP 5.
41 Plut. De fluv. 12.4. It is interesting that Athenaios comments on Hermesianax’ anachronisms 
(13.599c): £v TO'tiroic; o Tppr|Gi&va£, ocp&kXexai croyxpovelv oldgevot; XaTtcpco Kai Avaxp£ovxa, 
xov g£v Kaxa KUpov K ai n o k /DKpdxr|v yevbgevov, xf]v 8£ Kax’ 5A>a)&xxr|v xov Kpolaou rcaxdpa.
42 Xen. Kyr. 7.2.3-4.
43 EP 5, 9, 21, 22, Metam. in SH 637.
44 Bibliography is massive at this point. Most scholars usually point out the Hellenistic aspects and note 
parallels in Parthenios. For the so-called Tarpeia motif in Propertius see Sullivan 1976: 136; Miller 
1982: 373-374; Werden Boyd 1984: 86; Pinotti 1974: 18-23 regards Parthenios as a direct source for 
Propertius 4.4. For Parthenios being among the sources used by the author of Ciris see Heyne 1832: 162;
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motif is an old one, appearing also in the cases of Ariadne and Theseus in Krete,45 and 

Medea and Jason in Kolchis;46 later authors also dealt with the cases of Komaitho and 

Amphitryon in Taphos,47 of Tarpeia and Tatius48 and of Skylla and Minos.49 Especially 

with regard to the latter example of Skylla and Minos, one has to note that it is not a late 

story but is attested as early as in Aischylos’ Choephori (613-621). The difference is that 

Aischylos presented Skylla as being motivated by lust for a golden necklace and not by 

love for Minos. However, drawing strict conclusions with regard to the originators of 

the romanticised versions of this motif is a slippery point since Medea is presented, as 

early as in Pindar and Euripides, as helping Jason because of love.

In EP 22 the daughter of Kroisos plays the role of Hyroiades in the Herodotean 

account. Bakchylides50 informs us about the existence of Kroisos’ daughters: when 

Sardis was taken by the Persian army, Kroisos piled up a pyre and climbed on to it with 

his wife and his daughters. The girls cried out and threw their arms around their mother, 

as they could sense death coming close, but of course there is no mention of Nanis. It 

must be added at this point that Haslam51 based himself on EP 22 for his restoring of a 

new fragment of a Tabula Iliaca. That is, the back has remains of a text of the so-called 

Roman Chronicle and Haslam believes that this text reads:

’Atp’ ox> Kpolooc;, 7tpo5otiari<; xij<; [0d- 

yaxpo<; am ob xfiv E&pbecov aK[po- 

7toX.iv 5i ’ gpcoxa, kxX.

If this is true, then the composer of the Chronicle (dated to AD 15/16) knew this 

romanticised version. Haslam notes that the presumption so far is that the composer took 

it from Apollodoros but he also notes that there is no telling regarding the source of 

Apollodoros. If Parthenios is the only extant source for this version, then it is likely that 

there was a kind of connection between EP 22 and the version mentioned in the 

Chronicle.

Knaack 1902: 205-230; Ehlers (1954: 65-88) disputed this view and argued that the main source of Ciris 
must belong to the Hellenistic times. Lyne (1978: 13) considers Parthenios a likely source for the poet of 
Ciris in terms of subject matter. Francese (1993: 155ff.) explores the Tarpeia motif in Roman literature 
and regards Parthenios as an authoritative source.
45 Apollod. Epit. 1.7-9.
46 Pindar Pyth. 4.70-262; Eurip. Medea.
47 Apollod. 2.4.7.
48 Propertius 4.4.
49 Parthen. Metam. in SH 637; Ovid Metam. 8.1-151; Ciris.
50 Bakchyl. Epin. 3.23-62.
51 Haslam 1986: 198.
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Unfortunately, due to the shortness of EP 22 many scenes are missing. For instance, 

where did Nanis see Kyros? One could argue that this is also a case in which 

teichoscopia occurred (as in EP 21, in Ovid’s account on Skylla and in Propertius’ 

account on Tarpeia). The information in regard to how the agreement was made is also 

missing. There is no mention of any nurse; we are only informed that Nanis had some 

people helping her (GDvepycbv abxfi Kai aMxov xivcbv yevopivcov) but the motives of 

these people are not mentioned (in the Herodotean account the motive was the reward; 

in Xenophon’s account the slave who led the Persians was a Persian himself; in 

Polyainos’ account the people in the acropolis surrendered it because Kyros threatened 

to kill some of his relatives). This information is perhaps missing because the main point 

is that Nanis’ motive is eros.

Another interesting point is that Nanis made the agreement on condition that Kyros 

would marry her according to the customs of the Persians (el K ara  V0|i0Dq IlepGCbv 

§£ei yDvalKa a'bx'qv). Is this a simple request or does it play an important role in the 

narrative? Nanis is a Lydian, so by this request she wants presumably to strengthen the 

status of her wedding. However, at the level of the narrative, this could give Kyros 

somehow an excuse to kill her later. Her insistence on this condition recalls the request 

of Tarpeia, in the account of Plutarch.52 That is, Tarpeia betrayed the citadel to the 

Sabines because she had desired the golden armlets which she had seen them wearing 

(67U0'D|xifaaGa xcbv x p ^ ^ v  ppaxioviaxtipov obq ei5e 7tepiKeip,evoD<;, Kai 

fixriae jiig06v xfiq rcpoboGlac; a  (popolev ev xatq  apiG xepalq x ^ ^ ) -  Tatius made 

an agreement with her but, after the conquest of the Capitol, he was disgusted with the 

traitor (as Achilles was disgusted with Peisidike in EP 21). Thus, Tatius made use of the 

agreement but not in the way Tarpeia would have expected; he ordered his army to give 

the girl anything they wore on their left arms. He was the first to take from his arm not 

only his golden armlet but also his shield and cast both of them upon the girl. All his men 

followed his example and the girl was buried under the shields and died from the number 

and weight of them. Given that in all cases where this motif appears, the traitor has a bad 

end at the hands of the enemy,53 it would be interesting to know how Kyros treated 

Nanis after the fall of Sardis; all we are informed is that he did not keep his promise (p,f|

52 Plut. Rom. 17. Plutarch follows at this point the oldest preserved account for Tarpeia, that is, 
Aischylos’ Choephori (613ff.); Aischylos presented Tarpeia as being motivated by her lust for gold.
53 Minos tied Skylla by the feet to the stern of his ship and drowned her (Apollod. 3.25.8; Parthen. 
Metam. in SH 637, in which Skylla is metamorphosed at the end; Ciris 378ff.; Ovid Metam. 8.1-151); 
Peisidike was stoned to death by Achilles’ army (EP 21); Amphitryon slew Komaitho, after he 
conquered Taphos (Apollod. 2.4.7).
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^7ie6axjai at>rf] ttjv Imoaxecnv). Could this imply that Kyros made use of Nanis’ 

request, but not in the way she would have expected, and punished her ‘according to the 

customs of the Persians’ (K ara vopxyoq Ilepocbv)?
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STORY 23 
IlEpi XeiX(ovl§o<;

1 KXeGovDpoc; o Aaxe8aip6vio<;, paotXeiou

Y^vodc; cbv x a i  noXka xaxop0oxrdc|i£vo<; 

AaxeSaijiovlou;, £yr|pe XeiAxovtSa 

TcpoafjKODaav ahxcp xaxa y£voq. xatixxi 

5 acpoSpax; £7tixexap£vou xoD KAaov'Cp.oi)

x a i  xov Sporca oi>x f]p£jia (p£povxo<;, xoD 

pfev xaxr|X6yei, naaa  8fc £v£xeixo 

Axpox&xo), xfi) xo'O paaiX&x; t)iei. Kai 

yap 6 peipaxloxoc; ai)xf|<; AvacpavSov 

^  imexalexo, <naxe n&vxaq ava  oxdpa £%eiv

xt|v ojiiH av atxav. 8i* fjv a lx iav  

SDaavaaxexfjoaq 6 KXec6vi)|io<; x a i  

&XXgx; 8£ oi>x &peax6pevo<; xolq 

Aaxe8atjj.ovioi<; £0eaiv, £7cepaic60r| 7ip6<; 

15 Eftppov e lc, *H7tetpov x a i  atxov

ava7tei0ei 7tetpaa0ai xf|<;

neXoTOW^oo'u, gx; e l ye fevxdvox; 

6aj/aivxo xot) 7uoX̂ jiod, pqcStcix; 

ixTco^iopxfjoovxeq xa<; 6v abxtj Ttdteu;.
20 £(pr| 8fc xa i atxcp xi f|8r| 7upo8ieipy(5ca0ai, 

Gxrxe xai oxdaiv 6yyev£a0ai xia i xcov 

7toXepl0V.

Kleonymos the Lacedaemonian, who 

belonged to a royal family and who had 

achieved many things for the 

Lacedaemonians’ sake, married Cheilonis, 

who was related to him by blood. Although 

Kleonymos1 love for her was very intense and 

he could barely deal with it, Cheilonis used 

to disregard him; on the other hand, she was 

utterly devoted to Akrotatos, the king's son. 

And indeed, the young man was openly 

inflamed by love for her too, so that 

everybody was constantly talking about their 

affair. As Kleonymos was outraged for this 

reason and, besides, as he was not pleased 

with the Lacedaemonians' laws, he went over 

to Pyrrhos in Epeiros; Kleonymos persuaded 

him to make an attempt on the Peloponnese, 

claiming that, if only they would prosecute 

the war intensely, they would easily force the 

cities of the Peloponnese to capitulate. And 

further, he claimed that he had already 

worked it out beforehand so that sedition 

would occur in some of the enemy cities.

1 KXecov'opoc; <8£> Meineke 2 xaxop0coaa<; Hirschig 5 feTUxexap^vot) Heyne: fraxexayp^vot) 
P 8 Axpoxdxcp Cornarius: 6wtoxpoxdxG)i P 11 atxcbv Gale: ahxcbi P 12-3 x a i
akfonc, [8£] Gale 14 £0ecnv Gale: fi0eoiv  P 17 gx; e l  ye Hercher: gx; e l <eft> x a i
Rohde: ox; e i  x a i  P 19 x&<; £v a tx fl Gale: xa<; £v ai)xol<; P 21-2 x ia i  xg)V 7td?ieG)V Heyne 
post finem Oder lacunam esse putat, recte.
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LINGUISTIC NOTES
1 <§£>] Meineke inserted 5e, followed by Sakolowski and Martini. Parthenios uses

5e in the majority of his stories as an introductory conjunction, either with the 

introductory verb,1 or with the name of the protagonist. However, this does not mean 

that there are no exceptions; in EP 1, 2, 4, 6, 23, 26 58 is not used but many scholars 

insert it. This is one of the cases where scholars tend to be strict in applying the same 

rule in all cases, without paying attention to the author’s liking for variety; indeed, 

Parthenios attempts to give his narratives in a continuous text (see usus auctoris) but 

this does not entail that he does so in all cases. As Mayer-G’Schrey puts it “nonnulli 

editores omnia exaequare voluerunt”.2

2 KCXxopOcoodejnevoq] The MS reading is KaxopQcoadqevoq, whereas Hirschig 

alters it into the active voice KaxopQcooaq. Indeed, there is a tendency in the Koine to 

insist on the active voice but only in the future tense, although many active verbs form a 

middle future among Attic writers. Moreover, in deponents the Koine values the future 

and aorist passive more highly than the middle, whereas, on the other hand, it also uses 

middle forms where Attic uses the passive.3 However, none of these cases justify 

Hirschig’s alteration.

The use of the transitive middle was in frequent use; in Homer the middle is rather 

more common than in later Greek,4 whereas in the koine there is a struggle between the 

middle and passive in the aorist and future tense, resulting in the use of passive forms 

without the distinctive passive idea.5 Thus, one should rely on Parthenios’ preference 

regarding this particular issue; he often uses the middle transitive voice instead of the 

active {EP 1 7i£pieAx)}i£VO<; rqv ^covqv, 3 a7t07t£|i7i£Tai to Dt o v , 4 ayay6|i£voq 

afnfiv, 5 avamteaapivTi rnv Koprjv, 8 KaxaaKE'DaaajiEVoq xp'oaobq 

SiaxiMoDq, £7tayop£voc; xf|v ‘’Hpfjurriv, £7tavax£iva|i£vo<; t o  Îtpoq, 9 

£voiKo5ojir|adqi£Voi xi v̂ t£ %copav, etc.).

It is also noteworthy that the middle voice “calls especial attention to the subject”, 

that is, “the subject is acting in relation to himself somehow”,6 which is in accordance to

1 A£ya), (pT]|ii in  v a r io u s  fo rm s  (se e  u s u s  a u c to r is ) .
2 Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 5. (See also the linguistic comment on Xdp8ei<; in EP 22 for Parthenios’ liking 
for variety).
3 Arndt and Gingrich 1957: xii.
4 Monro 1882: 7.
5 Robertson 1919: 334.
6 Robertson 1919: 804.
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the deeds of Kleonymos (noXka KaTOpGcoaajxevog), especially under the light of 

Diodoros’ version.7

11 ocmwv] Gale rightly emended the dative of the MS reading into the genitive 

at)T0)V.8 Although the noun ojxiAia can govern a dative as well,9 the MS reading abxcp 

(in the singular) could only refer to Akrotatos. In that case, the translation of the 

sentence would be ‘and indeed, the young man was openly inflamed by love for her, so 

that everybody was constantly talking about the sexual relationship with him’. This is 

not clear. On the contrary, Gale’s emendation clarifies that the people were talking 

about Cheilonis’ and Akrotatos’ love affair.

14 £0£Oiv] Gale suggested S08GIV, followed by Sakolowski and Martini but 

Cazzaniga10 accepted the MS reading f|08Giv. He notes that “non occorre quindi 

emendare” and he quotes some examples from Euripides’ Medea 238 (eq K aiva 5 T|0r| 

Kai vopxxoq d(piy|X8VT|V), Helen 274 (eq pap P ap ’ f)0T|) and Sophokles’ fragment 

517.10 (G)0obp,80’ &;(D...eiq ai^0rj 8copxx0’). However, I do not see how these 

references lead us to prefer the MS reading, since there are several citations of both 

£0oq and f]0oq in Euripides and Sophokles. The point is to find out in what sense £0oq 

or T]0oq could be used by Parthenios in the particular context of EP 23. Did Kleonymos 

have any reasons for not liking the laws or the customs of the Lakedaimonians? It is 

known from Plutarch11 and Pausanias12 that Kleonymos lost the throne because of his 

violent and arbitrary temper. Pausanias states that after the death of Kleomenes, his son, 

Kleonymos, and his grand-son, Areus, disputed the throne and that the senate of Sparta 

finally gave the kingship to Areus (8iKd£o'DGiv obv o l yepovxeq Apei Tip 

AKpoTdxoi) Kai ob^i Ktecovbpxp Ttaxpcpav e tv a i  rnv  xip^v). Therefore, 

Kleonymos disliked the fact that the law gave the senators of Sparta the power to 

decide.

According to LSJ, the noun T]0oq has the meaning of ‘custom, usage’ and in the 

plural ‘manners, customs’, and £0oq has the meaning of ‘custom, habit’, which does not

7DS 20.104.
8 Sakolowski wrongly ascribes to Gale the alteration odnra; this is the MS reading.
9 DS 3.58.4 <roveA.0o\)oav 8 ’ eiq 6|ui?dav abxra MOpgt x a i  yevop6vr|v gyxuov; Char. Chair, and 
Kallir. 2.5.4 Oappobaa 86  opox; 8 ia  to  6v  lepra yevhcreoOai xf|v op iM av abxoiq  (in the sense of 
intercourse but not sexual).
10 Cazzaniga 1962: 54.
11 Plut. Pyrrhos 26; Paus. 3.6.2-3.
12 Paus. 3.6.
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seem to make a great difference. However, in the Koine13 the word £0o<; contains the 

meaning of law and therefore Gale’s emendation is preferable.

17 d)<; ei ye evxdvox;] The MS reading d)Q s i K ai evtovcoc; is followed by Spatafora 

on the grounds that the Kai stresses emphatically the adverb EVTOVWc;. In that case the 

meaning would be ‘if they attacked really hard’; in Spatafora’s view “Cleonimo cioe 

dice a Pirro che non solo bisogna attaccare guerra, ma anche che tale guerra la si deve 

condurre evxovcoc;.”14 However, although the K ai can be used to give emphasis to 

adverbs, according to LSJ, this is not such a case. Why should the adverb £vx6v(0<; be 

stressed since pQtSicoc; is following? It is more likely that the conditional clause should 

be stressed on this point.

Hercher’s emendation into e i ye seems to stress this conditional clause. According to 

LSJ, ye after the conditional conjunction e l can emphasize the condition. Moreover, 

there is an exact parallel in Parthenios’ EP 21, in which Peisidike promised to Achilles 

that she would put the city into his hands e l ye jxeMxu abxriv y w a tK a  g^eiv. So, it 

is likely that Parthenios uses a special form (el ye) to express this kind of condition (see 

usus auctoris).

On the other hand, Rohdes’ reading e l <e'5> K ai is also tempting. Plutarch uses very 

often the pattern el) Kai + adverb (Timoleon 36.4 ei) K ai 5iKal(0Q, Pelopidas 1.9 ei> 

Kai KaXxbc;, Titus Flaminius 19.7 ei) Kai 7to7,iTiK(b(;, etc.). Although both proposals 

are palaeographically easy, I am in favour of Hercher’s reading because it stresses the 

condition and not the adverb.

19 xai; ev a i)if | 7i6Lek;] Spatafora15 is in favour of the MS reading xa £v abxotc; 

7t6Xeig, on the grounds that the pronoun at)Tol<; refers to the Lacedaemonians (“la 

lezione £v abxolc; potrebbe riferirsi ai Lacedemoni”), but unfortunately he does not 

provide us with any parallels of such a case. If ev abxoit; refers to the people, then 

what should the meaning of the phrase be? ‘The cities that existed in the 

Lakedaimonians’ ?

On the contrary, Gale’s emendation into xaq £v ai)xf| Ttotetc; (followed by 

Sakolowski and Martini) makes sense, because the pronoun is referring back to the 

Peloponnese.

13 Arndt and Gingrich 1957, s.v. £dog, fjdog.
14 Spatafora 1995: 269.
15 Spatafora 1995: 269.
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2 1 -2  T(bv TCÔ Xjultov] Heyne (followed by Martini) altered the MS reading into xcbv 

Ttotecov. However, one could argue at this point that the adjective 7toX£|iiG)V is feminine 

and that it substitutes the missing noun 7toX£(0V. There are numerous examples of the 

feminine adjective 7toA£pia substituting the noun it defines.16 However, on the other 

hand, why should this adjective be used in this case since the war had not started yet? 

This is a slippery point and probably Oder was right to suggest that there is lacuna here. 

Given this lack of information, I prefer to preserve the MS reading.

16 There are several references of TtoXepia substituting feminine nouns like ayopa, n6Xiq, xcopa, 
vab<;: Arist. Oikon. (Bekker) 1347b Cx<piKO|i6va)V 8 5 elq xt|v TtoXeplav abxcbv fyybpa^ov, 1350b 
Aax&pr|<; n6pcrr|<; 6%cov oxpaxtcbxat; xa p6v m O ’ fp £p av  rcopi^eiv 68bvaxo 6k xf|c; Tcoteptac; 
abxoig, Cassius Dio Hist. Rom. 40.18.5 pr|86v ttjc, T to ^ e p ia q , Ttpiv fe7cipr|V(xi abxf|<;, ISeiv, 57.6.1 6<; 
xt|v m)?i£plav 6v6|3a>*e, Xen. Hell. 1.7.31 tbiXeov 6711 xaq TtoXcplaq, 3.2.24 ap x i 86 rob 
axpaxetipaxo<; ovxoc; 6v xf| ixoXepigt, Anab. 5.1.6 xa 67tixfi8eia 8ei Jtopi^eaOai 6k  xf|<; Tiotepiat;, 
etc. In addition, in EP 35 Parthenios makes a similar use: ox; 86 xcbv Kpr]xiKcbv xiveq Ttd^aov 
67ticn)v6oxr|oav KbScovi K ai noXv nepifjaav, 7i6p7tei xob<; 7teoaop6vo/0(; el<; Oeob 8 x i av  tcoicov 
Kpaxijoeiev xcbv TtoA^picov. One could argue that in this case xcbv 7to?i£picov refers to the people, but, 
on the other hand, one could argue that it substitutes the noun n6Xmv, which is cited a little above.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES 
1 KL£(6vt)j^o<;] Kleonymos was the son of Kleomenes (II). After Kleomenes’ death

in 309 BC, Kleonymos disputed with Areus over the throne. This Areus was the

grandson of Kleomenes (II) by his other son, Akrotatos, who died before his father

Kleomenes and left behind his young son Areus; therefore, this Areus was Kleonymos’

nephew. Finally, the senate of Sparta gave the throne to Areus, due to Kleonymos’ bad

temper. Kleonymos was very angry at this and the ephors of Sparta tried to soothe him

by bestowing upon him various honours (such as the leadership of the army). They did

everything they could to prevent him being an enemy of Sparta one day. However,

Kleonymos invited Pyrrhos to attack Sparta in 272 BC.17

3 Xeifooviba] Some literary sources attest women with the name Cheilonis.

Iamblichos18 mentions Cheilonis the Lacedaemonian, Cheilon’s daughter, who was one

of the most distinguished women in the school of Pythagoras. There is also another

Cheilonis, Theopompos’ wife, who, when her husband was captured by the Arcadians,

visited him in the prison; they exchanged clothes and thus she managed to free him.19 In

addition, another XtXrovlq, the daughter of Leonidas and wife of Kleombrotos, is

known for her fidelity and devotion towards her father and her husband.20

So far, Ch(e)ilonis seems to be a name representative for the faithful wife, until we

read about Kleonymos’ wife. Apart from Parthenios’ version, Plutarch21 also mentions

that XitaiMc; was a beautiful woman of royal lineage, married to Kleonymos but not

faithful to him, since she had an affair with Akrotatos, the son of Areus (see th e story).

8 ’AKpotdttQ) T(p xot) (kxaiL&ix; Diet] Cheilonis’ lover was Akrotatos (II),22 the

son of king Areus (I).23 Areus (I) reigned forty-four years;24 when Pyrrhos attacked

Sparta in 272 B.C., Areus was on an expedition in Krete but returned to Sparta

immediately and formed an alliance with the Argives. As a result of this, Pyrrhos drew

off his forces from Sparta to attack Argos.25 Areus was also united with Ptolemy

17 Paus. 3.6.1-3; Plut. Agis and Kleom. 3.6.
18 Iambi. De vita Pyth. 36.267.
19 Polyain. Strat. 8.34.
20 Plut. Agis and Kleom. 17.
21 Plut. Pyrrh. 26-28.
22 As mentioned in the interpretative note about Kleonymos, Kleomenes had two sons: Kleonymos and 
Akrotatos (I), who died very young, leaving behind his son Areus (I).
23 Plut. Pyrrh. 26.
24 DS 20.29. As regards the name Areus the MSS read: o ’Ap£toc Dloq R, o ’Ap&yo Dtoc, F, whereas 
scholars suggest various alterations. In my view, o ’AicpoT&TO'D 'Uloq should be read at this point.
25 Plut. Pyrrhos 26-29.
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Philadelphia in an attempt to save Athens from Antigonos Gonatas.26 Finally, Areus 

was killed in a battle at Korinthos, while fighting against the Macedonians and he was 

succeeded by his son Akrotatos(II),27 Cheilonis’ lover.

However, this Akrotatos was also defeated and slain at Megalopolis by the tyrant 

Aristodemos, leaving behind his pregnant wife. She gave birth to a son and Leonidas, 

Kleonymos’ son, became his guardian. Unfortunately, the young boy died before 

reaching manhood and then the kingship devolved upon Leonidas.28 It is interesting that 

Plutarch states that Akrotatos (II) left behind a pregnant wife, without mentioning her 

name.29 Did Akrotatos marry Cheilonis at the end? If yes, then she could be the 

pregnant wife. There is an inscription from Delphi granting proxenia and the attendant 

honours to king Areus, the son of king Akrotatos and queen Chilonis (AeAxpoi £6coKav 

Apet p a a i te l  paa[i]- /  Aicoq A k p o t &tod  K ai XiXxDVibotq] / [P]aatX laaaq, abxcp 

Kai dKyovoi[q], ...).30 Bourguet31 argues that this Areus was Areus (I) because it is not 

likely that Delphi would have honoured Areus (II), a young boy of eight years old; 

Pomtow32 also shared this view. However, as Flaceliere33 points out, the date of Areus’

(I) reign (309/8-265/4 BC) is not in accord with this inscription, which dates 

presumably to around the 255/4 BC and after, since the name of ap%cov ’Ejxp.evlSaq is 

cited. I am in favour of Flaceliere’s view, because the relevant literary sources (that is, 

Plutarch and Parthenios) mention the love-affair of Akrotatos and Cheilonis and because 

the dates of Areus’ (II) life (and reign) match the date of the inscription. It is likely that 

Akrotatos (II) married Cheilonis (see also the story  below), that he reigned around 

265/4 and that he died when his wife was pregnant with their son, Areus (II), who only 

lived until his eighth year. However, this dating is a slippery point, because the

26 Paus. 3.6.4-7.
27 Plut. Agis and Kleom. 3.7
28 Plut. Agis and Kleom. 3.7-8. Pausanias (8.27.11) seems to be very confusing at this point, since he 
notes that, during the tyranny of Aristodemos, the Lacedaemonians invaded the territory of Megalopolis 
and at that battle Akrotatos, t o 'U PaotAAoc, KXcofi^vo'ix; o TtpeoP'Dxaxot; xcov tccu.8g)V, was killed. 
Indeed, Akrotatos was killed there, but he was Akrotatos (II), the son of Areus (I) and the grand-son of 
Kleomenes.
29 Plut. Agis and Kleom. 3.7.
30 FD 3.418.
31 Bourguet 1911: 488.
32 Pomtow 1913: 150. In favour of this view is also Oliva (1971: 205) on the grounds that both brothers 
Akrotatos (I) and Kleonymos could have wives with the same name, Chilonis, and that there is no 
evidence that Akrotatos (II) married the wife of Kleonymos.
33 Flaceliere 1937:457-8.
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inscriptions from Delphi give a complete list of the archons of the third century BC but 

scholars have not yet determined their chronological order with exactness.34

34 For the dispute regarding the dating of Emmenidas’ archonship see also Johnson (1918: 159ff.), who 
rejects Bourguet’s and Pomtow’s opinion “without comment” and dates Emmenidas’ archonship to 259 
B.C., whereas Dittenberger (in SIG3 430) dates him to 267 B.C. and Beloch (1922-7: 160) to 252 B.C.
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THE STORY
EP 23 deals with an historical incident,35 that is, the adultery36 of Kleonymos’ wife 

and its consequences. A full account of the story of Kleonymos and his wife is also 

given by Plutarch in the Life o f Pyrrhos (26-28). Phylarchos37 could be presumably 

aware of this story because he was an historian who dealt with Pyrrhos’ expedition 

against Sparta;38 it was also Phylarchos who accused Areus and Akrotatos of having 

corrupted Spartan manners by introducing new practices of luxurious life, in imitation of 

the regal court of Persia.39

Does EP 23 offer a full account? Oder noted that there is lacuna at the end of EP 23 

(“Parthenii fb. XXIII ad finem mutilata est”).40 Indeed, compared with Plutarch’s full 

account, EP 23 looks incomplete. There is no mention of what happened to the 

unfaithful wife, or to the adulterer, or even to the husband. In the EP not all the stories 

have a ‘bad end’ (e.g. EP 1, 2, 5, 6, 12) but all of them reach a point which gives an end 

to the narrative. Although Plutarch does not either offer a complete account as regards 

Chilonis, he, at least, gives a complete account in reference to Akrotatos.

Let us examine the narrative of EP 23 and that of Plutarch {Pyrrhos 26-28). 

Parthenios begins his narrative by mentioning that Kleonymos belonged to the royal 

family; however, nothing is mentioned in regard to his temper or his dispute with Areus 

over the throne, whereas Plutarch focuses on Kleonymos’ bad characteristics (8oko)V 8e 

ptaioq e tv a i Kai pxwapftiKbc;, obx’ ebvoiav obxe 7riaxiv £ixe)- In EP 23 all is 

mentioned regarding Cheilonis is that she was related to Kleonymos by blood, whereas 

Plutarch gives more details by reporting that she was beautiful and much younger than 

Kleonymos. According to Plutarch, she fell in love with Akrotatos, Areus’ son, who 

was by that time in the flower of his youth. Kleonymos felt distressed and disgaced, 

since everybody in Sparta knew about Chilonis’ extramarital affair. Parthenios is more

35 See also EP 22, 24 and 25.
36 For adultery see also £!P 1, 4, 29, in which the man is the adulterer; in EP 8, 14, 17, 18, 34, 35 it is 
the woman who commits adultery. It is interesting that this adultery took place in Sparta. Plutarch 
(Lykourg. 15) mentions that when a guest asked one of the old Spartans how they punished adulterers, 
the old man replied that there is no such a thing in Sparta. The guest insisted on asking that if there 
were any, then how they would be punished; the Spartan man answered that if that were the case, the 
adulterer should pay as a fine a bull large enough to stretch out his head over mount Taygetos and to 
drink from the river Eurotas. When the guest, full of surprise, asked where in the world such a bull 
could be found, the old Spartan replied “how could there be an adulterer in Sparta?”. Of course, Plutarch 
states that this was a matter of old times and informs us that Spartans allowed another man to fill the 
nuptial bed if he was thought to be better fitted for having descendants.
37 Plutarch cites Phylarchos as a source {Pyrrhos 27, Kleomenes 5, 27, 30 and Aratos 38).
38 Suid. s.v. OvXapxog.
39 FGrH 81 F44 = Athen. Deipn. 4.141-142f.
40 Oder 1886: 62.
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elegant at this point. Kleonymos is a man whose passion is so intense that he can barely 

deal with it (GtpoSpcbq ^Tttxexapevoi), xov gpcoxa oi)K fipejia (pepovxoq). However, 

Cheilonis keeps rejecting her husband (Kaxt|Ax3yei), whereas she is utterly devoted to 

her lover (7taaa 8V8K81XO). Plutarch mentions that the lover is the son of Areus, 

whereas in EP 23 the lover is simply the son of the king (xcp xot) PaGiXecoq m et). 

Parthenios is not interested in the historical figures, hence he does not bother to mention 

the name of the king, as he did not bother to mention the historical background 

concerning the dispute about the throne. On the contrary, Parthenios focuses on the 

lover’s feelings (a detail which is missing from the account of Plutarch): the young man 

avacpavbov imeKalexo abxfiq. The elegant fmoKalopxxi describes a flaming passion, 

similar to that which Kirke felt about Odysseus (EP 12 tmoKaiop.8VT|V OSDGGecoq), or 

Kleoboia about Antheus (EP 14 KaiojievTj acpobpcp £pcoxi). The use of the imperfect 

tense mainly (Kaxr^oyet, eveKetxo, imeKatexo), but also the perfect tense 

(£7tixexajievoD), the participle cpepovxoq and the infinitive £%eiv stress the duration of 

the situation. As a result of this erotic suffering, Parthenios seems to tell us, Kleonymos 

went over to Pyrrhos. Of course, Parthenios adds also the fact that Kleonymos did not 

like the Lacedaemonians’ laws, but the implicit way this sentence is written (Kai aXfaoq 

58 oi)K ap8OK6p.8V0Q), makes it clear that it is of less importance. By placing Si* i)v 

a ix ta v  at the beginning of the sentence, Parthenios stresses adultery and erotic 

disappointment as the primary reasons for Kleonymos’ anger and betrayal. The author 

intentionally underestimates Kleonymos’ political disappointment. After this point, 

Parthenios seems to lose interest; the sequence of tenses at the end are confusing, as if 

the author cannot make up his mind whether it is historical or vivid (£7tepaic60T|, 

avanelGei, ay a tv x o , eKTtoX, IopKf|go vxeq). Parthenios’ interest and account both 

finish at this point.

However, Plutarch continues the narration by describing Pyrrhos’ expedition against 

Sparta; he reports that the day Pyrrhos was going to attack Sparta, Chilonis withdrew 

from the rest of the women and kept a halter around her neck, ready to hang herself if 

the city was conquered. He also reports that Akrotatos showed great bravery and saved 

the city by getting behind Ptolemy and forcing him to turn about and fight. Thus 

Akrotatos managed to drive the enemy back. When Akrotatos went back to the city 

triumphant, the Spartan women felt jealous of Chilonis, who had such a lover. At the 

same time, some of the elderly men loudly told Akrotatos to live with Chilonis and to 

have brave children (Oi%e, AKpoxaxe, Kai oitpe xav XiXrovlSa. povov m iS a q
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ayaQ otg tqi ZmpTQc 7tolei).41 There is no other mention of Chilonis after this point in 

the account of Plutarch. What happened after that? The only thing we know is that 

when Akrotatos was killed, as mentioned already, he left behind his pregnant wife. Was 

she Chilonis? It is likely that, since Akrotatos had general approval after his triumphant 

victory, he finally married Chilonis and had a son named Areus (II) by her.

It is obvious that Parthenios attempts to overestimate the love affair of Cheilonis and 

Akrotatos by presenting it as the main reason for Kleonymos’ betrayal; he thus reduces 

the rift between Kleonymos and the Lacedaemonians. It is characteristic that Beloch42 

rejected this story outright, claiming that Kleonymos was driven out of Sparta for his 

anti-Macedonian policy. However, as Oliva43 writes, this is a pure hypothesis (in any 

case it is clear that Kleonymos never accepted his political defeat).

In Spartan history there are several examples of people who resorted to violence or 

deception for political reasons,44 and of course such incidents did not take place only in 

Spartan history 45 Nevertheless, in EP 23 the political motif has been overpowered by 

Kleonymos’ erotic disappointment due to Cheilonis’ adultery. It is interesting that all in 

Sparta were aware of this adultery and yet Kleonymos did not react. Adultery, at least 

in Athens, was a crime with severe legal sequences (if not death for the adulterer). In 

Lysias’ oration On the Murder o f Eratosthenes (1.32-36), the husband Euphiletos 

argues that adultery, because of the woman’s consent, is worse than rape46 and hence 

punishment should be more severe. Throughout the entire history of Athenian law, 

adultery was a crime of great gravity; a man, who dared to commit adultery, risked 

being killed or being punished in humiliating ways.47 Similarly, in the Roman legal 

system the lex Julia established that female adultery represented a danger for the society 

and could be punished at request of any citizen. So, since Kleonymos is socially 

exposed, why does he not punish this adultery? Is he afraid of the lover’s political 

power (he is the son of the king)? In this case the word E08GIV could be seen from 

another point of view, as referring not only to the fact that the senators gave the

41 Plut. Pyrrhos 28.3.
42 Beloch 1922-27: iv .l, 568.
43 Oliva 1971: 204.
44 Paus. 3.6.7ff.; 3.8.8ff.
45 A notorious example in the Athenian history is that of Hippias, the son of Peisistratos, who guided the 
Persians to Marathon in order to recover his power (Hdt. 6.107).
46 On this issue see Harris 1990: 370-377.
47 Aristoph. Clouds 1083-84; Plut. 168; Ach. 849. For homicide cases with regard to adultery see Carey 
1997: 26ff. See also Cohen 1991; Cohen 1984: 147-165; Cantarella 1990: 289-296; Foxhall 1990: 297- 
304.
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kingship to Areus, but also to the fact that Kleonymos did not have the legal power to 

punish the king’s son.48

To conclude, in EP 23 the conjugal union is disturbed by a liaison, which is 

endogamic since the lover is Spartan. In the Spartan foundation stories, a social crisis is 

usually resolved by exporting the problematic group to a colony;49 in EP 23 there is such 

a crisis (political but associated with eros), which has as a result the “exportation” of a 

man not to a new colony but to a war. The most important point that emerges, however, 

from EP 23 is that the feporciKOV 7id0T||ia predominates and becomes the main reason 

for Kleonymos’ action; a well-known historical incident has been romanticised in a way 

that Douris50 the Samian would have approved.

48 See also EP 25 for a similar situation.
49 Malkin 1994: 140.
50 FGrH 76 F18. Douris mentions that the greatest wars had happened because of women: Kai o l  
g£y iaxo i TtdXepoi 8 ia  y'DvatKaf; £y£vovxo. o TXiaxo*; 8T  'EA^vtiv, 6 >xup6<; 8 ia  XpDcrnlSa, 
A%iMAix; jLtrj’vic, 8 ia  Bpicrr|i8a. Kai o iepo<; 8£ Katamjievot; 7t6^£|io<; 8T  £x£pav yagexf|v, cpr|oiv 
AoDpic; £v 8eux£pai loxopubv, 0r(Paiav ŷ voc,, ovopa ©eavco, apTtaoOeioav vno Ocok&dc;xiv6<;.
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STORY 24 
Ilepi IjlTTCXplVOD

1 'iTUTtaplvot; 56 XDpaxoaicov xfipavvoc; el<;

67tt0D|iiav acplxexo ttAvd xaAm) 7iai56<; 

(Ayaio<; am© ovopa). xomov 

6^akkAypaoi 7toXXol<; bTtaydpevoc; 

5 TcelOei xf|v o lx la v  a7uoA,i7t6vxa crbv amtp

|i6veiv. %p6vcn) 56 7tpoi6vxo<; ax; 7cote[ila)V 

tk; 6(po5o<; 7tpocrr|yy6kr| npdq x i tcdv tm 5 

6xd,von xaxeyop6vo)v ycoplcov x a i  65ei 

xaxa xAyog PoqOeiv, 6^op|ia)V o 

10 eT7C7capivo<; Ttapexekcnaaxo xq) rouSl, e l 

xiq 6vxo<; xfjq abkfiq fh&^oixo, 

xaxaxatveiv abxov xf| otcA0t|, f)v 

6xi5y%avev abx© xeyapiap,6vo<;. x a i  

67tei5ii crujiPaXcov xoiq TroXqilon; xaxa  

^  xpAxo<; abxoix; elkev, 6tci no'kbv olvov

6xpA7iexo x a i  crovoDcrtav. 6xxai6jievoc; 

56 bud ji60r|<; x a i  7c6 6 o d  xoD TtaiSoc;, 

6i(pl7i7ie\)0£v eiq xac, lA)paxof>oa<; x a i  

7capayev6jievo(; 6jci xt|v o lx lav , 6v0a x© 

20 rcaiSi 7uapexeXex»aaxo p.6veiv, og p6v f)v

oi)x 65fjAx)'0, 0exxaki£©v 56 xf) cpovfi xov 

'iTtTtapivov £(pr|oev a7iexxovr|x6vai. o 56 

naig  Siayavaxxfjaaq oxbxoxx; ovxoc; 

Tcaiei xa ip iav  xov l7C7tapivov' o 56 xpei<; 

25 fi|i6pac; 67cipiob<; x a i  xoD (p6vou xov

Ay a  io v dmoXtioag 6x£ketixTi oev.

Hipparinos, tyrant of the Syracusans, 
came to desire a very beautiful youth, 
whose name was Achaios. Tempting 
him with many amusements and 
presents, he persuaded the boy to 
leave his home and stay with him. 
After some time an attack of enemies 
against one of the areas that was 
under Hipparinos’ occupation was 
reported and Hipparinos had to hasten 
for help; as he dashed away, he 
instructed the boy that if any of the 
courtiers were violent towards him, 
that he should stab him with the 
dagger that he had given to him as a 
present.
After Hipparinos had fought his
enemies with all his might and
conquered them, he turned to
celebratory drinking and, inflamed by 
drunkenness and longing for the boy, 
he rode back to Syracuse. When he 
arrived at the house where he had told 
the boy to stay, he did not reveal who 
he was, but, imitating the Thessalian 
accent, claimed that he had killed 
Hipparinos. The boy was outraged 
and, as it was dark, he struck 
Hipparinos in a vital part. Hipparinos 
lived on for three days, forgave 
Achaios the murder and then died.

1 iTCTcaplvoq 5 ’ <6> Hirschig 3-4 xomov <onv> Legrand 4 peikiyjiaai vel AvxakkAypaoi 
Legrand 7 7cpocrr|yy6k0r| Heyne 8 ycopiov Legrand 13-14 xa7i£i5f| Hercher
16 cro|Li7UO(itav Legrand 6xxa6|ievo<; Hercher 18 Tnpaxo'tioac; omnes editores: cropaxoTjaaaq P 
20 6g <Tig> p.6v f|V Sakolowski 21 \{/eA,A,t£a)V Meineke 22 arcexxov6vai Cobet
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LINGUISTIC NOTES 
1 S’ <o>] Hirschig inserted the definite article, as he did also in EP 25 (<Ddl)>Aog 5°

<o> Tt> pa woe;). Although in general the common way of introducing a tyrant is by the

definite article plus the name of the country (or the people) he rules,1 one should pay

attention to Parthenios’ attitude towards the article2 when the word tyrant is used.

Mayer-G’Schrey3 provides us with a list “de Articulo” in Parthenios and, although this

case is not covered, one can have a general idea regarding the numerous cases where the

article is omitted by the author. Moreover, there are also cases where Parthenios seems

to be not very consistent in his use of the article.4 Therefore, being very strict in applying

the same rule to all the cases is not appropriate in the case of the EP. Hirschig tends to

put the article everywhere, as Hercher and Sakolowski tend to change the preposition eg

in eig at all times.

Parthenios distinguishes p a a i te la  from XDpavvis. Whenever a king is introduced, 

the definite article is always used (EP 6 and 22), whereas the article is omitted in the case 

of a tyrant (EP 24 and 25). The word tyrant appears also in EP 7 but there TDpavvog 

substitutes the name of the tyrant, which is missing, and therefore the article is necessary 

(o rbpavvog £yAi/exo).

4 E^akkdyjJiaci] The MS reading £ ^ a ^ d y p a a i  is rarely attested. In a fragment of 

Anaxandrides’ Theseus we read that 7tap0£voi Ttal^ODGi Ttpog £Ad(pp’ 

e ^ a ^ a y p a x a .5 Menandros made also use of the verb e^aM-d^co (v Av0pornov 

e^aAAa^opev Kaicov xi g o i bcooovxa) and Zonaras notes at this point that 

e^aTAd^ai is used in the sense of x£p\|/ai.6 Indeed, LSJ translates ££dMxxypa as 

‘recreation, amusement’. However, this word in the particular context of EP 24 refers to 

the presents that were given to Achaios by Hipparinos in order to persuade the boy to 

live with him. The most common way of seducing somebody is by means of presents and 

it is likely that among these presents was that very dagger with which Achaios killed 

Hipparinos (xf| G7td0i ,̂ f]V Exby^avev abxcp K£%apiGpevog). This way the word 

e^aAAdypaGi plays an important role in the narrative, since it contains the fatal gift, a

1 Hdt. 5.49; 5.98; 7.10; DS 10.16.1; 10.28.1; 14.7.1, etc. However, in Plut. De superst. 4 (166) we read 
that Tlv (poftepog 6v Zdpo) noA,DKpdtxrjg rtipavvoc;.
2 See Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 40-2 for Parthenios’ attitude towards the article; however, this particular 
case is not mentioned.
3 Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 40-2.
4 Mayer-G’Schrey (1898: 40) notes for instance that “apud nomina gentium modo ponitur modo 
omittitur”.
5 PCG (Kassel and Austin) vol. II, p. 248, Anaxandrides’ Theseus fr. 21.
6 Fragmenta Comicorum Graecorum (Meineke, ed. minor 1847), p. 1005, Menandri incertarum 
fabularum fragmenta, fr. ccv = Zonaras p. 767.
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symbol of love but of death, as well. Legrand’s emendation into avzaXXayiiaa t is in 

accordance with this context of giving something (presents) in exchange for Achaios’ 

consent. However, the unpolished word av'iaXXdiyiMX'ia brings to mind commercial 

trade rather than an erotic approach, whereas the elegant e^aAAayjiaxa refers to the 

T8p\j/ic; someone derives from the presents. As for the p,eiXlypxxTa (Legrand’s other 

suggestion), the word has the meaning of ‘soothing’ somebody with presents. Parthenios 

makes use of this word in EP 12, where Kalchos is desperately in love with Kirke; she 

constantly rejects Kalchos, so he uses |ieiXiy|iaTa to soothe her. However, in EP 24 

there is no mention of Achaios despising Hipparinos, or rejecting him. On this point it 

must be added that LSJ has wrongly entered the reference to Parthenios’ EP 12 

(leiXiyjiaTa under the meaning of “propitiatory offerings to the dead”. Antoninus 

Liberalis made this use of the word in his Metamorphoses 25, but this meaning does not 

apply in EP 12, because Kirke is not dead and Kalchos does not offer her propitiatory 

offerings but gifts in order to seduce her. Since Parthenios made use of the word 

peiXiypxxTa in this particular sense in EP 12, then why should he repeat it in EP 24, in 

which the context is completely different? For all these reasons I find the MS reading 

preferable.

7 jipocnyyY^Ti] Heyne turned the MS reading into 7tpoor|yy8L6r\, but 1 think that 

the second aorist passive 7tpocrnyy8A,r| of the MS reading is preferable. As Schmid7 

notes, the Koivtt shows fondness for the -T|V formations and Robertson8 adds that this is 

partly due to the general encroachment of aorist passive forms on the middle and that the 

second passive is preferred to the first because the second passive is the simplest one. So 

the verb ayytXXu) often appears in the second passive aorist, whether the verb is 

compound or not.9 Parthenios, in particular, makes use of the following second passive 

aorists: eypacpri (EP 7), aroxMxxyfivai (EP 13), a7tr|M,dyr| (EP 36).

20 o<; JH8V f|v] Sakolowski proposed da<Tip> p.ev fjv. Indeed, Mayer-G’Schrey10 

records examples from the EP in which Parthenios introduces interrogative sentences 

with o g t k ;  (EP 5 \ii] TCpoibopevoc; o g t k ;  rjv; 17 yvcoploai Tf\v av0pomov lyric; f|v; 

26 av8Kpivev o g t k ;  fjv Kai 67t60ev). However, Parthenios also uses other relative 

pronouns or adverbs as introductory of indirect interrogative sentences (EP 1 87iiyvoi)c;

7 Schmid 1887-1897: vol. 4, p.594.
8 Robertson 1919: 349.
9 DH 9.16.1; 9.20.3; 11.23.6 (ta |yy& .r|); Plut. Dion 27.3; Galba 25.4 (aTnyyy&iTi); Aelian VH 9.2 
(8ir|yy£7.r|), Philo Leg. ad Gaium 288.1 (fyyy6^r|), Flav. Jos. Antiq. Jud. 6.221 (cwrnyy£^T|), 11.328 
(7tapr|yy6Xr|), Herodian. Ab excessu divi Marci 2.6.6 (8vr|yy£^.r|), etc.
10 Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 43-44.
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o ia  edeSpaicei; 2 5i£7n)v0dveTO ov Tpdrcov abTolc; eaK85da0r|aav a i  vfleg; 3 

yvcbvai t i toIjtwv (be; g/ei). Besides, although this particular group of words (ocg |i£V 

T|V) appears only once elsewhere,11 indirect interrogative sentences are often introduced 

with oc; rjv, especially when the sentence is referring to the identity of a person.12 

Therefore, I do not find Sakolowski’s alteration necessary.

22 cui£KTOvr|K£v(Xi] Cobet’s emendation into cuteKTOvevai is not necessary. 

Although the infinitive is an a ita^  Xeyopevov, the perfect tense a7t£KTOvr|Ka is 

attested in later authors.13

11 Simplicius In Arist. phys. libros comment, [in Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, vol. 9, p.759]: 
x a i  yap K ai &ti t<bv akfoav np6q t i  p h  o v to x ;  e l xf>%ot xot> Senior), oc; p£v fjv apioxepdc; £axai 
o lov  5/0Kp&TT|<;, apioxepoc; 8£ of).
12 DS 17.83.5; 18.30.5; Plut. Marcius Cor. 22.4; Xen. Kyr. 5.4.5; 6.1.46.
13 Pseudo-Arist. Sophist, elenchi (Bekker) 182b (a7teKx6vr|Ke); Plut. Timol. 16.10 (&7teKXOvY)KOi); 
Flav. Josephus Antiq. Jud. 4.220 (aTteKxovrjKcoc;).
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES
1 IjiTicepivcx;] There are three persons with this name associated with Syracuse. First

of all, there is Hipparinos (I) who was one of the aristocrats who supported tyranny14 

and who was probably associated with Dionysios (II) in the commandership, as an 

adviser and older man.15 Hipparinos had a son, named Dion, and a daughter, named 

Aristomache. Dion had a son, also with the name Hipparinos (II),16 who fell into the 

power of the younger Dionysios and was deliberately made accustomed to a luxurious 

life by him. When the father of this Hipparinos (II) became the master of Syracuse and 

tried to restrain his son’s habits, Hipparinos (II) finally threw himself from the roof of a 

house, as he could not stand the change of his life.

However, the Hipparinos who seems to be identical to that of EP 24, is the son of 

Dionysios (II) and Aristomache, mentioned above as the daughter of the elder 

Hipparinos (I) and Dion’s sister. After the loss of his first wife, it is said that Dionysios

(II) married two women simultaneously: Doris, a foreigner from Lokri, and Aristomache. 

He had two sons: Dionysios (III) with Doris and Hipparinos (III) with Aristomache 

(therefore, Dionysios (III) and Hipparinos (III) were half-brothers).17 According to 

Diodoros,18 after civil strife had broken out between the friends of Dion and Kallippos, 

Dion’s friends fled to Leontini, as they were defeated; however, Hipparinos (III), the son 

of Dionysios (II), put ashore at Syracuse with troops (while Kallippos was absent) and 

recovered his father’s realm in 352 BC. He ruled for two years until his sudden death and 

then was succeeded by his brother Nysaios. It is Theopompos’ report that Hipparinos 

was slain while he was drunk (l7imxplvov 5e xov AiovdoIod (prjaiv tmo (ii£0T|(; 

x'opavvo'uvxa arcoacpayfivai)19 which associates this Hipparinos (III), the son of 

Dionysios (II), with Hipparinos of EP 24. Indeed, in EP 24, Hipparinos is presented as a 

tyrant and as having been slain, while he was drunk.

14 Aristot. Polit. 1306a.
15 Plato Epist. 8.353a; Plut. Dion 3; CAH 6, p .133.
16 Plut. Dion 31 and 55.
17 Plut. Dion 3.
18 DS 16.36.5. See also Polyain. Strat. 5.4, where Hipparinos was at Leontini when he heard that 
Kallippos was away on an expedition, so he found the chance to make himself master of the city before 
Kallippos’ return. Plutarch (Dion 58) partly confirms that by saying that Kallippos lost his power while 
trying to gain Katana but there is no mention of Hipparinos. See also CAH 6, p. 708 and Freeman 1894: 
291.
19 FGrH 115 F186 = Athen. Deipn. 10.436a. See also Ael. VH 2.41, regarding Hipparinos’ drunkenness.
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3 ’A /a id g ] Is it a name more or less picked by chance or does it imply the 

nationality20 of the boy? If this is so, then the name plays a role in the narrative since it is 

related to the fact that Achaios left his home. Is this a case of ‘abduction’? (See the story  

below).

Without implying any connection, it must be added that the only reference to a 

Syracusan person with the name Achaios, is the one given in the Suda (s.v. A%aiOQ), 

according to which Achaios is ZDpaKoaiog, xpayiKog vecoxepog, who wrote ten 

tragedies.

However, the name of Achaios could be just a ‘mxpcovDjila’; as Plutarch21 notes 

Orestes was also called Achaios (noXEa 8 ’ (bg eoiKe xcbv ovofiaxcov aTCOKpbTtxo'DGiv

a l  7tapcovD|ilai Kai xov ’Opeoxriv 5 A%atov...cbvojiaabai cpaaKovxcov). This is

interesting because Orestes also imitated a foreign accent in order to succeed in his aims 

(see th e story).

6-7 TioXejLilcov xtg etpoSog-xcopicov] This £cpo5og has to have occurred in the second 

(and last) year of Hipparinos’ (III) reign, since after that he was slain (therefore, the 

incidents described in EP 24 took place around 351 BC). Although there are gaps in our 

knowledge of this period in Sicily, it is likely that this passage refers to Kallippos’ 

unsuccessful attempt on Messene (which lies at the north-east comer of Sicily; somebody 

riding a horse could reach Syracuse in a night). When Kallippos lost Syracuse, after 

Hipparinos’ (III) sudden attack, he tried to conquer Messene in order to maintain his 

tyranny on Sicilian soil. However, he lost most of his soldiers and among them those 

who had killed Dion. Finally, he could not find refuge in any of the cities and he seized 

Rhegion in 350 BC.22

12 xf\ OTidcO'fl] Hipparinos had given to his lover a dagger as a present (was it one of 

the &;aAAay|iaxa?). The lover usually gives presents to his beloved (ScoprjxiKog 8e 

Kai &rcXot>g Kai p.eyaXocpp(ov yivexai naq 8paax^g....a)ox£ xa ^Peiv 

8p(op,evoig 8i8ovxag, cbg 7tap’ exepcov ob xa ^P°'l)alv abxo i Xap,pavovxe<;).23

20 It is interesting that Theopompos (for his close association with EP 24 see the story), Douris and 
Phylarchos make mention of ApmSlcov 6 Axaioc;, who hated Philip (II), so he left his country on his 
own will. Without implying any connection, it is noteworthy that Theopompos wrote about a man named 
Achaios, who lived around the period of Hipparinos and left his country in order to go to a place where 
the people would not know Philip (Athen. Deipn. 6.249c-d=FGrH 115 F2). In addition, this man is 
mentioned by Theopompos (Athen. Deipn. 10.436d) in the same context of Hipparinos’ drunkenness 
and death.
21 Plut. Ilept rov pi] xpav gpperpa vvv ri]v TTvOiav 401b.
22 Plut. Dion 58.
23 Plut. EponiKdgl62c.
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However, since the intimacy of two men motivates their bravery, as well, some of the 

presents are weapons. It is characteristic that the Kretan lovers give the eromenos 

presents after the abduction; among these presents there are always a military outfit, an 

ox and a drinking-cup.24 In addition, in Thebes the lover makes his beloved a present of a 

complete suit of armour when the boy is registered as a man.25 The sword, in particular, 

had a symbolic meaning in many societies; for instance, among the Germanic people the 

sword enjoyed high esteem and also magical, even divine power.26 However, particularly 

in the context of homosexuality, it has a significant meaning, for it stresses the pedagogic 

role of the lover (who is always the one who gives the present) on the one hand, and, on 

the other hand, it emphasizes the manhood and the bravery that flourish in a homosexual 

relationship.

21 0£ixaXi£(DV de xt| cpcovf|] According to LSJ, the verb QexxaM^co has the meaning 

of imitating the Thessalians, whatever that entails. So, the imitation can refer either to 

Thessalian clothing (©exxaXJ^co, atp’ob xo 8VX808Xxa?dGp£0a raxpa xcp Efm6X,i8i 6v 

MapiKQt, xom eaxt xtaxpbSa @8xxaXiKf|v (popobjxev),27 manners ([AX,Kipia5Tig] 

7tox8 5e poicima^q xov xporcov Kai a b  7taX,iv 0exxaXiffl...),28 or dialect (like in EP 

24).29 It seems that this imitation (especially of the dialect) functions as a ruse in order to 

conceal the identity of a person. In a broader sense, verbs derived from nations, with the 

ending (e.g. poicoxl^co)30 seem to have an implication of posing, in order to deceive 

somebody. Thus, Orestes adopted the Phokian accent (hiding his identity and pretending 

to be a Phokian) in order to succeed in his intentions; that is, to kill his mother and 

Aigisthos.31 In addition, a certain Apollonides (who was potcoxia^cov xtl tpcovfi, so 

everybody assumed that he was a Boiotian) tried to influence the Greeks during an 

assembly but at the end somebody noticed that Apollonides’ ears were pierced according

24 Strabo 10.4.21.
25 Plut. ’Epo)iiK6<;761b.
26 Swords had a place in the panoply of Germanic warriors and the existence of a dance among swords 
and vertical spears shows a symbolic role for these weapons, as Pleiner (1993: 35) notes. In general, the 
sword as a symbol appears in many myths and legends and it is not accidental that the swords of 
legendary heroes bore proper names. See also Gordon 1953: 67-83 and Spaulding 1937.
27 Steph. Byz. s.v. G eaoaX ia\ Herodian. De pros. cath. 16, p.443 [in Grammatici Graeci (Lentz) 3.1]. 
In Hesychios (s.v. ivrederraX iaO ai) we also read 6vx£©exxaXla0ai. 6vKexXa|H)8G)G0ai. <j6vrj0eq 
yap ©exxaAxnq xXagDSotpopelv.
28 Ael. VH 4.15.
29 Dio Chrys. (11.23) writes concerning the mixing of dialects by Homer that 7tox6 p6v aloXl^ovxa  
Ttoxfe 86 Scopl^ovxa, tc&Xiv 86 lA^ovxa 8iaX 6yeo0ai, [KaQdTtep o lj ia i  OexxaH^ovxa f] 
Kprjxigovxa, o lo v e i xf|v ayopav 6k&X£i A,i|i6va, ©exxaArbv aKotiaaq].
30 Boicoxigo) in the MSS at Plut. De genio Socratis 1 (575d) but PoKOXiAg© in Xen. Anab. 3.1.26 and in 
Com. Adesp. 677.
31 Aisch. Choeph. 674; Soph. Elektra 23-76.
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to the Lydian custom, and so he was revealed to be a Lydian.32 In EP 24 Hipparinos 

imitates the Thessalian dialect, in order to hide his identity and to be able to carry out his 

practical joke. So, the MS reading is guaranteed, whereas Meineke’s alteration into 

\|/eMi£(0V is not acceptable because there are not any references in which \|/eMl£eiv 

would have the implication of posing. However, why did Hipparinos choose this 

particular dialect?

Although little is known concerning the history of Sicily after the death of Dionysios 

(I), it is likely that his successors did not make any radical changes in the methods of 

warfare. Thus, as Dionysios’ power was based on the numerous mercenaries that 

constituted his army, one can assume that Sicily continued to import foreign mercenary 

troops. In addition, given that in Sicily there were colonies of soldiers, as at Leontini, 

Messene and Tauromenium, from the time of Dionysios (I)33 and given that there were 

political tension, confusion and fights after the death of Dionysios (I), one can deduce 

that by the time of Hipparinos’ reign (352-1) Sicily was full of mercenaries. Although 

there is no explicit mention of Thessalian mercenaries in Sicily at that time, one can 

assume that light-armed specialists, such as the Thessalian peltasts,34 would have been 

necessary anyway. In addition, Peloponnesian mercenaries might have been used as well, 

because the imitation of Syracusan coins (and in particular the medallions by Euainetos) 

by Peloponnesian cities is perhaps not unconnected with the large sums expended by 

Dionysios in the hire of Peloponnesian mercenaries.35 Therefore, it is not odd that 

Hipparinos imitated the Thessalian dialect, since he could have been killed by a 

Thessalian mercenary during the battle.36 If we accept that Hipparinos went to Messene 

to fight against Kallippos, then he would have to fight Kallippos’ mercenaries troops as 

well, since all the tyrants (or the presumptive tyrants) in Sicily used this kind of army.

In addition, the Thessalian accent, in particular, might produce a funny effect, which 

would be in accordance with Hipparinos’ drunkenness and his mood for jokes. Although 

we do not have a direct speech or details referring to what Hipparinos said, he probably

32 Xen. Anab. 3.1.26.
33 Griffith (1935: 196) notes that some kind of arrangement may have been made by Dionysios (I), so 
that the soldiers should receive land after a certain term of service.
34 Thessalian and Chalkidian peltasts were famous, without implying that there were not Thessalian 
hoplites, as well (Xen. Anab. 1.2.6).
35 DS 14.62ff. This suggestion was made by Evans (in Freeman 1894: 235). Freeman adds at this point 
that the medallic work of Euainetos at Knossos and Pherae may contain a hint of the employment of 
Cretan bowmen and Thessalian slingers by Dionysios.
36 Thessalians were famous for their ruses. Eteokles imitated a Thessalian ruse and killed his brother 
(Eur. Phoen. 1408), whereas Hesychios notes: OexxocXov odcptopa. Ttapoipia &7t i xcbv aocpi^O|i£vcov 
teyo|i£vr| x a i  pf| ei)0x)jia%o'6vxcov.
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used some characteristics of the Thessalian dialect, such as the extensive apocope in the 

words, the use of labial instead of dental consonants, or the use of pe instead of p i in the 

name of Hipparinos.37 On the other hand, the choice of this dialect could have been as a 

result of Achaios’ nationality; that is, Achaios’ name might imply that the boy was 

Greek, coming from a Greek place in which the people might be familiar with the 

Thessalian dialect.

From another point of view, the verb 0exxaM£(O might have a special connotation in 

the context of an homosexual story, such as EP 24. Therefore, in EP 24, either the motif 

of the ‘stranger who imitates a foreign accent and announces his own death’ was inspired 

by tragedies and the use of the particular 0exxaXl£eiv was accidental (and picked up 

maybe because many Thessalian troops were at Sicily by that time), or the word has a 

particular denotation in the context of homosexuality, as %aAxi81£eiv has. Indeed, 

Hesychios38 notes that %aA,Ki8t£eiv is synonymous with 7tai8epaaxelv and this is 

confirmed by Athenaios,39 who adds that the Chalkidians claimed that Ganymedes was 

carrried off by Zeus in their own country and point out the place (called harpagion after 

the incident). Moreover, apart from %aA,Ki51£eiv there are other verbs which have the 

meaning of ‘practising pederasty’, such as taxKcovf^eiv, %ia£eiv, aicpvia^eiv, which 

are all derived from place names.40

37 For the characteristics of the Thessalian dialect see Buck 1955: 209-215.
38 Hesych. s.v. x a ^ Kl&Ce iv -
39 Athen. Deipn. 13.601e-f.
40 Sergent 1986: 261.
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THE STORY
There is no marginal ascription in EP 24. However, a great resemblance is obvious 

between EP 7 and 24; in the margins of EP 1 the name of Phanias41 is cited. According 

to Suda (s.v. Oaviag), Phanias (or Phainias) was a Peripatetic philosopher, a pupil of 

Aristotle. Tyrants seem to have been one of his favourite topics since among his works 

are Tvpocvvcov dtvaipeoig tK  upcopiag and IJepi m v  t v  ZiKeXiQt rvpavvcov. 

Duemmler42 suggested that EP 24 could have been taken from Phanias’ work Ilep i tcDv 

t v  ZikeMql zvpavvcov but Wehrli43 does not make any comment on this point. In 

addition, Schilardi44 believes that it is likely that the origins of this story go back to 

Theopompos, who reports the death of Hipparinos. Indeed, Theopompos deals with 

tyrants who have the habit of getting drunk and have a bad end as a result of their 

drunkenness. Moreover, Theopompos45 is the only one who reports Hipparinos’ 

mysterious death and EP 24 deals with this historical figure of Hipparinos, who was the 

tyrant of Syracuse for two years (352-351 BC).

It is noteworthy that both EP 7 and 24 have the same title (n ep i iTtTtapfvou), that 

both take place in Italy, that they are the only homosexual stories in the EP, and that in 

both cases the erastes dies. However, there are also differences: in EP 24 there is no 

rival to threaten the couple’s happiness; the erastes is slain by the eromenos by mistake.

Let us consider the narrative of EP 24. Hipparinos felt desire (etc; £7tl0'D|i,lav 

acplKSTO) for Achaios. The word 8TCi0U|xla is applied by Parthenios to both an 

heterosexual and a homosexual relationship.46 The erastes did not use force but 

persuasion by means of recreations and presents ( ^ a ^ d y f i a a i  noXkolg). Thus, not 

only did he gain the boy’s love but also persuaded the boy to live with him. At this point 

some questions are raised: where does Achaios come from? Is he a native or does his 

name imply that he is not from Syracuse? Was Achaios ‘abducted’ away from his home? 

n a ib ep a c rria  is related to the issue of abduction.47

41 Wehrli 1969.
42 Duemmler 1887: 184 n .l.
43 Wehrli 1969: 42.
44 Schilardi 1993: 162.
45 Athen. Deipn. 10.436a.
46 EP 5, 10, 15, 16, 17, 24, 29, 31 and 32. In EP 7, Antileon f]P&a0Tj Hipparinos.
47 Strabo reports the custom of harpagmos in Krete (10.4.21). The erastes approaches the family of the 
youth he desires and informs them that he is planning to abduct the boy. Provided that the erastes is 
superior, or at least equal, in the social status, the family and the friends of the youth display the 
resistance which convention requires and they happily allow the lover to carry off the boy. They spend 
two months together feasting and hunting and then the boy is sent home with presents (among them a 
military outfit, an ox and a drinking-cup).
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Whether Hipparinos had the approval of Achaios’ parents or not, the couple lived 

together happily,48 until the day Hipparinos had to leave the house and confront some 

enemies. Before he left he instructed the boy that if any of the courtiers offered him 

violence, he should stab him with the dagger he had given to him as a present. This 

phrase plays an imptortant role in the narrative because it gives a reason for the use of 

the dagger.

Hipparinos was successful over his enemies and toasted his victory with oivov Kai 

GDVODcrlav. At this point the motif of the tyrant who gets drunk and acts stupidly is 

inserted, recalling Theopompos’49 references to (piXoTCOTai tyrants, especially those of 

Sicily. During the feast, Hipparinos’ lust was added to the drunkenness and he rushed 

back to Syracuse to meet the boy. On arrival, he thought up a practical joke: he 

pretended to be a Thessalian who had killed Hipparinos. Stem50 wonders why 

Hipparinos did not reveal his identity immediately on his return; he assumes that 

Hipparinos was testing Achaios’ fidelity, “based on his suspicion of a possible coup: the 

usual political motif associated with homosexuality”. Indeed, stories of homosexual love 

often have political overtones involving tyrannicide (e.g. EP 7 and the story of 

Harmodios and Aristogeiton),51 and fidelity tests are common between lovers in general 

(e.g. the case of Prokris and Kephalos).52 However, EP 24 lacks the political overtones 

of the case of Harmodios and Aristogeiton,53 since Achaios killed Hipparinos without 

knowing his real identity. In this case, it looks as if the ‘usual motif’ to which Stem 

appeals has been distorted. First of all there is no rival to menace the erotic harmony of 

Achaios and Hipparinos the tyrant, whereas in EP 7 the tyrant of Herakleia threatens the 

happiness of Hipparinos and Antileon; in the case of Harmodios and Aristogeiton, 

Hipparchos, the brother of the tyrant Hippias, plays the same role. The difference so far 

is that in EP 24 the tyrant is one partner of the couple (whereas in the other cases the 

tyrant is the one who threatens the couple) and there is no rival whatsoever. Moreover, 

at the end of all stories the tyrant is finally killed. However, in the cases of Antileon, 

Harmodios and Aristogeiton, the murder of the tyrant is a conscious act, resulting in the 

liberation of the people and in them becoming symbols of the tyrannicides. On the

48 This happiness and devotion recalls Plutarch’s ( ’Epon. 761c) note that men desert their fellow 
tribesmen, their relatives and even their parents and children, but no enemy has ever encountered and 
forced his way through a lover and beloved.
49 Athen. Deipn. 10.435b-436a.
50 Stern 1992: 90.
51 Thuk. 6.54ff.
52 Pherekydes FGrH 3 F34.
53 On this matter see Taylor 1981.
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contrary, in EP 24 there is a paradox: the tyrant is slain but not consciously, because his 

identity is not revealed. In other words, Achaios did not have any intention of killing the 

tyrant but he was taking revenge for the assumed death of the tyrant. From this point of 

view, EP 24 differs from Stem’s “usual political motif associated with homosexuality”.

In the context of homosexuality there are various examples of people who were killed 

accidentally by their lovers (although we cannot quite characterise as ‘accidental’ 

Hipparinos’ killing since it was a conscious act but based on a misconception of identity). 

A certain Menelaos had accidentally slain his boyfriend during a boar hunt;54 Paris 

accidentally killed his beloved Antheus in the course of a game;55 Archias caused the 

death of Aktaion while trying to take him away.56

It is worth noting that the whole context of EP 24 recalls thematically the story of 

Lucretia,57 in which similar patterns occur. While the Romans were besieging Ardea, as 

the war looked to be a long one, the young princes used to entertain themselves. During 

one of these feasts in the quarters of Sextus Tarquinius, Collatinus raised the idea of 

going back to Rome so that they could check on their wives. As they had all chunk a lot, 

the proposal appealed to them. The company rode back to Rome and then to Collatia, 

where Lucretia, Collatinus’ wife, was proved to be the most devoted wife of all. 

However, that very night lust was raised in the heart of Tarquinius Sextus for Lucretia. 

And so a few days later Sextus returned to Collatia as an honoured guest, and was 

received hospitably by Lucretia. However, his real identity was not that of a guest but of 

a rapist, since that night he raped Lucretia. As she could not stand the dishonour, 

Lucretia stabbed herself in front of her husband and her father. The story patterns are 

quite similar: while besieging another city, and during a hard drinking session, there is a 

riding back home to test the wives; due to lust Sextus returns and pretends to be a guest 

in order to rape Lucretia, who ends up stabbed.

The dagger plays an important role in EP 24. It was given to Achaios as a present by 

Hipparinos; a present of great significance in a homosexual relationship. In this case the 

dagger is one of the presents given at the start of the relationship and the present which 

terminates it, since Hipparinos was killed by it. The irony of someboby being stabbed 

with a gift-weapon recalls Ajax,58 who stabbed himself with the sword that Hektor had

54 Ach. Tat. Leuk. and Kleit. 2.34.
55 Tzetzes on Lykophron Alex. 1342.
56 Plut. Love Stories 2.
57 Livy 1.57ff.
58 Pind. Nem. 7.24-7; 8.23-7; Soph. Ajax 815-865.
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given him as a present.59 In addition, referring to the tyrants of Sicily, Kallippos was 

killed by his companions with the same ornamental knife with which Dion had been 

murdered.60

However, the fact that Hipparinos was killed with this dagger has another 

significance, as well, in the context of homosexuality. The sword is a gift that usually 

promotes the beloved to an adult status, and in this case the dagger becomes the factor 

for an exchange of roles.61 In other words, the lover is supposed to be the leader, who 

protects the beloved and rescues him when needed (as Antileon does in EP 7). However, 

in EP 24 Achaios enters manhood by means of the dagger. He is the one who protects 

himself and hastens to take revenge for the assumed death of Hipparinos, a role not 

passive at all.

To conclude, Theopompos is an unrivalled source for tyrants who used to drink and 

live a dissolute life; he is also the only one who mentions that Hipparinos was slain while 

he was drunk. Although it is likely that EP 24 was based on a Theopompos’ account, EP 

24 demonstrates some original characteristics. The other homosexual story in the EP (i.e. 

EP 7) is based on the motif of Harmodios and Aristogeiton and follows what Stem calls 

the ‘usual motif of policy associated with homosexuality’ but EP 24 does not. EP 24 has 

more story-pattem similarities with the heterosexual story of Lucretia and it focuses 

mainly on two points: the tyrannicide does not have political overtones but is based on a 

misunderstanding caused by a practical joke; there is a disturbance of the typical sexual 

symmetry at the end. That is, the initiation of the manhood of the eromenos is introduced 

by means of the accidental murder of his lover.

59 Horn. II. 7.303-5, where the two heroes exchange their presents.
60 Plut. Dion 58.
61 For a discussion on pederasty as an unequal relation of power see Sommerstein and Atherton 1997: 
194.
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STORY 25 

Etepi OaioXXoD 

laxopEi OtXcxpxo<;

1 O&oAAoq 86 xbpavvoc; f|p&aOr| xf|<; 

Aplaxcovoc; yDvaiK6<;, 6c; Olxalcov 

Ttpoaxdcxrjc; ryv. obxoc; 8ia7tep7t6|ievo<; 

Tcpoc; ai)xt|v xp,oa6v xe 7ioXi)v x a i  

5 apyDpov 67rr|yy6>.?iexo 8c6oeiv. e l 86 xivoc; 

aXkov 86oixo, (ppd^eiv 6x6Xe\)ev ox; ob% 

apapxr|oop6vr|v. xf|v 8 5 apa tcoAax; efye 

n6Qoq 6ppot) xob x6xe Keip6voi) 6v xw xf|<; 

npovolac; A0T|vac; lepcp, ov efye X6yoq 

'Epi<p'6Xr|<; yeyov6vat, f^lot) xe xabxr|<; 

xf|<; 8copea<; x'oxelv. O&ijXAoc; 86 x6l xe 

frkXa xaxacrupcov 6 k  AeXcpow 6va0f|paxa  

ftvatpelxai x a i  xov 5p|iov. 67tel 86 

SieKoptoOr) elc, oixov x o v  Aplaxcovoc;, 

yp6vov p6v x iva  6(p6pet abxov f] yi)vf|, 

p6t)ia 7tepi7n>oxoq oboa. pexa 86 xabxa 

TtapaTuX^aiov atxtl n&Qoq cruv6pr| xcov 

7cepi xt|V ’ Ep KpTĵ rjv yevop6vcov. 6 yap 

vecaxepoq xcov dIcdv  at>xf|c; paveic; xt|v 

o lx la v  b(pf|\|/e x a i  xfjv xe pr|x6pa x a i  xa 

noXXa xwv xxripdcxcov xax6cpXe£,e.

Tyrant Phayllos fell in love with the wife of 

Ariston, who was the leader of the Oitaioi. 

Phayllos kept sending her messages with 

promises of much gold and silver; and if she 

was in need of something else, he bade her to 

let him know, for she would not fail to get it. 

What she really desired was the necklace 

which was at that time in the temple of 

Athena Pronoia and was said to have 

belonged to Eriphyle; Ariston’s wife asked to 

receive that present. And indeed, when 

Phayllos carried off the offerings set up in 

Delphi, he took up the necklace as well. 

When it was carried over to Ariston's house, 

the woman wore it for some time and she 

was very celebrated; however, thereafter she 

met with a misfortune nearly resembling that 

which Eriphyle had suffered. That is, the 

youngest of her sons, went mad and he set 

the house on fire and burned up his mother 

and most of the possessions.

1 8 ’o xbpavvoqHirschig 5 e l  86xivoc; scripsi: e l x6 xivoc;P
9 npovalac; Wesseling 12 xaxacrotabv Legrand 14 6xopla0r| Cobet 16 Ttepuroaxov ovxa  
Heyne pexa 86 [xabxa] Hirschig 17-8 xcbv-yevop6vft>v Gale: XGbv-yivop6vcov P: xcp-yevop6vcp 
Schneider 21 xa x6(pXe£,e P : xax6cpXe^ev Martini
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LINGUISTIC NOTES

1 8e TX>pawo<;] Hirschig turned the MS reading 56 rbpavvoq into 5 ’ o

Ttipavvog, just as he did in EP 24. The question is what Parthenios’ attitude towards the 

word ropavvoc; is and this has been discussed already in EP 24. What raises a question 

in this case is not the lack of the article, but the lack of the reference to Phayllos’ 

country. He cannot just be a tyrant, without any mention of the country, whereas in EP 

24 Hipparinos is mentioned to be Z'Dpaicoolcov ropavvoq. The only explanation for this 

lack would be that Phayllos was a notorious historical figure (he stole Kroisos’ golden 

dedications from Delphi, which had been there for hundreds of years) and therefore he 

did not need a detailed introduction.

5 e i 86 tivoi;] The group of words in the MS reading £1 T£ Tivoq is not attested in 

any other literary source. An emendation should be made either in s i  86 Tivoq 

(frequently cited) or £t ye Tivoq (usus auctoris). More specifically, the pattern elye + 

optative mood is used by Parthenios1 in order to express the condition necessary for the 

conquer of a city, which is not in accordance with the context here. In addition, exact 

parallels of ei 86 Tivoq in the context of ‘need’ or ‘want’,2 make it more likely that this 

emendation is the proper one.

9 npovolaq] The MS reading npovoiaq is accepted by most editors, apart from 

Passow, who follows Wesseling’s alteration into npovalaq; Wesseling3 and Meurs4 also 

altered into np o v a laq  A0r|va<; the MSS reading npovotaq AQrjvaq in Diodoros 

11.14. Choosing between npovolag or np o v a laq  is extremely difficult, since this is a 

disputed issue.5 The earliest literary source for the word 7tpovala is Aischylos, who 

writes in Eumenides 21 naMxxq 7tpovala 5 ’ £V Xoyoic; 7tp£Gp£'D£Tai. The Scholiast 

(M) at this point cites Kallimachos: naAXaq n p o v a ia ] “%T] naAAdq, Afi^cpol viv 00’ 

15pl3oVTO npovair|V” KaXMfia%oq.6 The next reference comes from Aristonous7 in his 

Paean in Apollinem (25-6) T)0£V TpixoyEVfi Ttpovai- / av  6p, p,avx£toiq d[yl]oi<;

1 The pattern appears in EP 21 and 23 (as an emendation in the latter case).
2 Xen. Kyr. 6.4.19 (el 86 tivo<; 6t i  6v8elo0e Soxelxe, 7tp6<; 6p6 A^yere); DH Antiq. Rom. 2.37.4; 
5.1.7, etc.
3 Diodori Siculi Bibliothecae Historicae Libri qui supersunt, ed. P. Wesseling (Amsterdam, 1746) 
p.415, n.49.
4 In Vogel’s edition on Diodoros 11.14, we read in the apparatus criticus “corr. Meursius (Herod. VIII 
37)”. However, Herodotos does not attest this form but the Ionic IIpovr|ir|<; in 5.37.3 (npovTjtTig D R: 
npovatr|q a P: npovoivqc; S V, whereas a few lines above in 5.37.2 the V reading is npovT]vri<;).
5 For more details and bibliography on this subject see R.E. s.v. Pronaia and Hoefer’s article in 
Roscher’s Lexikon der Mythologie s.v. Pronaia.
6 Schol. (M) Aischyl. Eum. 21=Kallim. fr. 592 (Pfeiffer).
7 Powell CA 162-5.
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and, lastly, Hesychios reports n p ovalaq  A0T|va<; T£p,£VOc; ev AeTapolq. In addition, 

apart from the above literary sources, A 0r|vai n p o v a ia l  is also cited in an inscription 

from Delphi.8

On the other hand, the form npovotaq A0T|vac; is attested by Demosthenes,9 

Aischines,10 Pausanias,11 but also Hesychios, who this time states: n p o v o ia  A0T|va ol 

p.8v 5 ia  to  7tpo xot> vaol) xot> ev Aetapoiq £<xudvai abxi^v, o i 5e oxi TCpobvoiiaev, 

omoq zekt\ f| At|xc6. Although the form npovolav  is attested, some scholars tend to 

alter it into n p o v a tav  (e.g. in the cases of Diodoros12 11.14.3-4 and Plutarch).13 In 

addition, according to LSJ, “this name of Athena [npovoia] seems to have been a 

distortion of the name n p o v a la ” and it is suggested that perhaps the form Pronoia in 

Diodoros, Pausanias and Parthenios should be corrected. However, since the form of 

Pronoia is attested in Diodoros and Pausanias, the MS reading is preferable in this case.

17-8 TiaparcX^oiov-TMV-Yevopiwwv] Schneider’s alteration into xcp-yevopivcp, on 

the grounds that the Ttapajdojaiov very often governs the dative case,14 is tempting but 

not necessary, since 7iapa7rX,^Giov + genitive is attested, if infrequently.15 Gale’s 

emendation into y£VO|i£V(OV is right because the aorist is in accordance with the whole 

context (Eriphyle had already sufffered the misfortunes). As regards the plural xcov 

yevopivcov, it stresses Eriphyle’s m0T| which were extended not only in reference to 

her husband but also to her sons.16

21 Kax^9^e^e] Martini adds the final v (Kaxecpte^ev) because Parthenios usually 

puts it in the third singular person in the active Imperfect and Aorist: EP 1 f^0£V, 

GDyKaxeKXivev, &;£7tX£dg£v; 2 8if|yev, amtfiCDGev, em iciaev; 3 e^fjpapxev, 

£(poV£DO£V, £xeX£t)TT|G£V, etc. Generally, Parthenios follows the rules of euphony (that 

is, he puts the v when the next word starts with a vowel or a tenuis consonant) but not 

always. Thus, in EP 1 the v is omitted in front of the x (a7t£l7i£ xcp Kap,axcp), whereas in

8 SIG (3) 324; Pomtow 1912: 77-8.
9 Dem. K a t ’ Apicjroydrovog A  34.
10 Aisch. Oratio 3.108, 110, 111 and 121, where the codices P f  k read the form Ilpovotav but Baiter 
and Sauppe, following Harpokration and the scholia on 3.108.240, print Ilp ov a la v  [Oratores Attici, ed. 
J.G. Baiter and H. Sauppe (Zurich, 1840)].
11 Paus. 10.8.6-7.
12 There is only one citation in his Biblioth. Hist. 22.9.5 of the form A0r|va<; Ttpovdot).
13 Plut. Praecepta gerendae reipublicae 32 (Steph. 825b), where Q  reads Ttpovolac;, but Kaltwasser 
restores it to npovcrioct;.
14 Thuk. 7.42.2; Hdt. 1.202; 2.82; 4.78; 8.16; Plut. Solon 27, etc.
15 DS 9.35.1 S t i  7tap a7tT.fio i 6v t i  Ttoiobai tqjv Ttpdxepov 6auTfi) croppdvxcov; Plb. 1.23.6 (Buettner- 
Wobst) 7ta p a7tT.haiov yap Tte^opaxiac; <ruv£paive xov KtvSvvov (x7toxeA£lo0a i;  Philum. Ven. 21.1 
(in CMG) fjxov cropr/goi) 7tapa7uA.^atov. In addition, Blass-Debrunner have entered TtapaTtXfiaiov 
in the category titled “Genitive with adverbs (improper prepositions)” 214.
16 Apollod. 3.6.2 and 3.7.2.
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EP 2, the v is preserved (Sifiyev T(p). Moreover, in EP 25 we read £kbX£D8V (gx;) but 

also 8i%£ (7to0o<;), bcpfiye (Kai). Therefore, there is no reason for adding the v in the 

MS reading.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES 

1 <D6i)MwO<;] Since the text informs us that Phayllos carried off the offerings at 

Delphi, it is clear that the protagonist of EP 25 is the brother of Onomarchos, whom 

Phayllos succeeded in 353 B.C.,after his death, as the commander of the Phocians in the 

Third Sacred War.17 As Phayllos wanted to renew the war that his brother had started,

he persuaded many allies to co-operate with him. He quickly re-assembled a numerous
18army of mercenaries and campaigned against the Boeotians, where he was defeated. 

During the Phocian War, or the Third Sacred War as it is called, Phayllos, like 

Onomarchos, plundered the temple at Delphi and struck coinage from a large number of 

the dedications, in order to pay the mercenaries.19 Diodoros and Theopompos accuse 

him of spending the sacred treasures and of bestowing the ornaments upon his wife and 

mistresses.20 Finally, he fell ill of a lingering disease and died suffering great pain.21

xi)pcxwoq] Parthenios uses the word tyrant in only three cases (EP 7, 24 and 25) and 

he distinguishes it from paot7£bc;. In EP 7, Parthenios refers to a tyrant of Herakleia,22 

as a rival of Antileon. Antileon killed him, the city of Herakleia restored its ancient form 

of government and the citizens dedicated bronze statues to Antileon and Hipparinos. On 

the contrary in EP 24, which is dealing with Hipparinos tyrant of Syracuse, there is no 

hint of political discontent since the story focuses on the love affair of Hipparinos and 

Achaios. In EP 25, Phayllos carried off the offerings at Delphi but there is no other 

mention regarding his character. Of course, both Hipparinos and Phayllos are notorious: 

the first was a drunkard, who was slain while drunk;23 the latter was a criminal, who 

ravaged the offerings at Delphi. Does this mean that Parthenios uses the word tyrant in 

the sense of the absolute ruler, the monarch with the ‘bad’ habits?

One cannot be absolutely sure. The point is that other authors, whom Parthenios 

might have consulted, call Phayllos tyrant. Theopompos calls Phayllos xcov Ocokecov 

rtipavvov24 and it is likely that Theopompos was, at least, an influence on Parthenios’ 

EP 7 and 24. It must also be added that later authors tend to use the word tyrant 

referring to Philomelos and his succesors. Thus, Polyainos in his Strategemata 5.45

17 DS 16.36.1.
18 DS 16.37.1-6.
19 DS 16.56.5; Strabo 9.3.8.
20 DS 16.56; Athen. Deipn. 13.605a-b.
21 DS 16.38.6.
22 In the margins we read TOb frpxeMoi) PI.
23 Theopompos in Athen. Deipn. 10.436a.
24 Athen. Deipn. 13.605a.
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notes that Philomelos was at the beginning fiyejxcbv of the Phocians, but later xi\v 

fiyefxovlav [texepaXev £<; xf|V TDpavvlSa; Plutarch in his Moralia 401f reports that 

o l Ocokecdv ropavvoi noXka xcov xpDcrav Kai apyDpwv ava0r||iaTcov oDyxsavTEc; 

£ico\|/av vop,iap,a. According to Diodoros (16.36.1) Phayllos 8i£5&;aTO xtiv Ocokecov 

f]y£p,ovlav, after the death of his brother Onomarchos. Onomarchos had succeded 

Philomelos, whom the Phocians had elected as ai)TOKpaT(Op GTparnyoc; (16.24). The 

same author informs us (16.37.1; 16.56.5) that Phayllos was o Ocokewv GTparriyoc; and 

that Phalaikos, his succesor, was GTparriyoc;, as well (16.38.6; 16.56.3). So why does 

Parthenios call him a tyrant? Indeed, the chief command in Phayllos’ hands appears to 

have the character of monarchy and began to be regarded even as hereditary, since he 

left it to his nephew.25 It is characteristic that Demosthenes in K aza  A p  ig to KpazoMq 

124 (Steph. 661) calls Phayllos 5'DVdGTT|c;, whereas Aischines (2.130-1) speaks of the 

Phocian ropavvoi. Indeed, Philomelos’ power and that of his successors was built on 

mercenary arms and was hereditary; one could also note, as a further indication of its 

tyrannical character, that Philomelos’ successors inscribed their own names on Phocian 

coins.26 Philomelos even made the Pythia tell him that it was in his power to do as he 

pleased and that he immediately inscsribed this and set it up in public view, claiming that 

the god gave him this authority.27

2 AplGTG)VO<;] This name occurs very frequently in ancient Greek literature but, in 

most cases, all that is known is the name without any further details. However, in this 

story Ariston was Oiraicov 7tpOGTdTt|c;; therefore there is a clue regarding his identity. 

Plutarch28 reports that a certain Ariston from Oite was a commander of mercenary 

troops (^Evayoq). He carried off the necklace of Eriphyle and gave it to his wife as a 

present, after the tyrants’ permission. However, his son, angry at his mother for some 

reason, set fire to the house and all inside it were burnt.

Philomelos and his successors built their power on mercenary troops.29 Ariston was 

one of these mercenaries at the time of Phayllos, without it being impossible that he had 

joined the Phocians at the time of Onomarchos because, according to Plutarch’s 

version, Ariston gave Eriphyle’s necklace to his wife with the tyrants’ permission (tcqv 

TDpavvcov 8 i S 6 vtcov). It is likely that the plural refers both to Onomarchos and

25 DS 16.38.6.
26 Head 1911: vol. 2, p.339; Parke 1933: 131.
27 DS 16.27.1.
28 Plut. De sera num. vind. 8 (553e).
29 For more details see Parke 1933: especially 133-142; Griffith 1935.
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Phayllos. Although Onomarchos was the general, his brother Phayllos had a 

commandership, as well. Ariston comes from Oite. The mountain of Oite lies in the 

south of Thessaly (actually it is a chain of mountains running from the straits of 

Thermopylai to the bay of Ambrakia), a part of which borders with Phokis. From this 

mountain the southern part of Thessaly was also called Oitaia and its inhabitants 

Oitaioi.30 The Oitaioi were one of the twelve tribes of north-east Greece that consisted 

partly of the Amphiktyones.31 During the Sacred War the Oitaioi were opponents of 

Phokis and Sparta, since the Spartans in 399 executed many citizens of Herakleia and 

evicted the tribesmen round the mountain Oite.32 Moreover, in 346 BC, when Philip 

called a meeting of the Amphiktyonic Council to impose terms on Phokis, the Oitaioi 

proposed to massacre all Phocian males and sell the rest as slaves.33 Although the 

Oitaioi supported the Thessalians, Ariston had joined the Phocian army for money.34 

Phayllos was sent to Thessaly by his brother, in order to help the tyrant of Pherae, who 

was threatened by a revolt supported by Philip of Macedonia. However, Phayllos 

suffered a great defeat by Philip. Onomarchos went north with all his forces and 

managed to drive Philip out of Thessaly.35 One could assume that Phayllos had the 

chance to meet Ariston’s wife at the time he was in Thessaly. As Parke36 notes, 

“perhaps one may gather from Polyaenus (2.38.2) that he [Onomarchos] owed these 

successes to his skilful use of light troops in mountainous country.” Ariston comes from 

a mountainous town and he is a light-armed specialist.37 Since the area of Oite is in the 

south of Thessaly, it is likely that Phayllos went through Ariston’s town, and that there 

he met his wife.

8-9 opjuoi) xot) xdie Keipivoi) ev T(p xfj<; npovoia^ ’ABiyvc  ̂ ieptp] This is the 

famous necklace that belonged to Harmonia and then to Eriphyle. When Kadmos 

received Harmonia as wife,38 the gods honoured them with their presence39 and their

30 Strabo 9.3.1; 9.5.1-3.
31 Hammond 1967: 137.
32 DS 14.38.4.
33 Aischin. Oratio 2.142.
34 Diodoros (16.30.1) mentions this as a motive for many mercenaries.
35 DS 16.35.
36 Parke 1933: 136.
37 According to Griffith 1935: 238, “mercenaries from other quarters are usually light-armed specialists, 
such as Thracian peltasts, Rhodian slingers, Cretan and Scythian archers, Aetolian and Acarnanian 
javelin-men, peltasts again from Chalcidice and Thessaly; Thessalian hoplites also appear in the 
Anabasis (1.2.6.)”.
38 Hes. Theog. 937.
39 Pind. Pyth. 3.86-96.
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gifts. Diodoros40 provides a list of these gifts and among them there was the famous 

necklace, which played an important role in the history of Kadmos’ race. This necklace 

and a peplos were gifts from Athena41 or from Aphrodite.42 Or else, as Apollodoros43 

states, it was a gift of Kadmos, which was fashioned by Hephaistos, whereas, according 

to Pherekydes,44 Kadmos obtained it from Europa, who received it from Zeus. This gift 

was transmitted to Harmonia’s descendants and finally it ended up in Delphi, offered 

there by Alkmaion, after the matricide. The necklace was kept in the temple of Athena 

Pronoia,45 which was in front of Apollo’s temple (coming from the road of Phokis), and 

one of the oldest buildings at Delphi. In the fourth century B.C. another temple of 

Athena was built in the same area (near the tholos that was built about 400 B.C., not 

mentioned by Pausanias).46

10 ’EpKpt^riq] She was the sister of Adrastos and the wife of Amphiaraos.47 The 

standard narrative48 is that there was an agreement between these two men that 

whenever a quarrel over something would occur, they would always abide by Eriphyle’s 

decision to resolve the dispute. When the Argives decided on the expedition against 

Thebes, Eriphyle received the necklace of Harmonia from Polyneikes, in order to 

persuade Amphiaraos to join the war; Amphiaraos did not want to go because he knew 

that he would die there. As he was forced by Eriphyle to join the Argives, he made his 

son Alkmaion promise to take revenge for his death, because he had seen his wife 

receiving the presents. The earliest traces of this story can be found in Homer, where it 

is stated that Eriphyle took gold to betray her husband (Odyssey 11.326-7), or that 

Amphiaraos died at Thebes because of gifts given to a woman (Odyssey 15.246-7). 

Alkmaion took revenge for his father’s death by killing his mother for her treachery.49

40 DS 5.49.1.
41 DS ib.
42 DS 4.65.5.
43 Apoll. 3.4.2.
44 FGrH 3 F89.
45 For more details and bibliography on this temple see FD 2 (1923-6) and Keramopoulos 1908.
46 Pausanias (10.8.6-8) generally reports that in the temple of Athena Pronoia there are offerings from 
the Massalians and the golden shield of Kroisos (see also Hdt. 1.92; 8.36-9).
47 Pind. Nem. 9.9-17.
48 An early account of this story is that of Asklepiades (FGrH 12 F29); however, the story has been 
treated by numerous authors, for which see Gantz 1993: 508.
49 As Gantz (1993: 525-26) notes, the confrontation between Alkmaion and Eriphyle probably was 
narrated by the Alkmaionis and Stesichoros’ Eriphyle, and dramatized by Sophokles in his Epigonoi. 
However, due to the fragmentary nature of these works, we can only rely on the summary in Asklepiades 
(FGrH 12 F29), according to which Alkmaion suffered madness after the matricide but was later cured 
by the gods. See also Apollod. 3.7.5-6 and Paus. 8.24.8-10 for Alkmaion’s adventures.
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12 K(xi(xoi)p(ov ek Ae>v(p(bv ava0iijLiai(x] According to Diodoros,50 as soon as 

Philomelos was elected as general of the Phocians, he seized Delphi. He claimed that he 

did not plan to plunder the oracle but that he was there in support of the ancestral claim 

to the guardianship of the place and because he wanted to annul the Amphiktyones’ 

unjust decrees. Indeed, at the beginning he kept his hands off the sacred dedications but, 

as the war required more funds, he finally plundered the oracle.51 His successors 

followed his example. Onomarchos made weapons from the bronze and iron and struck 

coins from the silver and gold, whereas Phayllos not only coined more gold and silver 

money, but he also doubled the customary pay of his mercenary troops.52 Phayllos 

coined the gold bricks that Kroisos had dedicated, golden goblets and golden statues, 

without excluding the silver offerings dedicated by Kroisos and others.53 The last one, 

Phalaikos, was accused of stealing many of the sacred properties and was removed from 

his command.54 The generals on the staff of Phalaikos even tried to dig up the temple, 

believing that there was a treasure chamber in it, but great earthquakes stopped their 

efforts.55

50 DS 16.24; 16.28.2.
51 DS 16.30.1, although Diodoros makes a contrary statement in 16.56.5.
52 DS 16.32.2; 16.36.1.
53 DS 16.56.6.
54 DS 16.56.3; Paus. 10.2.7.
55 DS 16.56.7. See also Hdt. 1.50 and Plut. De Pythiae Oraculis 401e-f.
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THE STORY

The marginal ascription of EP 25 cites the name of Phylarchos56 (like in EP 15, 23 

and 31). He was an historian who dealt with the period from Pyrrhos’ expedition against 

Peloponnese until the death of Kleomenes (III).57 It can be deduced from his work that 

he is partial to stories concerning the attitude of tyrants58 but he does not seem to deal 

with the period in which we are interested (i.e. the Third Sacred War). On the contrary, 

another historian (of the fourth century), Theopompos,59 wrote ' EM,T|VlKat and 

OlA,i7i7tlKcu 'IaTOplai, covering the period of the Third Sacred War. In addition, 

Theopompos was an unrivalled source of stories regarding bad habits of tyrants60 and 

wrote about Onomarchos, Phayllos (F 248) and the Hipparinos of EP 24 (FI86). 

Theopompos also mentions rcepi xcov <yoX,r|0evTCOV ek Aetapcbv xpripmcov.61 In 

addition, Phanias62 wrote a work with the title Tvppavcov dcvaipsaig &K zipcopiag, 

which could have included the story of Phayllos because, as Plutarch63 notes, Phayllos 

had a bad end in his life as a punishment.

EP 25 deals with historical persons and incidents. Phayllos was the general of the 

Phocians and one of the robbers of the temple at Delphi during the third Sacred War. 

However, apart from these characteristics, Phayllos was also known as a (piAoybvaioc;, 

according to Theopompos,64 who reported that Phayllos was fond of women, whereas 

Onomarchos fancied boys. From the treasures of Apollo, Phayllos gave to the flute-girl 

Bromias a silver karchesion and an ivy wreath of gold. Phayllos was not the only one to 

give away the dedicated offerings from Delphi; all the Phocian generals of the period of 

the Sacred War, starting with Philomelos and followed by Onomarchos, did so. Phayllos 

himself had in his possession the golden dedications of Kroisos, plus numerous gold and 

silver objects, which he turned into coinage. In EP 25, he promised XP'DCtov T8 noXi)V 

K ai apyDpov to Ariston’s wife, meaning the treasures from Delphi.65 However, 

Ariston’s wife was interested in Eriphyle’s necklace, so a new motif is inserted in EP 25:

56 FGrH 81 F70.
57 Suda s.v. &vAap%og= FGrH 81 T l, where it is stated that Phylarchos wrote a mythological epitome, 
as well. Jacoby has entered EP 25 in the “Fragmente unsicherer Stellung” but it would not be unlikely to 
belong “£v ttji 8em £p a i Kai eiKOOTfji xcov laxopicov” (F 39), since there the monument of Kadmos 
and Harmonia is mentioned.
58 FGrH 81 F6 and 34.
59 FGrH 115.
60 FGrH 115 F185, 188, 236, 282, 283, etc.
61 Athen. Deipn. 13.605a.
62 See comments on EP 24.
63 Plut. De Sera Numinis Vindicta 8 (553e).
64 Athen. Deipn. 13.605a-d = FGrH 115 F248.
65 Diodoros uses this couple “gold-silver” referring to the treasure at Delphi (16.33.2; 16.56.7).
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that of the cursed object, which brings disaster.66 But before examining this motif, let us 

consider the anachronism at this point. That is, Phayllos (like Philomelos and 

Onomarchos) made use of the Delphic treasure as soon as he became a general, and the 

Delphic oracle had been under the Phocian occupation ever since Philomelos’ 

commandership.67 However, in EP 25 Phayllos appears to ravage the Delphic oracle at 

the request of Ariston’s wife. And this is the most striking element in EP 25: that 

Phayllos’ desire for a woman becomes the driving force for the plundering of Delphi, 

thus contradicting the historical events, in which the Phocians used the treasures for the 

war. Moreover, Eriphyle’s necklace itself was used by Polyneikes as a tool to enable him 

to possess Thebes, whereas here Phayllos gets possession of Delphi in order to possess a 

woman. It is notable on this point that Parthenios uses both the participle and the verb in 

the present (KaracrDpcov, a v a ip e ira i) ,  in contrast to all the other verbs, which are in 

the imperfect or in the aorist. Parthenios seems to separate this sentence, which refers to 

an historical event and which contradicts the actual historical sequence (the sack of 

Delphi by the Phocian generals did not happen for a woman but for the Sacred War). 

Therefore, it is obvious that EP 25 is a romanticised account of actual historical events 

(as was the case for EP 22, 23 and 24).

Ariston’s wife asked for Eriphyle’s necklace, which was given, according to another 

version, to the generals’ wives. Ephoros68 (or his son Demophilos) writes that 

Onomarchos, Phayllos and Phalaikos carried away all the possessions of Apollo and that 

their wives received the jewellery of Eriphyle, which Alkmaion had dedicated in Delphi, 

and the necklace of Helen, which was offered by Menelaos. Did Parthenios know this 

version of Ephoros? Was there a topos69 regarding the sacred offerings that had been 

carried off by the Phocians, and regarding the consequences of this theft? According to 

Ephoros, the women quarreled over the jewelry, so lots were drawn for the division; it 

happened that the woman i\ (lev GKuQpcorrn o'oaa K ara  tov  plov K ai gc(liv6ttito<; 

7T>d̂ prjĉ  won Eriphyle’s necklace, whereas the other, who was very beautiful, won 

Helen’s. The latter fell in love with a young man from Epeiros and went away with him,70

66 In Hdt. (9.108-113) Artaynte’s persistence for having Xerxes’ mantle has also disastrous 
consequences.
67 DS 16.23f.
68 Athen. Deipn. 6.232e-233a = FGrH 70 F96.
69 Diodoros (16.64), who is also citing the version of Ephoros, Plutarch (De Sera Num. Vind. 8), 
Theopompos and Athenaios (Deipn. 13.605) were aware of the Phocian generals’ bad ending due to 
their lepocruMa.
70 According to Diodoros (16.64.2), etq 6Taipncqv alaxtivTiv £v&teo£ x a i  to  K&AAoq Ttpo^pate 
Toiq ££,t>Ppi£eiv 7ipoaipo'op6voi<;.
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whereas the former woman devised a plot to kill her husband. Why would so serious a 

wife plot to kill her husband? Is this an effect of the new ‘cursed’ necklace she 

possessed?

In Plutarch’s version the possession of this necklace has disastrous effects. It is 

interesting to compare his account with EP 25:

Apart from the obvious similarities, the main difference is that in Plutarch’s version 

there is no tyrant falling in love with any woman; the necklace is given to a certain 

woman by her husband with the tyrants’ permission. The necklace brings her the same 

misfortune as it did to Eriphyle. What happened to Eriphyle was a link in the chain of the 

incidents related to this necklace.71 In Ovid’s Ibis (353-4) there is a reference to Eriphyle 

and Klytaimnestra (Tam quoque di faciant possis gaudere fideli /  coniuge quam Talai 

Tyndareique gener) and in the Thrax of Euphorion72 there is a description of 

Amphiaraos’ horses (presumably) saving him from battle for the last time. Since such 

references exist in curse-poems, we can deduce that there is a hint of ‘the cursed 

necklace’ pattern in the story of Eriphyle.73 Therefore, this motif could be incorporated 

also in other stories, such as EP 25,74

Last but not least, it is noteworthy that the necklace is also associated with adultery. 

On the Chest of Kypselos75 there is a representation of a man holding a kylix in his right 

hand and a necklace in his left hand and offering them to Alkmene. The scene refers to

71 Statius (Thebais 2.265-305) notes that Hephaistos had made this necklace in a special way in order to 
revenge Aphrodite for her adultery.
72 CA (Powell) fragm. 23.
73 In art, Eriphyle is represented always holding the necklace (see Gantz 1993: 507 for the Middle 
Korinthian krater, the Black-Figure lekanis lid, etc.). Pausanias also notes (5.17.7.6) that in the Heraion 
of Olympia there is the Chest of Kypselos, on which is depicted the house of Amphiaraos with Eriphyle 
(with the necklace) standing in front of it among the other members of the family, while her husband is 
ready to depart full of anger, holding his sword.
74 From this point of view (i.e. dealing with a cursed object), EP 25 has a thematic relationship with EP

- ’ApiGTCDVoq.. .O txalcov 7tpoax&xT|<;

-op(xm)... EpKp'tiA.Tiq

-SieKoplaOri

-o vecoxepoc; xa>v oImv

-abxTfe pavelq

-XT|V olKlaV b(pf|lJ/£

-xfjv xe prixepa Kai xa noXka xwv 

Kxrjpdtxcov KaxetpXe^e.

EP 25 Plutarch’s De sera num. vind. 8

- ’Aplaxcova xov O ixalov  

-xov EpupiWjric; Kdajxov 

-thcdpxae 

-o vide;

-Tipoc; xf|v p,r|xepa SiopyiaGeiq £k xivoc; 

alxlac;

-b(pfp|/£ xfjv olKlav

-Ttdvxac; iv  xw abxcp Kaxemoaev.

26 and 27.
75 Paus. 5.18.3.
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the story in which Zeus76 disguised as Amphitryon had sexual intercourse with Alkmene. 

In addition, Penelope received many (enticing) presents from the suitors, among them a 

necklace.77

To conclude, EP 25 is a romanticised account of a historical event (i.e. the 

plundering of the Delphic treasure during the Third Sacred War by the Phocian 

generals). Eros is the motive and the driving force here for the theft of the Delphic 

offerings. The woman’s insistence on having a particular object allows the insertion of 

the motif of ‘the cursed necklace’. In other words, this motif now has its own 

independence, so that it can be incorporated into different stories (not only in Eriphyle’s 

story). The insertion of this motif is also in accordance with the motif of ‘the tyrant who 

suffers punishment’. Although nothing is mentioned in EP 25 about Phayllos’ death, it is 

known that all the Phocian generals78 (and their wives)79 had a bad ending, meeting their 

just retribution from the deity. It is a pity that we do not know what happened to the 

necklace. Did the fire bum it, thus purifying the curse, or was it offered somewhere else, 

waiting patiently for its next possessor?

76 In Olympia there are many statues of Zeus; among them there is one representing him as a child with 
a necklace (Paus. 5.22.1).
77 Horn. Od. 18.459-60.
78 Paus. 10.2.4-7. Philomelos p ixrei xe ocbxov £v xf| (pt>yf| m x a  tn/TiXon x a i  aTuoxdjiou Kpr||ivoi) 
and Onomarchos KaxT]Kovxlo0r| xa)V oixelcov. In DS 16.35.6 Onomarchos was slain and then Philip 
hanged his body, but in 16.61.2 Diodoros states that Onomarchos KaxaxoTteic; feoxanpc60r|. According 
to Philo Judaeus (in Eusebios Praeparatio Evangelica 8.14.33), Onomarchos was drowned as he was 
carried out to sea on a frightened horse). Pausanias 10.2.6-7 adds that Phayllos was attacked by a 
wasting disease and that Phalaikos was killed in Krete while besieging Kydonia.
79 DS 16.64.
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STORY 26

I l£ p i A7ipi<5cTT|<; 

la x o p e i Eixpoplcov 0pc?cKl

1 T v  A^oPtp TcaiSoq ’A7tpi&xr|<; Tp(5tpPr|Ao<;

6 TcAapcbvoc; 6paa0£i<; tuoAAcx 67toi£ixo  

£l<; to  7tpooayay6o0ai xf|v x 6pr|v. ax; 86 

6Kdvn on Ttdcvu 6ve818oi), fevevoeixo 86Acp 

5 Kai bLK&n) 7tepiyev6o0ai a1)xf|<;.

7top£UO|i6vTyv ouv Ttoxe crbv 

0£pa7ta i v iS ion; 67ri x i xcov TtaxpQxov 

Xcoptcov, o ixAr|crtov xf|<; 0aMacrr|<; Skeito, 

Ao%f|aa<; elAev. ax; 86 6k£ivti tuoAI) 

10 paAAov 6c7cejid%exo 7cepi xf)q 7cap0eviac;,

6pyio0eic; Tp&ppr|Ao<; 6ppi\j/ev ai)xf|v £l<; 

xt|v 0&Aaooav 6x6yxave 86 ay%ipa0f|c; 

o'ooa. x a i  f] p6v a p a  obxax; tacoAajAfii. 

x iv 6<; |i6vxoi 6(paaav 8udko|i6vt|v 6auTt|v 

15 pi\j/ai. Tp&npr|Aov 86 ob noXv |i£x67t£ixa

t ic k ;  6AA(ipavev 6k 0£©v. 67t£i8f| yap  

A^iAAetc; 6k xf|<; A6oPou 7coAAt|v Aelav 

a7coxeji6|i8Vo<; f|yay£v, ouxoc; 67tayop,6va)V 

a tx o v  xa>v 6yxa)pi(ov por|06v cruvioxaxai 

20 ai)xa>. 6v 0a  8t| 7xXr|y£i<; £l<; xa ox6pva

Tcapaxpfjiia m m e i. ay&ixevoq 86 xT|<; 

6cAkt|c; abxov AyiAAdx; 6x i Sjitcvo'DV 

a v 6KpiV£V, ooxn; x£ fjv K ai oto$0£V. 6tc£1 

86 6yva) TcaiSa TfiAajiaivoc; ovxa, noXka 

Kaxo8Dp6|i£Vo<; 67ci xf|<; f]i6vo<; jn6ya
25 X®iia 6%oxt£ touto 6xi vuv f]pqx)V 

Tpapp^Aou KaAfiixai.

In Lesbos, Trambelos, the son of 
Telamon, fell in love with a girl named 
Apriate, and did a lot of things to win her 
over. However, as she would not give in 
at all, he intended to prevail upon her by 
means of fraud and deceit. So one day as 
she was taking a walk with her 
maidservants at one of her father's landed 
properties, which was near the sea, he 
waited in ambush for her and seized her. 
However, as she was struggling very hard 
for her virginity, Trambelos got angry and 
threw her into the sea. However, it 
happened to be deep inshore so she died 
this way. On the other hand, some said 
that she threw herself into the sea while 
she was pursued. After a while, 
Trambelos suffered retribution from the 
gods. For, when Achilles looted much 
booty from Lesbos and was carrying it 
off, Trambelos, because the natives 
invited him in as an ally, was engaged in 
battle with Achilles. Thereupon, 
Trambelos was struck on the chest and 
fell down at once. Achilles, admiring 
Trambelos1 bravery, questioned him, 
while still breathing, as to who he was 
and where he came from. As soon as 
Achilles found out that Trambelos was 
the son of Telamon, he deeply mourned 
him and heaped up a great mound for him 
on the shore. This is called until this day 
Trambelos' tomb.

1 Ev <86> A6oPcp Meineke 3 7cpoody£o0a i  Cobet 4 6v£VO£lxo Bast: 6v £v 6 e i  t o  P: 
6v £v 6 e i  x© Calderbn Dorda 8 %0)piov Legrand 10 1)7t6p xf|<; 7tap0£vla<; Hirschig 12 6xuy%av£ 
omnes editores: 6xby%av£v P 12 in margine (scil. ypdccpei) ApiaxbKpixoc; 6v to  i t;  7C£pi 
MiA^xou 13 ftmoAcoAfii Hercher: 6c7r6Aa)A£ Cobet 18 67tayayop6vcov Hercher 20 6v0a [8f|] 
7cAr|y£i<; Sakolowski 25 Kaxo8updtp£VO<; Meineke 26 fjplov Meineke
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LINGUISTIC NOTES 
3 Tipocayay&jOai] Cobet proposed altering the aorist tense of the MS into the

present. This alteration is not in accordance with the stylistic preference of Parthenios,

since in EP 14 we read that Kleoboia ttoMxx ejrqxavaTO eiq to TtpooayayeoOat tov

rn lS a .

4-5 K ai an&XT\] One might expect two different concepts (e.g. 5o>uCp f]8

ptqcpi,1 5oXxp f) apxpaSov,2 jictcx 86^od Kai T£/vrig,3 piQC f) arcarn)4 and not a 

tautology. However, this tautologous coupling is quite common, attested by Herodotos 

(1.69 avei) Sotan) Kai dTtdxrig), Josephos5 and Dio,6 who combines the coupling with 

the same verb as Parthenios (\ii) po'oX.opivo'D [i.e. Neo7tToX£jioi)] SoAxp Kai am T ij 

7t8piy8V8a0ai tov O i^okt^ tod).

7 0epa7iaivi81oiq]7 As Jannaris8 notes, the suffix -i5 iov  (like the -apiov) is not a 

separate termination but a mere amplification of -tov, hence it is a diminutive of a 

diminutive. However, due to their frequent use in common speech, many diminutives 

had lost, as early as the classical Attic period, their diminutive meaning and had become 

equivalent to their primitives (particularly in the Graeco-Roman and Byzantine times, 

where diminutives became numerous).

9-10 tioVv) jiakkov fmEji&XETO] It is interesting to see in what sense Parthenios 

uses the expression ttoAa) [laAAov. In EP 8, Herippe 7tap£K£A8i3eTO Kxelvai tov 

EavOov cpaaKODaa ttoAa) p,aX,?iov a ip e la G a i abxov Tfiq T8 TtaTplSoq K ai to!) 

7tai81oi). In EP 30, Herakles slept with Keltine because he was eager to take back his 

cows, but also TtoM) pdAAov pevTOi to  KdXkoq ^KTtXayevxa Tf]g Kopr|<; 

GDyyeveoOat abTfy In both cases there is a comparison between two different things: 

Herippe prefers her seducer and Herakles, although he wants his cows back, is even 

more struck by Keltine’s beauty. On the contrary, the expression tcoAa) paMxiv seems 

to have a different function in EP 13 and 35, similar to that in EP 26. In EP 13 we read 

that Klymenos fell in love with his daughter but that he tried to control himself. 

However, as tcoM pdM,ov abxov imeppei to  vocrripa, he prevailed upon the girl

1 Horn. Od. 9.406; 9.408.
2 Horn. Od. 1.296; 11.120.
3 Isokr. 9.36.
4 Thuk. 2.39.
5 Flav. Joseph. Antiqu. Jud. 12.4.2; contra Apionem 2.200.
6 Dio Chrysost. Orat. 52.16.
7 The same diminutive appears in Men. Sam. 36, Plut. Ant. 29, Luc. Pise. 17. Parthenios uses some other 
diminutives, as well (in EP 8 we read xpnoiov, 7tai81ov and in EP 10 the Homeric avSpoq 
KO'DpiSton).
8 Jannaris 1897: 1036-8.
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and slept with her. In EP 35, Lykastos tried to save Eulimene from the sacrifice by 

revealing that she was not a virgin, but o 8e koXvq op.iA,o<; rcoM) |iaMx)V eSikcuod 

af)Tf|V T80vdvat. In the cases of EP 13, 35 and 26, the expression TtoM) p,aMx)V has 

an increasingly quantitative meaning. In other words, there is the idea of comparison but 

of different times in relation to the same subject-matter. For example, Klymenos felt as 

if his passion was working itself deeper and deeper under his skin; the assembly 

demanded Eulimene’s death all the more; Apriate resisted Trambelos with increasing 

strength.9 This idea of increasing quantity expressed by 7ioM) |xdA,Xx)V appears in 

several other authors, as well.10

13 C)i7ro>*(6X£i] Cobet altered the MS reading into the perfect tense andXcoXe, 

whereas Hercher’s alteration into aJW)X(bXei preserves the pluperfect tense, but with a 

temporal augment. Concerning the tense, the pluperfect of the MS reading is right, 

because as early as the Attic classic period, in many cases the perfect “has crystallized to 

a mere present”11 (e.g. p,ep,vr|pm, K&cnuiai, SeSoikcc, otSa, anoXtoXa, etc.). 

Therefore, in all these verbs the pluperfect equals the imperfect. Verbs, like teXedtg), 

can often be found in the descriptive imperfect,12 thus the imperfect in this case does 

make sense. Of course, one could argue in favour of Cobet’s emendation that in the 

Graeco-Roman world, in historical narration, the colloquial perfect took the place of the 

aorist.13 However, this is not a strict rule either, given the general blurring of the 

relation between the aorist and the perfect at that time. However, since the pluperfect 

(without a temporal augment)14 a7ioAx6X£i is attested15 in the sense of a past tense 

(either imperfect, or aorist), I do not see any reason for changing the MS reading.

25 KCXToSDpdjnevoq] Meineke’s alteration into the aorist is not necessary since in 

EP 10 the temporal participle aTtoSDpojievoc; in the present (which emphasises the 

duration of the act) is attested in a similar context (noXXa aTtoSDpopEVoq rf|V TtalSa 

Sl£%p^aaTO £am ov). The same use of the participle in the present appears in

9 Regarding the degrees of a 7t£|i(ix£TO, we read tcX£ov cc7t£p&%£TO (Hdt. 8.6.4) and x a i  pfcxpt Ttavxoc; 
&7C£|idcx£TO (DH Antiq. Rom. 16.5.2).
10 Ho m il. 9.700; 23.386; 23.429; DS 11.61.5; 13.41.1; 14.77.1; Xen. Kyr. 4.5.12, Hell. 2.1.27, etc.
11 Jannaris 1897: 1868-9.
12 Robertson 1919: 837. See also DH Antiq. Rom. 4.6.4; 4.30.3; 5.12.3; Plut. Apophthegm. Lak. 222f; 
234c.
13 Jannaris 1897: 1861 and 1872.
14 The augment is often omitted in the EP (5 Ttp Kai£yyt>r|)j,^v(p, 6 f] Ict/ix; ^TtiXfiXoiTtEi, 7tdvu 
6ppc68£t, 18 1k£tk; TtpooKaOi^ero).
15 Polyb. Hist. 18.13.9 cmoXtbXei to  £0vo<;; Plut. Kpdccrcrog 25.9 twv Innav cwtoXcoteiaav o l  
Ttteiaxoi; Luc. IJepi tov pi] pqtdimg n im e v e iv  Siaf3oAij 16 [Ar||j.fjTpio<;] hno'ktbXe.i av; A p a n fra i 
1 a7toX.coX£iv av.
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Diodoros (ev r\ 7tepl xe xfic; Ttpoyeyevripevric; aDpcpopaq K ai xcov 7rpoa5oKcopevcov 

detvcbv Kaxodupopevoc; atxoc^ pev pgtSloc; imopeveiv £91108 xtiv 7toX,iopKlav)16 

and in Xenophon of Ephesos ([AppoKopTi<;] KaxoSDpopevoq, 7tapapD0ODpevoD 

abxov AiyiaX&oc; 5if|yev ev ZDpaKotiaaig and a little below we read that 5i8K£ixo 

5e 7tov^p(o<; Kai TtoXMKiq KaxoSDpopevog xtiv abxot) xi3xtiv).17

16 DS 20.4.6.
17 Xen. Ephes. 5.2.1 and 5.8.3 respectively.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES

1 ’ Arcpidir\<;] LSJ attests a7tpidxr|v as the adverb of TtpiaoOai (without 

purchase-money), but d7tpidTT| is also the feminine of the adjective aitpiaToq. Indeed, 

the first case (the adverb) appears in the Odyssey (14.317), whereas the second case 

(the feminine adjective)18 is attested in the Iliad (1.99), referring to the daughter of 

Chryses. However, the issue seems to be more complicated concerning the adverbial 

and the adjectival use of this word. More specifically, Aristarchos19 does not mention 

the adjectival use of the word but he stresses its adverbial meaning, when he writes 

d7TpidTT|v Se aacpeq ox; avei) toD rcpiaaOai Kai xabxov T(p vt>v Xeyopivcp 

8copedv. However, Aristonikos20 is even more strict when he writes that Homer 01) 

Kara 7rpoGTV/oplav xi\v aTTpiarnv A^yei, aXX' c m i  toD djxpaxi. Kai 

7tapaX.Xr|Xov to  ava7toivov. to  yap ai)TO 8 i s apcpoTepcov br\Xomai. In addition, 

Apollonios21 states that arcpiaTTiv aTtparav, avei) rat) 7ipiaa0ai. £7tippT|p,aTiKG)<; 

eaxrijLidTiaTai <foq to  apSiiv Kai cmopaSiiv Kai oi)K ovoprmKax;, o iov  Tfjv 

aTipiarnv, 87t£i Kav apaeviKov eXejexo tov  ajtplaTov. o 8e KpdTtjc; KaKax; 

ypatpei “flpwg aTtpidTTic;” (on Od. 14.317). Later, Heliodoros seems to be aware of 

this adverb since we read in his Aithiopika (5.15.1) K ai Ax5yoc; aXAxoc; f)v f] tcov 

XijTpcov aiTTiaig gkokoc; 8e dicpidTriv o o i M )oao0ai ttiv ©DyaTepa.

On the other hand, as seen above, Krates of Mallos is in favour of the adjectival use 

of the word and Ebeling22 notes that ‘quod ille (Krates) videtur explicasse: non emens’. 

Eustathios shares both views by commenting on the Odyssey 14.317 (1760. 36ff) that 

a7tpiaTT|v can be used both as adverb and as adjective. Moreover, in Stephanus’ 

Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (s.v. A7tpldTrjv) we read that apart from its adverbial use, 

the word d7tpidTT| ‘pro nomine accipi potest’. In addition, the adjectival use of this 

word is also attested in the Homeric hymn to Eig ArffitfTpav (132, 5(ppa K£ \ir\ |ieJ 

d7tpiaTT|v 7t8paaavT8q epfiQ artovaiaTO Tipfiq) and in a Pindaric fragment (Maehler 

169a.8: avaTel T8 ] Kai cunpmxag £>ixg8V).23

18 Apart from the Iliad, the feminine adjective appears also in the hymn E ig  ATjpYjrpav 132.
19 Aristarchs Homerische Textkritik, ed. A. Ludwich (vol. 1 Leipzig, 1884) on Iliad 1.99.
20 Aristonici ITepi or\pei(i)V IZl&Sog reliquiae emendatiores, ed. L. Friedlaender (Dieterich, 1853) on 
Iliad 1.98-9 = Schol. A on II. 1.99 (Erbse).
21 Apollonii Sophistae lexicon Homericum, ed. I. Bekker (Berlin, 1833/ repr. Hildesheim, 1967) s.v. 
anpi&TTjv.
22 Ebeling 1885, s.v. dTtpi&nyv.
23 For this fragment see also Plato Gorgias 484b and the Scholia in Aelium Aristidem, Treatise Rhet. 
52.10-1.
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Thus, since this word can also be used as an adjective, Tuempel24 argues that 

Euphorion in his Thrax (where the word Apriate appears as a name, just as in EP 26) 

used the word Apriate as a substitute for the name of Chryseis. Tuempel writes that 

Euphorion “verstand und las substantivisch und appellativ: ATTpiaxriv und betrachtete 

das Wort als den Namen der Chryseis; er erzaehlte einen ‘lesbischen Mythos von
25Apriate’ mit dem klaren Bewusstsein, dass er die homerische Chryseis angehe!”. In 

other words, Tuempel believes that Euphorion, based on the Homeric passage (Iliad 

1.99), used the word Apriate as a name for Chryseis.26 This interpretation allows 

Tuempel to see the story of Apriate as a story of Chryseis: “Es handelt sich darum, die 

Konsequenzen zu ziehen aus der sich ergebenden Gleichung: Chryseis (Homeros)= 

Apriate (Euphorion) =Chryse-Aphrodite (Kleanthes)= Smintheustochter (Myrsilos), 

sammtlich zu Lesbos, und ihren Mythen”.271 find Tuempel’s suggestion tempting since 

the above narratives have many elements in common regarding the presence of a girl 

with her maidens at a seashore and their relationship with water. As for the connection 

of Chryseis to the island of Lesbos, Kleanthes of Assos28 states that ev Aeapcp obTG) 

T ip a a 0 a i xpDafiv Acppo51xT|v, so Chryseis could stand as a cult name of Aphrodite 

in Lesbos. In addition, Tuempel connects the gulf of Kallone in Lesbos with Chryseis, 

noting that “chryse gerade an der Stelle des festlandischen Golfs angelegt haben [Strabo 

and Demetrios Skepsis], wo an der heimischen Kallonebucht eine entsprechende Stadt: 

xdTtoq Aeapiaq Xpbarj, gelegen hatte”.29 Since Tuempel demonstrates the similarities 

of the above stories in detail, arguing that the story of the Homeric Chryseis was 

connected to the local myths of Lesbos,30 it should be only added that, according to 

Hyginus,31 Orestes and Iphigeneia on their way back from the Krimaia stopped at the 

island of Sminthe, where they met Chryses and his daughter Chryseis. Moreover, 

according to Myrsilos,32 Enalos fell in love with the daughter of Smintheus (who was 

one of the companions of Echelas, the son of Penthilos, the first colonist of Lesbos). 

However, according to an oracle, the girl was destined to drown in the sea, so Enalos 

hurled himself into the sea with her, where abxov e^a^opevov eiq xf|V 0aX aaaav

24 Tuempel 1890: 107-12.
25 Tuempel 1890: 109.
26 For other substitute names of Chryseis see Tuempel’s treatment in the RE s.v. Xpvorjig.
27 Tuempel 1890: 112.
28 SVF 1 F 544.
29 Tuempel 1890: 114.
30 Tuempel 1890: 112.
31 Hyg. Fab. 120.
32 FGrH A ll  F14= Plut. De soil, animal. 984e.
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vno  5e?opivo(; ocbov e^evexBflvai 7ip6g xf^v Agapov. The story pattern concerning 

the salvation by a dolphin is strikingly similar to the fragment of the Thrax. Also striking 

is that all the above stories are related, in one way or another, to Apollo (Smintheus); 

this adds a ritual perspective to these stories.

On the other hand, as will be discussed below in th e  story , the fight between 

Trambelos and Apriate recalls Peleus’ ambush and fight with Thetis, who is also 

associated with the sea. Therefore, it is not unlikely that the name of Apriate stands as a 

substitute for a deity related to the sea, who refuses the love of a mortal.

T pdcjuprjXo^] The earliest citations of this name can be found in Aristoboulos, 

Istros, Lykophron and Euphorion. In Lykophron’s Alexandra (467-8) we read about 

Teukros as Trambelos’ brother, whom Kassandra’s sister bore to Telamon. These 

obscure verses are illuminated by the scholion on 467, which states that after the 

conquest of Troy by Herakles, Telamon received a certain Theaneira as part of the 

booty, as Istros reported.33 The girl got pregnant by Telamon but in the end she 

escaped and went to Miletos. There she was found hiding in a forest by Arion, the king 

of Miletos, who brought up her child, named Trambelos. However, the fate of 

Trambelos was to be slain by Achilles, due to the latter’s raid on Miletos. When Achilles 

found out that he had killed the son of Telamon he mourned over his death and built a 

tumulus for him. Aristoboulos34 informs us that there is in Miletos a spring called 

Achilleion and that the Milesians say that Achilles was purified at that spring after he 

killed Trambelos, the king of the Leleges. However, neither Lykophron nor Istros or 

Aristoboulos mention the story concerning Apriate, which is attested only in 

Euphorion’s Thrax and in EP 26. Euphorion35 differs from Parthenios as to the end of 

Apriate, since in his version the girl leapt into the sea and was possibly rescued by 

dolphins.

33 FGrH 334 F57.
34 FGrH 139 F6. Eustath. on II. 2.767 confirms the information and adds that “of) jiveia K ai £v t o !<; 
Kara t o v  Ai)K6(ppova”. Aristoboulos is also cited in the margins of EP 11.
35 For Euphorion’s Thrax see SH, p. 196-204 (frg. 413-415) and Powell’s CA, p.34-5 (frg. 23-29). For 
the story of Trambelos in particular see fr. 415 and fr. 27 respectively.
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THE STORY

As mentioned already in the Marginalia, many scholars believe that the marginal 

ascriptions in the EP indicate the sources of Parthenios. In most cases these ascriptions 

refer to authors and works that are no longer extant. However, in the case of EP 26, it 

is really astonishing that we have the chance to compare the story of Apriate with the 

assumed source, since some fragments of the Thrax of Euphorion are extant in a 

papyrus.36 It must be noted that the marginal ascriptions cite Euphorion twice more (EP 

13 and 28).

In the specific fragment of the Thrax (SH 415, col. i) there are references to Apriate 

and Trambelos. At the beginning of this fragment, in Page’s view,37 Apriate looks to be 

“taunting Trambelus while refusing to yield to his passion”; however, Page admits that 

he left the passage as obscure as he found it. Indeed, there is no certainty as to whether 

the word aKTCop (SH 415, col. I, line 8) is a proper name and, generally, the whole 

context is not very clear. Despite the obscurity regarding the speaker and the examples 

used, Trambelos is mentioned as the son of Telamon. It looks as if his advances caused 

the girl to leap into the sea and dolphins hastened to her. In Latte’s38 view the dolphins 

did not rescue the girl, whereas Page finds it likely that they did. At this point the poet 

refers to the death of Trambelos caused by Achilles.

Besides the obscurity of this fragment, its short length stresses the lack of details that 

exist in the Parthenian version. Even if Euphorion was the first who used the name of 

Apriate, and even if his version was the model for EP 26, still Parthenios differs in the 

following ways:

What Euphorion summarized in seven lines is given in full in the Parthenian version, 

where there is a whole setting of place and time. Elements in the plot, like Trambelos’ 

ruses and his ambush, Apriate’s maidservants, and the throwing into the sea of the girl 

by Trambelos are missing in Euphorion’s version. On the contrary, the appearance of 

dolphins and whatever this appearance entails, is not mentioned in EP 26. Moreover, 

although in the fragment of Thrax the death of Trambelos by Achilles is mentioned, 

there is no hint that Trambelos’ subsequent death was seen as a punishment for what he 

did to Apriate; if the word ^eiv.(pove[ in line 19 is applied to Achilles, then one can

36 First published by Vitelli and Norsa 1935: 3-14. See also Latte 1935: 129-155; Maas 1935: 102ff.; 
Bartoletti 1957: 35-61; van Groningen 1977; Page in Greek Literary Papyri (I) 489; Lloyd-Jones and 
Parsons in SH 413-15.
37 Page in Greek Literary Papyri (I) 490.
38 Latte 1935: 129ff.
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argue that Achilles’ nature was responsible for Trambelos’ death. So, even if Euphorion 

was the first who combined the two parts of the story (Apriate-Trambelos/ Trambelos- 

Achilles), Parthenios is the only extant source who presents Trambelos throwing the girl 

into the sea and suffering retribution from the gods for this. In addition, in EP 26 there 

is also the motif of someone killing somebody, in ignorance of his identity, and then 

regretting his deed and building a tomb; this gives an aetiological quality to the motif.

It is interesting that Euphorion presents Apriate leaping into the sea by herself; one 

could argue that this version appears in EP 26 and therefore the credibility of the 

ascription is not harmed. However, exactly at this point, there is a marginal ascription 

referring to Aristokritos (/£ A pia idK puoq  ev xoiq Tiepi MiXtYeod). Aristokritos39 

was a Milesian historian of the third century BC, who wrote about Miletos; his name is 

also cited in the margins of EP 11. If this ascription refers to the version in which 

Apriate jumped into the sea by herself, then the version of Euphorion contradicts that of 

Parthenios. If this ascription refers to the second part, which deals with Trambelos’ 

death, then the ascription to Euphorion refers only to the last version of the first part 

(xiveq jxevTOi £<paaav 5i(DKop£VT|V eaDTqv pt\|/ai). In any case, it is evident that 

the certain passage in the fragment of Thrax has thematic relationship with EP 26 (i.e. 

they both deal with Trambelos and Apriate) but the Thrax simply offers a version.

Let us examine the narrative of EP 26 in detail. Apriate lives in Lesbos and rejects 

Trambelos’ love. Trambelos uses boXos K ai a7iaTT| in order to accomplish his desire. 

Does this couple of ‘freud and deceit’ apply to an assumed co-operation of Apriate’s 

maidservants, as well? It is a topos in Greek literature for a person in love to resort to 

other people’s help, either these people are relatives, friends or nurses.40 Trambelos was 

aware of Apriate’s plans, so he set his ambush in the sea where the girl would take a 

walk to one of her father’s properties (the whole atmosphere evokes, in a way, 

Nausikaa’s walk at the sea with her maidservants, when she met Odysseus). After 

Trambelos seized the girl nothing is mentioned about her maidservants’ reaction. Did 

they try to help the girl, or did they run away, like in Nausikaa’s case? Apriate fought 

exceedingly hard for her virginity in order to avoid dishonour41 or simply because she 

did not like Trambelos.

39 FGrH 493.
40 EP 5 ,6 , 13, 16, 21; AL Met. 39.
41 Apriate’s social status would be affected by a rape and she would face the consequences [see Sissa 
1990: 348; Solon’s Laws 23 (Ruschenbusch)].
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Apriate’s resistance near the sea recalls Thetis’ resistance to Peleus’ advances. 

Pindar42 is the first literary source who refers to this erotic fight, noting that Peleus 

captured with great effort Thetis, who kept being metamorphosed. Apollodoros43 

reports that Cheiron advised Peleus how to seize Thetis who tried desperately to avoid 

him. This erotic fight and Thetis’ metamorphoses had been a popular theme for the 

artists since the seventh century onwards.44 Apart from Pindar’s account, Pausanias 

(5.18.5), Quintus Smymaeus in his Posthomerica (3.618-24), the Scholiast on 

Apollonios’ of Rhodes Argonautika (1.582) and Ovid in his Metamorphoses (11.235ff.) 

are some of those who attest this incident.

It is interesting that this story bears great similarities to EP 26. Thetis is a sea nymph, 

who finally found refuge at the sea, after she was made forcibly the bride of an 

unwanted man. It is striking that Trambelos was the cousin of Achilles, since his father, 

Telamon, was the brother of Peleus.45 It looks like the story of Trambelos and Apriate is 

a transposition of the story of Peleus and Thetis, the only difference being that Peleus 

succeeded in his purpose and married Thetis. Trambelos set his ambush near the sea, 

where the girl comes for a walk at her father’s property, while Thetis comes from her 

father’s domain, the sea. In addition, Thetis’ transformations recall the fragment of the 

Thrax, where dolphins appear. In Greek myth a girl pursued by a rapist is often 

transformed into an animal, like Metis changed into many shapes,46 Psamathe into a 

seal,47 Taygete into a deer,48 and above all Thetis, who was turned into various shapes. 

Therefore, it is not unlikely that the existence of dolphins in the version of Euphorion 

implies a metamorphosis of Apriate.

As van Hoof notes,49 throwing oneself in the water or to the solid ground is third in 

frequency among the methods of self-killing; the motives related to this way of death are 

usually despair, grief, fury and shame, especially from sexual humiliation. However, in 

the case of Apriate, another perspective could also be suggested. This parthenos, who 

fights very hard for her virginity, ends up in the water, as if she would prefer to offer her 

virginity to the sea. There was a custom among brides to go to the Scamander and to

42 Pindar Nem. 3.32-6; 4.46-68.
43 Apollod. 3.13.5.
44 For a full account concerning the artistic represantations see Gantz 1993: 229.
45 Pindar {Nem. 5.11-2) attests that Telamon was the son of Aiakos.
46 Apollod. 1.3.6.
47 Apollod. 1.2.7; 3.12.6.
48 DS 3.60.4.
49 van Hoof 1990: 73-4.
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offer their virginity to the river by bathing in it.50 In addition, the water is also related to 

ordeals that test sexual integrity and fidelity,51 whereas there are various stories 

concerning deflowering by a river.52 There is also a belief that an intact parthenos can 

dive into deep water without drowning, whereas a seduced woman cannot.53 All these 

relations between water and virginity, stress the symbolic death of Apriate. She offered 

her virginity to the sea, as if she was married to the water (this interpretation brings to 

mind the word yap,ov in Euphorion’s Thrax).54

The second part of EP 26 has an aetiological tinge, since it deals with Trambelos’ 

tomb. It is clear that the Parthenian version takes place in Lesbos, as it is mentioned 

twice ( ’Ev AeaPcp, 6k  xf]c; Aeapo'o); Trambelos, after the killing of Apriate, is still in 

Lesbos. Does this imply that he is a native? However, other sources, as mentioned 

already, place him in Miletos. Does the temporal of) noXi) fi£T£7T£iTa imply that while 

he was in the island of Lesbos, and before his departure, Achilles invaded the island?55 

The participle £7tayofi6vcov xcov 6y%G)picov clarifies that Trambelos was invited as an 

ally. A fight takes place and Achilles kills Trambelos, not knowing who he was.56 While 

still breathing, Trambelos revealed his identity and Achilles mourned deeply over the 

loss of his own cousin. The dramatic point lies on the recognition of the dying 

Trambelos, but it is too late for the regret of Achilles (a scene that recalls the dying 

Penthesileia and the flames of a love bom in that last sight). This revelation strengthens 

the similarities between the two erotic fights (Trambelos-Apriate/ Peleus-Thetis); they 

are similarities of a common family tree.

Achilles raised a tomb at that point for the sake of Trambelos. An aetiological tone is 

thus given, which is very common since Achilles’ name has been connected with many 

places57 and offered an unrivalled source for aetiological myths. In this case, it is

50 Licht 1993: 43, but also cf. Thuk. 2.15; Eurip. Phoen. 347.
51 Ach. Tat. Leuk. and Kleit. 8.11-14.
52 Horn. Od. 11.238ff. where Poseidon finally slept with the girl; DS 6.7; Nonnos Dion. 1.120-24 notes 
that a river has the power and the horns of a bull.
53 Paus. 10.19.2.
54 SH 415 col. I, line 12. See also Frazer on Apollodoros 2.5.9 (page 208) for the custom of sacrificing 
maidens to be the brides of the Sea.
55 For this invasion see comments on EP 21.
56 In EP 5 Xanthios killed his daughter, mistaking her for his daughter’s lover; in EP 10 Achaios killed 
his lover, because Hipparinos did not reveal his real identity, whereas in EP 28 Kyzikos attacked the 
Argonauts in ignorance of who they were and was finally killed.
57 Numerous places bear the name of Achilles: near Sigeion was the famous Achilleion, as in Smyrna, 
Priene and Tanagra in Boiotia; places with a shrine under this name there are also on the Asian side of 
the Kimmerian Bosporos, let alone the shrines in the Peloponnese, etc. As Dowden (1989: 56) notes, the 
place-name Achilleion is found in several parts of the Greek world and indicates the standing of the hero 
in these cultures; moreover, he suggests that Achilles’ course regarding the colonizations, “sets a 
different scene for Achilleus’ involvement in the war with Troy, a scene of colonists’ battles for land”.
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attested that there is a spring called Achilleios in Miletos, because Achilles was purified 

there after killing Trambelos.58 It is plausible that in EP 26 there is a shift of Trambelos’ 

death from Miletos to Lesbos, in order that the tomb of Trambelos in Lesbos be justified 

(although it is not necessary for the purification to take place where the killing had 

happened).

EP 26 causally relates the murder of Apriate to the murder of Trambelos. Even 

though Apriate did not appeal to any divinity, Trambelos’ behaviour caused their 

vengeance and therefore he paid for his action (xlGiq). It would be interesting to know 

if there was such a moral justification in the Thrax, as well. Unfortunately, the fragment 

at this point is followed by a gap of about eight lines but what follows after that gap is 

related to Ares, Themis and Justice and it is likely that all these refer to Trambelos’ 

death at the hands of Achilles (even though we do not know if this reference concerns 

Trambelos or the ^eivotpovov Achilles).

To conclude, EP 26 deals with two different motifs: the pursuit of a parthenos, who 

ends up in the sea; an eponymous hero who kills in his ignorance a relative and raises a 

tomb for him. These motifs are presented in a serial order; it is possible that the first part 

was a transposition of the story of Achilles’ parents. The death of Apriate at the hands 

of Trambelos, in particular, offers a unique version, proving that the Thrax of 

Euphorion was not the source of EP 26, but that it simply offered a version.

58 Aristoboulos FGrH 139 F 6 and Istros FGrH 334 F 57.
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STORY 27

Ilepi ’A^Kivdrv; 

laxopei Moipw ev tcu < ; Apai<;

1 * E /e i 86 7.670c; x a i  A kxiv6r|v xt|v

noXtpoi) |i6v xou KopivGioa) 0i)yax6pa, 

yu v a ix a  86 ApcpiA-dxou xou Apfiavxoc;, 

xaxa pf|viv A0i]va<; 67tip av iiva i £6va) 

5 Xaplcp (5&v0oc; abxcp ovopa). ’Etc!  pio0®

yap abxt|v ayayop6vr|v %epvf|xiv

y u v a ix a  Nix&vSpriv x a i  6pyaoap6vT]v 

6viauxov bcxepov 6x xcov olxlcov 6kdcoai 

pf| 6vxeXf| xov |i.ia0ov ftjioSouaav xf|v 86 

10 apdaaaO ai noXka A0t]vqc xloaoQai

at>xf|v 6tvx’ aSlxou oxepijoeax;. 60ev elc; 

xoaouxov [xe] 67.0eiv, &axe &7co7.i7celv 

o lx 6v xe x a i  rcaiSac; fiSr) yeyov6xa<; 

<Tuvex7c7̂ ooai xe xcp 56v0qx yevop6vr|v 86 

15 xaxa p6aov rcdpov 6vvoiav 7.apeiv xcov

elpyaop6vcov x a i  abxlxa noXkh xe

S&xpua 7cpoiea0ai x a i  frvaxateiv 6x6 

p6v avSpa xouplSiov, 6x6 86 xobc; 

TcaiSac;. x6Ao<; 86 tcoTAcx xou 5dtv0oi) 

20 7capr|yopot>vxo<; x a i  (pajjivou yu va ixa

6^etv jxt| 7cei0op6vr|v p i\|/a i 6a /oxt|v elc; 

0dt7.aoaav.

The story goes that Alkinoe, the daughter 
of Polybos the Corinthian, and the wife of 
Amphilochos, the son of Dry as, due to 
Athena’s wrath, fell madly in love with a 
Samian stranger (Xanthos was his name). 
She brought home a woman who span for 
hire, named Nikandre and after the 
woman had worked for a year, Alkinoe 
sent her away from the house without 
paying her wages in full. So, Nikandre 
cursed her invoking Athena to make 
Alkinoe pay for the unfair deprivation of 
her wages. For this reason Alkinoe 
reached the point at which she abandoned 
her home and the children, who had been 
already bom to her, and sailed away with 
Xanthos. However, while she was in the 
middle of the journey, she was seized with 
anxiety for what she had done and 
immediately she shed many tears and 
called repeatedly now on now her husband 
and her children. In the end, although 
Xanthos kept trying to comfort her and 
told her that he would marry her, she 
could not be talked round by him and 
threw herself into the sea.

Ilepi ’AhKiv6r\q P in minusculis litteris 7 [xai] 6pyaoap6vt]v Rohde 8 6x xcov olxlcov 
Schneider: 6x xcov olxelcov P 11 (mooxepijcecoc; Schneider 11-12 elc; xoaouxov [xe]
Peerlkamp: elc; xooouxov xe P: elc; x o g o t> x 6 v  x ’ Calderdn Dorda: elc; x o g o u x 6 v  x i Ellis: xooouxdv xe 
cpavlacp- Gale 18-19 0x6 |i6v- 0x6 86 Martini: oxe |i6v-oxe 86 P 22 piij/ai Martini: puj/ai P



LINGUISTIC NOTES

8 £K xwv o iK iw v ] Schneider’s emendation is right. The adjective oiKElOQ (MS
1 • 2 • reading oiKEiwv) is widely attested both as an adjective or as a substantive; in the latter

case it refers mainly to people. There is no citation 6 k  tw v  o I k e iw v  in the same context

as it appears here. On the other hand, the diminutive o i k i o v  (house) fits perfectly in this

context; the prepositional EK xcov oiKicov in the context of one being driven out of a

house (or palace) is attested: by Herodotos (3.50), in the case of Periandros who drives

out of his palace his son Lykophron; by Antoninus Liberalis {Metamorphoses 39.4), in

the case of Arsinoe’s nurse who was mutilated by Arsinoe’s parents and then was driven

out of the house because she helped Arkeophron.

12 eiq xoaomov] Gale inserted the genitive pxxvlac; after xe on the grounds that a 

noun in genitive can be attached to xooobxov. Indeed, there are numerous examples in 

favour of this view: in Herodotos (6.134) we read that |X£V St] TOGObxo xot) Xoyoi) 

o l Ttavxec "EAArivec; X£yoi)Gi; in Sophokles’ Oidipous Tyrant 111 Oidipous proclaims 

that £<; xooobxov eAjuSwv epxri) p£pwxo<;, whereas in Oidipous at Colonus 748-9 

Kreon states that obK av  7iox’ £<; xooobxov aiKEtag tiegeiv / 6 8 o£’, ooov tietitwkev 

f|S£ 5l3ap.opo(;.

On the other hand, numerous examples argue in favour of the MS reading. In EP 27 

Etc; x o o o b x o v  refers to the extremes to which Alkinoe went in contrast to her normal 

state. Plutarch has a similar usage in the Life o f Sertorius 21.6, where we read that the 

skill of Sertorius Eic; x o a o b x o v  xobc; 7ipcoxo'Dc; m i  5 d v (x t(o t& to 'd < ; tw v  t o t e  

GTpaxT|ywv Kax£GTT|GEV. In this case Eiq t o g o x j t o v  refers to the extent of the straits 

that the generals were reduced to. More examples of this use can be found in Herodotos 

(3.113) where we read that every shepherd in Arabia £7U G xaxai ^l)Xx>Dpy££lv 6c; 

TOGObxo, and in Lysias (27.10) where a verb of motion is also used: m i  y a p  x o t  Etc; 

xoG obxov  fjKopEV, w g 0 ’ o t  7ipoTEpov 6v xf) Eipi^vi^ obSE Gtpac; abxobc; £ 8 l)v a v x o  

xpEtpEiv, vbv b (x iv  EiGtpopag EiGtpEpoDGi m i  x o p riy o b G i m i  o iK la g  pEyaXac;

OlKObGl.

1 DH De Thuc. idiomat. 1; Lucian Anachars. 38; Polyb. 1.54.3; Strabo 2.5.26; 4.5.3, etc.
2 DS 2.57.1; 5.18.1; 8.27.2; DH De Isocr. 14; De Demosth. 11 and 24; Lucian Anachars. 13; De luctu 
10; Strabo 3.2.13, etc.
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18-9 0T£ jh£V-0X£ 86] Martini’s emendation is necessary for the two corresponding 

clauses. A similar use of this couple referring to two or more corresponding clauses is 

attested in Aristotle3 and in Apollonios of Rhodes,4 where Herakles is looking for Hylas.

3 Arist. Polit. 1290a xomcov yap xwv pepcbv oxfe p.6v Ttdtvxa pex6%ei xfjq Tco^ixelaq 6x6 8 ’ 6Mxxco 6x6 
86 Tt̂ rico.
4 AR Arg. 1.1270-2 ox; o ye jnotijncocov 6x6 |i6v 0oa yotivax’ ZnaXkE /  ovvex&oq, 6x6 8 ’ a t e  
pexaXXf|ycov xapdcxoio / xfjXe 8ia7tp'6aiov p e y d ^  p odaoxev  abxf).
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES

1-2 ’AX,Kiv6Tyv Tiyv IIoItpOD] This name is not very common (in contrast to the 

name of Alkyone). Apollodoros5 reports that Sthenelos and Nikippe, daughter of 

Pelops, begot Iphis, Eurystheus, Medousa and Alkinoe; it is interesting that this Alkinoe 

(if the reading of A is accepted) is related to the family of Pelops, who suffered many 

horrors arising from a curse, just as Alkinoe of EP 26 suffered great misfortune due to a 

curse. In addition, in EP 27 Alkinoe is presented as daughter of Polybos the Corinthian. 

This brings to mind king Polybos who brought up Oidipous, thus making another 

reference to the family of Pelops.

Another Alkinoe is attested in Pausanias6 as a nymph and one of the nurses of the 

infant Zeus, as represented on the altar at the temple of Athena Alea at Tegea.

However, the most interesting and new point is that Aelian7 reports a certain Alkinoe 

living in Thessaly, who was a remarkably beautiful married woman. One day her 

husband had to leave the city for a few days and, during that time, Alkinoe had a love 

affair with one of the servants. However, the JteT-apyoc; (stork) decided to take revenge 

for his master and blinded the unfaithful wife. This narrative presents a similar story 

pattern to that of EP 26: the unfaithful wife who is punished at the end. It is interesting 

that in both stories (the Aelian account and EP 27) the name of Alkinoe is associated 

with adultery.

3 ’ Ajti<pi>wdxot)] The name is widely attested. Many local stories connected 

Amphilochos with the origins of places (especially in Asia Minor). However, there is an 

interesting point in regard to Amphilochos, as the son of Amphiaraos and Eriphyle,8 

because this family is associated with Polybos9 (the ruler of Sikyon) and is also 

associated with a curse.

lot) Aptjcxvio^] This is another common name. The only interesting element is that 

Dryas, as the son of Lykourgos the Thracian, was killed by his father, while the latter 

became mad as a punishment for his impiety to Dionysos.10 This recalls Alkinoe’s 

madness due to her impiety.

5 Apollod. 2.4.5. However, in the apparatus criticus we read that the reading of A is aX.Ktv6r|, the 
reading of R is akKDVdr), whereas Wagner emended it into ’AkKDbvr) based on DS 4.12.7, who reports 
that Homados was killed while tryingto to violate Alkyone, the sister of Eurystheus.
6 Paus. 8.47.3.
7 Ael. NA 8.20.
8 Horn. Od. 15.248; Paus. 2.18; 2.20; Apollod. 3.82.2; 3.94.3; 3.95.5; 3.129.6.
9 In Hdt. 5.67 Talaos married Polybos’ daughter and had a son named Adrastos (Eriphyle’s brother).
10 Apollod. 3.5.1.
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3<5cv0O£] One wonders if this name was deliberately chosen. Alkinoe is obsessed 

with money; she is a stingy woman, who refuses to pay a %£pvf|Ti<;. The most 

appropriate punishment should be in accordance with this characteristic. Besides, all 

divine punishment is usually designed to be appropriate to the individual (as in the cases 

of Midas11 and Erysichthon) .12 What would be more appropriate punishment for 

Alkinoe, than being ruined by her passion for a golden-haired man (H&V0OC;)?13 

Moreover, in EP 8 , a man named Xanthos spends all his gold in order to gain his wife 

back. There are numerous references that associate the adjective ^av0o<; with gold. In 

Theokritos’ Idyll 2.78 we read that Delphi s’ and Eudamippos’ beards were more golden 

than helichryse (toi<; 5 ’ fjc; ^av0OT£pa p£V £^i%pf)GOio y£V£iag) and in Pindar’s 

Olympian 7.49-50 we read that at Rhodes Zeus ^av0av ayaycov v£(p£^av/ tto7a)V 

T)G£ xpDGOV. That is, Zeus brought a xanthon cloud and rained gold in abundance upon 

the children of Helios at Rhodes. Apart from this connection between the xanthon and 

the gold in this ode, it is interesting that Zeus had already sent down a snow of gold 

when Athena (7.27-38), the deity who punishes in EP 27 Alkinoe by sending her a 

golden-haired man, was bom.

7 NiK<5cv5pTyv] There are a few citations of this name. Herodotos14 reports that 

Nikandre was the name of one of the three priestesses at Dodone (Promeneia was the 

eldest, Timarete the next and Nikandre the youngest).

Another Nikandre appears in an epigram,15 as the daughter of Deinodikes the 

Naxian, sister of Deinomenes and wife of Phraxos.

It is interesting that this name bears the noun vikt|, a word often used to refer to 

Athena.16 From this point of view, Stem’s17 speculation that Nikandre “might have been 

in some earlier version of the story the goddess herself in disguise, coming as usual 

among mortals to test them” looks plausible.

11 Ovid Met. 11.90-193.
12 Kallim. Hymn 6.24-117.
131 owe this idea to A. Griffiths.
14 Hdt. 2.55 and Eustath. on Od. 14.327 repeats the information.
15 Epigrammata dedicatoria in Epigrammatum Anthologia Palatina (Cougny) 3.8.
16 Soph. Phil 134; Eur. Ion 457 and 1529.
17 Stem 1992: 92.
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THE STORY

The marginal ascription of EP 27 refers to Moiro’s Apai. Moiro of Byzantium was a 

poetess of the fourth-third century BC, who wrote S7rr|, e^ey e la i and \X£kr\, according 

to Suda. However, only scanty remains of her work survive. Among these are two 

epigrams, ten hexameter verses from Mnemosyne, and references to a Hymn to 

Poseidon and to Apod,18 which is one of the earliest works of this kind.19 Unfortunately, 

nothing of this latter work has been preserved, apart from this reference in the ascription 

of EP 27. Although we do not know in what way EP 27 differs from the specific Apd 

of Moiro, a few points should be raised.

The fact that Parthenios uses the name NiKdv8pT| (Ionic form) and the Homeric 

KODpfSlos might imply that these are traces of Moiro’s poem. Moiro was familiar with 

the Homeric poems and made use of them .20

It is most likely that Moiro’s version was in poetic form. Apart from the fact that 

Moiro was a poetess, literary texts of this genre are poems.21 As scholars observe, the 

shape of the arai in Hellenistic times tended to be in a catalogue-form, a series of 

mythological allusions united by a central theme.22

Whether Parthenios had consulted a source in a catalogue-form or not, it is 

interesting that he presents his narrative in a hysteron-proteron23 style, that is, he 

mentions the result (Kaxa p.f|viv ASrjvdg 87iipavfivai êvcp Eapacp) before the story 

itself. This kind of presentation, with the ‘headline’ before the story, is also found in EP 

17, where the statement n£plav8pov xov Kopiv0iov xtiv p.ev dpxfjv 7̂ti8 iKf| xe 

Kai 7tpaov e iva i, baxepov 5e cpovnccoxepov yeveoQai appears first and then the 

aixla  is given in its narrative frame; in EP 22 the headline is the capture of Sardis due 

to Nanis’ betrayal and then follows the whole narrative.

18 CA (Powell) 21-3, Gow-Page HE 2.413-5. For the dispute regarding the names Moipco or Ml)pc6 see 
CA 21-2.
19 As Hendrickson (1925: 109) puts it, “It is not easy to say just when such literature began to be 
produced, but the A p a i  of the poetess Moiro (or Myro) seems to be the earliest recorded example”. 
Indeed, as there is no certainty over the relative chronology of the A p a i  and Kallimachos’ TIfiig and 
since the appearance of the Sorbonne papyrus (P. Sorbonne 2254= SH 970) has complicated the issue of 
chronology, it would be dangerous to limit the boundaries of the origins of this literary genre in a strict 
way. In my view, La Penna’s (1957) suggestion that this Hellenistic genre represents an expansion of the 
curses with which Greek tragedy is endowed, is right. Curses in tragedy and mythology were the starting 
point for the rise of a new literary genre.
20 Athen. Deipn. 11.490e = Powell CA p.22.
21 For Greek curse poetry of the archaic and classical periods, Alkaios’ fragment 129 (L-P), the 
Theognidean ftpcci (341-50, 601-2, 869-72, 1087-90), Aischylos’ Choephori 138-49, Supplices 25-40, 
Sophokles’ Ajax 835-44 are some characteristic examples. From the Hellenistic period especially notable 
are Kallimachos’ 7/?ig and Euphorion’s A p a i  f) TJorrfpzoxAAxn/g.
22 Watson 1991: 96-100.
23 For this stylistic narrative technique see Bassett 1920: 39-62.
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This kind of presentation might argue in favour of a source in a catalogue-form in 

this case (this is a mere speculation given that this kind of presentation occurs also in 

the above mentioned stories). If a version was given in Moiro’s Apai, but in a 

catalogue-form and with a brevity of mythological details, that would explain 

Parthenios’ narrative order: starting from a short curse, which includes the result of the 

curse, and then follows the narrative background (the details of which could be a 

Parthenian invention).

Thus, in EP 27 the headline in the introductory paragraph informs us that due to 

Athena’s wrath Alkinoe fell madly in love with a stranger. The plot goes on for a while 

until Alkinoe is presented as being cursed. The starting point for the sequence of events 

was the unjust dismissal without full payment of a %8pvfYui(;. By putting this word in 

the front (before the woman’s name), the unjust behaviour of Alkinoe is stressed, 

because she harmed a poor woman. Vulnerable people, such as the poor and the 

strangers, are in want of divine help and protection and enjoy divine support.24 This case 

of Alkinoe, who agreed a contract, had the work done but then refused to pay, recalls 

the case of Laomedon.25 The fact that in this well known story the two deities in human 

disguise test Laomedon, strengthens Stem’s point, already mentioned in the 

interpretative note, that Nikandre is in fact Athena.
/  26The divine wrath was caused by an action against 8iKT]. Alkinoe refused to pay up 

so Nikandre made use of her only resource, the curse. Due to the indirect speech, the 

inventiveness and individuality of this curse is lost. Surely, this curse seems to belong to 

the category of revenge curses,27 as it is motivated by an act of injustice, but it would be 

interesting to know more details. The motif of cursing as the only resource of the 

underprivileged, is also attested in the Aisopian fable of the fox and the eagle,28

24 Horn. Od. 7.165; 9.270; 14.58.
25 Apollod. 2.5.9. The story of Laomedon is also attested by Homer in Iliad 7.452ff., in which Apollo 
and Poseidon jointly built the walls of Troy; in Iliad 21.441-57, the walls were built by Poseidon alone, 
whereas Apollo was tending the king’s cattle as a herdsman. It is interesting that in the Iliad the time of 
service for the two gods was a year, just as in the case of Nikandre. This unjust deed of Laomedon and 
the two gods’ wrath were widely known and attested (Pindar Olymp. 8.30ff., Lucian De sacr. 4, Virgil 
Georg. 1.502, etc).
26 It is notable that from the sixteen Homeric passages that cite the word p.f|vl<5 only one clearly 
indicates that the wrath has an ethical basis {Od. 2.66) due to the men’s K axa 6pya, as Considine 
(1986: 56) notes.
27 For the curses’ categorisation see Watson 1991.
28 Corpus Fabularum Aesopicarum  (Hausrath-Hunger) 1, where it is noted that o l  (piXiav 
rcapacmovSobvxec;, kccv xt|v xfi>v f|8iKr||i£va)v £K(p'6yci)ai ic6A.aaiv, bXk' o'uv ye xf|v 6k  Geob 
xipcoplav ob Siaxpo'ticovxai. Watson (1991: 63, n. 32) notes that the prayer of the wronged fox to 
Zeus, of which a fragment of Archilochos survives (177 W), originally incorporated curses against the 
treacherous eagle.
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Hekabe’s imprecations against the victorious Greeks,29 and Telemachos’ imprecations 

against the suitors.30 The appeal to the gods as guarantors of justice and executors of an 

a p a  is a topos in many curses.31 The deity that is appealed to in this story is Athena,32 

presumably as Athena Ergane, goddess of handicrafts and protector of the women’s 

crafts (spinning, weaving and woolwork) or as a deity of justice and wisdom.33 Athena34 

used madness as an instrument for the punishment. Alkinoe 67tip,aiV£TCU, bends her 

principles and destroys her life. Athena causes a disturbance of the inner world of a 

woman by means of erotic affection. Alkinoe does not simply jialvETOU but 

87ti(xatV£Tai35 and falls madly in love with a stranger. The question is: why did Athena
• 36use this kind of punishment, which would be more appropriate to Aphrodite?

In Homer there is (among others) a kind of divine intervention, which seems to affect 

the mental process of men. For instance, when Odysseus remarks that Athena inspired 

him to plan out his enemies’ destruction {Od. 16.233-4) and adds that “...7toAA)PoD>X)(; 

£vi cpp£oi 0flGiv ’A01^VT|...” (282-3), he emphasizes this power of Athena. From this 

point of view, the goddess has the power to inspire somebody in a destructive way, but 

always in accordance with their nature.37 Alkinoe is a woman and not a warrior. 

Therefore, the most suitable means for her destruction is erotic passion, which was fatal 

in her case.

Dovatour38 distinguished two different motifs, which constitute this story. The first 

motif is that of the married woman who becomes an adulteress and leaves her husband. 

The other motif is that of a servant’s exploitation by his/her master/mistress and all the

29 Diktys of Krete 5.16.
30 Horn. Od. 2.143-5. For more examples of this kind see Watson 1991: 6-7.
31 We read in the Iliad 9.456 that the gods accomplished someone’s curses. The appeal to divine 
assistance varies from the call on the gods as a whole to the call on only one god. So, in Sophokles’ 
Philokt. 1035-36 occurs the appeal to all the gods, whereas in Track  807-9 Justice and the Fury are 
appealed (as in Aias 1389-91, where Zeus is also added). Examples of appeals to one god can be found 
in the Iliad 1.37ff., Euripides’ Hippol. 1199ff., etc.
32 In Homer a wish to Athena alone is very often addressed (cf. II. 10.278ff.; 17.561ff., etc.).
33 Horn. II. 6.275 for the idea that Athena takes pity on people that have been abused; Paus. 3.13.6 for 
Athena’s cult title as ApPouAia which shows her power to inspire counsel.
34 Indeed, this is a familiar role for Athena. She maddened Ajax as well, when the latter planned to kill 
Odysseus. Due to this madness Ajax was humiliated and therefore he was punished for rejecting the 
goddess’ help.
35 This verb is also used in EP 29, where many women feel this delirium about Daphnis and a 
catastrophe is about to follow. The fact that Athena causes Alkinoe’s 6 jti|ia v ia  strengthens my 
argument that in the case of Daphnis the £jiifj,avla of the women was also due to divine interference.
36 Love and eros belong to Aphrodite’s province. In EP 5 Aphrodite Kara |nf|viv makes Leukippos fall 
in love with his own sister.
37 Athena does involve herself in women’s affairs in special cases: the women of Elis eb^aoG ai Tf| 
A0t|vqc X£yovxai xu fjaat TtapamiKa, ferteiSav |n% 0am xoic; avbpdtoi (Paus. 5.3.2).
38 Dovatour 1932: 195-98.
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consequences of the servant’s curse. Dovatour notes that there is a mixture of two 

heterogeneous elements: “deux elements heterogenes-l’un aristocratique (Alcinoe, fille 

d’un tel et femme d’un tel), l’autre populaire (Nicandra tout court)”. Referring to the 

first motif some points emerge. Alkinoe in her madness ran away but in the middle of 

the journey she regretted her actions39 and cried out repeatedly her husband and 

children. This continuous calling recalls Arganthone’s reaction in EP 36, when she 

learned Rhesos’ death (ataopevri 0apxx epoa Tobvopxx xot) 'Pi^ao'D), or Herakles 

desperately seeking Hylas and calling his name;40 this mid-ocean scene of the desperate 

woman also recalls Europa’s reaction seated on the back of the Zeus-bull, in the middle 

of the sea 41

However, apart from the indication of great sorrow, avaKaA£tv can also be used 

for magical invocations or continuous appeals to the gods, according to LSJ. One can 

imagine Nikandre continuously invocing Athena, and then, Alkinoe continuously calling 

her husband and child.

To conclude, EP 27 consists of two motifs: that of the unfaithful wife; that of an 

unjust act which results in a curse and in divine punishment. There is an aetiological 

sequence since the adultery was caused by the ara. This is one of the rare cases in the 

EP in which gods interfere in human affairs and this interference is due to the ara. In 

both EP 26 and 27 the ascriptions refer to works dealing with ami and from this point 

of view one could argue in favour of being a common link between EP 26 and 27: that 

of the power of a curse.

39 Even though people repent in some EP {EP 1, 4, 13, 14), the motif of the unfaithful wife who finally 
changes her mind appears only in EP 27.
40 Theokr. Idyll 13.
41 Mosch. Europa 110-151.
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STORY 28

Ilepi KXevnv; 

Icjxopei Eixpoplcov A7io>AoS(&p(p, x a  AnoXXcftvio^ ApyovaDiiKwv a

1 Aiacptfpcix; 86 loxopeixai Tcepi Kd Îko'd

xob Alv&x;. o l  p6v yap abxov £cpacav 

ap|ioo(i|i£vov A&piaav xt|v n id oou , fi o 

7uaxt|p 6|iiyr| Ttpo ydtjaox), pax6|ievov 

5 a7co0aveiv, xiv6<; 86 Ttpoatp&xax; yfjpavxa

KX£ixt|v <rupPa?i£iv 8 i ’ ayvoiav xol<; 

p£xa ’Idoovoq 6m xfjq Apyoxx; TtX&rooi 

Kai otxox; neodvxa nctai iiery&fajx; 

akyeivov tu6 0 o v  6ppa^£lv, 6^6xax; 86 xf| 

^  K9t£ixT|. ISoboa yap atxov 6ppi|i|i6vov

7C£pi£a%60ri x a i  noXXa KaxcoSbpaxo, 

viJKxcop 86 Xa0oboa xa<; 0£pa7iaivi8a<; 

dind xivoq 86v8pou 6tvi^pxr|G£v <£aux1^v>.

The story of Kyzikos, the son of Aineus, is 

told in two different ways. That is, some said 

that he died fighting, after taking as his wife 

Larisa, Piasos’ daughter, with whom her 

father had sexual intercourse before her 

marriage; on the other hand, others said that 

Kyzikos, newly wedded to Kleite, engaged in 

fighting, without knowing their identity, 

those sailing with Iason on the Argo and, 

having died this way, caused immeasurably 

painful sorrow for everybody, and above all 

others for Kleite. For, as soon as she saw him 

lying on the ground, she embraced him and 

lamented greatly and by night, unnoticed by 

her maidservants, she hanged herself from a 

tree.

xa < 8’> 6̂ f|<; Hirschig 2 Alv6ax; (scil. Alv6o<;) Gale: alv& n) P: + a lv 6 o v  Martini id esse corruptum
putat: Atvoo) Tuempel 3  A & piooav Meineke 8 -9  7taai p6v <xol<p> a^Xoic; aAymvov t:6 0 o v

Hercher: roccn, |i6ya aA.yeivov te6 0 o v  Rohde 1 1 7t£pi£xb0r| Legrand 1 3  <6ai)xi^v> Goens 
(apud Meineke)
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LINGUISTIC NOTES
1 Auxtpdpox; §£ lo T O p e iio c i] LSJ states that the adverb 5ia90p(oc; can have the

meaning of ‘in a variety of ways’ or of ‘differently’. Parthenios uses this introductory 

motif in three cases (EP 11, 28 and 33) in order to present two opposed versions. In EP 

11, there are two opposed versions of Byblis’ story: according to Nikainetos’ version 

(N tKalveuoc; jiev yap (pt|ai), Kaunos fell in love with his sister Byblis, whereas in the 

other version (oi 8e ttAbIo'Dc; cpaaiv) Byblis was the one who fell for her brother. In EP 

33, although the introductory motif is in a different form (Stacpopcoc; 5e Kai toiq 

TtoAAolc; icruopelxai), there are again two opposed versions. According to the 

mainstream version, Niobe was the daughter of Tantalos, but there is also another 

version, according to which she was the daughter of Assaon. In EP 28, the two opposed 

versions are clearer since they are introduced by oi p&v ydp-xivec; 5e.

2 Aiv&oq] The MS reading is aiv&n), which is accepted by Sakolowski, Meineke, 

Hercher and Spatafora. However, Martini finds it corrupt, noting that one should accept 

either Gale’s or Tuempel’s1 alterations. In the scholia on Apollonios Rhodios’ 

Argonautika 1.948 p and q we read respectively: Kd^ikou 7iaTqp AivEfiq and Aivebg 

©eTTa ôc; wv. Therefore, the nominative case of the name of Kyzikos’ father is Alvetx;. 

What should the genitive be? Gale’s emendation into Aiveox; (or Aiveoc;)2 is according 

to the rules of the third declension, whereas Spatafora3 justifies the reading Aiveot) as a 

phenomenon of metaplasm4 and cites two examples (HpaK ^ot) instead of HpaKA£Ot)Q 

and KavcoTtot) instead of Kdvomoq). Indeed, metaplasm was common in the koine but it 

cannot be applied as a general rule to every text of that period. In addition, the examples 

cited by Spatafora are not the most appropriate ones, since we are interested in names of 

the third declension with the ending One should rely on the author’s habits in 

matters like this. Thus, in EP 1, we read Oopcovecoq, in 14 AvOecô  and in 19 AXxoecoc;, 

proving that Parthenios uses the genitive in -ecoq for the names of -8'ix; in the 

nominative, as Antoninos Liberalis also does (27 ©rjoecoc;, 41 ’Ep£%0£(O<;). As for the 

name of Herakles, in EP 30 we read 'HpaKA&nx;, which proves Spatafora’s argument 

to be wrong.

1 Tuempel in Pauly-Wiss. RE, s.v. Aineus.
2 For the replacing of the ending -ox; with the ending -o<; in the genitive case in the koine, see Robertson 
1919: 263.
3 Spatafora 1995: 295.
4 For metaplasm see Mayser 1970: (I) 48; Blass-Debrunner 1961: 49-52, who use this name for both 
fluctuation of declension and fluctuation of gender; Robertson 1919: 257 distinguishes heteroclisis from 
metaplasm.
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3 Adp iocxv] Although all editors adopt the MS reading (Meineke’s edition 

included) ,5 Meineke writes the name with two a (Aapiaaav) in Euphorion’s section. In 

other words, when Meineke comments on Euphorion’s Apollodoros6 he cites the 

Parthenian version, writing the name Larissa. Moreover, when he cites the scholia on 

Apollonios Rhodios’ Argonautika 1.1063, he adopts the reading of P A and L ante 

correctionem: ©pfiooav 5e rqv niaooi), instead of Adpiaav 56 TT|V niaaoi) (L 

corr.). As Gaselee puts it, “it is better to keep the spelling with one a, as in the MS”7 not 

simply because it is the MS reading but because all the sources which attest the story of 

Larisa as Piasos’ daughter, cite the name with one a .8

8-9 n a o i  jneyd^w  ̂a k y e iv o v  7id0ov ep.pc&eiv] All the proposed alterations turn 

the adverb fi£yd>j(0<; into something else. There are two main arguments in favour of the 

MS reading. First of all, the emphatic repetition of more or less synonymous words, 

which is stressed here with the adverb, is common in the EP.9 If the adverb is turned into 

|l£V (Hercher’s alteration), emphasis is given to the conjunction of the two parts (all the 

people - Kleite in particular) and not to the painful sorrow. As for Rohde’s emendation 

(p.£ya), the adverb |4£yd7xo<; is used by Homer,10 Hesiod,11 Herodotos12 and although in 

the koine the neuter of the adjective is often used as an adverb, this does not entail that 

Parthenios does not use adverbs (p.dXxx being the most frequent one) .13

Secondly, the use of an adverb in relation to an adjective is usual.14 The most relevant 

example in the EP is in EP 17, where we read that Periandros 7tavT&7iaa i Ttpdyjxa 

ayvcofiov Ttaaxetv. The adverb n a v z a n a a i  sufficiently stresses the ayvcojiov 

rcpdypxx, just as p,£ydXtoc; stresses the dXy£ivov rc60ov.

5 Although Meineke adopts the MS reading A&piocev, he writes in the apparatus criticus of his edition 
that ‘A d p ia a v  ex cod. revocavi. V. ad Delect poet. Anth. gr. p. 116’. In Anthologia Graeca (7.528) 
there is one reference to a certain A d p ia o a , mentioned by Theodoridas, as a friend of Phainarete.
6 Meineke AA 41.
7 Gaselee 1978: 332.
8 Sch. AR Arg. 1.40-1; 1.1063; Nikol. Dam. FGrH 90 F12; Strabo 13.3.4, but Meineke (AA 42) citing 
Strabo writes the name with two o.
9 See Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 67.
10 Horn. Od. 16.432.
11 Hes. Theog. 429.
12 Hdt. 1.4; 1.16; 1.30; 7.190.
13 EP 1 fi&Xa, (piAocppdvox;; 9 xax&ix;; 15 £ppo)|j.6vcix;; 16 TtavTditaai, etc.
14 See Robertson (1919: 546) for the use of adverbs with adjectives in the koine; also PI. Prt. 328a 
navz&naoi p$8iov. In Hdt. 1.4 and 7.190 the adverb peydAnx; is used with two adjectives (alxiODq, 
XpTloifj), but in these cases the adjectives are equal to nouns.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES 

1 Tiepi Kd^ikod] The fullest account concerning Kyzikos, the founder of the 

homonymous city and king of the Doliones, is given by Apollonios Rhodios, who 

probably drew on earlier sources, such as Deilochos, Neanthes, or Herodoros (see the  

story  below).

According to Apollonios’ version, 15 Kyzikos was the son of Aineus and Ainete, the 

daughter of the Thrakian king Eusoros, whereas Konon16 presents him as the son of 

Apollo, driven with his people from Thessaly. Despite the early foundation of Kyzikos, 

neither the hero Kyzikos nor the Doliones are mentioned by Homer. On the contrary, 

Kyzikos was associated with Jason and the Argonauts, since he received them hospitably 

when they stopped on the island of Dindymon in Propontis. Kyzikos, although newly 

married, left the bridal chamber in order to supervise the feeding and care of the 

Argonauts. Indeed, they were very happy with the hospitality offered and then sailed 

away. However, contrary winds drove them back to the same island without noticing. A 

fight takes place between the Argonauts and the locals and since it is the middle of the 

night Jason kills Kyzikos in his ignorance. In the dawn recognition comes but it is too 

late. Kyzikos is offered the appropriate funeral honours and the Argonauts sail away.

In the Antonine period there was an increased interest in Kyzikos: he appears often on 

coins and his statue was set up by the archon Julius Seleucus in the theatre of Kyzikos.17

3 Adeptccxv xf|V II idcoot)] According to Strabo,18 at the Phrykonian Larisa Piasos 

was honoured. He fell in love with his own daughter Larisa but, having violated her, he 

paid retribution for his crime; one day while he was leaning over a pithos of wine, she

pushed him in. Nikolaos Damaskenos19 is aware of this version and adds that Larisa

pretended that she was one of the servants in order to push her father into the pithos. 

Although neither Strabo nor Nikolaos Damaskenos associate Larisa with Kyzikos, 

Euphorion mentions that Kyzikos was married to Larisa, the daughter of Piasos.20

6  KXeIxijv] In Apollonios’ version (1.973-9), Kleite was the daughter of Merops the 

Perkosian; she was newly married to Kyzikos without, as yet, any children. In contrast, 

Neanthes21 mentions that the couple had a son named after his father. In Konon’s

15 ARArg. 1.948ff.
16 Konon FGrH 26 Fl(XLI).
17 Hasluck 1910: 239.
18 Strabo 13.3.4.
19 Nikol. Dam. FGrH 90 F12.
20 Sch. on AR Arg. 1.1063, whereas P and A read the name of Thressa.
21 Sch. on AR Arg. 1.1063.
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political view,22 Kyzikos was driven from Thessaly and as a result went with his people 

into Asia, where he was married to Kleite, the daughter of Merops, who was the king of 

the Rhyndakos country; after this marriage, T|'i)̂ 'n0Ti £K xaTCEivfjc; K\) îK(p sic; ji£ya f] 

a p /iy  After the death of Kyzikos, the kingship, since there was no heir, passed to an 

oligarchy, then to the Tyrrhenians and finally to the Milesians.

8  Ktxi omox; Jieadvxct] In the mainstream version Kyzikos was killed by Jason. 

However, some say that he was killed by the Dioskouroi.23 In the account of pseudo- 

Orpheus,24 the Giants who lived on the mountains of Kyzikos attacked the Argonauts at 

night and during the fight Kyzikos was slain among the Giants by Herakles for an 

unexplained reason. Ephoros25 of Kyme presents another version, according to which the 

Doliones were Pelasgians and enemies of both the Thessalians and the Magnesians 

because they were driven out by them; due to this hostility, the Doliones attacked their 

enemies but it is not clear if Ephoros implies at this point that Kyzikos was killed during 

that attack.

13 av^pTT|0 £V <£(Xt)Tî V>] In Apollonios’ account Kleite hanged herself, as well 

(1.1065). The nymphs bewailed her death and shed so many tears that the goddesses 

made a fountain, which was called Kleite after her. In Valerius Flaccus’ romanticised 

account (3.314-331), Kleite’s lamentation is described; however, apart from the lyric 

description of her reaction, there is no mention of her death. Deiochos and Neanthes 

agree with Apollonios’ version, as is attested in the scholia on Apollonios’ Argonautika 

1.1065-66; however, according to the scholion on verse 1064, Deiochos mentions that 

Kleite died on account of her sorrow.

22 Konon FGrH 26 F 1 (X U ).
23 Sch. on AR Arg. 1.1032.
24 Orph. Arg. 490-823.
25 Ephoros FGrH 70 F61=Sch. on AR Arg. 1.1037.
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THE STORY

With the introductory motif Siacpopcoc; 5s iGXOpeixai two opposed versions are 

introduced. As the marginal note informs us, the first version, according to which 

Kyzikos was married to Larisa, Piasos’ daughter, is also given by Euphorion in his 

Apollodoros.26 Extant from Euphorion’s Apollodoros27 is a fragment of two verses 

reading:

floiKiXdvoDg 5e (xetaxQpov ... opxi^oq 

K d ^i k o u , o v  b’fietae KaKov yap.ov ex0op,evTi Kpe .̂

These verses associate Kyzikos with an ill-omened marriage, as the adjective KaKOV 

and the presence of the Kpe^ denote. In the scholia on Lykophron’s Alexandra 513 

(which preserve Euphorion’s fragment) we read that

Kpe  ̂8e opveov £g x i  0aM ooiov ipibi £ o iko c;, gx; Hpoboxoc;. £ g x i  5e lpi<; 

opveov Ttepi xf|v Aiy'imxov pmapotyayov. KaX,Mp.a%oq 5e cpriaiv £v x o iq  

Ilepi opvecov xoic; yapxyoot Sd g o ic o v ig x o v  eivai.

Obviously we are not in a position to know if Euphorion was aware of the version 

concerning Larisa, with only his extant fragment as evidence; this fragment mentions 

only Kyzikos’ KaKov ydjxov, which could refer to the well-known version of Kleite, in 

which Kyzikos died before enjoying his newly-wedded wife. However, the scholia on 

Apollonios’ Argonautika (1.1063) shed more light on the matter since they state that 

according to Euphorion Kyzikos was |xeA.Xoya(io^ to the daughter of Piasos. The 

scholiast also informs us that Piasos’ daughter obSe TtaOeiv xt &7ti xcp xob dvbpog 

Oavaxcp, d7tax0fivai 5s otm be fmo xob rcaxpog. Presumably, the phrase ot)5e 

TtaOeiv xi refers to the reaction of Kyzikos’ wife after his death; she did not hang 

herself, as Kleite did, but she was abducted by her father. Does this drnxO flvat imply 

the incestuous relationship of Piasos with his daughter? This incestuous relationship is 

attested by Strabo,28 Nikolaos Damaskenos29 and Suda.30 However, none of these 

sources associates Kyzikos with Larisa; only EP 28 combines elements that are missing 

from the other sources.

Yet, due to the cramped style of EP 28, one cannot draw any conclusions about 

Kyzikos’ death in the version of Larisa. In the text we read that Kyzikos, after he

26 Sch. on AR Arg. 1.1063.
27 Powell CA Euphorion 4.
28 Strabo 13.3.4.
29 Nikol. Dam. FGrH 90 F12.
30 Suda s.v. a d g p im a .
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married Larisa, with whom her father had sexual intercourse before her marriage, died 

while fighting (fiaxojievov a7to0aveiv). Does this refer to Kyzikos’ death at the hands 

of Jason? In other words, does this version associate Kyzikos with the Argonauts or not? 

If not, then who killed Kyzikos? Moreover, why did Parthenios insert the subordinate 

clause fi o 7taxf|p £payT| Ttpo yapoi), unless it was valuable for the narrative?

There are already a few variations concerning Kyzikos’ death, as we have seen, so it 

is not impossible that the first part of EP 28 offered a less known version of this death 

(maybe at the hands of Piasos this time). Without implying any connection, it is worth 

noting that in EP 13 (where the name of Euphorion is again cited in the margin), 

Klymenos felt an incestuous passion for his daughter; after her marriage, Klymenos 

demanded his daughter back. The girl felt that she had suffered 5eiva K a i feKVOjxa from 

her father (which recalls Piasos’ a0eo|dov K a i 5'i)GT'D%f| fepcora, as attested in Suda), so 

she punished him, as Larisa did.31 Unfortunately, there is no clue in EP 13 to indicate the 

reaction of Klymenos’ son-in-law. Did he leave his wife at Klymenos’ hands or did he try 

to save her at the cost of his life? What would Kyzikos do in a similar situation? 

However, on the basis of the scholia on Apollonios’ Argonautika (1.1063), the abduction 

of Larisa took place after the death of Kyzikos, thus making the above a mere 

assumption.

Kyzikos’ marriage to Larisa might have an aetiological hint, since both Kyzikos and 

Larisa represent two cities which appear to have many things in common. In Strabo’s 

account this Larisa is the Phrykonian one in Kyme, being settled by the people from 

Phrikion, the Lokrian mountain above Thermopylai. These people went to Kyme and 

captured Larisa which had been in the possession of the Pelasgians. In Konon’s 

account,32 Kyzikos was settled by Pelasgians from Thessaly, who were driven out by 

Aeolians.

31 In both Strabo’s and Nikolaos Damaskenos’ accounts, Larisa uses a pithos to punish Piasos for his 
erotic desire. A pithos often plays a significant role in the narrative of Boccaccio’s Decameron. In the 
second story of the seventh day, pithos is associated with an extra-marital affair. At Naples there is a 
couple of which the wife, Peronella, cheats on her husband. On the unexpected return of her husband 
one day, Peronella hides her lover in a pithos. When the husband announces that he has sold the pithos, 
she claims that she has already sold it in a better price and the lover pretends to be the buyer but he 
wants the pithos to be cleared from the lees. While the husband is in the pithos removing the lees, 
Peronella thrusts her head into the vent of the pithos, directing her husband and blocking at the same 
time the vent, so that she can have sex with her lover in this position. Boccaccio also uses, apart from 
the pithos, a chest as a narrative tool for the progression of the action (fourth day, story ten; eighth day, 
story eight), whereas Menander uses a well in his Dyskolos, so that Knemon will finally consent to his 
daughter being married to Sostratos.
32 Konon FGrH 26 FI (XLI).
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It is also interesting that Strabo (13.1.12) speaks of another city at Propontis, which 

has common boundaries with Kyzikos and that some say that it was a settlement of 

Kyzikos. This city was named after Priapos, who was worshipped there. This city ruled 

over a territory which produced good wine (Priapos is closely associated with wine and 

sexual desire). Although there is no solid ground for drawing conclusions, it is interesting 

that Kyzikos is associated with both Priapos (as a neighbouring city) and Piasos (as his 

father-in-law, who dies drowning in wine because of his incestuous sexual desire).

The second part of EP 28, introduced by TlV8^ 5e, offers a well known version of 

Kyzikos’ story. Apollonios Rhodios, who is cited in the margin, gives the fullest account 

of Kyzikos being newly wedded to Kleite, receiving the Argonauts hospitably and dying 

in a fight with Jason in his ignorance. Apollonios probably draws on earlier sources, such 

as Deiochos,33 Ephoros,34 Herodoros35 and Neanthes.36 Deiochos of Prokonnesos states 

that Kleite was the wife of Kyzikos and Apollonios follows this account of the 

description of the fight between the Doliones and the Argonauts.37

Ephoros, although he comes from Kyme, does not attest the story of the Phrykonian 

Larisa in Kyme, but that of Kleite. In his version the Doliones fight against the people of 

Thessaly and Magnesia, but he agrees as to the name of Kleite. Neanthes from Kyzikos 

in his M v9 ik& agrees with Apollonios but he differs over the issue of Kyzikos being 

childless by stating that Kyzikos had a child. Both Neanthes and Deiochos make mention 

of Kleite’s fountain in Kyzikos.

To conclude, EP 28 generally accords with Apollonios’ account, although Parthenios 

makes no mention of the hospitality offered by Kyzikos and Kleite and he does not 

describe in detail the fight that took place among the Doliones and the Argonauts. 

Moreover, Parthenios makes no mention either of Kyzikos’ tomb, or of Kleite’s fountain. 

Instead, he focuses on Kleite’s reaction after her husband’s death; this is a reaction that 

resembles that of Oinone (EP 4), or that of Arganthone (EP 36).

What is missing in EP 28 is the justification of Kyzikos’ death. In Apollonios’ version, 

Kyzikos is destined to die and we are informed that he fulfilled his destiny (1.1035),

33 Deiochos FGrH 471 F6 and 10. Concerning the variations of his name, in the scholia on AR Arg. 
1.1063, V reads Arjioxoq, P reads Aiio^ot; and L Ar|l?io%o<;.
34 Ephoros FGrH 70 F61, 184.
35 Herodoros FGrH 31 F7. Although he makes no mention of the particular story of Kyzikos in his 
Argonautika, his extant fragments (F 5-10) deal with the Argonauts’ stops at Propontis and the 
particular stop at an island, which was partly inhabited by Giants (Kyzikos’ island).
36 Neanthes FGrH 84 FI 1 and 12.
37 FGrH 471 F8.
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whereas according to Valerius Flaccus (3.20-31), Kyzikos caused Kybele’s anger by 

killing one of her lions, and as a result the goddess devises death and horror against the 

hero. Parthenios just notes that Kyzikos was engaged in fighting with the Argonauts in 

his ignorance and that he was killed; Kyzikos 81 ’ ayvoiav fights and Jason 8 l* 

ayvoiav of his identity kills him.38

The whole setting of place and time (by night, so that the warrior cannot see his 

opponent), that exists in the Apollonian version, is missing here, whereas great emphasis 

is given to Kleite’s reaction. It is striking that, although Parthenios does not indicate the 

time of the fight and the slaying of Kyzikos (which is a topos in the other sources), in the 

case of Kleite there is a time setting: she is waiting until night comes so that she can 

escape the notice of her maidservants and then hangs herself. This element is genuinely 

Parthenian, since it is not attested in any other source. Parthenios may have adopted a 

well known version, but he adjusted it to suit his own aesthetic ideals.

38 Hunter (1993: 42-3), notes that Kyzikos dies like Apsyrtos by night, in ignorance and in silence, 
making this tragic case almost a paradigm of failure of communication. Death in ignorance is a common 
motif in the EP {EP 3, 9, 24 and 26).
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STORY 29
I le p i A(5«f)vi5oq 

lo io p e i  Tljuocio^ HiKeXiKoiq

1 ’ Ev XikeMqc 66 Ad«pvi<; ' Ep|iot) Ttalq

6y6vexo, crupiyyi +8fj xe 8e£,io<; 

ypf|aao0ai xai xfjv I86av feKTtpemfe 

owoi; eiq p6v xov 7ioA,i)v optAov avSpaw 

5 oi) xaxfjet, poDKoXfiiv 86 xaxdc xt|v

Alxvr|v xeipax6<; xe xai 06poD<; 

fyypatiXei. xotixoi) X6yo'ooiv 5 Eyevai8a 

vtipxpriv 6pao0elaav TtapaxetetioaoOat 

abxcp y'ovaixi jnr| rcA,T|oi&£eiv jarj 

10 7uei0o|i6vox) yap abxob a\)|ipf|aeo0ai xaq

oij/eit; &7topaXeiv. 6 86 yp6vov jj.6v xiva 

xapxepax; avxeiyev, xaiTtep obx oXiycov 

6jcipaivop6vcov abxcp. baxepov 86 pla xcov 

xaxa xf)v XixeAlav PaaiXIScov oivcp 

15 7coA.Axi) 8r(/\.riaa|i6vT] abxov f|yayev elq

6jci0X)|iiav abxf] fiiyf|vai. xai obxox; 6x 

xob8e 6p,oiax; ©aiLropgt xcp ©pQtxi 8i’ 

&(ppocr6vT]v 67ce7n̂ po)xo.

In Sicily Daphnis was born, the son of 

Hermes, who was indeed skilful in playing 

the syrinx and who was handsome in 

appearance. He would never come down to 

the great mass of people; he lived in the open 

fields tending cattle on Etna in Summer and 

Winter. They say that the nymph Echenais, 

after falling in love with him, ordered him 

not to have sexual intercourse with a woman; 

if he did not comply with the order, the 

consequence would be that he would lose his 

eyesight. And he resolutely stood up to it for 

some time, although not a few women were 

mad for him. However, afterwards one of the 

princesses of Sicily tricked him into drinking 

a lot of wine and led him to desire to consort 

with her. And so, as a result, he lost his 

eyesight due to his thoughtlessness, as did 

Thamyras the Thracian.

2 <oloq> <r6piyyt Schmidt (apud Martini) +8i) xej^vvt®. xe P: [8tfj] xe Legrand:
cr6ptyyi <<b>8f| xe Harmon Se^toq Gale: 8e£,i6x; P 3 %pf|G0ai Scaliger ebjtpemte
Schneider 4 eiq p.6v <7t6A,iv> [xov TtoXbv opiAov avSpcbv] Hirschig 9-10 |if| 7tei0o|i6vo) y&p 
abxcp Legrand 10 crDiipfjaeaOai Legrand: crupPfjaexai P 16 abxf] |iiy f)v a i Heyne: abxci)
p iy fjv a i P obxcoq Heyne: obxoq P
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LINGUISTIC NOTES
2 +8tfj xe] The MS reading Sf| xe has been greatly disputed due to the lack of

parallels. From the various attempts to understand this point better, Harmon’s1 

suggestion otipiyyi <Q)>Sf| xe is interesting on the grounds that the syrinx can appear in 

the same context as song. At one point I found Sii ye preferable because it is in 

accordance with the stylistic preference of Parthenios. That is, 8fj is greatly used by the 

author either as a temporal particle, or as a particle of emphasis (especially with 

conjunctions). The commonest motif is £v0a 8f] (EP 1, 2, 6 , 8 , 9, 14, 15, 16, 21, 26, 31, 

32 and 36) but also G)<; Sf| (EP 4), axe 5t| (EP 4, 5, 10) and oxe Sî  (EP 11). Apart from 

these cases, Sf| can also be used with the enclitic particle ye, giving emphasis to the 

words that follow. Thus, in EP 9 we read that Diognetos felt great desire for Polykrite 

but that he would never offer violence to her because of) yap 8^ ye 0ep,ixov fjv iKexiv 

ofjaav ev xcp lepcp pid^eaGai (“it was, he knew, not right to use force ...” translates 

Stem, giving the appropriate emphasis to Srj ye). In this story, the two main 

characteristics of Daphnis are emphasized in the same way: he is skillful in playing the 

syrinx and he is very beautiful. However, in the case of EP 9 the narrative is heavily 

focalised at that point and St̂  does not coalesce with ye but with of) yap. In addition, 

Denniston3?hat 8f\ ye is “a very rare combination, seldom textually above suspicion”. Ar\ 

ye is usually acceptable in cases where a relative, or vov, or 8io preced and it is clear in 

those cases that Sî  and ye do not coalesce. Therefore, I take that the corruption is 

wider spread (for instance, if the relative otoc; preceded, then 8î  ye could be 

acceptable).

8 e^io<;] Gale turned the adverb of the MS reading into the adjective Se^ioc;, in order 

for there to be two adjectives in agreement (Se^toc;- £K7cp£7nfe). The need for an 

adjective was also Schmidt’s motivation for inserting the oiog before the word atip tyyt, 

but a closer look proves that Parthenios always uses oioq with the verb eaxl (EP 4, 6 

and 7).

Choosing between Gale’s emendation and the MS reading is difficult. In favour of the 

MS reading are the following points. Firstly, Se^ioc; is not justified palaeographically, 

because it would be easier for the scribe to write (or to hear) an o instead of an co. 

Secondly, Se^tox; xpi^aaaQ ai occurs as a phrase. In Achilles Tatius’ Leukippe and

1 Harmon 1927: 414-5.
2 For oi) yap 8t) ye see also DH De Demosth. dictione 46.21; 56.6; De Thuc. 15.9; De compos, verb. 
18.59.
3 Denniston 1996: 247.
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Kleitophon (5.22.1), Melitte asks her maidservants s i  Se^iax; a\)Tt| (Leukippe) 

K£%pr|VTcn and Gaselee translates at this point “and asked them first of all whether they 

had attended her with all skill and care” .4 In Ktesias5 also the phrase Se^tcbq %pT|Gap,£VT| 

is attested. Last but not least in the context of syrinx an adverb often appears: cropiyyi 

gw^0(oc; a b te lv ,6 or crtipiyyi ?ay£vn KaAa p,£?a£6 |i£VOc;.7 However, if we accept 

the MS reading be^iax;, then the infinitive %pf|GaG0ai has to be dependent on 

EKTtpETrn .̂

Can this adjective govern an infinitive and noun (in the accusative) at the same time 

Ocpf|GaG0ai-xfjv ibeav )? In Attic, the use of copulative conjunction between different 

types of words, but with the same syntactic role, is not unusual. In Demosthenes’ 

Epistula 1 (1465.11) one noun (mxpaGKEDai) and two relative clauses are connected 

with Kai and function as subjects of the verb £ ip t |T a i .  In Demosthenes’ On 

Halonnesos 77.2 a subordinated clause and an infinitive are connected with Kai and they 

both function as epexegesis to the object of the verb in the main clause. In Thukydides 

1.72 a circumstantial participle, which expresses purpose, and an infinitive, which also 

expresses purpose, are connected (a7io>x>yr|GOfi£VO'i)(; - 5r|>u(bGai); in 7.8.2 m x a  T^v 

Tot) X£y£iv ab 'D vaG iav, which expresses cause, and the participle yiyvojx£V O i, which 

also expresses cause, are connected. On the other hand, even if such a syntax is 

acceptable, there are no examples of the adjective £K7tp£7niQ governing an infinitive.

On the contrary, 5£^io<; can govern an infinitive as is attested in Lucian’s Navigium 1 

(7tpOGop.i^f|Gai 8 £^ i 6<;) and Vitarum auctio 12 (GDfipubvat 5£^ io <;). Given that 

writing to instead of o could be an itacistic slip in copying and that two adjectives fit 

nicely together,81 think that Gale’s emendation is preferable.

10 GDjiipf^G£O0a t] The MS reading G'DpP'nGETai was rightly emended by Legrand 

into G'l)]nPi^G£G0ai. Apart from Parthenios’ preference for oratio obliqua, the 

focalizer’s view at this point can be expressed only in indirect discourse. In EP 21 one 

finds a similar example with also a conditional clause: Peisidike f)7 tlG % V £ lG 0 a i 

£ y x e t p i G £ i v  a t r a p  xfyv J to A x v , £ ty £  p i M m  a b x f i v  y D v a l K a  ^ £ i v .

18 ejTETii^poxo] LSJ states that the verb Trrjpoco generally has the meaning of ‘maim, 

mutilate’, but according to the context it can have other meanings as well, such as ‘to

4 Ach. Tat. Leuk. and Kleit. (Gaselee) 5.22.1.
5 Ktesias FGrH 688 F 1, line 541.
6 Ach. Tat. Leuk. and Kleit. 8.6.11.
7 AR Arg. 1.577.
8 See also EP 6 and 17 in which Parthenios introduces people with two adjectives.
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make defective in point of eyes’ or, metaphorically, ‘to incapacitate’. It is worth noting 

that Homer uses this verb for Thamyris, writing that the Muses Tnpov 0eaav him (Iliad, 

2.599). What exactly does this mean? Ebeling9 notes in his Lexicon that in the EM 

(671,1) the meaning of this word is: rocp^oc;, (paraphr.) o 87ti Ttavxoc; p.epo'Dc; 

7i87rov0c6(;, e^aipexcog be 87ti xf|g oij/ecog. Ebeling adds Aristonikos’ view that oxt 

7urip6v of) n)(p>o6v, ox; a7rebe£avxo o i vecbxepoi, a kh a  xf|c; (pbf|<; Trrjpov.10 In Kirk’s11 

view, Ttrjpoc; in Iliad 2.599 implies ‘paralysed’ rather than ‘dumb’ or ‘blind’, since the 

Muses took away not only Thamyris’ power of song but also his ability to play the 

kitharis or lyre. On the other hand, Leaf12 notes that the word TtTlpOQ is ‘a doubtful 

word, traditionally explained blind, but others say maimed, deprived either of voice or of 

the right hand, or more vaguely helpless, and in this general sense the word is common in 

later Greek’ and he adds that this interpretation gives a better sense, because blindness 

‘does not disable a bard’. However, the existence of abxdp (Iliad 2.599), which follows 

(Leaf translates it ‘and moreover’ but Monro13 takes it ‘as an explanation, but from the 

opposite point of view’), makes it likely that the meaning is that the Muses, apart from 

blinding Thamyris, also aotbfiv / 08G7teovnv acp£Aovxo Kai £k^ 7 xx0ov K i0apiarov  

(Iliad 2.600). This interpretation would be in accordance with Apollodoros’ account, as 

we have seen, and with Pausanias,14 who offers a rationalised view by writing that 

Thamyris 6i8(p0dpr| tmo voaoo) xofx; ocpOafyiotic;, just as is supposed to have 

happened later to Homer. However, Homer continued to make poetry all his life, 

whereas Thamyris Kai xf|V (pbiiv imo KaKob xob Ttapovxoc; ^e^iTtev. Now, in what 

sense does Parthenios use this verb applied to Daphnis? According to the text, Echenais 

had informed Daphnis that \ir\ 7t8i0O|X8VOT) yap abxob <TDfiP^G8G0ai xas oij/eic; 

oatopateiv, so the verb here has primary the meaning of blindness. However, we are 

not informed whether Daphnis died at the end or not. The surviving accounts differ 

regarding Daphnis’ death. So, in Theokritos’ first Idyll Daphnis dies, whereas in the 

scholia on the pseudo-Theokritean Idyll 8.93a we read that o |X8V ©eoKpixoc; (pr|Gl xf|v 

Ntip,((>T|v ajioaxfivai an  abxoi), abxov be avxtp,exaAaPovxa xov taivric; £pcoxa 

Imo X.f)7rr|Q p,exaMod;ai xov piov and a little below that ot be Xoi7toi cpaoi 

xDcptao0fivai abxov Kai aAxojievov KaxaKpr|p,via0fivai. Ovid in his

9 Ebeling 1885, s.v. mipdg.
10 Schol. A on II  2.599 (Erbse).
11 Kirk 1985 on //. 2.599-600.
12 Leaf 1900 on 2.599.
13 Monro 1884 on 2.599.
14 Paus. 4.33.7.
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Metamorphoses 4.277-8 reports that Daphnis at Ida was turned into a stone by a nymph 

due to her anger at her rival. Servius15 states that Nomia blinded Daphnis and then turned 

him to stone, whereas in another citation16 he writes that Hermes carried Daphnis to 

Heaven and brought forth a spring at the spot Daphnis was standing, where Sicilians 

made annual sacrifices.

15 Servius on Virgil’s Buc. 8.68.
16 Servius on Virgil’s Eel. 5.20. Virgil (Eel. 5.20) mentions that Daphnis had a cruel death, whereas 
later (5.56-7) he places him in Heaven, beholding the clouds and the stars beneath his feet.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES
1 ’Ev E ik cMxjc de Adctpviq 'EpjdM) THXiq] Despite the great diversity concerning

Daphnis’ story, most of the attested accounts place him in Sicily and agree as to his 

family tree. Thus, Diodoros17 notes that Daphnis was the son of Hermes and a nymph 

and that he was given that name because of the laurel (8&(pvr|), which grew in great 

quantities on the Mountains of Sicily; he adds that Daphnis tended the cattle on the 

H p a la  5pr| of Sicily. 18 Aelian19 offers a different version by noting that others say that 

Daphnis was the son of Hermes and others that he was his lover; he adds that Daphnis 

was named that way because he was abandoned under a laurel. In Theokritos’ first Idyll 

(77) Hermes is the first who comes to console Daphnis while dying, and the scholia on 

this verse state that rjMtev o Epp,fi<; TCpcaxiGTOc; f] ox; vojxiog f\ ox; (piAxx; AdtpviSoq fi 

ox; £paaTife

On the other hand, Hermesianax20 places his Daphnis K ai xa Ttepi abxob in Euboia, 

whereas in Sositheos’ version,21 Daphnis is wandering in search of his beloved and finally 

goes to Phrygia.

7-8 ’E/eval'Soc vx>|i<|)r|v] Although there is a great diversity22 regarding the name of 

the nymph who fell in love with Daphnis, the name of Echenais is attested only in EP 29. 

LSJ attests that is the ‘ship-detaining’, or ‘a small fish, supposed to have the

power of holding ships back’, and it appears also in the form £%evai(; with the meaning 

of remora (Donatus on Terence’s Andria 739 and Eunuchus 302).23

From the verb vdo) (to flow) the word Naiades also derives (LSJ); Naiades24 (or 

Naides) were certain nymphs who presided over rivers, springs and fountains. Echenais

17 DS 4.84.2-3.
18 DS 4.84.
19 Aelian VH 10.18.
20 Powell 2 = Sch. on Theokr. Idyll 8.56d. In this version Daphnis is Menalkas’ lover.
21 TGF 99.1a = Servius on Virgil’s Buc. 8.68. The scholia on Theokritos’ Idyll 8 arg. b and 8.93a attest 
the name of Thaleia as Daphnis’ beloved, whereas Servius notes that some call her Pimpleia but some 
others Thaleia.
22 Thaleia or Pimpleia was the name of the nymph in Sositheos’ account (TGF 99.1a). In Theokritos’ 
Idyll 7.73 Daphnis loves a certain Xenea and the scholia 7.73 c, d state that she is either one of the 
Nymphs, or one of the Muses, or ovopa icupiov, whereas in the pseudo-Theokritean Idyll 8.43 and 94, 
Daphnis was married to the nymph Nais (Ovid also in Ars Amat. 1.732 links Daphnis with a Nais). The 
diversity of the name gets even greater when we come to the Virgilian commentators: Philargyrius on 
Virgil’s Eel. 5.20 mentions the names of Hedina and Lyka, whereas Servius on Virgil’s Buc. 8.68 states 
that Daphnis cum nympha Nomia amaret et ille earn sperneret et Chimaeram potius sequeretur, ab irata 
nympha amatrice luminibus orbatus est, deinde <in> lap idem versus, whereas commenting on the same 
verse he gives also Sositheos’ account with the names of Thaleia and Pimpleia.
23 For Echenais’ association with water see also EP 11 in which the spring Echeneis is attested.
24 Horn. Od. 13.103; Virg. Eel. 6.20; Ovid Metam. 14.328. There are several representations of these 
nymphs, which have been mostly designated Aphrodite.
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recalls the name of nymph Nais, who was married to Daphnis in the pseudo-Theokritean 

Idyll 8 (whereas Nais was proved unkind to Daphnis in Ovid’s Ars Amatoria 1.732, 

pallidus in lenta Naide Daphnis erat). Echenais is in accordance with the general outline 

of the Daphnis myth in which he is loved by a nymph, who usually lives in a naturally 

well suited place, with rivers or springs. However, the choice of this name offers another 

perspective: she is the one who ‘holds Daphnis back’ by forbidding him to have sexual 

intercourse with other women (see the story).

17 0ajii)p(x 0pQtKi] The A scholia to Iliad 10.435 state that Thamyris was a son 

of Erato, whereas in Euripides’ Rhesos 916 he is presented as a son of Philammon. 

Thamyris (or Thamyras) was a musician, so talented that he boasted that he could 

conquer even the Muses in a singing contest but the Muses punished him, as Homer 

attests (Iliad 2.595-600). Asklepiades25 offers another version noting that when the 

Muses went to Thrake, Thamyris told them that according to the customs there a man 

could have sexual intercourse with many women; he thus made advances to all of them. 

A musical contest was agreed on the condition that the loser would be at the disposal of 

his adversary and so, upon winning, the Muses deprived him of his eye-sight. 

Apollodoros26 is also aware of this version, noting that Thamyris desired to sleep with all 

the Muses and that Thamyris was deprived not only of his eyes but also of his 

musicianship.

25 FGrH 12 F10 = Schol. on Eurip. Rhesos 916. See also van der Valk (1963: 374-5); in his view, 
Asklepiades’ version is explained on account of the polygamous institutions of the Thracians. Konon 
[FGrH 26 FI (vii)] agrees with Asklepiades: 6ploa<; 56 m i  xaic; Mo'uoaic; i)7t6p q)5f|<; m i  aOtaov xcp 
vnchaavx i xe06vxcov, fexelvcp p.6v xotx; Modocov ydporx;, fhcelvaic; 56 o SXoivxo xtov atxot), 
6 ,̂£K67rr| xobq 6(p0aX|iob<; fiiTT]0etq.
26 Apollod. 1.3.3.
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THE STORY
27Daphnis is considered to be the archetypal PodkoXoc;, whose aXyza  were an 

inspiration to many authors. In the margins of EP 29 the name of Timaios28 is cited. 

Timaios was an historian from Tauromenion in Sicily,29 who wrote, among other works, 

a Sicilian history from mythical times to the death of Agathokles.30 From the references 

to a work that is no longer extant, we can say that Timaios would have been one of the 

earliest sources to offer a version of Daphnis’ myth; however, he would not be the 

earliest one. If Aelian’s31 report is right, then the priority goes to the lyric poet 

Stesichoros,32 without implying that he was the inventor or the originator of Daphnis’ 

story. Hermesianax, Theokritos and Sositheos follow in chronological order, offering 

their versions. The point is that by the end of the Hellenistic period and in Roman times 

Daphnis’ story developed into many versions and the name of Daphnis turned out to be 

the name of any shepherd, typifying the essence of the bucolic hero, who could bear 

some characteristics of the mythical Daphnis, but did not necessarily have to do so 

(Longus’ Daphnis being the most distinguished example). Due to this diversity and since 

this story occurs in different literary genres (variously told by historians, poets and 

scholiasts) it is difficult to confine Daphnis’ story to a general outline.

Gow33 attempts to divide the known forms of the myth into five categories. The first 

is the Sicilian account, attested primarily by Diodoros, Parthenios and Aelian, which is 

ascribed presumably to Timaios. The second category consists of Hermesianax’s 

account, who places Daphnis in Euboia, apparently as a lover of Menalkas. The third is 

Sositheos’ version, in which Daphnis keeps wandering in search of his beloved, until she 

is discovered in Phrygia; according to Gow “the conventionalised Daphnis of Longus 

owes something to this source”. This version differs, in my view, from all the others on 

the grounds that the whole setting is not static and that Daphnis is in motion most of the 

time, having thus many characteristics of a novel’s hero. In the fourth category belongs 

the first Theokritean Idyll, in which Daphnis is dying of love, having excited Aphrodite’s

27 Theokr. Idyll 1.19.
28 FGrH 566 F 83.
29 FGrH 566 T1 and 3.
30 FGrH 566 T6-8.
31 In Aelian’s VH 10.18 we read that £ k  8 6  t o D t o 'D  (Daphnis) tc c  p o n K o ^ i m  p 6 k r |  7tpo)xov fjcr0r|, m i  
efyev fmdOeaiv t o  tc&Ooc; t o  m x a  xoix; (tyOafyio'ix; am oi). m i  £xr|crlxop6v ye t o v  Ip ep aiov  xf|<; 
Toionkr|<; peTxmoilac; wt&p^aaGai.
32 PMG (Page) 279. In Prescott’s (1899: 121-140) view, it is evident that Stesichoros was properly 
regarded as especially interested in the romantic element in melic poetry and showed a preference in 
stories with gruesome endings (Athen. Deipn. 619D, Strabo 8.347).
33 Gow notes this in the preface of his commentary on the first Idyll of Theokritos.
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anger. What differentiates this version, in Gow’s view, is that this scene clearly does not 

fit into the above categories and that it is nowhere set out at greater length; “its obvious 

interpretation is that Daphnis is here playing a Hippolytus-like part, has vowed himself to 

chastity, and rather than break his vow, prefers to die”, adds Gow at this point. The fifth 

category is based on Theokritos’ seventh Idyll, in which Daphnis is wasting away with 

love for somebody named Xenea and the scene is transferred from Syracuse to Himera.

The point is that such a division is in vain, just as is any attempt to trace the origins of 

this story. It is in vain because the story of Daphnis occurs in different genres and 

therefore serves different purposes each time. It is equally futile to assign the origins of 

this story to progenitors, whose works are not extant. Instead, I will keep in mind 

Gutzwiller’s34 phrase “influence is origin and origin is meaning” and focus on the internal 

structure of EP 29, which may lead to external correspondences, as well. These 

correspondences might prove that there are structural analogies among Gow’s 

categories, that make a strict division fruitless. In other words, the question rests on 

what Parthenios’ way of looking at Daphnis was (or, at least, how we perceive his view), 

given the fluidity of genre boundaries in the EP, in which narratives from different genres 

are collected in order later to serve the needs of other genres (mainly poetry).

The opening line of EP 29 places Daphnis in Sicily, the “home of pastoral poetry”,35 

as a son of Hermes, but his mother is not mentioned (whereas in Virgil’s Eclogue 5.20-3 

Daphnis’ mother plays a part in the scene by throwing her arms around the body of her 

son, while the Nymphs are lamenting him). Two characteristics of Daphnis are 

introduced, in accordance with other versions: his skill in playing the syrinx precedes and 

then follows his remarkable beauty in appearance. In contrast to the other accounts, in 

which the bucolic world is described in detail, description of such kind is missing here; 

there are no trees, no water,36 no smells.37 In fact, before we are even informed that he is 

a pODKdAxx;, another element precedes: the information that Daphnis oh KaTqei eic, 

tov  TtoXhv op.iA.ov avSpcbv. This element stresses the juxtaposition of two places. 

Implicit is a contrast between a place with many people, which represents a society, and 

an anti-social realm of the bucolic world, in which Daphnis lives. So although here there

34 Gutzwilier 1991: 5. Gutzwilier offers a full analysis concerning the problem of beginnings and the 
theory of this genre; she also explores how the herdsman appears throughout Greek literature, from early 
Greek poetry and myth to Hellenistic times and discusses the theory of popular origins and the theory of 
ritual origins.
35 Gow 1950: (I) xviii.
36 For water as a symbol in Daphnis’ story see Segal 1981.
37 For the sweet smell of the wax in the syrinx see Theokritos Idyll 1.128-9 and White 1979: 37-50.
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is no Theokritean description, for instance, of Daphnis’ world, the distance between 

Daphnis and the 7tXfl0O(; avdpwv is nicely indicated.

Having established this distance, Parthenios then focuses on Daphnis’ world and 

emphatically describes it as a whole in a well balanced way. The participle pODKoXcbv 

opens the sentence and the verb ryypatiXei closes it. Daphnis lives in the open, tending 

cattle. However, this is not enough. His total devotion is expressed in a way that recalls 

Theokritos,38 with a phrase inserted in the middle of the sentence. Daphnis is a 

po'DKotax; xdjiaxoc; xe Kai 0epoi)c;. While he is totally devoted to his bucolic duties, a 

nymph, in accordance with the conventions of the bucolic world, falls in love with him 

and explicitly instructs her beloved y'DVOUKi pf| 7tXr|Gia£eiv, otherwise he would lose 

his eyesight. This stipulation is broken by a mortal, though not a common one but a 

princess who made Daphnis forget his agreement by means of wine. Now, where does 

the novelty of Parthenios’ conception of Daphnis (if any) he? Although Diodoros and 

Aelian attest, more or less, the same account, none of them mentions anything about 

many women running after Daphnis. In EP 29, on the other hand, Daphnis suddenly 

becomes the object of desire of many women. The anti-social hero, who never goes 

down to the great mass of people, suddenly has to resist the advances of women o\)K 

oXiycov £7tificuvop,6v(ov aino). How did this happen and why at this particular time, 

when Daphnis has made an agreement to preserve his fidelity in a monogamous 

relationship? Does this context allusively imply divine intervention? It is notable that in 

EP 27, Alkinoe £7ti|ialvexai for a stranger and this 67ti pavla is caused by a goddess. 

Does Aphrodite play an allusive role in EP 29, as she does in Theokritos’ first Idylll

Scholia on Theokritos’ Idyll 1.66f give another reference to many women by stating 

oxt yobv NDpxpriQ fjpa o Aacpvtg i\ 5& NtipxpTi a7t8Gxp£(pexo a tx o v  8 ia  xt|v Ttpog 

exepac; yDvalicac; opiXiav. Moreover, the scholia 1.83c-d refer to a Kcopa who 

pavico5(b<; cpepexat, and this adverb surely recalls the participle 87ti|xaivopevcov. 

Ogilvie39 and Williams40 opposed the theory that Daphnis of the Theokritean first Idyll 

was represented as another Hippolytos and supported the view that the song of Thyrsis 

follows the Sicilian myth, even if allusively. Let us examine whether there are more 

elements showing an interaction between Theokritos’ first Idyll, famous for its disputed

38 We read in Theokritos’ Idyll 11.36-7, that Polyphemos does not lack cheese o ik ’ tv 06pei o ik ’ tv 
07t(6pQc, oi) xeiprovoc; a xp o).
39 Ogilvie 1962: 106-10.
40 Williams 1969: 121-3.
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interpretations,41 and EP 29. Williams wonders who the maidens are with whom Daphnis 

longs to dance and then argues that “they are, surely, The Maidens, the nymphs 

addressed by Thyrsis at the beginning of the song (66), who love Daphnis (141 tov  o\) 

N b jK p a io iv  a7t£%0f|) and one of whom, according to the traditional story, he is bound 

to by an oath. The Kcopa is the human princess who has seduced him”.42 This girl 

pavicobcx; (p ep exai and in the context of the Parthenian version, the girl who seduced 

him was probably under the £7ti|Liavfa, as well. From this point of view, it is tempting to 

relate the women who £7ii(LtalvoVTai with the maidens who dance in Thyrsis’ song. 

Williams notes that dancing is the nymphs’ characteristic activity but it is also a 

characteristic activity for those possessed by mania. Daphnis longs to dance with them, 

but something holds him back. Moreover, as Williams pointed out, 5f>a£p(0<; means “that 

Daphnis longs for something he cannot have”.43 The name of Echenais meaning 

something which has the power of holding ships back (or, also, the Naiad who holds), 

can imply that she is the one who makes Daphnis 5l)O£p(0<;, by holding him back from 

that for which he longs. So far, the erotic mania, which implies a divine intervention 

(most likely the intervention of Aphrodite), the existence of many women possessed by 

this erotic mania and Daphnis who has to avoid them due to his relationship with the 

nymph, recall the context of the first Idyll, in which we find Aphrodite, maidens who 

dance, and Daphnis who longs to dance with them but cannot. At the end, Parthenios 

informs us in a Theokritean allusive way that Daphnis £7t£7tf|pC0TO. In most versions 

Daphnis finally dies, one way or another. Here the story ends with this verb. However, 

before the appearance of this verb, Parthenios connects Daphnis with Thamyris. Why? 

Thamyris was punished because of his boasting that he could conquer the Muses. 

Daphnis, on the contrary, was loved by them and never boasted such a thing. One option 

would be to claim that Daphnis, given that he was associated with Artemis and that had 

chosen to live an anti-social life, provoked Aphrodite, just as Thamyris provoked the 

Muses by boasting. However, I think this is not the case. What was well-known in 

Hellenistic times, attested by Asklepiades and Apollodoros (see the relevant 

interpretative note), is that Thamyris longed to sleep with all the Muses. This seems to 

be the characteristic in common between him and Daphnis: the concept of polygamy, 

which resulted in the destruction of both of them.

41 Many scholars have given their view on this Idyll, which is distinguished for the allusive way 
Theokritos treats Daphnis’ story. Selectively I mention, apart from Ogilvie and Williams, Lawall 1967: 
18-27; Schmidt 1968: 539-52; Wojaczek 1969: 22-38; Segal 1974b: 1-22 and 1981.
42 Williams 1969: 122-3.
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To conclude: as Berg44 notes, “from Theocritus and Callimachus through the 

epigrammatists and Meleager, the name of Daphnis arises again and again to typify the 

essence of the bucolic hero. For the Greeks, as for Vergil, Daphnis was the pastoral poet 

and lover par excellence”. In each of these literary sources Daphnis’ story was treated 

according to the preferences of each author and the special characteristics of each genre. 

Thus, the primary model was enriched, resulting in various versions. A characteristic 

example is that of the Virgilian Daphnis, who has features that have led many scholars45 

to relate him to Apollo Nomios, Dionysos, Osiris, Orpheus, Adonis, Orion, Hippolytos, 

Kephalos, Aristaios, Daphne and others. One could include more in this list, like 

Anchises, who, being a shepherd, was loved by Aphrodite and then punished for not 

keeping his promise, or like Paris/Alexandros, another typical shepherd who was loved 

by Oinone, but did not manage to preserve his fidelity. Also striking is the similarity of 

Daphnis to Polyphemos, who was known as a shepherd as early as in Homer (Odyssey 

9.105ff.). Polyphemos was the son of a god, just like Daphnis, and had received a 

prophecy that he would lose his eyesight at the hands of Odysseus (Odyssey 9.509). He 

lived in the open on Etna, tending cattle and he was blinded in the end, after he was 

deceived by Odysseus by means of wine. In Hellenistic and Roman times, Polyphemos 

was presented as being desperately in love with a sea-nymph, named Galateia46 It is 

notable that in this case another erotic triangle occurs, but in a reverse way. That is, the 

Kyklops loves Galateia but she is enamoured of Akis, thus causing jealousy to

43 Williams 1969: 123.
44 Berg 1965: 11.
45 Berg in his Early Virgil (1974: 15-22) seeks the anthropologic-mythological origins of Daphnis and 
associates him with Enkidu, David, Tammuz, Adonis, Attis, Orpheus, Bacchus and others. For a 
complete view of all the associations he makes, see also his article (1965) cited above, in which he 
suggests that much of the fifth Eclogue owes its content to inspiration from the Aischylean Prometheus- 
dramas. Moreover, he suggests that Virgil’s attention had been attracted first by the Satyr-play and then 
he was led to Aischylos. Schmidt (1972: 204) views Daphnis as a bucolic Orpheus, whereas Wojaczek 
(1969: 22-38) sees Daphnis as a Dionysiac-Orphic initiate. In addition, Fontenrose (1981) sees behind 
the nymph, who falls in love with Daphnis, Artemis and behind the rival he sees Aphrodite or Eos and 
he concludes that Daphnis’ myth conforms closely to the hunter-huntress myth (the hunter and the 
huntress once known as Daphnis and Daphne).
46 Galateia is cited as a Nereid by Homer (Iliad 18.45) and Hesiod (Theog. 250). According to Duris 
(FGrH 76 F 58) 8i a  xt|v ebpoaiav xcbv Opeppdcxcov m i  xob ydkaxxog TioXDTU f̂jOeiav xov 
noX.'ucpruiov ISp'uoaoOai lepov Ttapa xf| Atxvq ra^axeiaq. Oikb^evov 8£ xov KuOrjpiov 
£7t i8r||if[oavxa m i  gt| S'uv&pevov feTtivofjoat xt|v a lx ia v  dxvcwuMoai <bg 6x i noM)(pr||iog f|pa  
xfjg TaAxxxetag. After this point, the story of Polyphemos and Galateia became a popular theme 
(Theokr. Idylls 6 and 11; Ovid Met. 13.778 ff.; Virgil Aen. 9.103). For the way Theokritos treats 
Polyphemos’ story in Idyll 11, see Spofford 1969: 22-35. For the theory that Philoxenos invented this 
story of Polyphemos and Galateia deliberately, presenting Dionysius of Syracuse as Polyphemos, his 
mistress Galateia as the sea-nymph and himself as Odysseus (Philoxenos had an affair with this 
Galateia) see Gow’s preface on Idyll 6. This allegory recalls the theory of Daphnis representing Caesar 
in Virgil’s Eclogue 5.
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Polyphemos, who crushed his rival into pieces with a rock. Galateia could not restore 

him to life, so she metamorphosed Akis into a fountain.

Putting aside all these parallels, which reflect on Daphnis, and focusing on the 

Parthenian view, one realises that Daphnis is represented simply as a beautiful Sicilian 

shepherd-musician but also that there are elements in the story, which appear only in EP 

29 (many women 87upalvoVTai, the name Echenais, and Daphnis’ association with 

Thamyris). In my view, some of these elements associate this story with Theokritos’ first 

Idyll.
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STORY 30 
I le p i Ke).Tlvn<;

1 A£yexai 86 Kai ‘'HpaxX^a, oxe an ’

^EpnGeiaq xag rr|p'\)6vo,i) pone; f|yayev, 

aA.copevov 8 ia  xf\q KeXxcbv x®Pa £ 

acpiK6o0at Ttapa Bpexavvdv x^ 86 apa  

5 titdcpxeiv 0/uyax6pa Ke^.xlvr|v ovopa.

xatixTjv 86 6pao0eloav xon 'HpaKX&nx; 

KaxaKpf)i|/ai xaq poDq pi| 06Aeiv xe 

(XTtoSonvai, e l jLtrj Ttpdxepov abxfj 

piX0f|vat. xov 86 HpaK^6a xo p6v x i m i  

10 xaq potx; 67teiy6pevov avaaroaaaGai,

7coXi) pa^Aov p6vxoi xo k&Moc; 

6K7tXay6vxa xfjt; K6pr|<; <xi)yyev6a0ai 

cri)xfj. x a i  abxoiq xpdvon 7tepifjKovxo<; 

yevgoGai TtaiSa KeXx6v, 6ccp5 ofi 8i| 

15 KeXxoi 7tpocrr|yopei)0T|aav.

It is also said that Herakles, when he led 

Geryones’ cattle from Erytheia and was 

wandering through the C elts’ country, 

arrived at Bretannos’ house; the latter had 

a daughter, named Keltine. After she fell 

in love with Herakles, she hid the cattle 

and did not want to give them back unless 

Herakles would unite with her. As 

Herakles needed urgently, on one hand, to 

take the cattle back but, far more so, 

because he was struck by the girl’s 

beauty, he had sexual intercourse with 

her. W ith the passing o f time, they had a 

child called Keltos, after whom the Celts 

derived their name.

3 aA.copevov P: ataopevov omnes editores 8 e i pf| 7tp6xepov P: Ttpiv f] Schneider 9 piyeirj

Hercher pi%0f|vai xov [86] 'HpaxX6a xov p6vxoi x a i  xa<; pont;... 7to?d) <86> paM ov

[p6vxoi] xo K&Xkoc, Legrand 15 in margine 7t60ev Kekxoi xo £0vo<; ohxco A^yexat
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LINGUISTIC AND STYLISTIC NOTES
8-9 e i  Tipdxepov am ri p,ix0fyvai] The MS reading with the infinitive

|ii% 0f|vai has been disputed by Hercher, who altered the infinitive into the optative 

pxyEvn, and by Schneider, who suggested the temporal 7ipiv f| instead of the 

conditional El pf|. None of these alterations are necessary. E l + infinitive in the protasis 

in indirect discourse, is attested in Thukydides 4.98.4 K ai ai)Toi, Ei (XEV £7ti  rik&ov 

S'DVTjQfivai xt̂ cg e k e Ivcov Kpaxfiaai, t o u t ’ av  £%e i v  and in Herodianos Ab excessu 

divi Marci 3.5.7 01)86 yap Tiq abxcp tw v ano  tox> SEprjpoi) acptKVODpivcov aXhaq 

7CpO<Tfi£l, El \li] 7tpOT£pOV a7tO0£(X£VO(; OTtEp 7l£pl6K£lTO £l(pO(; GTpaTUOTlKOV, 

Ep£t)VT|0flVai \lf\ Tl (pEpOl 1)710 KO^OV. 1

9 id  p iv  Tl K ai] Parthenios uses the clause to p.£V in EP 21 in order to show the

contrast between Achilles’ previous promise and his later change of mind: to p,£V

TtapaDTiKa Ka0cop.oA.oyf|aaTO- etieI jlievtoi EyKparng rt\c, no'km; 6y6v£TO, which

recalls the Herodotean use of to 7tapax>TiKa jiev (1.19). In EP 30 the collocation of

words to jiEV T l K ai stresses the first reason why Herakles had sexual intercourse with

Keltine. This is followed by the other reason, which is introduced by 7toM) pixMov

pEVTOi. Herodotos uses to p iv  t i  in 3.40, K ai kcoq pofiAopxxi K a i a b x o g  K a i T(bv

a v  KfjSopxxi to p£v t i  e v r ro x fe w  tow Tipryyp&TCOV, to 86  upooTtTalEiv. In addition,
* 2Libanios offers some more examples of to  fi£V t i  - to  86: in Oratio 59.52 we read that 

Kyros tov  nannov Si£<p0£ip£ to  îev t i  TtteovE^iac; 67tiS£i%ap.£vo<;, to  86 

SDaoEpEiac; oi) Ttoppw; in 59.66 that o yap 5r| tcov nEpacbv p aa ite ix ; to  p£v t i  Tf|c; 

ai)TOt) yf]c; ETifivEi, to  Se t i  KaT£p,£p,(pET0 . Libanios also provides an example of two 

clauses giving reasons (as in EP 30) in Epistula 979.1: Kai TOt>TO 7ioi£iv oiETai 

5eiv, iacog p iv  t i  Kai 6v £p,oi KaxiScov ETtiEiKEiag p.aM,ov p ivxoi Sux to  

7t£7C£ia0at oe TafiTTi 7iov^a£iv f|51co. These examples show that there is no need to 

alter the text.

1 The infinitive 6p ew r|9 f|va i is cited in Bekker’s edition, whereas in Stavenhagen’s edition we read 
6pet)vr|0£l<; re.
2 In the examples mentioned above, Libanios uses this group of words as emphatic particles, offering two 
balancing clauses. However, in some other cases, t o  |i6v t i - t o  86 can play the syntactic role of a subject 
or object, as well. In epistula 685.4 we read that vbv 86  8 t |  t o  p6v t i  7 t6 7 ta i)T a t, T o b  n a v T o q  86  oi)K 
cc7rhkArxy(iai and in 465 that Kai 8 f | Kai o o i  t o  p6v t i  8 6 8 o T a i ,  t o  8 6  ob.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES

2 EpD0el(X<;] Erytheia was closely associated with Geryones. Erytheia was the name 

of his daughter, with whom Hermes united and begot a son, named Norax, who led an 

Iberian colony to Sardinia and founded Nora.3 Erytheia was also the name of the mother 

of Eurytion, who was a herdsman and one of Geryones’ guards.4 Above all, Erytheia 

was the name of the island where Geryones lived.5 The earliest account is that of 

Hesiod, who states in his Theogony 290-4 that Geryones lived in sea-girt Ep'oOeirj, 

which was somewhere beyond Okeanos. Stesichoros6 in his Geryoneis places Erytheia 

opposite the Tartessos river in Spain, whereas Strabo (3.2.11), who quotes Stesichoros, 

places Erytheia opposite the mouth of Tartessos near Gades, just outside the Straits of 

Gibraltar. As Strabo notes, eolKaoi 5 ’ o l rcaXmoi K ate iv  xov B alx iv  

TapTTjGGOV, xa 8e ra d e ip a  Kai xaq 7tpoc; abxiyv vtigodc; EpDOeiav, and this was 

the reason why Stesichoros presented Eurytion as having been bom opposite Erytheia, 

beside the springs of the river Tartessos. However, Hekataios7 places Geryones on the 

Greek mainland near Ambrakia, and as Gantz8 puts it, this could either indicate an early 

form of the story, before Greeks had knowledge of the far west, or could reflect the 

author’s rationalizing tendencies. According to Herodotos,9 Erytheia was an island ££(0 

xof> novToo), 7tpoq TaSelpoiGi x o u n  ££co 'HpaKX&ov GTTjXecov £7ii xcp ’̂ Keavq); 

Apollodoros10 notes that Erytheia was an island near the Okeanos, which is now called 

Gadeira, thus agreeing with Pherekydes;11 Ephoros12 mentions that Erytheia was an 

island full of cattle, near Gadeira.

xa<; rripDdvox) potx;] The earliest account of what is known as the tenth labor of 

Herakles is given by Hesiod in his Theogony 287-94 and 981-3, who does not refer to 

the incident as a labor. He states that Chrysaor united with the Okeanid Kallirhoe and 

begot three-headed Geryones, who was slain by Herakles in Erytheia for the sake of his 

cattle. Stesichoros (PMG 186), on the other hand, presents Geryones with six hands and 

feet and with wings. As soon as Herakles killed Geryones, his herdsman Eurytion and

3 Paus. 10.17.5; Steph. Byz. s.v. Fpvdeia.
4 Hellanikos FGrH 4 F 110.
5 1 will not mention here the cup of Helios. For all the attested accounts concerning it and its relation to 
Herakles’ journey see Gantz 1993: 404-5.
6 PMG 184.
7 FGrH 1 F26.
8 Gantz 1993: 406.
9 Hdt. 4.8.
10 Apollod. Bibl. 2.5.10.
11 FGrH 3 F 18b.
12 FGrH 70 129b.
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his dog Orthos, he drove the cattle overland from Tartessos to Tiryns. During his 

journey many adventures occurred, some of which involve attempts to steal the cattle.13

4 Bpexccwdv] This name (in a slight different form) is also cited in the EMU where 

we read that KeA,XG) was BpexdvoD 0Dyaxr|p. On this point, the annotatio uses the 

form npBTdvoo) and not Bp£xavoi) as in the text, probably based on Stephanos 

Byzantios, since the annotation informs us that “npBxavobq et np£xaviKf|V vfiaov 

agnoscit etiam Stephanus Byz. necnon et fluvium np£xaviKOV, in quo Ibeme oppidum: 

quemadmodum et Ibemiam duabus xf|<; IIpExaviKqq partibus minorem facit; ut idem 

sit populus np£xavoi et Bpm avol sive Bp£xavvoi, Britanni.” On the other hand, in 

another entry in EM ,15 we read that Bp£Xxavol are an £0vo<; dTto KbAxoxk; xf]q 

Bpmdvoi) ODyaxpoq. Concerning this variation (Bpfixavvov in EP 30, Bp£xavoi), 

npBTdvoi), Bp£xxavoi) in the EM), it must be noted that there is also a great variety 

concerning Bp£xxavot (Bp£xxavoi, Bp£xavvoi, np£xxavoi).16

Pytheas of Massilia seems to be the one who referred to Ireland and Britain 

collectively as the Pretanic islands,11 although his account comes indirectly to us 

through other writers (e.g. Polybios and Strabo).18 It is notable that although Strabo 

generally cites the words Bpfixxavoi and BpExxaviKfj (1.4.3 and 2.1.8), he also uses 

the form IIp£XxaviKf|.19 Collingwood20 suggests that the initial Pre- was turned into 

Bri- due to Caesar’s misconception, who used the terms Britanni and Britannia.21 

Powell22 agrees, noting that the initial name of the inhabitants was Pritani or Priteni 

and these were probably genuine Celtic names, which “survived in the native tongue to 

give the word Prydain, in Welsh, for what is now understood as Britain, and this latter 

name comes apparently from a Latin mispronunciation which gave rise to Britannia, and 

Britanni, as used by Caesar”.

13 The tenth labor of Herakles is among the earliest attested ones. Many other authors, apart from Hesiod 
and Stesichoros, gave their accounts, like Hekataios FGrH 1 F 26, Herodotos 4.8, Strabo 3.2.11, 
Apollodoros Bibl. 2.5.10, Diodoros of Sicily 4.18.2, etc, let alone the numerous artistic represantations 
(for which see Gantz 1993: 402-5).
14 EM  502.45, s.v. Ketool.
15 EM  212.30, s.v. BperravoL
16 TGL 411, s.v. Bpexravol, s. Bperavvo  z; TLL  s.v. Britanni.
17 Strabo (2.5.8) attests that O  |i£v obv Maoaa/Uc6rr|<; HuG^ac; xa Ttepi ©o6A,r|v xf|v J3opeioxdxr|v 
xcbv npexxaviSov boxaxa X t/e i.
18 Strabo 1.4.3; 2.1.8; 2.4.1.
19 Strabo 2.5.8; 4.2.1.
20 Collingwood and Myres 1936: 31. See also on this matter Chadwick 1949: 66-70 and Richmond’s 
article in R.E., s.v. Pretania.
21 J. Caesar De Bello Gallico 2.4; 3.8; 4.21; 5.11.
22 Powell 1958: 26.
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The name of the inhabitants might have been introduced to the Greeks by Pytheas of 

Massilia but only in EP 30 is Bretannos explicitly connected with Keltos. That is, 

although the earliest reference to Ireland and Britain can be traced as early as in the 

Massiliote Periplous (sixth century BC) and although historians of the third century 

BC, like Eratosthenes, had knowledge of Ieme and Albion,23 the term KeA,xo<; was 

never attributed explicitly to the inhabitants. It is notable that Strabo (2.1.8) reports that 

according to Hipparchos the people distant from Massalia by 6.300 stades are KeA/uoi 

but Strabo himself thinks they are B pexxavoi. In addition, Caesar, although he 

mentions the similarities of the Britanni with the people of Gallia,24 clearly distinguishes 

them from the Celtae, who are one of the three parts in which Gallia is divided.25 Then 

why does Parthenios relate Bretannos with Keltine and Keltos, and if we are speaking 

about Britain, why is Herakles presented as being there? Could this be due to the belief 

that the southern part of Britain faced the coast of Gallia, whereas the other side bore 

towards Hispania, according to Caesar’s description (5.13)?

5 KeXilvr\v] According to the EM26 KeXxco fell in love with Herakles, united with 

him and got pregnant. Herakles gave her his bow, saying that if the child was a boy and 

could stretch the bow, then he would become a king. Indeed, a son was bom, named 

KeAxdc;, after whom the nation of the KeA/uoi was named.

14-5 Ke^xdv, KeA/cot] In EP 30 and in EM  the Celts were named after KeA/roc;, the 

son of Herakles. However, there are some other versions, as well. Dionysios of 

Halikamassos (14.1) offers four versions: that the country was named KeAxiKfj after a 

giant Keltos, who ruled there; that Keltos was the son of Herakles and Asterope, the 

daughter of Atlas; that there is a river Keltos 8K xf|<; na)ppfjvr|(; ava5i56p,8VOQ, after 

which the neighbouring region at first, and then the rest of the land as well, was called 

KeA/uncfy that when the first Greeks came to this region, their ships were driven by a 

violent wind and so Kaxa xov koAjuov £k£Axhxv x o v  TaAxxxiKdv. The Greeks called 

this territory Kelsike and later the name was turned into Keltike. In Appian’s27 version, 

the Celts were named after Keltos, the son of Polyphemos and Galateia.

23 Berger 1964: 372ff.
24 J. Caesar De Bello Galileo 5.13-4.
25 J. Caesar De Bello Gallico 1.1.
26 EM 502.45, whereas in 212.30 the genitive case KeAxotjf; is cited.
27 Appian Illyrica 2, whereas Timaios introduced this version (see the story).
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THE STORY

A narrative similar to that of EP 30 appears in the EM:28

KeXxcb, B p ex a v o i) O'Dy&Tnp, e p a a O e ia a  HpaKA&Mx;, r c a p e K a te i a b x o v  

a t x t i  p .iy f iv a i  K a i x ob xo  7tpa^a<; H paK ^ fiq  a7i8^i7te xo  xo^ ov  a b x ti, 

eiraov, e a v  a p p iiv  yevvr |0 ti, p a a t ^ e a  a b x o v  y e v e o O a i, e i  5 b v a x a i  x e i v a i  

xo xo^ ov  K a i eyevv^Ori n atc; K e^xoq a tp ’ o b  KeA,xoi £0vo<;.

Compared to EP 30 this narrative differs on various points: the name of the girl is 

slightly different; there is no mention of the girl hiding the cattle and blackmailing 

Herakles. On the other hand, an additional information is given here: Herakles gave 

Kelto his bow saying that if the child was a boy and could stretch this bow, then he 

would become a king. However, the great difference is that this narrative does not 

associate the story with the tenth labor of Herakles: there is no mention of Geryones, 

Erytheia or the cattle. In fact, there is no time sequence at all. There are no elements 

showing that the incident took place while Herakles was driving the cows of Geryones 

from Erytheia; there is a kind of autonomy in the setting, whereas EP 30 makes it clear 

that the affair of Herakles and Keltine is one of the supplementary adventures, with 

which the primary tenth labor was expanded in due course. This particularly early and 

popular labor was so enriched and expanded upon, that one can distinguish two 

thematic circles: the first dealing with Herakles’ travel to Erytheia, his fighting with 

Orthos, Eurytion and Geryones and finally his successful seizing of the cattle, whereas 

the second deals with his adventures while wandering (like Odysseus) through different 

places until he reaches Mycenae. Such a wandering of a hero like Herakles would be 

likely to provide material for many aetiological stories.

Indeed, while Herakles is driving the cattle overland from Tartessos to Tiryns, 

numerous adventures occur, many of which include attempts to steal the cattle. These 

additional adventures were an early concept, since Aischylos29 attests one of them. 

Apollodoros (2.5.10) refers to Ialebion and Derkynos, the sons of Poseidon, who 

attempted to steal the cattle when Herakles went to Ligystine. After Herakles went 

through Spain and France,30 he finally reached Italy. One incident dealt with Kakos, 

who dragged some of the cattle by the tails backwards into his cave, while Herakles was

28 EM 502.45-9, s.v. K efaoi.
29 Aisch. Prom. Unbound fr. 199 TGF (Nauck). See also Strabo 4.1.7; DH Ant. Rom. 1.41; Hyg. Poet, 
astr. 2.6.
30 DS 4.19 ff.
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sleeping.31 However, the hero survived this adventure, as well, and kept on wandering. 

Konon32 attests that when Herakles was in Italy, he was hospitably received by Lokros. 

A certain man, named Lakinos, went to see Lokros’ daughter but as soon as he saw the 

cattle of Geryones he stole them. Herakles found him, killed him with his bow and took 

the cattle back. In addition, at the western end of Sicily, Eryx appropriated some of the 

cows and challenged Herakles.33 While he was driving the cattle to the Ionian sea, Hera 

8V£pa?i£V oioxpov xaig  pODaiv; the cattle dispersed on the mountains of Thrake, 

where Herakles followed pursuing them.34 Isokrates,35 finally, places Herakles in 

Messenia, where Neleus and his sons (except Nestor) tried to abduct the cattle.

Herodotos36 reports an interesting incident. He takes Herakles all the way to Skythia, 

where the cattle were stolen by a creature who was half-woman, half-snake. Being 

astonished by her appearance, Herakles asked her if she had seen the cattle and she 

replied that she had them but would not give them back unless he would have sexual 

intercourse with her. They had an affair and had three sons. Before Herakles left, he 

gave her one of his bows and his girdle, with the instruction to make the boy who could 

stretch his bow and gird himself with his girdle a ruler of that land. When the boys were 

grown, the youngest, named Skythes, accomplished the tasks and so became the king, 

starting thus the whole line of the kings of Skythia. In addition, to this day the 

inhabitants carry vessels on their girdles in remembrance of Herakles’ girdle. This 

narrative, which justifies the origins of another nation, bears great resemblance to that 

of EP 30, even in the level of discourse:

EP  30 Herodotos 4. 8-10

-6x8 T ag rn p D o v o i) p obg  f iy a y e v  - e ta x tiv o v x a  T ag TripDoveto p obg

-acp n ceaO ai Ttapa -a m K e a O a i eg y fiv

-K a x a K p b y a i xag p obg |xti OeXeiv -tt^v 5e cp a v a i £(odttiv £ x £ lv  K(*t 

xe a 7 ro 6 o f)v a i, e i  \ii\ Ttpoxepov oi)K aTtoScoaeiv t a iv c p  Ttpiv f | o l  

a b x fl pA xO fivai

-a v a a c o a a a O a i -£ a (o a a  /  aaxrxpa

-to kolXXoq 8K7tXayevxa - i6 o v x a  5e K a i O o jid a a v x a

-oDyyeveoOat abxf) -p ix0t]vai

31 DH 1.39; Virgil Aen. 8.190-272; Propertius 4.9.1-20; Ovid Fasti 1.543-82.
32 FGrH 26 FI (iii).
33 DS 4.23; Apollod. 2.5.10; Paus. 3.16.4.
34 Apollod. 2.5.10.
35 Isokr. Archidamos 19.
36 Hdt. 4.8-10.
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-XPOVOD nepi^KOVTOQ -G)<; 7lX£lGTOV XpOVOV /
-yeveaGai m l5 a  KeA/rov, acp’ oft - ek aef> xpelc; 7icu8ac;

5t| Ketaoi 7ipoar|yop8T30r|oav jxev X kt30 eco yevea0ai...E k d 0 ecov

So far, we have seen numerous examples of Herakles’ adventures during his journey 

from Tartessos, but we have not focused yet on the places we are really interested in, 

that is, the country of the Celts. Is there any particular reason for the Celts37 to be 

associated with Herakles? There are two love stories, apart from EP 30, which associate 

Herakles with the nation of the Celts. The first one38 takes place while Herakles is 

travelling to the distant land of Geryones. When he was crossing the mountains, which 

divide the Iberian region from the Celts at the court of Bebryx, Herakles got drunk and 

raped Pyrene, the daughter of Bebryx. The hero continued his travel but Pyrene was 

pregnant. When her time came, she gave birth to a serpent (another serpent associated 

with Herakles)39 and, in fear of her father’s wrath, she ran into the mountains, where she 

was tom in pieces by wild animals. When her lover came back victorious with the cattle 

of Geryones, he found the head of the girl and, distraught by grief, called the girl’s name 

(the scene, in a way, recalls Herakles calling Hylas) and these mountains retain the name 

of Pyrene.

The second story40 takes place in K e Xt i k t | ,  which was the homeland of the king’s 

daughter, who was so remarkable in size and strength that she could not find any 

husband equal to her until the day Herakles arrived at Keltike. The girl united with him, 

with her parents’ consent. The offspring of this union was named ra^dTTjc;, and the 

whole nation was named after him.

Moreover, Herakles, while passing into Ke^TiKfj, appears to interfere with and 

deeply change the customs of the people, since he put an end to the lawlessness and 

murdering of strangers, to which this people had become addicted. In addition, the city

37 We consider the word Celts as an ethnic attribute referring to the tribes, which constituted a distinct 
nation in terms of image, language, customs, social and political structures, and occupied in their fullest 
expansion (third century B.C.) an area stretching from the British Islands, northern Europe and the 
Meditteranean to the northern part of the Black Sea. As Powell (1958: 17) notes, the term Celts is 
“justifiable in a proper ethnological sense, and should not necessarily be restricted to mean Celtic
speaking which is a concept of academic thought of quite modem times deriving from the pioneer 
linguistic studies of George Buchanan (1506-82), and of Edward Lhuyd (1660-1709).”
38 Silius Italicus Punica 3.417-41.
39 Hera had sent two serpents to kill Herakles when he was a baby; the hero often acquires assistance 
from Nereus, whose powers of transformation are represented by a snake and a lion; the woman in 
Skythia, with whom the hero united in the Herodotean account, was half-snake and half-woman, and 
now Pyrene gives birth to a serpent.
40 DS 5.24.
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he founded was held in honour by the Celts and was considered as the eGTia Kai 

fXT\Tp otto A, t g TfjQ KeAciKfjQ. This city remained free and was never sacked until Gaius 

Caesar, who had been pronounced a god, took it by storm and made it subject to the 

Romans, according to Diodoros.41 What is the meaning of all these examples?

Obviously all the above stories have an aetiological reason; does this mean, however, 

that the Greeks (or the Romans) simply wanted to connect the origins of a barbarian 

nation to a Greek hero, or is there any specific reason for linking the Celts to Herakles?

The earliest references to the Celts come indirectly, embedded in the text of Rufus 

Festus Avienus’ Ora Maritima (132-4), who explicitly refers to the Celts as the main 

reason for the Ligurian land being deserted by its people, due to the Celtic power. 

Avienus, although writing in the fourth century AD, has drawn on very early sources, 

like Himilkos the Carthaginian, who made a 7tepi7tXx)'D<; of Northern Europe at the end 

of the sixth century BC, Hekataios, Hellanikos, and Skylax. Avienius’ text also quotes 

fragments of the Massiliote Periplous, whose internal evidence shows that it was 

composed before the sack of Tartessos by the Carthaginians and the end of Greek trade 

beyond the Pillars of Herakles (around 530 BC). Hekataios of Miletos and Herodotos 

are the next sources to provide material about the Celts. Hekataios42 refers to Ndppcov, 

as a Celtic city and trade centre, to MactoaXla as a city of Avy\>GTiKf| and to other 

Celtic cities. Herodotos43 refers to the Celts in connection with the whereabouts of the 

river Istros, mentioning that it rises amongst the Celts (who lived outside the pillars of 

Herakles) and the city of Pyrene and then flows through Europe. So far, the knowledge 

of the Greeks concerning the Celts seems to be scanty, presenting the Celts as one of 

many European tribes, living on the fringe of the Greek world, barbarians who did not 

need any special attention.

However, this view changes in the fourth century BC. The Celts do attract attention 

and become a factor to be reckoned with since Celtic tribes invaded Northern Italy and 

sacked Rome (around 390 BC). However, the references to the fourth century BC 

events regard them mainly as mercenaries,44 whereas an anthropological observation 

comes from Plato in his Laws (637d-e), who describes the Celts as warlike and hard-

41 DS 4.19.
42 FGrH 1 F53-58.
43 Hdt. 2.33; 4.49.
44 Theopompos {FGrH 115 F317) makes mention of the sack of Rome and of the alliance offered by the 
Celts to Dionysios (I). Celts were among the mercenaries in the events of 367 BC, when Athens, Sparta 
and their allies were fighting against the rising power of Thebes (Xen. Hellen. 7.120.31). Diodoros 
(15.70) reports that Dionysios (I) sent around two thousand of such mercenaries to help the Spartans 
during the war against the Thebans.
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drinking. In the fourth century BC,45 a Greek from Marseilles, named Pytheas,46 makes 

another 7tepi7tA,0'D<; beyond the Pillars of Herakles heading to the north and reaching the 

Pretannic islands, resulting thus in the extension of the Greek knowledge on this matter. 

The Celtic expansions continued in the third century BC, with increased intensity in the 

Balkans, with the highlight being the expansion into Greece and the sack of Delphi 

(around 279 BC). Although most sources of the third century BC do not survive 

(Hieronymos of Kardia47 would be likely to offer an account of the incidents taking 

place in 280-78 BC), Justin (25.1-2) reports how Antigonos confronted the Celts who 

were left behind by Brennos, and Pausanias makes mention of the attempted sack of 

Delphi (1.3.5). In addition, Pausanias reports how the Celts crossed Oite, having 

discovered the path by which Ephialtes had once led the Persians (1.4.2). It has to be 

added on this point that a papyrus of the third century BC preserves a fragment of 

poetry, in which a Oobpoc; avfjp raXmriQ looks like a Medos (opmox; M rjSoiai).48 

The Celts obtained the status of the Persians in Greek minds. A stimulant for national 

pride was needed, so the victory over the Celts was celebrated vigorously. As 

Momigliano puts it, “patriotism and religion combined in what must surely be one of the 

most emotional reactions of the Greeks to the impact of an alien society.”49 The far 

away barbarian tribes had become known to the Greeks; so dangerously known, that the 

Greek mind felt the need to speculate on the Celts’ origins. Kallimachos50 attests the 

attack on Delphi and relates the enemies with the Titans, whereas the sovereigns of 

Pergamon celebrated their victories over the Celts by featuring the battle of the Titans 

on the frieze above the great altar. Timaios, in turn, regards the Celts as descendants of 

Galates, the son of Polyphemos and Galateia.51

The Romans had gone through similar (if not worse) feelings, since they had to face 

Celtic attacks as well, until the Romanization of the Celts around the second and first 

century BC. Many authors, both Greek and Roman, of the second and first century BC

45 Most scholars, like Kruta 1985: 15, Powell 1958: 26, Daire 1991: 237, Cunliffe 1991: 573 date this 
periplous to the fourth century BC, whereas Carpenter (1966: 150) puts it some seventy years later, 
around 238 BC.
46 Roseman 1983.
47 FGrH 154 F13.
48 Powell CA 131 (Pap. Hamburgensis, 1.13-14).
49 Momigliano 1975: 61.
50 Kallim. Hymn to Delos 173-4. As Mineur (1984 on 174) notes, it is generally supposed that 
Kallimachos is confusing Titans and Giants here. In addition, R. Pfeiffer suggested that Kallimachos’ 
poem Galateia (fragments 378-9, Pfeiffer), presented the Nereid Galateia as the mother of Galatos, the 
ancestor of the nation.
51 EM 220.5, s.v. r a k m ia .
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can be cited here for their references to the Celts (Poseidonios52 and Caesar53 being the 

most characteristic ones). According to Momigliano,54 “the systematic study of Celtic 

lands was made by Greeks under the Roman hegemony and with Roman 

encouragement.” The point is that Greeks, like Romans, had their reasons for trying to 

explore and interpret (especially after the fourth century BC and onwards) a barbarian 

people, who made their presence felt through invasions and caused great fear. They 

both also needed to stimulate their national pride concerning this matter. What would be 

an easier mode of Hellenization (or Romanization) than connecting the origin of the 

Celts to a hero like Herakles, who applies to Greeks and Romans, too?

Last but not least, it must be added that since the Roman Empire absorbed the Celtic 

countries, most images of Herakles, appearing in the Romanized Celtic world, depict 

him in his normal guise, well-muscled and holding his club. However, Lucian55 attests 

that while travelling in Gallia Narbonensis, he came across a picture of Herakles, which 

depicted him as an old man, bald and grey. Lucian’s informant explained that the Celts 

identified eloquence not with Hermes, as did the Greeks, but with Herakles, because he 

was stronger. This Herakles was known to the Celts as Ogmios and the word has 

caused great dispute among scholars as to its meaning.56 Was this the Celtic revenge in 

terms of preserving their own characteristics, proving that their culture was not wiped 

out by the Romanization?

52 FGrH 87 F 15-18, 33, 55.
53 J. Caesar in his Gallic War offers a treatise on the subject of the Celts. In contrast to the general belief 
that Caesar drew on earlier sources, mainly Poseidonios, Dobesh (1991: 39) argues that Caesar’s work 
contains many original elements and the subjects he deals with have very few parallels in Poseidonios’ 
work. See also Rawson (1985: 262-3) for a discussion of the criticism of Caesar’s work (e.g. it has been 
suggested that Caesar was less prone than many Greeks or Romans of his time to find the traditional 
city-state culture perfect and he is often accused of ignoring myths; on the other hand, he did not idealise 
the noble savage, as some did).
54 Momigliano 1975: 72.
55 Luc. Hercules.
56 Mac Cana 1968: 35-6; Green 1992: 118. Green offers a bibliography on this subject and he also notes 
that the name of Herakles was linked to a number of Celtic surnames.
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STORY 31
I l e p i  A i| io ( tod 

lo io p e l <M>>xcpxo<;

1 A6yexai 86 Kai Aipolxi]v dpp6oaa0ai

p6v Tpoi^fivoc; [xdSetapou] 0uyax6pa 

Etam iv ala0av6pevov 86 crovouoav 

a1)xf]v 8 ia  acpoSpbv 6p©xa xdSetapci) 

5 Sri^waai xq) Tpoi^fivi. xtjv 86 8i(5c xe 86o<;

x a i  alaxtivr|v dvapxfjoai ai)xt|v noXXa 

Tipdxepov Xwrripa Kaxapaoap6vr|v x(p 

aixto) xf)<; crojKpopac;. 6v0a 8t| x6v 

AijiotxTiv pex’ oi) 7co>d)v %p6vov 

10 67cix'o%eiv yovaiK i ji&Xa Ka^f) xt|v 6\j/iv 

imo xcov KupdxcQV 6KpepXr||i6v^ Kai 

atxfiq el<; 67ii0'i)plav 6A.06vxa croveivai. 

cix; 86 f)8ri 6ve818ou xo owjia 8 ia  pfiK0<5 

Xpdvou, x®°a i  oa)xf| pdyav xdcpov Kai 

15 obxax; pt| avi6p.evov <dmo> x o u  7cd0m)<;

6rciKaxaa<pd£ai atx6v.

It is also said that Dimoites married 
Euopis, the daughter of Troizen. But 
when Dimoites realised that she was 
having sexual intercourse with her 
brother due to an ardent desire, he 
revealed it to Troizen. The girl hanged 
herself because of fear and shame, 
after she had called down many curses 
upon the person responsible for the 
disaster. Thereupon, not long after, 
Dimoites came upon a very beautiful 
woman thrown ashore by the waves 
and, as he felt desire for her, he had 
sexual intercourse with her. However, 
as the corpse started to decompose as 
time went by, he buried her in a great 
tomb and so, as he could not cease 
from his passion, he slaughtered 
himself.

1 0U |io ixr|v  Maass 2 [xdSeXcpob] Jacoby 3 a la 0 a v 6 |ie v o v  Heyne: a la 0 a v 6 p e v o q  P 
5 8 id  xe 86o<; Rohde: 8 id  xo 86o<; P: 8 i a  [xo] 8609 Hirschig 6 abxf|V omnes editores: a1)xf|V P 
7 Xvypa Hercher 12 atxri Rohde 15 <fm6> xob 7id 0ou<; Martini
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LINGUISTIC NOTES
2 [x6c5eXcpo\)] Jacoby’s deletion is necessary. It is likely that the scribe accidentally

copied this word, which is repeated a little below in the dative case. Parthenios uses the 

word abe ĉpoq (or abetafyq) in EP 2, 5, 9 and 13. In EP 5 and 13 the words stand as 

subjects, without being accompanied by the name of the person. In EP 2 the word 

a8eAxp6<; is joined by the name of the person, as epexegesis (i.e. o aSeTxpoq Atcopijq), 

whereas in EP 9 the name of the person precedes and then the apposition follows (i.e. 

noXDK^fic;, o Tf]c, IIo?a)Kpirnq abe^upog). Both these arrangements are much clearer 

than the obscure presentation of the MS reading in EP 31 (Tpoi^qvoq raSeXtpot) 

ODyaxepa Ebamtv).

In addition, Troizen’s attested brother was Pittheus, well-known for his wisdom.1 He 

was also a seer and succeeded his brother as ruler of Troizen.2 His name was never 

associated with incest-stories, and if Parthenios had intended to introduce a little-known 

version, differing from the mainstream tradition, presenting Dimoites as the brother of 

Troizen, he would have informed the reader about the variation, as he does in the case of 

Assaon and Niobe in EP 33.

3 aic0av6ju£vov] Heyne emended the nominative case of the MS reading into the 

accusative due to the oratio obliqua\ some editors adopt his emendation (Martini, 

Jacoby), whereas some others do not (Sakolowski, Meineke, Spatafora). Spatafora, 

quoting Bast, argues in favour of the nominative case noting that “oratio obliqua in 

nominativum saepe labitur.”3 Indeed, given also the oratio variata,4 which is often used 

in the koine, one realises that the way the indirect discourse is formed is primarily K ara  

abveaiv. The usus auctoris in the EP shows that the stories introduced by the motif 

Xeyexai Se K a i preserve the accusative case in the main clauses whenever the same 

verb Xeyexai is implied (EP 12, 17, 20, 21, 30 and 36).

5-6 Side T£ 8£o<; K a i a ia x ^ v n v ]  Rohde rightly emended the MS reading 8 ia  to 

8eoq into 8ia  T8 86oq. As Mayer-G’schrey5 notes, “ubi duo substantiva arte alterum 

cum altero coniucta sunt, intercidit articulus” and the conjunction is always the paratactic 

x e-K a i. This is quite often seen in Parthenios’ orationis ubertas: EP 6, KaXl^V T8 K a i

1 Eurip. Med. 683-7. For his parentage, his daughter and his relationship with Theseus see also Apollod. 
3.15.7 and Epitome 2.10; Paus. 1.22.2, etc.
2 Paus. 2.31.5-6.
3 Spatafora 1995: 312.
4 Blass and Debrunner 1961: 470; Robertson 1934: 440-3.
5 Mayer-G’Schrey 1898:41.
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m x a p iv , EP 8, apytipidv xe K ai xp'oaiov, EP 10, i)n6 xe avlac; Kai aAyr|86v(ov, 

EP 15, opyti x£ Kai cp06v(p, EP 17,1)7x6 xe vdfxcov Kai £0(bv, etc.

15 avi£|H£V0V <1)7T0> xoi) 7id0<n)<;] Martini rightly inserted the preposition imo, 

since the exact parallel is attested in EP 11, where we read that Byblis 1)7X0 xoT) TtdOoxx; 

ptj dviep£vr|v hanged herself.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES
1 AijLiotxryv] The MS reading attests the name of Dimoites, which is not a Greek

name, according to Lobeck,6 and which appears nowhere else. Maass7 emended it into 

Thymoites, the last of Theseus’ descendants8 and king of Athens.9 He reigned over 

Athens until he was replaced by Melanthos during a fight between the Athenians and the 

Boeotians.10 According to Suda,11 there was a demos in Athens named after Thymoites. 

So far, Maass’ emendation seems tempting, since Thymoites links Athens with Troizen 

(he reigns in Athens but is descended from Theseus). A marriage between Thymoites and 

the daughter of Troizen would imply the well-known links between Athens and Troizen. 

Moreover, it would make sense, in terms of the narrative, to assume that Thymoites 

married the girl across the Saronic gulf, but then discovered her incest and sent her back 

to Troizen, where she commited suicide after she had cursed Thymoites. This would 

explain the floating corpse coming from the direction of the dead wife to the Attic 

shores, as an avenger and a fulfilment of the curse.

However, this is only an assumption. One could equally claim that the marital home of 

the couple was in Troizen, so that the girl could satisfy her passion for her brother. In 

that case, not only would Maass’ emendation not make any sense, but the MS reading 

would be more compelling. This is because at Troizen the cult of Hippolytos was 

established.12 Hippolytos’ legend was well-known and used in Attic tragedy. Euripides in 

his surviving l7T7ioXA)TO<; Exetpaviaq or ET£<pavr|(p6pO(;,13 presents Hippolytos, the son 

of Theseus, as the object of Phaidra’s desire, his step-mother. In the hypothesis we read 

that Phaidra fell for Hippolytos TtAipobaa A(ppoSvni<; pfjvtv, f] xov 'l7t7io?a)TOV S ta  

G(0(ppoox>vr|v a v e te iv  K pivaaa rnv O alSpav elq  £pcora 7tapcop|ir|G£v. Moreover, 

in the beginning of the play Aphrodite explains that she wants to punish Hippolytos 

because he takes her as KaKiGTTjV Saip,ovcov 7t£(p'\)K£vai (13), whereas, on the other 

hand, he honours Artemis, p£ytaTr|V Saijxdvcov TyyobjiLVoq (16). When Phaidra’s 

passion was revealed, she hanged herself, leaving behind a note accusing Hippolytos of 

seduction. Theseus cursed his own son, invoking Poseidon, who sent a monstrous bull

6 Lobeck 1843: 384.
7 Maass 1889: 826-7.
8 Paus. 2.18.9.
9 Athen. Deipn. 3.96d.
10 Hellanikos FGrH 4 F 125 = Schol. Plato Sympos. 208d; Schol. in Aristoph. Acharn. 146, where we 
read Melanthios instead of Melanthos.
11 Suda 554, s.v. OvpairdSai.
12 Eurip. Hippol. 1424.
13 For the legend of Hippolytos in Attic tragedy see Barrett 1964.
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from the sea, while Hippolytos was driving his chariot, and thus caused Hippolytos’ 

death. In Hippolytos’ case, just as in EP 31, there is an incestuous passion, the woman’s 

hanging, a curse and the punishment, which comes from the sea (the Saronic gulf, in 

particular). It is not unlikely that Dimoites’ story is a variant of Hippolytos’ legend.

But how is the name of Dimoites associated with all these? It is possible that Dimoites 

is a relic of Diomedes,14 who is closely connected with Hippolytos. That is, Pausanias 

(2.32.1) informs us that Diomedes devoted a precinct, a temple and a statue to 

Hippolytos and that he was the first to sacrifice to him. In other words, Diomedes 

founded the cult of Hippolytos in Troizen.15 Diomedes was involved in an erotic triangle, 

as well. He was married to Aigiale, Adrastos’ daughter and therefore Diomedes’ aunt 

(Adrastos was Diomedes’ grandfather from his mother’s side) or cousin (if she is taken 

as the daughter of Aigialeus),16 who was patiently waiting for her husband’s return at the 

beginning. However, Aphrodite, due to her wrath against Diomedes, who had wounded 

her, implanted in Aigiale passions for many other men and among them was Kometes, 

whom Diomedes had entrusted with the care of his house. On his return Diomedes had 

to face the couple’s intrigues, which finally forced him into exile, where he was killed by 

Daunos.17 Alternatively, it was not Aphrodite who changed Aigialeia’s attitude, but 

Nauplios, who took revenge of his son, Palamedes’, stoning by the Greeks, by 

persuading the wives of the absent heroes to commit adultery.18

Summing up, the cult of Hippolytos was established in Troizen by Diomedes. Both of 

them were involved in an erotic triangle caused by a divine wrath, resulting in their death. 

Hippolytos receives iaoQsoi Tipxxl,19 whereas “in Pausanias’ time he seems actually to

14 Africa (1961: 5), although he takes the name of Dimoites as a corruption of Thymoites, notes that the 
story may be an early variant of the Hippolytos theme, reversing the roles of the mother (-niece) and son 
(-uncle). He also notes (69, n. 62) that Dimoites “may be a relic of Diomedes, the Thracian king, who 
was torn by horses, according to Apollodorus II.5 .8.” Apollodoros (2.5.8) does mention Diomedes’ man- 
eating mares, but he presents Diomedes as slain by Herakles. Diodoros (4.15.3) reports that Herakles 
exposed Diomedes to his own mares, which satisfied their hunger with the flesh of their master. Indeed, 
death caused by horses seems to be common in the cases of Hippolytos and Diomedes.
15 See also Barrett (1964: 3-4), who notes that “it seems originally to have been a hero-cult” but at some 
stage the cult acquired “much of the ritual appropriate to a god”, especially by the first century B.C. 
Barrett also notes (1964: 6, n.3) that it is sometimes said that Hippolytos was involved with Aigiale, the 
wife of Diomedes, but this is based on an evident corruption in the scholion on Lykophron 610, where 
we read that according to Mimnermos Aphrodite made Aigiale TioXXolq pfcv p,oi%ol<; 
<royKoi|ir|0fivai, £pao0f)vai 8£ x a i  iTnuo^ikoD Ko(iV)xoa) xob X0£v6Aod d I o 'U.
16 Apollod. 1.8.6.
17 Mimnermos fragm. 22 (West)= Schol. on Lykophron’s Alex. 610; Schol. on Horn. II. 5.412 b. 
Antoninus Liberalis (Metam. 37) seems to be also aware of Aigialeia’s infidelity caused by Aphrodite.
18 Apollod. Epit. 6.9; Schol. on Lykophron’s Alex. 386.
,9 DS 4.62.4.
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have become a god.”20 Diomedes is apotheosized by Athena,21 and is credited with 

establishing many cults and cities.22 Given their close connection with Troizen and given 

that the Troizenian cult of Hippolytos was “ancient and important”23 it is possible, in my 

view, that the name of Dimoites (who is involved in a triangle and in a curse, and is 

associated with Troizen) stands as a relic of Diomedes.

3 Ebfimiv] Although this word is often used as an adjective,24 it is nowhere else cited 

as a name. As an adjective, Kallimachos offers an interesting reference in his Hymn to 

Artemis (204-5):

Own Scvaaa’stam  tyaeacpdpe, K ai 8e ae Ketvr|<;

KptiTa6e<; KaAioDaiv emov'Dpfnv ano vDp,cpTi<;.
The scholia on this point attest that Ownc; &7U08TOV Apxe|xi5oc; and Hesychios (s.v. 

8T)G)7ii) relates Oupis with Troizen by stating that ebom : Odtik; 0ea 7tap0eviKfj tv  

Tpoi£f|Vi. Artemis is closely associated with Hippolytos and Troizen. She is the one 

honoured by Hippolytos, in contrast to Aphrodite;25 in the precinct of Artemis Saronia 

Hippolytos raced his horses;26 Artemis revealed the truth to Theseus and prophesied 

Hippolytos’ cult.27 In addition, Diomedes, apart from his association with gods like 

Apollo and Athena, was also connected with Artemis. It is attested that in the Peuketinoi 

there is a temple of Artemis, wherein there is an tX i^  with an inscription reading 

‘Aiop,b8rj  ̂ApT£|iu5l\28 Moreover, the Heneti, who attributed certain honours to him, 

sacrificed to Diomedes a white horse and preserved a precinct sacred to the Aetolian 

Artemis.29

Therefore, if the narrative of EP 31 is based on the Hippolytos theme, then it is likely 

that the name of Euopis was inspired from the adjective ebomic; - objtic; used for 

Artemis in Troizen.

20 Barrett 1964: 4.
21 Schol. on Horn II 5.412 b.
22 RE s.v. Diomedes.
23 Barrett 1964: 3.
24 Horn. Od. 6.113; 6.142; Hymn to Demeter 333; Hymn to Dionysos 58, etc.
25 Eurip. Hippol. 11-19.
26 Eurip. Hippol. 228.
27 Eurip. Hippol. 1282 ff.
28 Pseudo-Aristot. Tlepi Oavfiaoicov dcKovcrpdnov (Bekker) 110.
29 Strabo 5.1.9.
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THE STORY
The narrative of EP 31 consists of two motifs closely connected by means of 

causality. The first motif is that of an incestuous relationship, common in the EP.30 The 

revealing of the affair between Euopis and her brother causes the girl’s death by hanging. 

However, before dying the girl calls down many curses upon the person responsible for 

her disaster. Dimoites’ punishment comes as a result of this curse (like in EP 27). 

Temptation comes from the sea in the case of Dimoites (like in the case of Alkinoe) but 

his object of desire is not alive; it is the corpse of a beautiful woman. The punishment lies 

in the point that Dimoites cannot satisfy his passion for long because the corpse starts to 

decompose, so he has to bury her and consequently slaughters himself.

Hellenistic writers and Parthenios’ contemporaries are attracted by the obscure, but 

examples of necrophilia are extremely rarely attested. Herodotos (2.89) reports that it 

was a custom in Egypt to hand over the bodies of distinguished women to the embalmers 

three or four days after death, due to an incident that once took place. This is that an 

embalmer had had sexual intercourse with the corpse of a woman, who had just died and 

was entrusted to him for embalming. Herodotos (5.92) also attests the story of 

Periandros and his wife Melissa,31 who had been killed by her husband. When Periandros 

sent messengers to the oracle of the dead on the river Acheron to inquire a certain piece 

of information, Melissa appeared and refused to provide the information because she was 

cold and naked, as the garments buried with her were not burnt and therefore were 

useless. As a testimony of the truth she said that tjruxpbv xov i 7UVOV neplavbpoq 

xobq apTODQ £7t6paM£. This message convinced Periandros, because he had had sexual 

intercourse with Melissa when she was dead, and immediately he hastened to provide her 

all the garments needed.

Regarding this Herodotean passage, Macan32 notes on this point that ‘this filth came 

perhaps from Egypt (2.89) and was good enough to fling on the dead tyrant”, whereas 

most editors avoid commenting on this issue of necrophilia. If, indeed, the source for 

such stories was Egypt, then could Phylarchos, whose name is cited in the margins of EP

30 EP 2, 5 and 11 for an affair between brother and sister; EP 13, 28 and 33 for a father falling for his 
daughter; EP 17 and 34 for a mother (or step-mother) falling for the son. Francese (1993: 126-154) dealt 
with the motif of incest in the EP\ he argues that Parthenios used this theme in order to extend the 
boundaries of the love story genre, rather than to evoke the primal shiver of tragedy.
31 It is worth noting that Melissa was also a surname of Artemis, as the goddess of the moon (Porphyrios 
From the Cave of the Nymphs 261). The use of this surname of Artemis recalls the adjective euopis used 
for Artemis.
32 Macan 1895: on 5.92.
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31,33 be familiar with such material? Some say that his origins were in Egypt, but 

generally there is a great diversity on this issue.34 He was mainly an historian but an 

anthology of mythical stories was also attributed to him. However, as Africa35 has 

pointed out, Phylarchos’ knowledge of Athenian lore is far more impressive than his 

knowledge of Egypt. Besides, the priority for the use of such material goes to 

Herodotos, to whom Parthenios owes a great deal.36

Regardless of the origins of such stories with corpses, the motif of the floating corpse 

inspired Ovid’s37 version of the story of Keyx and Alkyone. Keyx’ ship was wrecked and 

he himself drowned. Morpheus flew to Trachis, took Keyx’ form and appeared in 

Alkyone’s dream. Standing beside the bed, pale and wet, he revealed the fate of her 

husband. In the morning she went to the shore, at the spot where she had stood when 

Keyx departed, and there she saw a floating corpse. When the corpse was washed near 

ashore, she recognized the body of her own husband. She leapt into the sea but there she 

was turned into a bird so she could fly and reach her husband’s body. With her new beak 

she kissed the lips of the dead Keyx and the gods turned him into a bird as well.

Later times were more promising in providing stories of affected lovers involved in 

sea disasters. For instance, Leandros did not hesitate to expose himself to the currents of 

Hellespont on a stormy night in order to see his beloved. However, he was finally 

overpowered by the waves and his body was washed ashore. As soon as Hero saw her 

lover dead by the base of the tower, she fell to her death beside Leandros’ corpse.38 

Another comparable situation to that in EP 31 (in terms of necrophilia) is the one 

attested by Xenophon of Ephesos.39 When Habrokomes went to Syracuse, he was 

hospitably received by Aigialeus, who recounted the story of his own elopement from 

Sparta with his beloved, Thelxinoe, whose parents intended to marry her to someone 

else. The couple lived happily together until the day Thelxinoe died. Aigialeus did not 

bury her but kept her mummified body by him. Thus Aigialeus continued to be with his 

beloved and Habrokomes realised that true love does not end with death.

33 Phylarchos’ name is also cited in the margins of EP 15 and 25.
34 FGrH 81 T 1= Suda s.v. (PvXapxog.
35 Africa 1961: 4-5, but he takes for granted that the narrative of isP 31 comes from Phylarchos.
Schilardi (1993: 168) is more cautious, noting that he does not find it likely that Phylarchos wrote “una
storia cosi ricca” and finds more thematic relations with Moiro’s Arai (see EP 27).
36 See Herodotean impact and Mayer-G’schrey 1898: 6-8.
37 Ovid Metam. 11.410-748.
38 Mus. Hero and Leandros 309-343. For a discussion on the triad love-shipwreck-death see Papanghelis 
1987: 80-111.
39 Xenoph. Ephes. 5.1.
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This kind of sensationalism does not stop here. The motif of a man having sexual 

intercourse with a dead woman is preserved in a Greek folk-song from the island of 

Karpathos, which attests the story of The Criminal ( 'O  Kpijiaxiap,8V0c;).40 After a 

certain war in Asia Minor, a man from Karpathos returns to his island, but during his 

journey he feels tired, so he gets off his horse. While he is resting, the horse scratches the 

earth with its hooves and the body of a recently buried woman is revealed. Although 

dead, the woman is extremely beautiful and the man falls in love with her, so he has 

sexual intercourse with her. On his return to his homeland, he goes with his mother to 

the church. As soon as he enters the church, the icon screens begin to tremble and the oil 

from the hanging oil-lamps slops on him because he has sinned. He tells his mother what 

had happened during his journey back and she orders him to leave his homeland. After a 

while his body was found in a ravine and the vultures, which were eating his flesh, sang 

his misfortune. Some say that he threw himself in the ravine because he could not bear 

the sin, but some others say that he did this due to his unbearable passion for the dead 

woman. Apart from some elements clearly influenced by Christianity, it is striking that 

the motif of necrophilia and the death caused by the unsatisfied passion survived. 

Moreover, it is interesting that the motif is also preserved in Urban legends, as well. “A 

friend of a friend....” attests that he knew a man who met a beautiful woman and fell for 

her. They spent a romantic evening together and then he walked her home, after they had 

arranged their next date. The next day the man goes to her place to pick her up, but a 

stranger opens the door, informing him that a woman was living there but she had died 

long time ago. Evidently, one realises that demonstrating death and sensuality in total 

harmony is an intriguing theme which inspires people throughout centuries.

40 Vamvounaki 1995: 132-5.
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STORY 32 
I l e p i  'A vO lron^

1 ITapa 86 Xdoai fieipaxloxoc; tic, xqjv n&vv
8o k 1|o.0V AvGlTCTrrji; fip6o0r|. t c c i3 tt |v  t)7ieX06)v 
7cdori jiTixavfi 7tel0ei aux© cn)|Li|j,iyf|vai. fi 86 
&pa xai cd)xT] obx 6xxo<; fjv xou ?tp6<; xov 

5 tccuScc 716001). xa i 6 k  xoD S e XavGdvovxeq
xotq abx©v yovelq 6̂ e7d.jj.7cXaoav xt|v 
67ci0i)plav. 6opxfj<; 86 Tcoxe xot<; X6cooi 
SrnioxeXoDq &yojj,6vr|<; xai tcAvxcov 
ebajxoD|i6vo)V 6c7coaxe8ao06vxe<; elg xiva 

10 Spnpov xaxei^0r|aav. 6xuxev 86 dcpa 6 xoD
J3aaî 6©<; Dtoq Kt/Dpoq TtdcpSc&iv Sicoxwv. 
fj<; <TDveXao0elcrr|(; elc; 6xelvov x6v SpDjiov 
6t(pir)oiv 67t’ cd)xt|v x6v axovxa' xal xf|<; p.6v 
6tjj,apxdvei, xi)y%dvei 86 xf\q 7tai86<;. 

15 tmotaxpcbv 86 xo 0r|piov xaxap£(&TiK6vai
6yyi)x6p© xov l7t7tov 7cpoaetaxii)vei xai 
xaxa|ia06)V xo |ieipAxtov 6rcl xoD 
xpotf>[j,axo<; xf|<; 7tai8o<; 6%ov x© %eipe 6xx6<; 
xe (ppevmv 6y6vexo xai 7t£pt8ivr|0£ic; 

2 0  6c7co>.ia0dvei xoai I tttc o d  elq %©piov
a7c6xpr||Livov xa i 7C£xp©8&;. 6v0a 8  ̂ 6 p6v 
6xe0vfjxei, ol 86 Xdoveq xijim vx£<; xov 
paai^6a xax6c xov atx6v x 6 t to v  xet%ri 
7cepiepd>jOVxo xal xt|v 7c6Xiv 6xdXeaav 

25 Kl%Dpov. 9aai 86 xiveq x6v 8pu|i6v 6xelvov
elvai xf)<; ’E%tovo<; Ouyaxpoq ’HTtetpou, f jv  

pexavaaxaaav 6x Boi©xia<; Pa81£eiv p.eO” 
Apjiovlac; xa l K & 8 |io d  (pepop,6vr|v x6c 
nev06©  ̂>£i\j/ava' tocoOavouaav 86 jcepl xov 

30 8pv|i6v x6v8e xacpf|vai, 816 xai xt]V yf|v
’HTteipov tmb xai)xr|<; 6vojj,aa0f|vai.

Among the Chaones, a certain youth, one of 
the noblest, fell in love with Anthippe. After 
beguiling her by all means, he convinced her 
to have sexual intercourse with him. She, 
indeed, was not lacking in longing for the 
boy. And from that time on, they used to 
satiate their desire, whenever they escaped 
their parents’ attention. One day, when a 
public feast was being held by the Chaones 
and everybody was feasting sumptuously, the 
couple managed to sneak away and hid 
themselves in a thicket. But at the same time, 
Kichyros, the king’s son, happened to be 
pursuing a leopard. As the animal was driven 
to that thicket, he threw his javelin against it. 
And he missed the leopard, but hit the girl. 
As he thought that he had hit the animal, he 
came near on his horse and as soon as he saw 
the boy having both his hands upon the girl’s 
wound, he went out of his mind and, spinning 
round, slipped off his horse on a precipitous 
and rocky spot. There he died and the 
Chaones, in honour of their king, enclosed 
that spot within walls and called the city 
Kichyros. Some also say that that thicket was 
dedicated to Epeiros, Echion’s daughter, 
who, after her migration from Boiotia, was 
travelling along with Harmonia and Kadmos, 
carrying with her Pentheus’ remains; when 
she died, she was buried in that thicket and 
that is why the territory was named Epeiros 
after her.

2 xcU)XT|V Abresch: x a i)X T |t P 3 p iy fjvat Legrand 6 a b x © v  yoveiq Hercher 
10 xax£y\.T|?aj0£iaav Heyne: xax£iA.'60r|oav Legrand 12 cn)V£Xao0£iar|(; omnes editores:
<7i)V£tax0£ioT|<; P sed lacuna inter a  et 0 est, et probabiliter a  decidit 20 &7to>.io0a lv £ i Heyne 
22-3 x6v PaaiX6ox; Zangogiannis 26 <x&<pov> fifva i Rohde: <i£p6v> £ lv a i  Castiglioni 
26 ’H7t£ipo/D<; Legrand 28 <67ti><p£po|i6vr|v Hercher 28-30 in margine CH (scil. ar||i£i©ocn)
7t60£v f] yf| H 7t£ipo<; 6 x ^ 0 r | 30 xf|v < x a t i x i p  yf|v Zangogiannis 31 [6t7CO x(r6xr|<;] Hercher
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LINGUISTIC NOTES 
2 TCttiTyv i)7i£X06)V] The MS reading TatiTT] \meX0cbv was disputed by Abresch,1

who turned the dative case into the accusative, and most editors adopted his emendation

(Martini, Sakolowski, Meineke). Abresch suggested that the dative would function as an

adverb, meaning “for that reason”. Spatafora was attracted by this adverbial

interpretation, so he preserved the dative case in his edition. Apart from the fact that the

verb \m£p%0|xai usually governs the accusative case (LSJ) and Parthenios offers such an

example, though with a different meaning, in EP 7 (to 9poi3piov tmeAfkov), there are

several examples with this verb governing the accusative with the exact meaning of

“entrapping or beguiling somebody” (LSJ), from the classical Sophoklean AxxOpQi jx’

b7ieX0cov,2 to Plutarch’s toc13tt|v [IIpaiKia] ofiv fmeABcov 5c6poi<; o AoDko'dXXoc;

Kai KoAxxKeiaig3 and Lucian’s i)7teA,0c6v jxod tt^v £pco|xevr|v eim aOeic; £poi

5i8K6pr|aa(; Tf|V 7tai5a.4 Since in EP 32 there is already the dative Ttacrfl p.r|%av'fl,

which refers to the means used by the boy in order to win over the girl, then having the

accusative TaDTTjv as the object of the participle t>7ieX,0G)V is necessary.

6 xoix; ai)T(bv yovei<;] Hercher disputed the MS reading abxcbv and suggested the

reflexive abxcbv instead. Dealing with the use of abxob or a inot) is a complex matter.

According to Robertson,5 abxot) and not abxot) is to be printed in the New Testament

and generally the reflexive pronouns are used much less than in the earlier Greek.

Concerning ambiguous issues like this one, one has to rely on individual taste rather

than on general rules. First of all, Parthenios uses the reflexive pronouns, especially with

verbs denoting suicide (EP 7, 10, 13, etc.) and there is a variation between contracted

(EP 3, 5) and not contracted (EP 4, 5, 10, 13, 17, etc.) forms. However, in the case of

the genitive possessive, Parthenios seems to prefer the personal pronoun instead of the

reflexive.6 So, in EP 5 we read that Xanthios’ daughter’s fiancee t6v T8 af)TOt) m x ep a

TtapaAxxpcbv Ttpdaeiai tq) Sav01(p.

10 K(XT8iA-f\0r|(Jcxv] The MS reading KaT8tX,f|0r|Gav was disputed by Legrand and

Heyne. Legrand’s KaTeiMofiotl has the meaning of ‘being covered by something’.

Homer cites it in the Iliad (17.492) and the scholia on this point (17. 492 a) explicitly

1 Abresch 1749: 185.
2 Soph. 0 7 3 8 6 .
3 Plut. Lucullus 6.3.
4 Luc. Dialogi Marini 13.1.
5 Robertson 1934: 226.
6 There is only one example of a reflexive pronoun as a genitive possessive. In EP 3 Odysseus 7tpo<; xf|<; 
cri)x6<; outtoD yeveac, xpo)0ei<;... fexeXeOxTjaev.
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explain that ei?0)|ievoi 86 GK87ta^6fievoi, ano  Tot) Kaxei^1)a0ai. In addition, in 

another citation in the Iliad (21.318-9) Skamandros threatens to cover up the body of 

Achilles with sand. Herodotos 2.8 \j/&pjicp KaT8lX,D|i8VOV offers a similar interpretation, 

Apollonios in his Argonautika (3.206) informs us that the Kolchoi wrap the bodies of the 

dead men in untanned oxhides (6v aSevj/fjTOtai KaxeiM oavTe poelaiq) and 

Hesychios confirms the meaning of ‘covering up’ by noting that KaTsOonai 

K8K&XA)7cmi. A 5pi)|x6^ can surely be a place to which one can have recourse, but it 

cannot cover up in the sense that a material, such as sand or oxhide, can (as is mentioned 

in all the above cases).

Regarding the verb KaT8p%0|iai, suggested by Heyne, it has chiefly the meaning of 

‘going down’ from a higher to a lower locality (LSJ and the Lexica of the New 

Testament) and a Sp'Dp.oq is not necessarily in a lower level. But even if it was, in the 

context of EP 32, the required meaning of the verb is rather resorting to a place. In the 

Odyssey (5.476), Odysseus hid himself underneath two bushes and the verb \)7rq?O)0e is 

used in this case, which makes the verb £p%0|i,ai attractive but with the preposition 1)71(5 

and not K0CT&.

Therefore, I find the MS reading more appropriate, though for different reasons than 

those of Spatafora. Spatafora7 notes on this point, in favour of the MS reading, that Bast 

provides some examples of this verb attested in Herodotos and Dio Chrysostomos. 

Spatafora also makes a reference to Mayer-G’schrey, who has entered the verb 

KaxeiA^opxxi in the category of the Herodotean words which ‘praeter Parthenium unus 

Herodotus adhibet has voces’.8 However, this is not the point. Of course there are 

citations of this verb and Herodotos offers several of them, but one could equally argue 

that the alterations proposed also appear in many authors; Herodotos included. The point 

is, which verb is more appropriate in the particular context of EP 32.

The couple go and hide in the thicket but they want also to make love. A descriptive 

verb is needed in order to imply not only the hiding but also this plunging onto the 

ground, underneath the trees. Although the verb KaT8iA£op,ai has the meaning of 

resorting to a place, it applies to situations of war and siege, where people are forced to 

assemble in a place;9 this couple is hiding as well, but the situation is different. However, 

this verb can also signify other concepts (see LSJ for the meaning of ‘wrap up’). Aelian

7 Spatafora 1995: 317-8.
8 Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 7.
9 Hdt. 1.190; 3.146; 5.119, in which the men who escaped from a fight took refuge in an &7.oo<;; 8.27, 
etc.
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in his treatise on animals (13.20) describes how the sea-monsters called Tpo^oi react to 

the sound of oars, when they expose themselves above the water. We read that 

aK obaavra  5s elpecrlac; kt'Oko'd 7t8piGTp6(p£xal xe m i  m x e i te lx a i  ax; oxi 

Kaxcoxaxco £on)xa toGobvxa and this image of the xpo%ol plunging deep in the sea looks 

appropriate for the context of EP 32, where a couple plunges deep in a thicket in order 

to hide themselves and enjoy their love.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES

1 Ilocpa 8e X<5cogi] Chaonia was a district of Epeiros, and Chaones the name of one 

of the three major Epeirotic tribes. According to Thukydides (1.46) the Chaones 

inhabited, in historical times, the district upon the coast stretching from the Keraunian 

mountains to the river Thyamis, which separated them from the Thesprotoi. In EP 32 

two young Chaones, escaping parental notice, resorted to a certain place, where both 

Anthippe and the king’s son, Kichyros, find a tragic death and also where a city, called 

Kichyros, is founded. This city Kichyros is Thesprotian (see Kichyros below). Did the 

couple travel so far that they went into a foreign territory? Is it an aetiological myth 

made in order to justify a settlement established in Thesprotia by the Chaones? Or is it 

just that Parthenios is a little confused at this point, thinking that the city of Kichyros 

belongs to the Chaones and not to the Thesprotoi? The latter seems more likely to me 

for the following reason. Thukydides10 reports that the Chaones had a great reputation 

for their warlike qualities but fell into decline after their defeat by the people of Stratos. 

Later on, the Thesprotoi expanded north of Kalamas (Thyamis) and they annexed part of 

Kestrine.11 This annexation caused a lot of confusion to the later lexicographers 

regarding the nationality of Kestrine’s inhabitants; sometimes they were thought to be 

Thesprotoi and other times Chaones.12 The city of Kichyros is near the river Thyamis so 

it is very likely that Parthenios (or his source) was confused at this point.

2 ’AvOtmnn;] The name of Anthippe was also borne by one of the Thespiades, 

according to Apollodoros (2.7.8). She had a son named Hippodromos by Herakles. This 

information places her in Thespiai (near Thebes). However, it is interesting that Herakles 

was related to the city of Ephyra (for which see Kichyros below). Apollodoros (2.7.6) 

reports that Herakles marched against the Thesprotoi and that he took the city of 

Ephyra, in which Phylas was the king. This king had a daughter named Astyoche, with 

whom Herakles had intercourse and begot a son named Tlepolemos. The earliest source 

of this information is Homer, who states in the Iliad (2.657-60) that Herakles brought 

Astyocheia, who became the mother of Tlepolemos, out of Ephyra from the river 

Selleeis.13 However, it must be noted that Strabo (7.328) objects that this Ephyra was

10 Thuk. 2.80ff.
11 The annexation of part of Kestrine is confirmed by a resolution of the Thesprotian Koinon (see 
Dakaris 1972).
12 Steph. Byz. Ethn. s.v. Tpoia. ...2oxi x a i  nd'kic, £v Keoxpiqc xf|<; Xaoviaq, whereas s.v. K a p p a v ia , 
p o lp a  @ea7tpa)xla<;. (lexcovopdaGri 8£ Keaxptvla.
13 There is a variation regarding the name of the girl. Diodoros (4.36.1) names the king of Ephyra 
Phyleus but does not report the name of his daughter, whereas Pindar (Olymp. 7.23=41 Heynii) cites the
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not the Thesprotian one on the grounds that the River Selleeis was t v  t o i q  HXeloic; and 

not t v  ©8G7lpG)TOl<;.

So, even if Anthippe of EP 32 (placed in Chaonia and related to the city of Kichyros, 

that is Ephyra) does not have any resemblence to Anthippe as one of the Thespiades, 

Herakles appears to be a common link in some way. That is, since he had a relationship 

with the latter Anthippe, but he also had an affair with the daughter of the king of Ephyra 

(the Thesprotian Ephyra according to the version of Apollodoros). The offspring of this 

union, Tlepolemos, was involved in an incident similar to Kichyros. Although Homer 

(Iliad 2.653-70) states that Tlepolemos slew Likymnios and although Pindar (Olymp. 

7.20-38) presents him as striking Likymnios in anger, in Apollodoros’ version (2.8.2) 

Likymnios’ death at the hands of Tlepolemos is accidental and various scholia expand 

this idea. So, scholia A on the Iliad 2.662 note that Tlepolemos, while trying to help 

Likymnios in a fight with a slave, hits Likymnios instead, whereas scholia on Pindar’s 

Olympian Ode 7.36c note that Tlepolemos was aiming at a cow but that he missed it and 

hit Likymnios instead (which is exactly what happened to Kichyros).

In addition, the name of Anthippe is also cited as the title of an elegy written by 

Parthenios (for which see th e story  below).

10-11 6 TOT) P<x<n>,£(d<; 1)16  ̂Klxt)po<;] We read in the scholia on Pindar’s Nemean 

7.53 that ’Ecp'opav be ei7te v b v  z f \ v  t v  ’H m p cp , f |v  K i/D p d v  <pr|Gi p.£T(ovop,&G0ai 

ano  K ixtipoT) Tot) Mtipp.OT).14 First of all, we deduce that there is a Kichyros, son of 

Mermos (or Mermeros) and that there is a town in Epeiros, which was called Ephyra in 

earlier times and then Kichyros, after the son of Mermos. Let us examine this Ephyra. 

Several towns with this name seem to have existed.15 The one we are interested in is the 

Ephyra in Thesprotia, which is placed, according to Thukydides (1.46) and Strabo 

(7.324), in the area of Elaiatis, above the Gulf into which the River Acheron empties. 

Hekataios16 refers to a Gulf named K ip a io q , whereas Jacoby prints Ki%a)paiOc; at this 

point, and it is likely that Hekataios refers to the Gulf known as Glukys Limen (Strabo 

7.324).

The Scholiast on Homer’s Iliad (13.301b) states that when Homer makes mention of 

the Ephyroi in the Iliad (13.301), he is referring to the inhabitants of the Thesprotian

name of Astydameia, the daughter of Amyntor and the Scholiast (on Olymp. 7.42a) notes that Pindar 
follows on this point the historian Achaios. The Scholiast (on Olymp. 7.42b) offers some other versions, 
as well, concerning the mother of Tlepolemos.
14 ji£p|i.ou B D: fieppipoo) editio Brubachiana.
15 See RE s.v. Ephyre.
]6FGrH 1 F 105.
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Ephyra. Pausanias (9.36.3) agrees that Homer at this point is referring to Ephyra in 

Thesprotia but Strabo (7 fragments 14 and 16) rejects it by saying that Homer means by 

Ephyroi the inhabitants of Krannon, which is in Thessalia, at a distance of one hundred 

stadia from Gyrton, in which Peirithoos and Ixion ruled. Pausanias (1.17.4-5) reports 

that Peirithoos once invaded Thesprotia but that the king of the Thesprotoi captured him 

and kept him in the town of Kichyros.

Dakaris,17 who made excavations in the area of the Thesprotian Ephyra, claims that 

during the Bronze age there was an open built-up area called Kichyros and that this is a 

pre-Hellenic name.18 Around the fourteenth or the thirteenth century B.C. a Mycenean 

settlement was established there, called Ephyra. According to Dakaris, the renaming of 

Ephyra as Kichyros took place in 343-2 B.C., when Philip the Second subjugated the 

settlements of the Eleioi in Kassopaia. It seems that the pre-Hellenic Kichyros had 

survived in a local neighbouring built-up area and that it was revived after the 

settlement’s subjugation. The most characteristic features of Kichyros are the Cyclopean 

walls and the memorable necromanteion. The whole environment of the necromanteion, 

River Acheron and the last reference to Harmonia and Pentheus’ remains make Ephyra 

sound like a mysterious place, related to the underworld.

17 Dakaris 1972.
18 Ki(y)%dvo) has the meaning of ‘hitting’ (LSJ); Kichyros aims at the leopard but hits the girl instead. 
From this point of view the name of Kichyros might imply an association with the verb Ki(y)%dtvco.
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THE STORY

There is no ascription in the margins of EP 32 but, as mentioned above, Parthenios is

known to have written an elegy with the title Anthippe.19 Unfortunately only two

fragments are preserved from this elegy, both cited by Stephanos Byzantios.20 The first

one reads KpaviSeq, and Stephanos notes that Parthenios used this word in his Anthippe
21as referring to a settlement in Pontos. The other one reads A&pjteia (or A&jieta), 

which, in Parthenios’ Anthippe, is a mountain in Arkadia. Meineke cautiously remarks 

that neither Kpavl5e<; nor A&pjteta are mentioned in EP 32 but Martini agrees with 

Knaack that these place-names could have been used in digressions. Besides, Martini 

notes, in EP 11 in which Parthenios cites his own verses regarding a version of Byblis, 

that the prose text does not resemble the verses either.

Let us have a closer look at the words Kranides and Lampeia. Moschos in the 

Epitaph for Bion 29 offers a different point of view concerning the word Kpavlbeq, in 

which they are not a place-name but the Spring Nymphs, who lament for the death of 

Bion. The setting here resembles Theokritos’ Idyll 1, where the whole of nature laments 

Daphnis’ death. More specifically, Bion is presented as a pO'DKdtax;, like Daphnis, and in 

both poems Pan, Priapos and Nymphs appear in the setting. In addition, in Theokritos’ 

Idyll 1.21-2 the goatherd invites Thyrsis to sit under the elm, over opposite Priapos and 

the Spring Nymphs.

So, if we accept the citation of Stephanos Byzantios, Parthenios used the word 

Kranides as a place-name (as a side-reference or digression). One notices a certain 

resemblance between Kranides and Krannonioi, the inhabitants of Krannon. Given the 

confusion of the Ephyroi called Krannonioi, one might justify the existence of the word 

Kranides as a corruption of Krannonioi, but this does not seem likely to me for two 

reasons. The word Kranides is cited in earlier source (Moschos) and it would not make 

any sense with Pontos whatsoever.

If we do not rely on Stephanos’ citation, in which Kranides is a place-name, then the 

whole picture changes. The word Kranides refers to the Spring Nymphs, who constitute, 

along with Pan and Priapos, the setting for the lament of Daphnis and later for Bion.

19 SH 627-8; Martini fr. 11-2; Meineke AA p. 267-8.
20 Steph. Byz. s.v. K paviSeg  and A&pneicc= Ael. Herod. De pros. cath. [in Grammatici Graeci, ed. 
Lentz 3.1] 95.3 and 279.2 respectively.
21 Codices V and P of Stephanos’ work read M p e ia , whereas R reads M jiJteia but a later hand has 
erased the n. However, the only references of Lameia are as a place-name (Plut. Vitae decent oratorum 
Steph. p. 846d) and it is probably a corruption for Lamia.
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Parthenios (who also deals with Daphnis in EP 29) could have used a similar model for 

the lamentation for Kichyros.

Concerning the word Lampeia, it is closely associated with the Erymanthian Boar and 

it is indeed a mountain in Arkadia.22 Why does Parthenios cite such a word in his 

Anthippe and what is the relation with EP 32 (if any)? Perhaps he used this Labor as a 

side-reference or a digression in order to compare Kichyros’ exploits with those of 

Herakles. However, it must be added that, according to Pausanias (8.24.4), Mt Lampeia 

lepov e iv a i  navoc; A£yeTai. This reference again brings Pan onto centre stage.

Provided that the word Kranides refers to the Spring Nymphs and that Mt Lampeia is 

associated with Pan, then both words appear in a Dionysiac context. If the context of EP 

32 implies association with Dionysos, then the two Parthenian fragments might not have 

been used in digressions; they might have had a stronger thematical association with EP 

32.

In Chaonia, a young couple enjoys love at every chance given. Such an ideal chance 

occurs during a public feast. The couple, instead of celebrating with the others, goes to a 

thicket. Here mountains and trees compose the landscape, which, to be more precise, is a 

masculine landscape, since this is a place for hunting. Indeed, a male figure appears in 

this setting: Kichyros, king’s son, who has also neglected the public feast (if we accept 

that he belongs to the same tribe). Kichyros is hunting a pardalis: an animal closely 

associated with Dionysos;23 an animal that resembles the image of the perfumed woman, 

which symbolizes the aphrodisiac essence of the hunt, as Detienne24 has pointed out; an 

animal that deceives the hunter, unless it is trapped by the aroma of wine.25

As luck would have it, Kichyros misses the leopard and hits the girl instead. The 

narrative at this point makes use of present tenses (apart from £y£v8TO), in contrast to 

the rest of the story. Kichyros atpfrjaiv the javelin against the leopard, but he 

a jia p x a v e i the animal and Ti)y%&vei the girl instead. When he goes near 

(7Tpoa8>axi3v8l) and realizes what has happened, he lost his mind and spinning round 

cutoXloQalvet from his horse and dies. Was Kichyros’ extreme reaction caused by what 

he had seen? One could cite examples of people who saw something they should not and

22 AR Argon. 1.127; Schol. on AR Argon. 1.127; DS 4.12.1; Strabo 8.3.10; Paus. 8.24.4.
23 For the artistic representations of this association see Toynbee 1996: 84-6.
24 Detienne 1979. Detienne uses the word panther indifferently for the words 7tdtp8aXi<; and 7tdv0T|p, 
on the grounds that the Greeks used these words almost indifferently, as well.
25 Oppian Kyneget. 4.320-53. The ideal way of trapping a leopard is pouring some old, sweet wine into a 
spring. The leopards are roused by the smell and by their thirst drink great quantities and they end up 
leaping about one another like dancers.
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were punished: Kekrops’ daughters, who opened the chest, where Athena had put 

Erichthonios, were driven mad 8l* op ytjv  ’ A0T|va<; and threw themselves from the 

acropolis;26 Teiresias had seen a couple of snakes copulating and having wounded them 

he was turned from a man into a woman.27

However, this is not the case. Kichyros does not go mad because he saw the couple 

mating but because he saw the blood: the boy has put both his hands on Anthippe’s 

wound. As Detienne28 notes, the Dionysiac madness has a transmitting power, equal to 

the miasma of the spilled blood. Kichyros’ mania resembles to the Dionysiac mania. The 

insertion of the last part stresses the connection with Dionysos: it brings Pentheus into 

the limelight. Pentheus was killed by his own mother who thought in her mania that 

Pentheus was an animal; Kichyros kills the girl instead of the animal.

Dionysos’ power does not stop here. Detienne has pointed out the power of Dionysos
* 29EcpaXecoraq, the god who causes people to stagger and fall down (‘un Dionysos du 

croc-en-jambe’). The fact that Kichyros 7 iep i5 iv r |0 £ i(; a7tt)Xia0aiV£i is in accordance
30with this interpretation. Dionysos Zcp&Xrnq trapped Telephos by making him catch his 

foot in a vine (avabobq a'UTop.&TO'D ftpjieXov Kai acpi^Xaq tov  Ti^Xecpov). 

Moreover, in the island, where the women of Samnites live, there is a strange custom.31 

These women, who are totally devoted to Dionysos (Aiovi)(ycp Kaxexo|X8va<; Kai 

IXaoKopevaq tov  0eov toDtov TeXexalq Kai aXXai q iepoTioilaiq 

e^Tj^XaYp^vaiq), once a year have to deconstruct the upper side of Dionysos’ temple 

and then to rebuild it in one day. However, if someone loses her balance and, as a result, 

drops what she carries, then the others tear her into pieces, being in a state of Xi3ttt|. 

And it always happens that one loses her balance.

If indeed Dionysios’ intervention is implied in EP 32, then a question is raised: why 

would Dionysos want to punish the couple and Kichyros? Is this related to the fact that 

they all negect the public feast? If yes, then this is a feast associated with Dionysos; he 

has the power to punish those who do not pay him the appropriate honours. Pentheus

26 Apollod. 3.14.6. The story appears in many versions.
27 Apollod. 3.6.7. This story appears in various versions and Apollodoros ascribes it to Hesiod.
28 Detienne 1986: 12.
29 Detienne (1986: 18) adopts the interpretation of Daux and Bousquet (1942: 113-25 and 1943: 19-40) 
regarding the passage of Pausanias 10.19.3. Pausanias reports that the fishermen of Methymna found a 
figure made of olive wood but they did not know whose god or hero figure it was. The Pythian priestess 
said that they should worship Dionysos ZcpaXeoyra (®a7.Xf|va Lobeck: K£(pa?if|va P). For a full account 
of Detienne’s view see especially 73-9 ‘Croc-en-jambe’.
30 Lykophron Alex. 207; Schol. on Lyk. Alex. 206.
31 Strabo 4.4.6=4.198, who ascribes it to Poseidonios.
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was one of his victims. The presentation of Epeiros as Pentheus’ sister, which appears 

only in EP 32,32 is not accidental. Two people from Epeiros, Anthippe and Kichyros, die 

at the spot under which the remains of Pentheus and his sister lay and a new city is 

founded on top.33 Has Dionysos’ anger ceased?

32 According to EP 32, Epeiros is the daughter of Echion, who was the husband of Agave (Apollod. 
3.4.2).
33 Aeneas attempted to found a city on the accursed spot of Polydoros’ tomb but a voice advised him to 
abandon this spot (Vergil Aen. 3.13ff.).
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STORY 33 

IlEpi ’Aooftovot;

I c x o p e i  3<5cv0o<; A D §iaK oi<; K a i  NE<5cv0r[<; p K a i  Eijtifilaj; o P 6 8 io ^

1 Aiacpdpox; 8fc x a i  xoiq TtoMoiq

laxop eixa i x a i  xa  Nidprjq. oi) y&p 

Tavx&Xoi) 9a o iv  ai)xf|v yev£a0ai, bXX' 

Aaa&ovoq p£v 0uyax6pa, OiXdxxoi) 8fc 

5 y u v a lx a , elq 6piv 8£ 6Kpixop£vT|v Ar|xoi

Tcepi xaM,ixexvla<; im oaxeiv  x io iv  

xoidvSe. xov p£v OlXoxxov t v  xi)vr|yiQt 

8ia 90a p f|v a i, xov 8£ A aad ova  xf|q 

0i)yaxp6<; tc60co o%6pevov atxtjv  a\)xcp 

10 p v a o0a i. pfj fevSiSoticrriq 8fc xfj<; N i6prj<;

xobq TtaiSaq atxf|<; elq ebaixlav 

xaX ioavxa  x a x a7tp f|oa i. x a i  xf|v pfcv 

8id  xatixriv xf|v crop90pdv 6ltc6  n tzpaq  

t 9T|Xoxdxr|<; atxf]v  p iiya i, gvvoiav 8£ 

15 taxpdvxa xa)V O 9 ex6p cov  dpapxrjpdxcov

8 ia x p f)o a o 0 a i x6v A aad ova  6ai)x6v.

The story of Niobe is also told differently 

from the normal version. That is, they say 

that she was not the daughter of Tantalos, 

but the daughter of Assaon and the wife of 

Philottos, and that when she quarreled with 

Leto over the possession of beautiful 

children, she suffered this punishment: 

Philottos was killed during a hunt, whereas 

Assaon, possessed by passion for his 

daughter, wooed her for himself. As Niobe 

would not give in to him, he invited her 

children to a feast and burned them. For this 

misfortune she threw herself from a very 

high rock and Assaon, after he reflected on 

his sinful actions, slew himself.

NedvGriq Heyne: NEAN0OC P CIMMIAC P: E ipiaq Cobet 1 [x a i] xoiq TtoXXmq Meineke 
2 [x a i] xaN idpqq  Sakolowski 2-4 in margine C h (scil. ar|petcoaai) xa  7tepi Ni6J3r|c; akfaix; 
ioxopoupeva 3 9a a l <xiveq> Rohde 3-4 bX V  Aaadovoq P: hXka  Edcovoq Hercher 
9 7t60(p £%6pevov Scaliger 10 p v a c 0 a i Griffiths: y f |p a a 0 a i P: yVjpaaOai <poi)?i£o0ai>
Zangogiannis: yi^pao0ai <d£,tfixrai> Legrand verbum d^ioxrai vel quid simile (G7to\)Sdaai, 
x8?i£Daai, 7tpoxp£\|/a<j0at) excidisse credidit, aut legendum p v f |c a o 0 a i 12 xaxa7tpf|aai <xf|V 
o ix la v >  Heyne 14 ai)xf|v Hercher 15 Xapdvxwv (scil. xtbv A d S cov) xcbv +G9£x6pcov
apapxripdcxcov Jacoby
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LINGUISTIC NOTES

1-2 Aiatpdpwq 8£ K a i  xoiq 7io>Aoiq laxopeixai K a i  xa Nidprp;] Parthenios 

uses the adverb Siatpdpcoq in EP 11 and 28, as well. In all cases this adverb is used in 

order to introduce two different versions (usually the traditional one and another less- 

known version). However, in EP 33 the syntax is more complicated due to the existence 

of the word xotq TtoMmc;. One could consider this word as a dative of agent (the 

present tense can sometimes be equivalent to the present perfect tense) meaning that 

this story is variously told by many authors.1

However, this way of understanding the syntax is not right. Parthenios very often 

uses introductory verbs like laxopeixai or A^yexai and he never mentions an agent. 

In addition, this construction would not make any sense since only one version appears 

in EP 33, and this contrasts the traditional version. Therefore, the dative xotq noXkolg 

is governed by the adverb 8ia(p6p(oq and not by the verb laxopeixai, meaning that the 

story of Niobe here is told differently from the normal, traditional version (which 

everyone knows).2

Another problem occurs in this sentence regarding the existence of the two K a i .  The 

manuscript reads both of them but Meineke deletes the first one, whereas Sakolowski 

deletes the second. I think that neither deletion is necessary. This is related to the issue 

of whether or not the stories are independent. I believe that the answer is both yes and 

no. Parthenios constructs a continuous text by using mainly particles, but this does not 

mean that there is necessarily a thematic relationship among the stories. Parthenios 

clearly uses ‘reference back’ in the cases of EP 2-3 and 21-22. In EP 2 we are informed 

of how Odysseus took advantages of Aiolos’ hospitality by having an affair with the 

latter’s daughter and EP 3 begins with the phrase of) |x6vov 5e ’OSDaaebq Ttepl 

AloA,ov &;fj|xapxev, bXkh  Kai... The motif of the daughter being seduced by the

1 An example of this kind appears in Plut. IIonXiKdXag 17.2, t6  8£ Ttepl M otix iov  e ip rjia i p£v im o  
rcokktov x a i  8iacp6pax;, k£Kx6ov 8 ’ fj j id k ia x a  TtemaxeDxai K ai f]|Liiv. Perrin (Loeb) translates at 
this point ‘the story of Mucius has been often and variously told, but I must give it as it seems most 
credible to me’. Another similar example appears in Dion. Hal. Antiq. Rom. 1.75.4, . ..5 a a  xe aXka 
7tepi xfjv K xla iv  xai)XT|v la x 6 p r |x a i rcoAAoic; p£v e tp r |x a i K a i 8 i a 96pax; x a  Ttkeiaxa £vloi<;, 
keftOfjaexai 8£ K&poi x& TtiBavcoxaxa xcbv pvqpove'Doii^vaw. Cary (Loeb) translates at this point 
“...and any other details told concerning its settlement, all this has been related by many, and the 
greatest part of it in a different manner by some; and I, also, shall relate the most probable of these 
stories”.
2 For Siacpdpox; governing a dative see LSJ (s.v. Sia<pdpag). Selectively I mention the following 
examples in which this adverb governs a dative and has the meaning of ‘differing with’: Thuk. 6.18.4, 
...o i a v  xoi<; Ttapobaiv f |0 e a i K ai vdpoiq , f |v  K ai %eipo) fj, f |K ia x a  Siatpdpox; 7tokixeixoaiv, Paus. 
2.31.9, £ c m  y a p  K ai Tpoi£r|vioi<; IrcTtm) KaXm)|i£vr| Kp^vri, K ai o Xdyoc, abx+|v oi) Siatpdpox; 
xq) B oudxcov £% £l.
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guest appears once again. Moreover, EP 21 deals with Peisidike’s betrayal and the same 

motif appears also in EP 22 (fecpaaav Se xiveq Kai rnv XapSlcov aKpdTto^iv...). 

However, in most cases the Kai in the introductory motif does not imply any ‘reference 

back’. It is usually used with the introductory verbs X£yexai (in various forms)3 and the 

particle 86, constituting thus a typical introductory motif and not a reference to the 

previous story. In addition, the combination 86 Kai is often used in the sentence to 

introduce the name of the protagonist.4 Therefore, in EP 33 Parthenios writes 

Siatpopcoq 86 Kai xoiq 7toAAol<; and then, when introducing the name he repeats the 

Kai.

10 juvaaOai] The syntactical structure of the MS reading is problematic at this 

point. We are informed that Niobe 'D7tOG%elv x I g i v  xoiavSe and then the first 

punishment takes place xov p,6v OlAmxov 6v KDvriylgt Sia<p0apf)vai. However, the 

second one is not so clear because it runs xov 86 Aaodova xfiq ODyaxpoq 7io0cp 

g%6|18VOV ai)xf|v abxcp yqpxxG0ai, but Niobe did not give into his advances (|xf| 

6 v 8 i8 o '6 g t i^ ) .  One should expect a correspondence between the two sentences 

(especially between the two infinitives). Given this correspondence, the meaning would 

be that Assaon got married to his daughter but then how would the participle |xt\ 

8v8i8oii)GT|c; be explained?

Zangogiannis proposed the insertion of poT3^8G0ai, governing yqp.aG0ai and 

Stern seems to be in favour of this since he traslates ‘her own father, Assaon, developed 

a passion for her and wished to marry her’.5 Gaselee adopts the insertion in his edition 

and translates ‘Assaon, consumed with love for his own daughter, desired to take her to 

wife’ noting that ‘the homoeoteleuton would account for it dropping out’.6 The 

question is how necessary is a verb of wanting here? Moreover, what is the syntactical 

role of the participle G%($lievov and which word does it govern (if any)?

The participle g%6|X8VOV appears rarely.7 Suda informs us that g%6|I8VO<; has the 

meaning of KaxaG%cov, f| KaxaGxe08i(;. In Isokrates’ Aigin. 11 we read that 

Thrasylochos cpOo'fl Gxdp.evov abxov Kai noXvv xpovov aG0evifaavxa ... 

80epa7re'DGa and in Apollonios Rhodios Argonautika 4.920 we read that o i 8 ’ a ^ e i 

G%6|ievoi xaq |iev ?d7tov... In both cases the participle has the meaning of ‘being

3 In EP 12, 17, 20, 21, 30, 31, 36 tey era i, in EP 26 & 6x&n and in EP 27 fy e i 86 Xdyoq.
4 For instance, EP 12 X6yexai 86 x a i  KlpKT) ,̂ 16 6^6x0T] 86 x a i  Ttepi AaoSlxTjq, 27 6%ei 86 Adyoc, 
x a i  AXxiv6r|v, etc.
5 Stern 1992:69.
6 Gaselee 1962: 340.
7 Horn. II. 12.298, Isokr. Aigin. 11 and AR 4.920 are some interesting examples.
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stricken, being seized’ by the wasting disease and by anguish respectively. Indeed, many 

other citations provide examples with the verb £%opxxi in various tenses with a dative in 

this sense.8 Therefore, 7i60Q) GX<5ll£VOV, meaning that Assaon was inflamed by passion, 

is acceptable.

Regarding the infinitive yii|iaG 0ai, the accusative Ott)Tf|V is its subject and the 

dative abxcp is its object, which is a perfectly normal syntax.9 What makes things 

complicated is the existence of the participle |ir\ ev8i8oi3<7r|<; in the same context. One 

option is to assume that Niobe went through the ritual of marriage but that she then 

refused to cooperate by giving either love or sex.10 Spatafora is in favour of this option, 

since he translates ‘e Assaone, preso da desiderio per sua figlia, la sposo, ma dato che 

Niobe non cedeva...’. It does not seem likely to me that Niobe went through the ritual 

process. If it is true that Assaon could force her to do this, he surely could also force 

her to have sexual intercourse. What is the point of Niobe getting married and then 

refusing to co-operate? In addition, although it is not a strong argument, one has to note 

that in the EP, in the cases where a father is inflamed by passion for his daughter, a 

marriage between them never takes place.11 I believe that the meaning here is that 

Assaon wished to marry her but that Niobe would not accept. However, can the 

problem be solved only by the insertion of pof>X£G0ai, proposed by Zangogiannis?

I was tempted at some point to emend the participle g% 6|I£V O V  into 

ap8GKop£VOV.12 In Pausanias 5.7.2 we read that a man fell in love with Arethousa but 

Ap60(tt)Gav pev of)K apeGKopivriv yi^p.aG0ai 7t£pauo0f|val 9c c g iv  t q  v t |g o v .  

The problem would be that this participle would not be in accord with the infinitive 

8ia(p0apf)vai. As for 7to0cp, although it could stand as a dative of the cause on its 

own, the phrase 7to0(p G%6p,£VOV sounds right.

An option is to think that Parthenios reproduces a text in the indirect discourse. A 

verb signifying hope, expectation, will or desire regularly takes the aorist infinitive in the 

direct discourse. In the indirect discourse the verb does not exist anymore but the aorist 

infinitive remains. On the other hand, the participle £v8 iSof)Gr|<; implies a conative 

sense (that Assaon was trying to marry her; an action continuously attempted) and the

8 Horn. II. 22.409; Od. 8.182; Hdt. 3.129, etc.
9 Horn. Od. 15.17 and 18.289; DH Ant. Rom. 1.72.5; Paus. 2.21.7; 10.29.6; Heliod. Aithiop. 2.34.5, etc.
10 yhpxxaOai does not necessarily refer to ‘marriage’. As Carey (1981: 69) notes, “it can describe illicit 
sex or concubinage”, but even with this meaning it would not be in accord with pt| £v§i8ol3crr)<;.
11 EP 13, where Klymenos consorts with his daughter secretely at the beginning but later ocvapavSov 
orbifi fyuayexo and EP 28, where Piasos had a daughter f] 6 7taTf|p 6fiiyr) rcpo ydpon.
12 Parthenios has used this participle in EP 23, though in a different context.
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infinitive in the aorist tense cannot be a conative tense. Therefore, I think that Griffiths’ 

alteration into p,vaG0ai13 is preferable: Assaon wooed Niobe for himself (I take abxcp 

as a dative of advantage;14 this dative stresses the ironical fact that Niobe’s own father 

wooed for her).

14-15 evvoicxv 8 e taxpdvTCC twv <j<p£i£p(ov aSiKTUidcxwv] Jacoby turns the MS 

reading into taxpovxwv (i.e. t w v  At)6(bv) t w v  G(p£T6pcov a 8 iKTjpm(0V and finds the 

pronoun acp8T̂ p(0V corrupt. The meaning of this sentence would be that the Lydians 

noticed Assaon’s crimes and that Assaon commited suicide in order to avoid the public 

disapproval. Jacoby notes that his alteration is due to a citation by Athenaios,15 

according to which Xanthos the Lydian says that the king of the Lydians was 

7to7A) 9 0 7 0  c; and that one day he ate even his wife. Next morning, as he found his wife’s 

hand in his mouth, he slew himself 7t8pipOT̂ xoO) xf\c, 7tp&qew<; yevopevrjc;. However, 

this example is not enough to justify Jacoby’s alteration because it is not in accord with 

Parthenios’ style. For instance, in EP 27, Athena punishes Alkinoe by causing her to fall 

madly in love with a stranger and to abandon her family. In the middle of the journey 

she realized what she had done (£vvotav Xapelv t w v  eipyaojievcov) and she killed 

herself. In addition, in EP 13, where the motif of the incestuous passion of a father for 

his daughter also appears, Klymenos, when he began to reflect on all these disasters he 

had caused, he killed himself (ox; £vvoiav £>xxpe t w v  G D p ^op cb v, 5 iaxp f|xa i 

Saattdv).

13 For jivaaO ai with the meaning of ‘woo for one’s bride’ see Horn. Od. 1.39; 14.91; Kallim. Hymn 
3.264; Lucian Pseudolog. 28; Longos Daphnis and Chloe 3.26.2; 3.30.2.
14 For pvaaO at with a dative of agent see Herodian. Ab excessu divi Marci 2.9.10 and Suda s.v. 
Pou^ivos.
15 Athen. 10.415c-d=FGr//765 F18.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES

2-3 ob yap Tavidckoi)... &XV Accdeovot;] In the traditional version Niobe was 

the daughter of Tantalos. Although Niobe makes her first appearance in the Iliad 

(24.602-17), her parentage is not mentioned. The earliest citation of Tantalos as 

Niobe’s father is by Aischylos16 and most of the later sources agree as to that,17 

although scholia T on Iliad 24.602al note that in some versions Pelops is her father 

whereas in some others Tantalos.

However, none of the literary sources cite the name of Assaon, as father of Niobe. In 

fact, the name of Assaon does not appear anywhere else.18 That is why Hercher19 

suggested that we should read in the text aXTdx X&covoq instead of a kX ’ *Aaaaovo<; 

(lines 3-4). Indeed, the name of Saon is attested in a few sources. Pausanias20 cites a 

certain Saon: due to the lack of rain for more than a year, the Boiotoi sent to Delphi 

envoys from each city. The Pythian priestess ordered them to go to Trophonios at 

Leibadia but they could not find that oracle, until Saon saw a swarm of bees. He 

followed the bees and finally found the oracle. However, the only element that 

associates this Saon with Niobe is that he comes from Boiotia, where Niobe lived as a 

wife of Amphion.

However, the fact that the name of Saon appears in some sources is not enough to 

justify Hercher’s suggestion, since this name is not related to Niobe’s story; on the 

contrary, the name of Assonides is. We read in scholia b T on Iliad 24.617:

o 8£ A'oSoq cpTiaiv o t i  ’AaacovlSriq21 6paa0eic; abTfiq Kai p,fj 7teia0£icrri<; 

£k 'apiaxov to1)q 7tai8ag £v£7ipr|aev. f] 8e (p'oyobaa rib âTO

A,i0(o0fivai.

Did the name of Assonides come out of the blue? Eustathios does not cite it and, as 

Van der Valk22 notes in the apparatus criticus, although codex Laurentianus Eustathii 

reads 8paa0£l<; Ti£ abTfiq, Maioranus writes ’A(Hi)Vi8t)<; 8paa0ei<; abxfi^, probably 

‘vel codex quo est usus vel ipse nomen proprium e Scholiis supplevisse’.

16 Aischyl. Niobe fragm. 154a (Radt).
17 DS 4.74.3; Apollod. 3.5.6; Paus. 8.2.5; Schol. Horn. Od. 19.518, etc.
18 DS 5.48.1 attests the name of Asaon. Mountain Saon (Sdtov) in Samothrake is also cited (Lyk. Alex. 
78 and scholia ad hoc).
19 Hercher 1877: 147.
20 Paus. 9.40.2.
21 AoawvlSriq Maass: ccggovIS th;  T: aGtovlSTjg b  (archetypus codicum BCE3E4).
22 M. van der Valk (ed.), Eustathii Commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem Pertinentes (vol. 4, Leiden, 1987) 
on Iliad 24.617.
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* / 23The name of Assonides is not attested elsewhere, whereas a certain Aa(0Vi5r|(; 

appears in Herodotos (7.181), as the captain of an Aeginetan trireme, which was taken 

by the Persian soldiers of Xerxes. Are we to deduce, due to this lack of literary evidence 

concerning the name of As(s)onides, that this name stands as a corruption of another, 

more popular, name? I think not. The point that Philottos is also cited in EP 33 as the 

husband of Niobe and that this name is attested only in two other sources (for which see 

the note below) makes it clear that this version does not deal with well-known names. 

Scholia T on the Iliad 24.602 state that even the name of Niobe was replaced by a less- 

known one in Lydia since £KaXeiTO (scil. i] N i6 pr|) 8s 7ia p a  A'oSol^ ’E l̂3(xr|V. It is 

likely that both Assaon and As(s)onides are connected with local places in Lydia, 

perhaps places like the cities Acria and Aoo6 c;.24

4-5 OiLdxxot) 8e ywcxiKa] According to the traditional version, starting from 

Aischylos’ Niobe25 onwards, Niobe was married to Amphion and therefore was related 

to Thebes. Later sources,26 when mentioning the father of the Niobides, do not dispute 

the name of Amphion, although there is variation on this matter since the names of 

Zethos and Alalkomeneus are also given.27 In EP 33 another version is offered since 

Philottos appears as the husband of Niobe. The scholia on Euripides’ Phoenissae 159 

may offer some support if Valckenaer’s emendation is accepted: EdvBoc; 8e o AdSoq 

Seica Kai 5em  s k  O i A o t t o u 28 xot) Aaa'oploi), oc, (pKei ev £i7r6)ucp, dc; avipe0r| 6v
29K'DV'nyeoup fmo apKTOl); Niobe was connected to an Assyrian man, who lived in 

Sipylos and was killed by a bear during a hunt. However, it has to be noted that all the 

codices read the name of Philoxenos, and Valckenaer’s emendation was based on 

Parthenios’ EP 33. The information provided by these scholia bears a resemblance to 

Parthenios’ account of the death of Philottos during a hunt,30 but it is more detailed in

23 AoTcoviSriq d: haambr\q Macan.
24 Steph. Byz. Ethn. s.v. A ola , Aoadq.
25 Aisch. Niobe fragm. 154a, 160 (Radt). For a discussion on these fragments see Pickard-Cambridge 
1936: 106-20, who discusses how the weeping woman turned to stone was connected with the Theban 
story and believes that Niobe was connected to the royal family of Lydia by the time of Pindar.
26 Apollod. 3.5.6; Paus. 2.21.9; Ovid Met. 6.147-312.
27 Eustath. on II. 24.602.
28 (piXo^vou MTA1B. Valckenaer emended it into OiA.diTou 0u (i.e. Ouyaxgpa) ou aav  Aaadcovo<;, 
6<; ijpKei £v XurtiArp.
29 It is interesting that Pherekydes (Schol. T on Iliad 24.617) notes that Niobe, after her petrifaction, pel 
8£ cdmte Sdncp'ooc x a i  Tcp6<g &pKxov 6pgc.
30 Regarding Amphion’s death, Apollodoros (3.5.6) states that according to Telesilla, Amphion 
^TÔ ef»0T| by Apollo and Artemis, whereas Lucian (De saltatione 41) mentions that he went mad and 
Hyginus (fab. 9) adds that he tried to attack the temple of Apollo and the god killed him with his arrows. 
In Ovid’s account (Met. 6.147-312) Amphion commits suicide due to his grief for the loss of his 
children, whereas Pausanias (9.5.8-9) presents him as being punished in Hades for mocking Leto and
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terms of the number of the children and the way Philottos was killed. The interesting 

point is that Niobe is no longer related to Thebes.

11-12 xoix; raxl5a<;... KOcxocTipfiaou] Although there is a great diversity regarding 

the number of Niobe’s children,31 the manner of their death usually follows the Homeric 

tradition, according to which Apollo and Artemis slew all the Niobides (this massacre 

was a popular theme in the artistic representations) .32 However, according to Telesilla33 

two of the children, Amyklas and Meliboia, survived, whereas Apollodoros, who 

preserves this reference, calls them Amphion and Chloris, a name mentioned by 

Pausanias (2.21.9-10), who embellished this version by reporting that the girl became so 

pale that she was renamed as Chloris. However, no other literary source mentions that 

they were burned,34 apart from the version which o A'dSoc; gives,35 with the difference 

that Assonides was not their grandfather. The fact that in EP 33, Niobe’s father invites 

the children to a feast and there burns them makes it plausible that ‘he too (i.e. like 

Tantalos) is engaging in a perversion of the sacrificial ritual’, as Stern36 puts it.

13-14 &7id n£xpac, i)\|fr|>,ox6x'n<; ai>xf|v fjixjrcxi] Both Tantalos and Niobe were 

closely associated with rocks. In the Homeric account (.Iliad 24.614-17) Niobe resorts 

to Mountain Sipylos, where she is now sitting among the rocks, she herself being a 

rock, too .37 Philemon38 disputes the idea that Niobe became a stone and thinks that 

7ipo<rr|Yope'60r| 8 i a  to  \if\ (pcovetv >i0oc;, whereas Pherekydes39 says that Niobe went

her children and cites the epic poem Minyas as dealing with the punishments of Amphion and of 
Thamyris.
31 In the Homeric tradition Niobe has six girls and six boys but late sources (Aelian VH 12.36, Apollod. 
3.5.6, Sch. Eurip. Phoen. 159,etc.) ascribe to early authors (such as Hesiod, Alkman, Mimnermos and 
Sappho) various numbers. For a detailed analysis of each literary source regarding the number of the 
children and their names see Lienard 1938: 20-9.
32 See LIMC s.v. Niobe, Niobides; Roscher’s ML s.v. Niobe und Niobiden.
33 Telesilla fragm. 721 (Page PMG)=Apollod. 3.5.6.
34 It is interesting that the people who resorted to the grove sacred to Argos, the son of Niobe, had 
similar bad luck. When Kleomenes invaded Argolis, some five thousand Argives resorted to that grove 
but Kleomenes set it on fire and all the suppliants were burned (Paus. 3.4.1).
35 Schol. b T on Iliad 24.617.
36 Stern 1992: 94.
37 However, grammarians (such as Aristophanes of Byzantium and Aristarchos) and scholars dispute the 
authenticity of these verses (II. 24.614-17). Aristonikos on Iliad 24.614 notes that (xGetobviai oxl%o I 
x^aaapeq (see also scholia b T ad hoc). Some of the modern scholars who dispute the authenticity of 
this passage are Stark 1863: 26ff.; Duentzer 1872: 370ff.; Thraemer 1888: 5-32; Kakridis 1930: 113- 
122. Scholars in favour of the authenticity are, among others, Peppmueller 1876: 286ff.; Enmann in 
Roscher’s ML s.v. Niobe; von Wilamovitz-Moellendorff 1916: 70. Kakridis argues that the motif of 
Niobe’s petrifaction existed in the pre-Homeric tradition, whereas A. Lesky in his article in RE (s.v. 
Niobe) states that the Homeric account was based on an earlier tradition which did not mention Niobe’s 
petrifaction.
38 Schol. b T on Iliad 24.617.
39 Schol. T on Iliad 24.617.
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to her father at Sipylos but that as she saw the city destroyed and the rock suspended 

over her father, she asked Zeus to turn her into stone. Later sources40 follow the 

tradition of the a7io?d0coGi<;, and Ovid41 offers his version by presenting Niobe’s 

metamorphosis as taking place in Thebes, from where a whirlwind carries the rock to 

Lydia.

40 Apollod. 3.5.6; Hyg. fab. 9, etc.
41 Ovid Met. 6.147-312.
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THE STORY

Niobe’s first appearance was in Homer’s Iliad, but it is more likely that her myth 

already existed in the pre-Homeric tradition, though not in the exact form of the Homeric 

account.42 The myth was well-known, attested by many authors in various versions. 

Homer was the first to show that this myth could come in different forms, in order to 

stress certain aspects, as a result of innovation and invention43 For instance, it is 

generally accepted that the motif of Niobe’s willingness to eat despite her grief was an 

Homeric invention, which did not survive in the tradition. It is also accepted that the 

motif of petrifaction belonged to the inherited material before Homer and that it 

survived.

This myth was treated in varying ways by Hesiod, Alkman, Mimnermos, Sappho, 

Pindar, Aischylos, Sophokles, Euripides, and others, who gave their accounts during the 

Archaic and Classical periods, so that Niobe became the archetype of mater dolorosa. 

Indeed, despite the different versions, the motif that predominates is that of the mother 

who laments the death of her children, even after her petrifaction. Niobe’s association 

with Mount Sipylos caused scholars to ‘see’ the aetiological nature of this myth. This is 

an aetiology which is often applied to other parts of Niobe’s myth, as well. For instance, 

the fact that in the Homeric account the gods themselves bury Niobe’s children led 

Stark44 to the speculation that perhaps there was a tomb of the Niobides at a spot not 

easily accessible to mortals. In addition, the petrifaction of the people in the Homeric 

account was explained by Robert45 as a symbol for the frequent earthquakes at Sipylos, 

an explanation partly adopted by Stark, who believed that the empire of king Tantalos 

was either destroyed by an earthquake or ruined by an Assyrian invasion.

Pausanias (1.21.3) reports that he had himself gone to Mount Sipylos and he says that 

if you are near to this certain spot you cannot see the slightest resemblance to a woman 

but if you go further away, then you think you see a woman in tears with her head bowed 

down. Pausanias (2.22.3) also states that he has seen the grave of Tantalos on Mount 

Sipylos; a mountain subject to earthquakes, with numerous rock-cuttings and hot 

springs.46 A spot on Mount Sipylos in the shape of a crying woman could be a starting

42 I am in favour of Kakridis’ (1930: 113-122) suggestion that Niobe’s metamorphosis into stone 
belonged to the pre-Homeric tradition and that Homer in his account shifted the motif of petrifaction to 
her people.
43 For theories concerning the function of this myth in Iliad 24.602-17 see Andersen 1987: 1-13; 
Willcock 1964: 141-54; Kakridis 1949: 96-105; Lang 1983: 140-164.
44 Stark 1863.
45 Robert 1920: 120, n.2.
46 Ramsay 1882: 33-68.
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point for an aetiological myth; a myth dealing with this woman’s G'Dp.tpopa (i.e. the loss 

of her children). A crojicpopa that took place 6)<; jiev Tive<;, tv  Ad8iqi, ox; 5e £vioi, ev 

©i^Paig.47 Was this myth a Greek one, which was tranferred to Lydia, or the opposite?

Trying distinctly to localise the origin of Niobe’s myth would be impossible. The fact 

is that there were local Lydian variations, as we have seen already; even the name of 

Niobe was different (scholia T on Iliad 24.602 note that Niobe was named Elyme48 by 

the Lydians).

In the margin of EP 33 the names of Xanthos, Neanthes and Simmias the Rhodian are 

cited. Apart from Simmias, the two others come from Lydia. Xanthos49 was an historian, 

presumably from Sardis, and an older contemporary of Herodotos. He wrote about the 

origin and the history of his country in his Lydiaka, whereas his two other works On 

Empedokles and Magika are not well attested. Neanthes50 was an historian from 

Kyzikos, who lived in the third century B.C. and wrote numerous books of which the 

precise number is not known to us. Simmias51 of Rhodes was a grammarian and poet of 

the third century BC, best known for his T8%V07iatyvia but also for his hexameter 

poems, like Gorgo and Apollo (in which Powell has entered EP 33, on the grounds that 

Apollo and Artemis killed Niobe’s children). Schilardi52 seems to agree with Lavagnini as 

to ‘che la forma asiatica della saga fosse stata raccolta da Xantho di Lidia, narrata da 

Neante di Cizico ed elaborata poi poeticamente da Simia di Rodi esattamente nella 

successione indicata dallo scoliasta’.

I do not find sufficient grounds either for the speculation that Xanthos was the one 

who collected the material or for the linear succession which Lavagnini has suggested. 

What we can deduce from these scattered fragments is that Niobe has been adjusted to 

Lydian culture, since her name is changed and she is no more connected to Thebes, as 

she is married to an Assyrian who lives in Sipylos. There seems to be an element of

47 Schol. T on Iliad 24.602.
48 Athenaios (4.176f) states that Sophokles in his Niobe mentions xoix; £Xi3j io d <; oriiXotic;, which are the 
Phrygian pipes, with which the Alexandrians were well acquainted. It would be interesting to explore 
what was the connection (if any) between these pipes and the name of Elyme and if Sophokles was the 
first to introduce this name of Niobe as a Lydian version.
49 FGrH 765 Tl-9. On Xanthos’ methodology and influentiality see especially H. Herter’s article in RE 
s.v. Xanthos; von Fritz 1967; Drews 1973.
50 FGrH 84 T l. Heyne’s emendation concerning the MS reading N£av0o<; was right, since most of the 
sources call him Neanthes (Tla, T3, F I-5, etc.).
51 Powell CC 109-20; SH 906; Haeberlin 1886: 45-46; Merkelbach 1951: 257-60. For an edition with 
commentaries see Frankel 1915. Cobet’s emendation regarding the MS reading Xiiijilaq was not 
necessary, since the name appears in both forms (either Simias, or Simmias). As Powell (CC 109) notes, 
Simmias is attested mainly in the inscriptions from Thebes, whereas inscriptions from other cities of 
Boiotia usually attest Simias and sometimes the same lapis cites both forms.
52 Schilardi 1993: 169.
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rationalisation, since neither the £piq between Niobe and Leto nor any involvement of 

Apollo and Artemis are mentioned.53 Niobe’s children are burned by a certain Assonides 

because Niobe rejects his love.54 The fact that Assonides sets the house on fire (and 

Assaon does exactly the same thing) might echo Aischylos’ Niobe (fragment 160 Radt), 

where it is stated that Amphion’s house will be destroyed by 7TDp<p6poi aETOi.

If Parthenios follows the Lydian version, then it must be noted that he differs at some 

points. First of all, the one who falls for Niobe is not a certain Assonides, but Assaon, 

her own father. The one who boasted of having beautiful children now becomes a 

beautiful, desirable woman in the eyes of her father. Although the father of Niobe in the 

Parthenian version does not bear the name of Tantalos, he does have some similarities 

regarding the sacrificial ritual of Niobe’s children. Tantalos invited the gods to dinner 

and tested them by offering the flesh of his own son. Assaon (and Assonides) invites his 

grandchildren to dinner and there he bums them.55 Was this resemblance of the sacrifice 

(either as a test or as revenge) the inspiration for making Assaon, not a certain man who 

fell for Niobe, but her own father? In that case the motif of the sacrifice of the children 

would have pre-existed in the Lydian version and then Assaon would be identified as the 

father of Niobe (consequently, the passion of an admirer of Niobe was turned into an 

incestuous passion). Assaon was introduced on the precedent of the old myth of Tantalos 

killing his son and on the version of Assonides being in love of Niobe. Thus, Tantalos’56 

transgression against the social order is represented here by the perverted role of Assaon 

as a father: instead of taking care of his daughter and his grandchirdren, he seeks an 

incestuous relationship and bums the children. It is as if the father-son relationship 

(Tantalos-Pelops) has shifted to the father-daughter/grandchildren relationship.

Another interesting point is that in EP 33, the incestuous passion, and Philottos’ 

death, come as a consequence and as a punishment for Niobe’s p.£yaXm)%la.57 The 

causal relationship of ‘insult-punishment’, which constituted Niobe’s life and is a 

common motif in all the sources (apart from Timagoras’ rationalised version as we have

53 A similar rationalisation appears in the case in which Niobe’s children are in danger not because gods 
are involved but because of Aedon’s cpOdvos (Eustath. on Horn. Od. 19.518).
54 The myth of Niobe was embellished with love themes. Athenaios (13.601b) mentions that Sophokles 
in his Niobe presented the eros t 6 v  xwv TtalScov. That is why some call the tragedy 7ra i8epdoTpiav. In 
addition, Plutarch (Amat. 760d) writes that t w v  p£v yap t o D  EocpoxX&yix; NiofhSwv paM opivw v  
x a i  9 v t |g k 6 vtgl>v  avaxa?ietTai t k ;  ot>86v a  por|06v aXkov ob8£ cr6|ipa%ov f) t o v  fepaoTijv.
55 A similar motif, though for different reasons, appears in Herodotos (2.107), in which Sesostris’ 
brother invited him and his sons to a banquet and then he set the house on fire.
56 For the meaning of Tantalos’ punishment see the interesting article of Sourvinou-Irwood 1986: 37-58, 
who points out how Tantalos perverted the values of the family and therefore threatened the social order.
57 The term is used by Lucian De saltatione 41.
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seen above), appears here, whereas it is not mentioned in the Lydian versions (at least to 

the extent we know the Lydian versions). Parthenios preserves the traditional element of 

the £piq but rationalises the means of the punishment. It is not Apollo and Artemis who 

mess up Niobe’s life and there is no explicit information that Leto or any other god 

personally took care of Niobe’s punishment. Philottos is killed but we do not know by 

whom (in the Lydian version by a bear).

It is worth noting that although the Lydian accounts offer a more rationalised 

version, since the quarrel of Niobe and Leto is not mentioned and therefore any divine 

interference is excluded, at the end Niobe T|1)^aTO ?a0(O0f]Vai.58 Traditionally, Niobe 

appeals to Zeus and he turns her into stone.59 However, Parthenios does not use this 

element; instead, he presents Niobe throwing herself from a rock. One might claim that 

this would be more fitting for the Parthenian style but in EP 13 and 15 Parthenios 

explicitly mentions that Harpalyke and Daphne were metamorphosed. Although 

Parthenios has Niobe throw herself from a rock, he does not name the rock or the place 

where all the incidents happened. What started as an aetiology is cited here simply as a 

rock.

To conclude, EP 33 follows the Lydian tradition in regard to Niobe not being 

associated with Thebes and in regard to the euhemerising style in which her children are 

killed by a man. However, Parthenios preserves the traditional element of the SpiQ, but 

not the motif of the petrifaction. Most notably, he inserts the motif of incest by 

presenting Niobe’s father as falling for Niobe and burning her children, and he does not 

mention anywhere the name of Sipylos. If Parthenios’ version was the only one to 

preserve Niobe’s myth, it would be extremely difficult for scholars to ‘see’ the 

aetiological essence of the myth. The only thing to ‘recognise’ is the sacrificial ritual of 

the perverted Assaon-Tantalos.

58 Schol. b T on Iliad 24.617.
59 Pherekydes FGrH 3 F38; Euphorion in CA (Powell) p. 48 fr. 102; Apollod. 3.5.6.
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STORY 34 

Ilepi KoptGoi)

Icjxopei 'E}.X & v i k o <; T p w iK w v  + K<xi K ecp A foov  o T epytOio^

10

5 Ek 86 Olvcovqq xa i ' AXe^AvBpov naxc, 
6y6vexo KdpuGoq. ofixoq 67rixoDpo<; 

Acpix6|Li£vo<; elq IX io v  "EX̂ vriq fipAoGrj' xai 

abxov 6xelvr| jiAXa cpiXocppAvox; t7ie8^exo. 

fjv 86 xf|v I86av xp&xiaxoq. (pwp&aaq 86 

atxov 6 7caxt|p aveiXev. NlxavSpoq p,6vxoi 

xov K6pi)0ov o1)K Olvcovriq, AXXa cEX6vr|<; 

xai AXe^AvSpoi) cpiiot yev6o0ai X6ycov 6v 

xotixoiq

flpia x’elv’AtBao xaxoixojj.6voD KoptOoio /

6v xe xai Apmxxoiaiv tTcoSprjGela’ tjxevaloic; / 

TDvSapiq, a lv ’ &x&maa, xax6v ydvov fjpaxo 

Poijxeco.

A child named Korythos was born to Oinone 

and Alexandras. He went as an ally to Ilion 

and fell in love with Helen; she, too, kept 

treating him in a very loving way. He was, 

indeed, remarkably handsome. But his father 

detected him and killed him. However, 

Nikandros asserts that Korythos was not the 

son of Oinone, but the son of Helen and 

Alexandras, in these verses:

And the tomb of the dead in Hades 

Korythos, whom Tyndareus’ daughter 

though subdued in stolen marriage 

and pitifully grieving, raised, the ill- 

born offspring of the herdsman.

Tptoixmv + xa i scripsi: Tpcoixwv <P> Heyne: Tpoiixoiq Meurs 10 elq AlSao Legrand: 6v

AlSao Cornarius 11 ovxe xa i P: 5v x6xev Hecker 'bTCoSprjOeia’ omnes editores:

t7to8|ir|0ei<; P 12 TovSapiq omnes editores: T't)v8ap-i<;P xaxov P: xaxoi)

Schneider: xaXov Meineke ydvov P: pdpov Griffiths f|paxo omnes editores excepto

Heyne, qui proposuit tjpaxo: fjpaxo P
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LINGUISTIC NOTES 

T p w iK Q V ] In the margins of the MS the work Troika of Hellanikos is cited in the 

genitive case. Heyne inserted the number of the book (i.e. TpcoiKWV <p>), claiming that 

the story of Korythos belongs to the second book of the Troika. Heyne based himself on 

scholia B* on Iliad 21.242, which state that Hellanikos1 in the second book of his 

Troika dealt with Achilles’ response to Skamandros, an incident attested in Iliad 

(21.211-382). Jacoby has entered EP 34 as belonging to the second book of the Troika, 

but I do not find sufficient grounds for this decision, since we do not know the content 

either of the second book or of the following ones, or how many books there were in 

total. If we rely on the marginal ascription of EP 34, in Hellanikos’ version Korythos is 

the son of Paris and Oinone and therefore he was born before the Trojan war. 

Hellanikos could therefore have treated Korythos’ story in the early books of the 

Troika. On the other hand, if Hellanikos dealt not only with the genealogy of Korythos 

but also with his affection towards Helen, then his story could be in the later books of 

the Troika. However, on the basis of EP 34, one cannot be sure what was the exact 

version of Hellanikos.

Although one cannot be sure regarding the number of the book, it is obvious that 

there should have been an indication of the number of the book in the margins if the 

genitive TpcoiKtbv is correct. Whenever a source refers to Hellanikos’ Troika, either the 

genitive case with a number, indicating the book,2 or the dative case (TpcoiKolc;)3 are 

used. That led Meurse4 to emend the genitive of the MS reading into the dative 

TpcoiKolq. However, in the two cases when this work is cited in the dative it is cited 

with dv and the article (dv TOtc; Tp(OiKOi<;).5 A strong argument in favour of Meurse 

would be that in EP 4, which deals with the affair of Alexandras and Oinone, 

Kephalon’s Troika is cited in the margins in the dative case. However, the presposition 

dv is again used (dv Tpwikolc;).6 Therefore, one should preserve the genitive of the MS 

reading, indicating that the number of the book has been dropped.

] FGrH 4 F28= Schol B* on Iliad 21.242. Hellanikos states that Skamandros overflowed due to the 
ogPpiov 1)5cop and describes Achilles’ reaction.
2 FGrH 4 F 23; 24a; 25a; 26a; 27; 28; 29.
3 FGrH 4 F 30 and 31.
4 Meurse, Bibli. Gr. vol. 3 Opp., p. 1193 (apud Martini).
5 FGrH 4 F 30 and 31.
6 The habits of the person who wrote the marginal ascriptions is a slippery issue. That is, the title of a 
work is in the dative when it is a name (e.g. EP  2 Tpjitl* 3 Ei)p,ud?ap, 28 ’A7toXXo8cDpQ)), whereas the 
dative with the preposition t v  is used with place-names, nouns or numbers (e.g. EP 4 t v  T(p Jtepi 
7toir|Ta)v / tv  Tpcoixoiq, 6 t v  IlaM.TiviaKoi<;, 15 t v  feteyetan; / tv  te, 27 t v  xai<; ’Apalq). In 
contrast to this rule are EP 29 and 33 (EikeXikoF; and AnSiaKoIt;, respectively). When the name of
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10 eiv ’AlSao] Legrand turned the preposition of the MS reading into ei<; and Gow 

and Scholfield7 accepted this alteration, whereas Schneider8 did not. I find Legrand’s 

alteration wrong because the participle Kaxoi%6p,£VO(;, whenever cited (especially in 

the Hellenistic and the koine), has the meaning of ‘dead’.9 The participle usually comes 

with the article (o Kaxoi%6|i£VO(;) and functions like an adjectival noun,10 but there are 

also some examples of it appearing without the article.11 Although it is not often 

accompanied by a place (i.e. Hades), in this case it is clear that it applies to Korythos 

who is dead in Hades.

11 ov te K a i ]  Hecker12 altered the MS reading into ov X£K£V and finds the verb 

f|paxo corrupt. Gow and Scholfield note that “x£K£V, if reconcilable with what follows, 

would be attractive” but they add, concerning the alteration of the verb f|paxo, that too 

little is known of this version of the story to determine strict conclusions or alterations. 

On the other hand, Schneider rejects Hecker’s emendation on the grounds that the verb 

of the clause (i.e. fipaxo) sounds perfectly all right. As for the Kai in front of the 

adjective apraxKXOiaiv, it is adverbial and stresses the element of paradox at his point: 

the grief in the stolen marriage, on the one hand, and the raising of a son, on the other.

An argument in favour of ov X£K£V is that it is regularly attested at verse 

beginnings;13 however, this argument applies to ov x£, too.14 The point is that whatever 

one chooses this has to be considered as closely connected with the verb f|paxo. I 

prefer the MS reading for the reasons explained below.

12 k c c k o v  ydvov fjpaxo] If one adopts Hecker’s emendation then one has either to 

take the verb fipaxo as corrupt, or to put a full stop before this verb (5ialp£Gi<; takes 

place before fipaxo anyway). In the latter case, the verb could be the imperfect of

the work is in the genitive, then a number, indicating the book, always follows (with the exception of EP 
11). One would expect that once a work is cited then it is repeated in the same form but that does not 
happen in EP 6 and 16. In EP 6 we read HyijaiTtTtoc, 6v naM.rjviaKOl<;, whereas in EP 16 we read 
H yifai7C7CO<; naAAr|ViaKft)V a  (although the MS reading is MikrjaiaKcbv, scholars have turned it into 
Ila^TiviaKtov).
7 Gow and Scholfield 1953: fragm. 108.
8 Schneider 1856: 130-1.
9 According to Hesychios, m xoi% op6va)v: vexpcbv, xeOvecoxcov. a7te^06vxcov. 6c7uo0a v 6vxcov.
10 Pseudo-Aristot. De virtutibus et vitiis (Bekker) 1250b and 1251a; Demosth. Contra Macartatum  67; 
Epitaphius 8; DH Antiqu. Rom. 16.2.2; Ars Rhet. 6.2; 6.4; Dio Chrys. Orationes 31.14; 76.5; Euseb. 
Praeparatio evangelica 1.4.9, etc.
11 Apollod. 2.4.4 TevxaptSov 86 xov Aaptoaalcov paciA&ix; 6xci Kaxoi%op6vq) xcp rcaxpi 
8iaxi06vxo<; yvpviKOV ftycbva; Plut. Aratus 53.2, where we read in the oracular answer the verse apcp’ 
baiT) OaAiq xe Kaxoi%op6v o io  &vaicxo<;.
12 Hecker 1846:415.
13 Horn. //. 2.658; 16.175; 22.353; Hesiod fragm. 357.
14 Horn. 11. 13.138; 17.676; 22.29; 23.227; Hesiod Opera et dies 3.
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Spajxai ‘to love’ (i.e. ...Helen was grieving for her ill-fated son; she loved the 

herdsman...). However, the whole context is lacking details to sustain such a 

speculation. Besides, the verb a tp o p m  seems appropriate for this case. Scholfield 

interprets it in the sense of ‘rear’, whereas Schneider notes that yovov alp£G 0ai 

‘tollere liberos’ is acceptable. He also notes that Nikandros usually pursues ‘not 

common and new’ words, so in this case he prefers the simple a ip o jia i, instead of the 

usual compound ava ip elG 0ai. Schneider thinks that Nikandros makes use of 

a lp o p m  here in the sense of cpepsiv (like in the Iliad 6.58, cpepeiv tv  yaoxepi) or in 

the sense of ‘proferre et procreare’.

Another problem appears with the kcxkov y o v o v . Why should the son of Helen and 

Paris be called kcxkoq? Meineke turned the MS reading into Kakov because Korythos 

is introduced in EP 34 as Kp&xioxoc; xfjv iS e a v . Schneider cautiously suggests that 

the original reading may have been m K O t) and it referred to Alexandras. A. Griffiths, 

who accepts Hecker’s emendation and also takes the verb fjp a x o  as the imperfect of the 

poetic gpapxxi (£pa-(o), has proposed KaKOV p d p o v  as his tentative conjecture, on the 

grounds that it is a regular phrase and often coupled with KXmo'Doa or similar verbs 

and participles.15 However, he points out that there is a problem concerning the 

participle a% £o'\)oa, which does not seem to govern a direct object in the accusative, 

though the verb a% VDjiai does.16

Due to the lack of enough details in the context, I think the MS reading is preferable. 

Korythos may be called KaKoc; ydvoQ because he was the offspring of aprcaKTOlc; 

bjievaloK;. Nikandros uses the word yovcx; only twice more. In Alexipharmaca 297 

we read that sometimes the free-feeding fowl, when under stress of sickness, casts out 

her ill-fated offspring (8x)07toxpov yovov) upon the earth. If one compares this passage 

with Euteknios’ paraphrasis17 ad hoc, then it is clear that the adjective 5T3o7toxpo<; is 

used here for the VEOGGOi which will die soon. In Alexipharmaca 471, the word yovoQ  

is used with the adjective veaTfjc;, denoting the new-born, young offspring. Therefore, 

it is likely that Nikandros in this fragment denotes the ill-fated youth of Korythos, who 

apart from being the offspring of an un-holy union, was also destined to die very young. 

In addition, considering the issue from another point of view, if Nikandros was familiar

15 For the phrase kcckov pdpov see Horn. II. 6.357; 21.133; Od. 1.166; 11.618; AR 2.339; Nikandros 
Ther. 15. For this phrase coupled with verbs in the sense of mourning see AR 3.806, cclv’ 
6Ao(p'i)pO|i6vr|<; xov 6ov pdpov; Anth. Pal. 7.627, Iibe&pxou kXccIodgoc kcckov |i6pov.
16 Soph. Antig. 627; Pind. Pyth. 7.16.
17 Evzekviov napcupp&oeiq eiq zee NucdvSpov ©rjpiaxa Kai 3 AXet,icpdppaKa, ed. M. 
Papathomopoulos (Ioannina, 1976).
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with Homer’s comment in Iliad 24.253, where Priam calls nine of his sons (Paris 

included) K a m  TSKva, then I do not see any reason why Nikandros, who is ‘searching 

for double meanings and allusions in the Homeric epics’,18 could not have applied the 

same adjective to Paris’ son, too.

18 OCD3 s.v. Nicander, where we also read about Nikandros’ habit of altering word-meanings and often 
violating the norms of the Greek grammar.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES

1 *Ek 8e Oivc6vr|<; K<xi ’AXe^6v5pox)] In EP 4 Alexandras married Oinone,19 the 

daughter of Kebren, and they lived on Ida. Oinone had the power of prophecy, so 

whenever Alexandras expressed his affection she reminded him that one day he would 

fall in love with another woman, thus causing a war. Indeed, Alexandras fell for Helen, 

Oinone went back to her father and the Trojan war started. During this war, Alexandras 

was wounded by an arrow shot by Philoktetes, and the only person who could heal him 

was Oinone. However, as she was embittered by his rejection, she firstly refused to help 

but then she regretted this and hastened to him only to find him dead. The marginal 

ascriptions of EP 4 cite Nikandros’ work On Poets and Kephalon’s The Trojan 

Histories; works which are no longer extant. Although Stern20 notes that this story is 

well attested, it must be noted that it was ignored in classical poetry. It should have 

been known to Hellanikos in some form because his name is cited in the margins of EP 

34. If he was aware about Korythos being the son of Alexandras and Oinone, then he 

would be aware of their affair.

Lykophron certainly knew this love affair, since he states in his Alexandra 57-68 that 

the jealous bride (f] Papti£r|X0<; 8d|xap), who had the power of healing, sent her son to 

help the Greeks and later that she threw herself from a tower, as she could not bear the 

loss of her beloved Paris. The scholia on this point add the detail that although Oinone 

wanted to heal Paris, her father would not allow her to do so and that when she finally 

found the appropriate drugs Paris was already dead, so she killed herself.21 Strabo 

(13.596) credits to Demetrios Skepsis the information that the tomb of Paris and Oinone 

is pointed out by the locals in the area of Kebrenia, and Quintus22 of Smyme describes 

the tomb of the couple. There is also Bion’s23 mention that the neatherd stole Helen 

thus causing great pain to Oinone. The fullest account of this love affair is given by

19 This was also the name of the island Aigina (Eurip. Iph. Aul. 699; Hdt. 8.46; Paus. 2.5.2, Parthenios 
in his Herakles, etc.). Some other citations of this name refer to Boudion as her father (Schol. on 
Pindar’s Nem. 6.53a), or to two Attic demoi (Eust. on II. 2.562), whereas Nonnos (Dion. 43.52-68) 
mentions a certain Melanthios as the son of Olvcovr| Kiacrr|i&<;.
20 Stern 1992: 79.
21 Schol. on Lykophron’s Alexandra 57 and 61, where it is also mentioned that in Quintus’ version 
Oinone leapt into Paris’ funeral pyre, whereas according to Diktys she hanged herself.
22 Q.S. Posthom. 10.486-9. Quintus innovates in the way Oinone travels in the night to Ida and by 
presenting Oinone leaping into the pyre set up for the dead Paris. This way of death was also adopted by 
Alfred Lord Tennyson in his poem The death o f Oenone, Akbar’s dream and other poems (London, 
1892). The fact that Strabo, and later Quintus, wrote about a tomb, led Wilamowitz ‘to see in the story a 
local saga, originating in the grave of Paris and Oenone mentioned by Demetrius of Scepsis’, as Stinton 
(1965: 43) notes.
23 Bion 2.10-11 [in Bucolici Graeci (A.S.F. Gow)]. However, as J.M. Edmonds (The Greek Bucolic 
Poets, Loeb) notes, this poem is probably to be ascribed to an imitator of Bion.
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Konon,24 who focuses mainly on how Oinone used her son Korythos in order to damage 

the relationship of Paris and Helen. Apollodoros (3.12.6) was also aware of this love 

affair, since in his account Oinone was married to Alexandras and, as she had learned 

the art of prophecy from Rhea, had warned him about Helen. She also told him that he 

would be wounded and that nobody would be able to heal him but her. Indeed, all this 

took place, but when Alexandras went back to Ida in order to be healed, Oinone refused 

to help so he was carried back to Troy, where he died. As soon as the regretful Oinone 

found him dead, she hanged herself. However, neither Apollodoros nor Ovid25 make 

any mention of a son. Ovid treated this love affair by presenting it in the form of a letter 

from Oinone to Paris. However, although the extant direct sources of Oinone’s affair 

with Paris cannot be traced back earlier than Lykophron, Gantz26 notes that “the tale as 

a whole has an obvious overlay of Hellenistic romanticism, but although it cannot have 

been told in the Little Iliad, we cannot say for certain that it is not in some form as old 

as the Archaic period”.27 For this note Gantz based himself on Stinton’s28 reference to a 

fragment of Bakchylides,29 in which the letters OIN[ appear:

[-'DD-'D'D-- 1)-]

v|/60ev sbeib'ng a k o x o q . [wd- 

Xma0iav opjiaaev Oiv[ --'o-(-)

Lobel’s restoration:

[-DD-DD-- b]

\]/60ev ebeibfi*; ata>xo<; [fldpioq xav]

Xoio01av opjiaaev Oiv[c6va k e > x d 0 o v  

Lobel based himself on Lykophron’s Alexandra 65-66 in which Oinone threw herself 

from a high tower:

7tbpycov a n  aKpcov npoq V8o8|xtitov veia)v 

poi^rjSov feKpp&oaaa Kbppaxov 8epag

24 FGrH 26 F 1 (xxiii).
25 Ovid Her. 5, where Oinone brings out her view on Helen’s infidelity.
26 Gantz 1993:639.
27 Concerning the artistic representation of Oinone, despite the difficulties in her identification, none is 
traced as early as in classical period (see LIMC s.v. Oinone). However, A. Griffiths has wondered about 
the Vatican amphora, called the ‘Vatican Mourner’ (ABV 140.1; Schefold 1992: 271). Since this 
amphora is dated around 530 BC, if Griffiths’ speculation is right, that would be the earliest 
representation of Oinone.
28 Stinton 1965: 42-3.
29 P. Oxy. 2362 l.ii = fragm. 20D (Snell-Maehler).
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In the scholia ad hoc we read that Oinone, after the death of Alexandras, 

K a m K p r ||iv ta a G a  £ai)T f|v  crovaTtcoteTO TCp a v 8 p l. This kind of death led Lobel to 

the above restoration. However, his restoration was rejected on the grounds that there 

is no parallel between Oinone and Niobe, who is cited in the next line. Thus, Lobel 

related this passage to Althaia, the wife of Oineus, on the grounds that she was the 

mother of Meleagros and caused the death of her own son, as Niobe did with her 

children. However, Lobel notes that in the latter restoration the word order would be 

awkward for this interpretation. Moreover, Stinton seems to prefer the first restoration, 

noting that there might be a link between Oinone and Niobe; this link, in his view, is that 

Oinone brought about the death of Paris by refusing to heal him. In that case, Stinton 

interprets the adverb t>\j/60ev as ‘a last hurried descent from Ida’ and not as a leap from 

the city walls, as Lobel had suggested. I do believe that there is a link between Oinone 

and Niobe, but not the kind of link Stinton suggests. Oinone is associated with Niobe 

not because she brought about Paris’ death but because she caused the death of her own 

son by sending him to Paris and Helen. If Hellanikos was aware that Korythos had been 

killed by his father (at least, this is what the marginal notations of EP 34 suggest), then I 

do not see why Bakchylides would not have known it. However, if this is right then 

another question is raised at this point. That is, if Bakchylides cites in one line Oinone 

and then in the next Niobe, and there is indeed an association between them, did 

Parthenios know this association? If yes, then there is an explanation why he has the 

story of Oinone’s son {EP 34) following the story of Niobe’s children {EP 33).

2 Kdp'D0O£] The name of Korythos,30 as a son of Paris, is attested in a few other 

literary sources, apart from EP 34. Scholia papyracea vi (column ii) on Iliad 7.76 cite the 

name of Korythos as a son of Paris without mentioning the mother (to KopD0oc,-yeyoV£ 

5 ’ O'OTOq Dioq ’A7£^&v5p(yD toD ndpi8oq), whereas scholia H E Q on Odyssey 4.11 

state that later authors (oi 8e vedrcepoi) present Helen and Paris having a son, named 

Korythos or Helenos. On the other hand, Konon31 presents Korythos as the son of 

Oinone and Paris, noting that Korythos was very handsome (even more than his father) 

and that Oinone sent him to Troy intentionally in order to cause Paris’ jealousy and to 

tempt Helen; indeed, Paris was jealous enough to kill his own son. The next to offer

30 This name was also borne by some others (see R.E. s.v. Korythos', Apollod. 3.104; DS 4.33.11; Ptol. 
Heph. 2.185).
31 FGrH 26 F l(xxiii).
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some information regarding Korythos is Tzetzes, who notes on the Homerica 440-132 

and on Lykophron’s Alexandra 851 that Helen and Paris had four sons, Korythos being 

one of them. This son of Helen and Paris is also attested by Diktys of Krete (5.5), who 

mentions Bunomos and Idaios as his brothers. Last but not least, Malalas also states that 

Helen and Paris had three sons, named Bunimos, Korythaios and Idaios.

32 F. Iacobs, Ioannis Tzetzae Antehomerica, Homerica et Posthomerica (Leipzig, 1793) on Homerica 
441.
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THE STORY

The marginal ascription of EP 34 cites the names of Kephalon33 and Hellanikos. 

Kephalon (along with Nikandros) is also cited in the margin of EP 4, which deals with 

the love affair of Paris and Oinone, whereas the name of Hellanikos is not attested. 

However, since Hellanikos attests Korythos as the son of Paris and Oinone, then he must 

have been aware of their affair, too. Given that Hellanikos insists on a chronologically 

consistent narrative, it is strange that his name is not cited in the margins of EP 4 (see 

Marginalia).

A few extant sources offer an account of Korythos as the son of Oinone and Paris. 

Lykophron, who is the earliest source, mentions in his Alexandra 57-60: 

xd rcdvxa rcpoq <p«<; i\ papD r̂j^oc; 5apap 

axelAaaa Koftpov xov Kaxfjyopov xOovoq 

a^ei, rcaxpoq poptpalaiv ryypuopevri,

A^Kxpcov O’g m x i x(bv x ’^TteiaaKxov yapcov.

The scholia ad hoc state that Oinone, being furious both at Paris’ union with Helen 

and at the fact that her father kept reproaching her, sent their son to help the Greeks 

Cnynaopevov xcbv 'EAÂ vcov xof) 67ti Tpolav 7tA,ox>). However, in EP 34 Korythos 

arrives at Ilion as an ally and falls in love with Helen. The only account that is generally 

in accord with EP 34 is the one offered by Konon.34 In his account, Korythos was sent to 

Troy intentionally by Oinone, who wanted to tempt Helen. Indeed, the youth was of 

extreme beauty (KdXlei v ik c o v  t o v  mxepa / EP 34 xfiv 18£av KpdxiGToq) and he 

quickly became intimate with Helen (G\)vfj0T]q Ttpoq 'EÂ vrjv 6yevexo / EP 34 abxov 

8K£ivrj paAxx cpiXocppdvcoq ImsS^xeTO). What is implied in the obscure cpcopdaaq in EP 

34, is fully expanded in the account of Konon, who states:

AAi^avSpoq Ttoxe 7rapeA,0cbv etc; t o v  0aXapov Kai ©eaoapevoq xov Kopi)0ov x fi 

EÂ vî  mxpe^opevov Kai avacp^x^8^  ^  T)7io\jnaq ei)0i)(; avaipei.

Parthenios differs from Lykophron by making Korythos go to Troy as an ally, and 

from Konon by making Korythos fall in love with Helen ('EA v̂riq 'qpdo0rj). Given that 

EP 34 differs in some points, one cannot be sure what the Parthenian (pcopdoaq implies. 

Was it only Paris’ suspicion (like in Konon’s version) or did Paris catch them in the very

33 FGrH 45 F 2 and 6. Jacoby has entered EP 4=F2 under the title Troika, whereas EP 34=F6 in the 
Fragmente ohne Buchtitel, without further comments. In Suda (s.v. Ke(paMcov) we read that the name is 
attested as KecpaAlcov or Kecpc5tAa)V repylQioc;. Athenaios (9.393d) notes that Hegesianax was the author 
of Troika (6 8£ tcx Kecp&Aovoc; ^Ttiypacpdjieva Tpcoim  <tuv0£i<; Hyr|ot&va£, o AAe^avSpebc;).
34 FGrH 26 F l(xxiii).
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act? In LSJ we read that the verb (pcop&G) has the meaning of ‘detect, search, discover’, 

whereas according to Hesychios the participle (pcopaaaq is equivalent to the participle 

which, apart from other meanings, has the sense of ‘accusing somebody’.35 

Moreover, in the case of adultery, it seems that whereas the phrase t n ’ abxocpcoptp has 

the meaning of ‘catching somebody in the very act’,36 (pcGpdo) does not. Ocop&co has 

rather the meaning of ‘detect, perceive by observing’.37 From this point of view, the 

participle cpcopaaac; in EP 34 seems to be related more to intentions than facts.38

Parthenios introduces the second version, that of Korythos being the son of Helen and 

Paris, by ascribing it to Nikandros but without mentioning the title of the work to which 

this fragment belongs.39 Given that the marginal ascription of EP 4 cites Nikandros’ On 

Poets (NlKavbpoc; 8V T(p Ttepi 7toir|T(bv),40 scholars tend to believe that the fragment 

cited here belongs to this work. Schneider41 cautiously notes that this tendency is due to 

the thematic relationship (propter continuitatem) of EP 4 and 34, but he also adds that in 

this work Nikandros might have included the verses of other authors, as well as his own. 

Gow and Scholfield42 note that this fragment has been referred to the work 7t8pi 

7tO lT|T(bv on insufficient grounds, if the only evidence is the marginal ascription of EP

34. Indeed, one cannot rely on the marginal ascriptions as having been written by 

Parthenios himself 43

So, although background information is missing, we possess a fragment of three 

verses, a mixture of poetic words, chiefly taken from epic poetry (e.g. 8IV AlSao,44 

'U7to5(ir|08iaa,45 a%80'i)oa,46 etc.) and drama (i.e. the appellation TDvSapiq is a

35 see Eur. Ale. 1058.
36 Ael. NA 11.15; Cassius Dio Hist. Rom. 79.15; Chariton Chair, and Kai. 1.4.6; 1.4.10, etc.
37 Paus. 2.37.3; Long. Daphn. and Chloe 1.25.1; Hel. Aith. 2.25.3; 3.15.1; Chariton Chair, and Kai. 
5.1.2; 5.6.8, etc.
38 Gaselee adopts this interpretation and translates “but his father discovered his aims and killed him”, 
whereas Stern chooses a less clear traslation “but Alexander found out about it and killed Corythus”.
39 As mentioned in the Marginalia, this is common in the Parthenian technique; only in EP 14 a full 
reference is given by Parthenios.
40 Scholars take Ttepi TCOiTjxcbv and Ttepi xebv £k KoXotp&voq Ttoirjxcbv as the same work (see 
Schneider 1856: 27).
41 Schneider 1856: 27-28.
42 Gow and Scholfield 1953: on fragm. 13.
43 For this matter see the Marginalia. Hecker is also aware of the fact that the writer of these notes can 
be other that Parthenios; in fact, Hecker (1846: 452) disputes even the authenticity of the poetic 
fragments, which are embodied in the main narrative of some EP (e.g. 11, 14, 21 and 34).
44 Horn. II. 22.52; 22.389; 23.19; Od. 4.834, etc.
45 Hes. Theog. 327; 374; 962; Scutum 53, etc.
46 Horn. Od. 15.361.
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favourite of Euripides).47 In this fragment, Korythos is the son of Paris and Helen. There 

are numerous versions regarding Helen’s children by Menelaos,48 Theseus49 and Paris.

In regard to the latter, Tzetzes on Lykophron’s Alexandra 851 and in his Homerica 

440-1 notes that Helen had four sons by Paris: Bounikos, Korythos, Agauos50 and 

Idaios. Diktys51 from Krete agrees as to that but he mentions only three sons, 

Bounomos, Korythos and Idaios (Bunomus,52 Corythus atque Idaeus), adding that they 

were killed by the fall of an arched roof (<casu camerae extinctos). Malalas53 does not 

comment on that but he offers another detail concerning these three sons of Paris. That 

is, after Philoktetes had fatally wounded Paris, the latter fell and everyone rushed to 

snatch up his body; on entering his city, Paris asked to see the three sons he had with 

Helen, Bounimos, Korythaios and Idaios, and after he had seen them, he lay without 

breathing and died about midnight.

Can these sources shed some light on the obscure fragment cited in EP 34? Although 

many questions are raised, most of them are to remain open due to the lack of sufficient 

information. First of all, as mentioned already, we lack information concerning the death 

of Korythos in this fragment. Did he die before Paris (as in the prose of EP 34) or after 

him (as in Malalas’ account)? How did he die (killed by Paris for some reason, or by the 

fall of an arched roof, as in Diktys’ account)? Last but not least, why is he called KCXKoq 

ydvoq? Is it because he was the offspring of an unholy marriage or because he had a bad 

death, presumably in his youth? Or because he was simply the son of Paris, who was 

k cxk o v  T8KVOV? Apart from Priam’s appelation, mentioned in the linguistic note, Paris 

brought disaster to his city. His mother, when pregnant with him, had dreamt that she 

would give birth to a fire-brand, whereas Cassandra, recognising him, prophesied 

disaster for Troy.54 Tzetzes in his Exegesis in Homeri Iliadem55 comments

47 Eurip. Androm. 898; Hec. 269; 1278; Electr. 13; 60; 480; Hel. 472; 614, etc.
48 Schol. H E Q on Od. 4.11; Soph. El. 539ff. in which Menelaos is presented as having two children 
before the Trojan war; Schol. on Soph. El. 539 ascribe to Hesiod the information that Helen and 
Menelaos had a son named Nikostratos; Apollod. 3.11.1.
49 Paus. 2.22.6.
50 In the edition of Leopoldo Sebastiani, Lycophronis Chalcidensis Cassandra cum Isaacii Joannes 
Tzetzae commentario (Roma, 1803), the reading is A yanov but Ayavov in Scheer’s edition, who refers 
to Schwartz.
51 Diktys Belli Troiani 5.5.
52 In the edition of Werner Eisenhut, Dictys Cretensis (Leipzig, 1958), we are informed that ceteri libri 
read bunomus, whereas Meister 1879: 373-4 emends it into Bunicus, based on Tzetzes on Lykophron’s 
Alexandra 851, and Malalas 140 and Kedrenos 130 suggest the name of BoDvi|io<;.
53 Malalas Chronographia 111 (ed. L. Dindorf, Bonn, 1831).
54 The motif of the fire-brand appears in Pindar’s Paean 8. See also Euripides Alexandras (R.A. Coles, 
“Euripides’ Alexandras” BICS Suppl. 32 (1974); Troades 922, etc.
55 Draconis Stratonicensis De Metris Poeticis et Ioannis Tzetzae Exegesis in Homeri Iliadem , ed. G. 
Hermann (Leipzig, 1812) 40.
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characteristically on this dream o f  Hekabe that o i)K  aya0ov 8e T O b x o  t o i q  p&vxeaiv 

£8o^£V. The chorus in Euripides Hekabe (639-9) is mourning the disasters caused in 

Troy due to Paris indicating that (641-3)

k o i v o v  5 ’ ISlaq avolac;

KOCKOV TQC Z ip .O 'U V T lb l YQC

oA£0piov a'opcpopa z'an' aMxov 

A father like that, who has caused KaKOV oX£0plov and a mother, who is 

Kaxdpaxcx;,56 Stiayapoc; and KaKOVDpcpcx;57 naturally would have ill-fated offspring.

Could this kockoc;  y6vo^, applied to Paris’ son this time, imply that Korythos brought 

disaster for Troy, too (perhaps by helping the Greeks, as in Lykophron’s version)? 

However, all these are mere speculations based on the extant versions concerning 

Korythos and it is not possible to make definite conclusions (or emendations) due to the 

lack of details in this fragment.

56 Eurip. Hel. 54, where although the image of Helen is presented as being with Paris, Helen is still 
mourning her bad fate.
57 Tzetzes on Lyk. Alex. 513.
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STORY 35

Ilep i E tU ^ v r te  
[ l a x o p e i  ’A G K >ayri68ii< ; o M D p ^ eav o c ; B i Odviockwv a ]

1 ’Ev 86 KpY)Tfl f)p&o0T| AtiKaaToq tt]<; KtiScovoq

0a)yatpo<; Et)Xtp£vT|<;, fiv 6 Tcaxtjp Atit̂ pq)

K a 0 (O )U o X 6 y T lT O  7 lp (0 T £ liX )V T l t 6 t £  K p i^ T O IV . T a t i T f l

Kpticpa cruvajv <5x; 8 £  tw v  KpiyciKibv

5 t iv e < ;  7[6Xeo)V £7ttaDv£oTT|oav KtiScovi K ai 7 1 0 X1)

TtEpitjaav, 7t^p7C£i Toix; TtEDGop^vouq £lq 0£oi) 6 

Tl 5cv TlOlfijV KpaTf|a£l£V T©V 7COX£piO)V. K ai atTQ) 

OEomCeTui Tolg £y%(opfotq fjptoai a cp ay id aa i 

7tap06vov. aKotiaac; 8£ Tot) xpr|aTTipio'D K68cov 

10 SiEKXfjpoi) xaq 7iap0£voix; n&aaq K ai KaT&

8 a ip o v a  ii 0uydTT|p Xayx&VEi. AbKaGTO<; 8£ 

Selaaq 7C£pi abTf|<; prjv-OEi xiiv cp0opav K ai foq £k 

7toXXoi) /pdvoD  oDVEfq abTtl, * noXvq optXoq 

7coXi) paXXov ^SiKalou abTf|v T £0v6vai. £7[ei8ti 

15 8£ £o<payidcc0T|, 6  Ki38o)v t o v  tep£a k e X e tje i

af)TT)<; SiaTEpElv t o  £7Cop(pdXiov K ai o'Dtox; 

£i)p^0Tj gyK Doq. “ATtTEpoq 8 £  bdfyxq i>n6 A d k A g t o d  

8 e iv o c  7i£7iov0^vai Xo%f\oaq atT ov & v e IX e  K ai 

8 1 a  Tai)TT|v t t | v  a l-u a v  £cpuy£ Tipoq Sdv0ov Elq 

20 T£pp£pa.

In Krete Lykastos fell in love with Kydon’s daughter, 

Eulimene, whose hand her father had pledged to 

Apteros, who was at that time the first among the 

Kretans. Lykastos had been making love with 

Eulimene secretly. As som e o f  the Kretan cities 

jointly revolted against Kydon and were proving to be 

far superior, Kydon sent envoys to the god’s oracle to 

inquire what he should do to triumph over his 

enem ies. And the oracle given told him to slaughter a 

virgin in honour o f the native heroes. When Kydon 

heard o f  the oracle, he cast lots on all the virgins and, 

as luck would have it, the lot fell upon his daughter. 

As Lykastos feared for her, he revealed the 

defloration and that he had been sleeping with her for 

a long time; yet, most o f  the crowd demanded all the 

more that she should be put to death. When she had 

been slaughtered, Kydon ordered the priest to cut 

open her belly and in this way she was found to be 

pregnant. Then Apteros, as he considered h im self to 

have been treated outrageously by Lykastos, 

ambushed and killed him and for this reason Apteros 

went to Xanthos at Termera.

[laxopei ’AaKAr|7U&8r|c; o MvpXeav6<; BiOuviaKwv a] Sakolowski 2 Arcx^pgt Heyne

3 Ka0G)poXoyf|<aa>TO Sakolowski 7 Kpaxfjaeiv Gale 11 Xayx&vei Heyne:

TDyx&vei P 16 bTtoptp&Xiov Meineke 17 v A7txepo<; omnes editores (excepto Heyne):

a m a p o q  P
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LINGUISTIC NOTES 
3 Ka0(op.oXdyr\To] Sakolowski altered the MS reading into the aorist

Ka0cop,oXoyf|aaxo with no further comments but the pluperfect needs no alteration.

Apart from other citations which prove that the pluperfect was in use,1 in EP 13 we read

that Klymenos had betrothed his daughter to Alastor and there the same verb is used for

the same purpose (<p Ka0G)jioX6yr|TO).2 The pluperfect here gives the exact specification

that when Lykastos fell in love with Eulimene, she had already been betrothed to

Apteros, whereas an aorist would have failed to specify this. This element is important

for the narrative because it justifies the anger of Apteros, who considered himself as

having suffered greatly at the hands of Lykastos. In addition, although the verb

£X£Af|0£i is used almost as the equivalent of an adverb and the participle Giivcbv

expresses the chief idea, it has to be noted that £X£>jq0£l is in the pluperfect, too,

implying that Lykastos and Eulimene had been sleeping together for a long time (perhaps

just after her betrothal to Apteros).

6 xoix; TiEDCopivoix;] One might wonder about the article in front of the future

participle of purpose. However, this usage is quite common in Hellenistic prose and as

Smyth notes, in this case the article ‘denotes the person or thing likely (or able) to do

something’.3 A. Griffiths has pointed out that actually this is the normal way of

expressing the idea of ‘sending people to do something’ in Hellenistic prose and there are

numerous such examples.4

10 bieicLtfjpOD] The Herodotean style of using the imperfect (e.g. Steye, &K£X£i)£,

£7i£|i7t£) is followed here.5 There is a vivid contrast between this imperfect, which

stresses the beginning of the action, and the sudden present at the end of the sentence,

which stresses the conclusion.

1 The verb <b|ioX6yr|xo, either copmpound or not, is often attested: &>|LioX6yr|xo Cassius Dio HR 7.35.4; 
79.18.2; DH AR 10.16.7; 20.8.3, etc.; Ka0G)poX6yr|xo DH AR 3.21.3; 7tpoG)poX6yr|xo Demosth. Ad 
Aphob. 20.
2 In EP 13 Hercher finds this sentence ft) KaOtDjLtoXbyryro spurious {pro spuriis writes Martini in his 
edition). However, the verb is attested in the pluperfect, as mentioned already, in the sense of 
‘betrothing, engaging’ and although in the context the future participle &^6p£VO<; appears, the 
pluperfect defines an action that had taken place long ago, emphasizing thus Klymenos’ change of mind 
later.
3 Smyth 1980: 2044.
4 Polyb. 3.75.1 frtqiij/e xoix; aTtayyeXobVTaq; 5.60.10 £7t£|i\j/e xoix; Oriaopivoix;; DS 9.37.2 £7t£|i\j/£ 
xoix; £paytf|oovia<;; 13.36.3 m )V £ ^ £ p i|/a v  xoix; &cpr|yr|ao|j,£vo'ix;; 15.25.3 &;&t£|i\|/av xoix; 
8r|Xc6oovxa<;; Plut. Solon 28.3 §7t£p\}/£ xoix; £pr|GO|i£vo'i)<;; Alkibiades 25.9 27t£|ii|/£ xoix; 
Kaxr|yopf)aovxa<;; Antony 57.4 £tc£|j,\|/£ xoix; fexpaXobvxat;, etc.
5 A. Griffiths pointed out to me this Herodotean stylistic preference.
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11 taxYX&vei] Heyne rightly emended the MS reading into the technical term 

taxyxdtV£i. In the context of drawing lots the verb T\)y%&V£i is not attested, in contrast 

to the numerous references to taxy%&V£l.6 In addition, taxy%dvei stresses that the 

outcome of casting lots was beyond human control.7

16 to  £7tO|H(pdtaov] Parthenios makes use here of an Homeric word; in the Iliad 

7.267 we read that Hektor smote Aias’ shield p.£GGOV 67toji(pdtaov. Eustathios notes 

on this point that d)c; Tf]<; aG7u5o<; tv  t$  piGCp 6%ol)Gr|<; 6p,(pata)V. The word is not 

often attested8 but surely Meineke is wrong to emend this Homeric word in favour of 

Imop.tpdtaov, which is not attested anywhere else. It is also interesting that the word 

6|i.(pata5c; is closely associated with Krete and Kydonia in particular. That is, the scholia 

on Nikandros’ Alexipharmaka 1 note that Omphalos is a place in Krete near Knossos, as 

Kallimachos attests in his Hymn to Zeus (44-5):

TODxdtKi to17t£ae, 8alpov, &7i’op.<pata5<;, 6v0ev t a l v o  

’Op-cp&taov p,£T67t£iTa nt8ov  K ataovai Ki35cov£ .̂

According to Diodoros of Sicily (5.70.4), it was at this place in Krete, where the 

navel cord (ojX(pata)<;) of Zeus fell from him near Triton river. After that incident the 

place had been made sacred and was called Omphalos ever after. It is interesting that a 

stone in the Delphic temple was called 0|X(pata)<;, as marking the centre of the world;9 so 

the Kretan version might thus be an attempt to mark the Omphalian plain in Krete as the 

centre of the world.

6 Apart form other citations, especially with the verb 8ictKta|p6-G) see Aristot. Adrjvawv IToX. 50.2; 
Appian. Bell, civile 1.2.14; DS 4.63.3; DH AR 6.91.1, etc.
7 Carey 1981: 111 notes that “tary%&V£iv is only used of things over which a man has no control, such 
as fate.”
8 Aetius Med. Iatric. 3.136,1. 33, 41, 54, 57, etc.; Paulus Med. Epit. med. 7.9.3; AG 6.22, where in this 
epigram by an anonymous, a p m iSdqAolov ctD kov £7tO|i.(p&?aov is dedicated in a sacrifice from the 
trees, among other fruits, to Priapos; Suda s.v. pvrig.
9 LSJ s.v. 0|i(pa?u5<; (III.l). See also Spyridakis 1970 and Herrmann 1959.
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES 

Ilep i Et^ijLi^VT]^] The name of Eulimene10 first occurs in Hesiod’s Theogony 247, 

as one of the Nereids, daughter of Nereus. In the scholia at this point (247bl-b2) an 

interpretative analysis of the name is attempted:

<Eb?aji8VTp 5 ia  xfyv fibovtiv xob ?apivo<;

<Eb?ap.evr|> 8 ia  xfiv xot> A,ip£vo(; xoT<; 6k  £aA,r|(; 6pxop,evoi<; fi8ovi^v 

The next mention comes from Apollodoros (1.2.7), who does not add anything new 

since he cites her as a Nereid, among Eunike, Thetis, Agave, Eudore, Doto, Ferousa, etc.

However, suddenly in the first century B.C., Eulimene appears in EP 35, not as a 

Nereid any more, but as a mortal and the protagonist of a love story. What kind of 

intervention caused this change?

Due to the lack of other literary sources, we shall have to resort to the archaeological 

material. There is a cup-skyphos11 of the fifth century BC from Sorrento, which depicts 

Nereus and his daughters; there is also an epinetron12 of the fifth century BC from 

Eretria, with three zones painted on it. In one of them, Peleus and Thetis are represented, 

engaged in an erotic fight, while Nereus and five Nereids (among them Eulimene) watch 

them. Both the skyphos and the epinetron seem to be in accordance with the earlier 

literary tradition, regarding Eulimene. A different tradition is only introduced in a fourth- 

century BC textile from the Black sea area,13 which depicts Eulimene beside Phaidra, 

who was the daughter of Minos and Pasiphae or Krete, and the sister of Akalle and 

Ariadne.14 Moreover, another archaeological testimony attests the association of 

Eulimene with Krete. It is a lead pyxis15 in the British Museum with two inscriptions on 

its lid, the one on the underside and the other on the outside. The inscription on the 

underside reads16

KPATYAOS AinNHTHE THI EYAIMENHI 

As A. Johnston notes,17 the inscription is in Ionic dialect and the script also seems 

Ionic. However, the gamma is wholly un-Aiginitan and the upsilon Y is not found on

10 A treatment of this name is also offered in Astyrakaki 1996.
11 The style resembles that of Xenotimos but there is no signature. The skyphos is in Berlin (n. 3244) 
and for more details see ARV 2 Beazley 1142.
12 National Museum of Athens (n. 1629). For more details see Hartwig 1897: 129-142.
13 LIMC s.v. Eulimene.
14 Apollod. 3.1.2.
15 British Museum GR 1909.5-24.1.
16 The inscription is published in the BMI 947.
17 Johnston 1991: 177-182. However, as he notes this reference is of considerable dubiety and the 
examination of the piece in the British Museum Laboratory was inconclusive. However, it is interesting
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Aigina, but it does appear in Kydonia. What is most problematic is the choice of 

Eulimene as recipient. Why is this pyxis dedicated to Eulimene? Is this name a cult-title, 

related to the area of Kydonia? (See th e sto ry  below).

1 A t)KCcgto<;] The word Lykastos, as the name of a Kretan city, is first mentioned by 

Homer18 but, according to Strabo (10.4.14), the city no longer existed in his days. 

Stephanos of Byzantium (s.v. AtiKaoTOi;) notes that Lykastos is a Kretan city ano  

A'DKaaxo'D abxdxOovoq and Eustathios19 adds f] Ttouboc; Mivcooc;. As a person, 

Lykastos20 has an interesting family-tree. Diodoros of Sicily21 attests that Zeus had 

sexual intercourse with Europe in Krete and that they had three sons, named Minos, 

Rhadamanthys and Sarpedon. In due course, Europe got married to Asterios, who was a 

king of Krete, and, since he could have no children, Asterios adopted Europe’s sons and 

raised them as his own. Minos succeeded him in the kingship, got married to Itone and 

had a son named Lykastos by her.

In addition, there is another version mentioned by Plutarch.22 According to this, 

Phylonome, the daughter of Nyktimos and Arkadia, got pregnant by Ares. She gave birth 

to twin sons but, as she feared her father, she abandoned them at Erymanthos. Her sons 

took to the hollow of an oak, where a she-wolf was feeding her babies. As soon as she 

saw the boys, she dropped her cubs and offered her nipples to the boys. Tyliphos, a 

shepherd, witnessed the scene and took the boys with him to raise them, naming the one 

Lykastos and the other Parrasios; they finally became the rulers of the Arkades.

the fact that three more pyxides of this kind (Hellenistic times) were found in Krete (one of them in 
Tylissos), as I was informed by A. Johnston.
18 Horn. II  2.647 6cpyiv6evxa Afncaaxov. It has also to be added that according to Stephanos of 
Byzantium (s.v. AitKaoxoq) there is also novxncfj Aincaaxoq, whereas Hekataios {FGrH 1 F 7b) refers 
to Lykastos as xwplov xf|q AeuKocrupiac;, atp’o'u A'Dkocoxick;  eirte xag Apa£6va<;.
19 Eustath. on Horn. II. 2.647.
20 It is interesting that Ellis (1902: 204-6) attempts the conjecture Lycastum for Lycurgum in the 
Ovidian Ibis distich 607-8: Qua sua Penteliden proles est ulta Lycurgum /  haec maneat teli te quoque 
plaga novi. Ellis thinks that Lycastum was corrupted to Lycurgum and that Prataliden has become 
Penteliden, inferring from two epigrams {AG 7.448 and 449) that Lycastus is called Pratalides. He 
claims that if he is right in his conjecture Lycastum for Lycurgum, then the writer of the Ibis ‘must have 
been following a Cretan legend’. However, I find difficult to relate Lykastos of EP 35 with npaxaA lSaq 
A d k &g x u x ;, attested in AG  7.448 and 449, for the simple reason that Lykastios can also refer to a 
citizen of Lykastos and not to the name of the person. However, even as a name, (if we consider the MS 
reading of 7.449 AuKdoxiot; indubitable, as suggested by Ellis) Lykastos is not necessarily identical to 
the mythical Lykastos since the name could be applied to other Kretans and, in any case, I find the 
interpretation proposed by Ellis, that the unborn child of Lykastos punished its father, exaggerated.
21 DS 4.60.2-3, whereas scholia on Eurip. Rhes. 29 ascribe to Hesiod and Hellanikos the information 
that Sarpedon was the son of Europa; in Homer’s Iliad 6.199, Sarpedon was the son of Zeus and 
Laodameia.
22 Plut. Paral. minora 314e.
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Kt)8(ovo^] Homer in Odyssey 3.292 and 19.176 mentions Kydones as one of the 

many and different inhabitants who dwell in Krete. V. Georgiev pointed out that tablets 

from Knossos in Linear B read Kydonija (att. Kydonia) and he attempts an etymological 

interpretation from Kf)8og, K'Db&vco, K'DSaivw.23 Stephanos of Byzantium (s.v. 

KvScovia) notes, citing Herodianos,24 that Kydonia is a Kretan city (in the area of 

modern Chania), previously called Apollonia, ano K65covo<; Tot) ATtoXAcovoq Kai 

AKaKaMdSoc; Mlvo) BDyaxpoq. Pausanias25 reports two versions regarding the 

family tree of Kydon: that he was one of Tegeates’ sons, and that he went willingly with 

his brothers to Krete, where he founded the city of Kydonia or, as the Kretans say, that 

Kydon was the son of Hermes and Akakallis, the daughter of Minos. This information is 

also attested in the scholia on Theokritos’ Thalysia (7.12), whereas the scholia on 

Apollonios’ Rhodios Argonautika (4.1492b) credit to Alexandras Polyhistor26 the 

information that Akakallis had sexual intercourse with Hermes and Apollo and that she 

gave birth to Naxos from Apollo and Kydon from Hermes. The scholia on Homer’s 

Odyssey 19.176, which present Kydon as the son of Apollo, are in accordance with the 

citation of Stephanos of Byzantium.

The artistic representations of Kydon come primarily from coins of Kydonia, of which 

the earliest date to the fourth century B.C. and represent Kydon as an infant suckled by a 

dog, or as a young archer stringing his bow.27 Although no literary source attests Kydon 

as suckled by a dog (nor as an archer) it is notable that this motif is common in Kretan 

myths and applies to Lykastos, as well (see th e sto ry  below).

2 ’Arci^pcp] The earliest citation of the word a7tT£poc; is in Homer,28 where the word 

is used as an adjective. As an adjective it is also often used to refer to deities, like 

Hermes29 or Nike.30 However, what we are interested in is the Kretan city of Aptera31 

(near the area of modern Chania). V. Georgiev pointed out in the second International 

Kretological Congress (1966) that Aptera as a place name is attested in Linear B on 

tablets from Knossos (APATAWA> A7txa(p)Fa> dor. A m apa>  att. ATtxepa).32 The

23 Georgiev 1968: 40-3.
24 Herod. De pros, cathol. (in Grammatici Graeci 3.1, p.296; see also p. 24).
25 Paus. 8.53.4.
26 FGrH 273 F 30.
27 LIMC s.v. Kydon.
28 oorrepoq pi)0ot; is attested in Homer’s Odyssey 17.57, 19.29, 21.386 and 22.398. According to 
Hesychios (s.v. dcnrepog), Homer used this adjective in the sense of o  7tpocrr|vf|^ f)
29 Nonnos Dionys. 4.87; 35.239.
30 Paus. 1.22.4; 2.30.2.
31 Paus. 10.5.10; Strabo 10.4.13; Steph. Byz. s.v. A nrepa.
32 Georgiev 1968: 40-3.
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word Anxepaloc;33 is attested as indicating citizenship (that is the person who is a 

citizen of Aptera) but there is no reference to the word Apteros as a person, apart from 

that of Pausanias (who cites a name similar to Apteros, but not exactly the same) and 

Eusebios’ citation in his Chronicle,34 which states that ‘in Creta regnavit Apteras, qui et 

urbem condidit’. Pausanias35 reports that, according to one version, the temple at Delphi 

was built by av'qp AeXcpdq, ovopa Se abxcp ITiepav eivai. Kara xoino o'ov 

yev6a0ai Kai xtp vacp xobvopa ano toD oiKoSopfjaavraq. ano xobxot) Se rat) 

ITrepa Kai n<5)av KpiyciKfiv npoaG^Ki  ̂ ypapparaq Anxep&v36 cpaaiv 

ovopa^eaBai. This reference clearly associates the Kretan city of Aptera with Pteras 

and therefore with Apollo (for more details on this issue see the story  below).

33 Plut. Pyrrhos 30.6 avf|p 7tX^KTr|<; x a i  Spapeiv 'oc,, ” O poiaooq 6vopa, Kpf|q ATtxepaux;; 
Steph. Byz. s.v. Anxepa.
34 Eusebios’ Chronicle in Die Chronik des Hieronymus, ed. R. Helm (Berlin, 1984) p. 44b. In p. 40b we 
also read about Kydon ‘in Creta regnavit Cydon’. Heyne based his emendation ’A7tx£pQC in EP 35 on 
this passage.
35 Paus. 10.5.10.
36 In the edition of M.H. Rocha-Pereira (Leipzig, 1981), we see that the manuscript tradition reads 
bcTtxepeoDt; VPR &7rrep£oD<; Va dacxepeotx; FPa &7ux£pcdoi)<; Rsv Vb, whereas the editor’s 
emendation is Aruxepav, based on Stephanos Byzantios (s.v. ’ATtxepa), who cites the words ATtxepa, 
ATtxepaloq and ’A7txepeTL><;.
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THE STORY

In the margins of EP 35 the name of Asklepiades of Myrlea37 and his work Bithyniaka 

(the first book) are attested. It was Sakolowski who first suggested that this marginal 

ascription is actually referring to EP 36 and not to this one. The story of Eulimene is set 

on the island of Krete and has nothing to do with the story of Bithynia. Besides, in 

Bithynia there is the mountain of Arganthon and the city and the river of Kios,38 which 

are mentioned in EP 36.

One notices that this marginal ascription is written at the top of the page (fol. 188r) 

and this gives the impression that it refers to EP 36. However, on the same page there is 

also a part of EP 36 following and at the bottom of this page there is the sign o, so it was 

supposed by the first editors that this sign refers to EP 36. This sign, for which different 

interpretations have been suggested (see Marginalia), when used in the EP,39 it is 

written at the bottom of the page and never at the top. In the other cases this convention 

was probably convenient as the stories above the sign happened to be those with no 

marginal notation. It is likely that due to the transcriber’s typology the sign was put at 

the bottom of the page, even if there was a possibility of confusion, as in the case of EP

35.

It is clear that EP 35 deals with eponymous heroes and, in the case of Kydon and 

Apteros, with eponymous near-neighbours,40 since Kydonia and Aptera both belong to 

the area of modem Chania. The Kretan cities of Lykastos and Kydonia are attested as 

early as in Homer and Aptera and Kydonia are cited also in Linear B tablets of Knossos; 

the name of Eulimene, applied to a Nereid, and the adjective ajruepoq, applied to some 

gods, were known to Hesiod and Homer respectively. Given that Krete was sui generis 

in terms of its own mythology, it is likely that before Homer there was already a 

background relating to these Kretan cities. Concerning Eulimene, a question has already 

been raised by A. Johnston as to whether it is a cult title or not. Bearing this question in 

mind, it would be interesting to research any similar stories.

Pausanias41 reports that during the first Messenian war, the Messenians were fighting 

against the Lacedaemonians but things were getting difficult for them due to the heavy

37 FGrH 697 FI.
38Steph. Byz. s.v. Apyavdcov  (see comments on EP 36).
39This sign does not appear in EP 20 and 21, although there is no marginal ascription; instead, there is 
the sign CH, like in EP 17, where no ascription exists either; in EP 23 and 24 there is no sign nor a 
marginal ascription.
40 Strabo 10.4.13.
41 Paus. 4.9.1-10.
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expenses of the war, the desertion of slaves and a plague. So, they sent Tisis to the 

oracle at Delphi to ask what they should do. After many adventures, Tisis managed to go 

back to the fortress of Ithome, where the population had been concentrated; he conveyed 

the oracle and then died, as he was heavily wounded. According to the oracle, a virgin 

from the Aipytides’ race (a reference to the mythical past of Messenia) should be 

sacrificed to the gods:

Kopr|v axpavxov vepxepoiGi 8al|i.oat, 

K>,f|p(p Xa%ot>aav Ai7nm8(bv acp’ odpxxTOc;, 

0dt|7coA£it8 VDKT̂ po ig  iv £v G (p aya l< ;. 

f iv  5e GcpaXriTe, K a i  Ttap ’ a X k o io v  to t s  

01)8iv, 8i56vxog tq  Gtpay^v SkodgIgx;.

The Messenians cast lots among the girls of the Aipytides’ race and Lykiskos’ 

daughter was chosen. As Epebolos the seer claimed that they should not sacrifice the girl 

because she was not Lykiskos’ true-born child, Lykiskos had the chance (and the time) 

to defect, with his daughter, to the Lacedaemonians. As the Messenians were in despair, 

Aristodemos, who was also from the same race, offered his daughter willingly for the 

sacrifice. However, a Messenian man (whose name is not recorded) was betrothed to the 

girl and tried to prevent the sacrifice by saying that Aristodemos could not decide for his 

daughter any more. As the argument failed, the man said that the girl was not a virgin 

because they had sexual relationship and moreover that she was pregnant. By this time 

Aristodemos had got so angry that he killed his own daughter and cut her belly open in 

order to prove that she was not pregnant. Epebolos the seer said that somebody else 

should sacrifice his daughter since Aristodemos’ daughter was killed by her father and so 

was not offered to the gods. As soon as these words were said, the crowd of the 

Messenians rushed against the girl’s fiancee to kill him because he caused the guilt of 

bloodshed to be on Aristodemos and because he made their hope for safety doubtful. 

However, this man happened to be a friend of Euphaes, who persuaded the Messenians 

that the oracle was fulfilled since the girl was already dead.

This story bears a great resemblance to that of Eulimene (in fact, so great resemblance 

that it is very unlikely that they did not have connection). During a period of crisis (the 

context of war) somebody is sent to the Oracle. The answer is that a virgin should be 

sacrificed (ususally the daughter of the king, which is a common motif: Erechtheus’
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daughter(s),42 Aglauros,43 the daughters of Yakinthos,44 Makaria45and Hesione46). In the 

Messenian story the sacrifice should be made to the V£pT£pOlGl 8alp,OGi, whereas in 

EP 35 in the name of the £y%coploi<; f|pct)Gi and not to the gods. In wartime the local 

heroes are often invoked but the invocation is always accompanied by appeals to the 

gods, too (e.g. in Thukydides,47 Archidamos &; £7up,apT'Dptav Kai 0£(bv Kai T̂ paxov 

T(bv £y%(opl(OV KaT&yrri). However, in EP 35 although the order for the sacrifice comes 

from an oracle, there is mention only of the local heroes. In my view this locality is 

limited only to the area of Kydonia, and Stern is wrong to translate at this point that the 

sacrifice should be made ‘to the local heroes of Krete’. It is obvious that EP 35 deals 

with eponymous heroes (and cities) and that each city has its own heroes (like the ten 

tribal heroes in Athens). Since the war takes place among Kretan cities, the sacrifice 

should be made in the name of the heroes of Kydonia only.

The father wishes the sacrifice to be accomplished (a characteristic that appertains to 

the Minoan ‘king-priesf )48 and the ritual element is introduced into the story. The man 

who has sexual intercourse with the girl tries to prevent the ritual, thus causing the 

crowd’s reaction. In the case of Eulimene the crowd reacted as soon as the seduction 

was revealed (o 5e 7ioXn3<; 6|iiXo<; tcoXa) paXXov £5iKal<yi) af)Tr|v xeGvavai).49 In my 

view, this reaction implies their attitude concerning the ritual process (that is, they do 

wish to accomplish it), more than their attitude regarding virginity. At the end it is the 

king-priest who dissects, or gives the order for the dissection of his daughter. In the case 

of Aristodemos’ daughter we do not know if there is a matter of virginity, because the 

girl was not pregnant. On the contrary, Eulimene was. It seems to me that the Kretan 

story is more complex, but before focusing on its complexity, it would be interesting to 

examine the ‘history’ of the Messenian story.

42 Eur. Erechth. fr. 50 (Austin), Phanod. FGrH 325 F4, Apollod. 3.15.4.
43 Philoch. FGrH 328 F105.
44 Apollod. 3.15.8.
45 Eur. Herakl. 406-629, Paus. 1.32.6.
46 Apollod. 2.5.9. See also Fraser’s comments on Apollod. 2.5.9 for the custom of sacrificing maidens 
to be the bribes of the Sea.
47 Thuk. 2.74.2. See also Thuk. 4.87.2, Dinarchos In Demosth. 64, DH De Thuc. 36, Hel. Aith. 10.6.3, 
etc.
48 This term ‘king-priest’ was used first by Evans and it was then adopted by Nilsson 1950: 486.
49 Parthenios uses the TtoXb paXXov also in EP 8, 13, 26 and 30. In EP 8 and 30 there are two different 
dinstictive concepts to be compared, whereas in EP 13 and 26 the 710X1) fiaXXov stresses within the 
same concept an enlargement in comparison to a previous temporal point, as in EP 35. That is, the 
crowd wanted the sacrifice to be accomplished more after the reveal of seduction than before.
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The particular passage of the Messenian version is a part of the so-called Messenian 

‘pseudo-history’50 or ‘myth-history’.51 After the re-foundation of Messenia in the fourth 

century BC as a state free of Spartan domination, an attempt to create a glorious past 

became obvious (e.g. the oracle given to the Messenians refers to the race of the 

Aipytides). Trying to acquire a history of their own identity, the Messenians tried to 

depict a nation that existed once, before the Spartan invasion. What Pausanias attests in 

4.1-24 has to be examined from this point of view. More significantly, Pausanias used as 

sources (whether directly or through an intermediatory text) Myron’s and Rhianos’ 

accounts, as he points out himself in 4.6. How exactly Pausanias made use of this 

sources is a matter not to be examined here, but it is notable that Rhianos, whom 

Pausanias is more favourable towards than to the ‘inaccurate’ Myron,52 comes from 

Krete,53 and it is likely that the particular Messenian story was modelled on the Kretan 

one. Although Rhianos does not generally deal with the first Messenian war, which ran 

approximately from 740 to 720 B.C.,54 (during which the particular Messenian story 

takes place), but starts his account with the battle of the Great Trench (that is, the third 

year of the second war), as Pausanias notes (6.2), it is not unlikely that he would have 

attested such a story as a digression. This would be in accordance with the epic style of 

Rhianos.55 However, even supposing it was a story offered by Myron, the point is that if 

Pausanias indeed follows these sources at this point, then the story must have been 

introduced in relation to Messene in the third century BC (since both Rhianos and Myron 

lived at that century), while, on the other hand, the eponymous figure of Kydon was 

already familiar in the fourth century B.C. in Krete, as is attested by coins of the fourth 

century B.C. from Kydonia, which depict a dog suckling Kydon, or Kydon stringing his 

bow.56

Concerning now the complexity of the Kretan story, first of all an erotic triangle is 

dominant, whereas this is missing in the Messenian one. The erotic triangle, here of 

Apteros, Eulimene, Lykastos, constitutes a common motif in the Kretan myths: Zeus,

50 Pearson 1962: 397-426.
51 OCD3 s.v. Messenia.
52 Paus. 4.6.4.
53 Either from Bene (Paus. 4.6.1; Steph. Byz. I le p i ndXexov s.v. Bf\VT]\ Suda s.v. 'Piavdg), or from 
Keraia (Steph. Byz. ib.).
54 CAH 3.3, 323-4.
55 In addition, the gnomologia in 4.9.6, concerning fate, is in accordance to Rhianos’ stylistic 
preferences, as depicted in his Ilep i dccppocrtivrjc; (CA Powell 9-10). For Rhianos’ stylistic preferences 
see Kokolakis 1976: 129-162.
56 LIMC s.v. Kydon. It must be added at this point that people from Krete (especially archers from 
Aptera) took part in the First and Second Messenian wars (Paus. 4.9.10; 4.20.8).
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Europe, Asterios57/ Minos, Pasiphae, Tauros58/ Apollo, Akakallis, Hermes59/ Theseus, 

Ariadne, Dionysos.60 The betrothal between Apteros and Eulimene is caused by the 

father-king and implies political purposes. It is likely that this association indicates a 

desperate attempt (on Kydon’s behalf) to make an alliance in the face of political changes 

(as the text informs us, there was an incitement to sedition), or an attempt to control 

another city that gained more and more power. The Hellenistic time was a period of 

continuous conflicts for Krete, but what we are really interested in is the fourth century 

(the earliest time as far as we know in which Kydon is depicted on Kydonian coins). Due 

to the limitation of our knowledge about Krete in this period,61 only a few great incidents 

are recorded62 but generally Kydonia was one of the leading cities and was often 

engaged in war with other Kretan cities.63 In Hellenistic times both Aptera and Kydonia 

were among the leading Kretan cities and, although they often belonged to the same 

alliances (e.g. allies of Knossos against Lyttos in 220 B.C.),64 there were also periods 

when the two cities belonged to different parties (e.g. Aptera was among the thirty 

Kretan cities that took part in the treaty with Eumenes II in the second century B.C., 

whereas Kydonia was not).65

The ritual element predominates in the sacrifice of Eulimene. Firstly, we note the 

existence of the ‘king-priest’, who accomplishes the sacrifice in the Kretan version, while 

in the Messenian version the furious father kills his daughter instead of sacrificing her; 

according to the archaeological evidence, human sacrifice was not unknown to Kretans 

(e.g. the sacrifice in Anemospelia in Archanes,66 or the one in Eleutherna67). Secondly, 

the name of Lykastos suggests some interrelations. The root Aa)K-, whether it is

57 DS 4.60.2ff.
58 Apollod. 3.7.11.
59 Paus. 8.53.4-5; 10.16.5.
60 Apollod. Epit. 1.8-10; DS 4.61.4-5; 5.51.4.
61 Wilamowitz (1893: 25ff.) and, partly, Kirsten (1942: 65) claimed that Krete was ‘rediscovered’ in the 
fourth century B.C. after a total eclipse from the Hellenic proscenium. However, I am in favour of 
Spyridakis’ view (1970: 1 Iff.) that in the fourth century B.C. Krete simply became the object of renewed 
interest among the Greeks, whereas earlier sporadic contacts prove that the relation with the Greek 
world never actually had ceased to exist.
62 The most significant one of this century was when Phalaikos came with mercenaries troops to assist 
Knossos against Lyttos (or Lyktos) but as he had been driven out, he attempted unsuccessfully to besiege 
Kydonia (DS 16.63; Paus. 10.2.7).
63 Spanakis 1974; Willets 1977.
64 Polyb. 4.55.
65 IC vol. 4, 179.
66 Sakellarakis and Sakellaraki 1979: 331-92. Three skeletons (a woman, a man and a young man) were 
found in a room and the excavators have suggested that the young man was a victim of human sacrifice.
67 Stampolidis 1996. A funerary pyre of a warrior was brought to light in Eleutherna. Apart from the 
warrior, there was also a headless, unburned man, who was executed by way of reprisals, according to 
Stampolidis, the director of the excavation.
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associated to the light (lux), or to the wolf (lupus), is closely related to cult-titles. The 

root M)K- is associated with human sacrifices,68 the Kretan city Lyktos69 and the 

Arkadian mountain of Lykaion,70 not to mention the adjectives Lykeios and Lykaios, 

which refer to Zeus71 and Apollo.72 Thirdly, the feeding by a she-wolf (or goat, or dog) is 

another motif with ritual connections and is found in the cases of Lykastos (in the 

Arkadian version), Phylakides, Phylandros, Miletos and Kydon (according to the coins 

from Kydonia).73

At the end of EP 35, the posthumous dissection is an extremely impressive and rare 

motif. Apart from the case of Aristodemos’ daughter a few other examples can be traced. 

One of them is found in Herodotos,74 where Kambyses draws his bow, shoots the son of 

Prexaspes, and then orders the body to be cut open in order to prove that the arrow has 

pierced the heart. However, the example that most resembles the case of Eulimene, is 

that of Koronis. Pausanias75 notes that she was the daughter of Phlegyas (a man whose 

power is similar to that of Kydon). Koronis got pregnant by Apollo, but she also had 

sexual intercourse with a mortal, named Ischys. Artemis decided to punish the girl for the 

insult, so she killed her. However, Hermes managed to rescue the embryo. Pindar76 is 

aware of this version, only according to him it is Apollo himself who removed the baby 

from the mother’s body. In other words the motif of the detachment is found in archaic 

literature. In the case of Kydon, no god interferes in order to save the embryo, which 

means that, since the ‘fertility’ ceases and Eulimene is dead, Kydon remains a7tai<;, 

without a heir for his kingdom (like Asterios, another mythical Kretan king).77 Although 

nothing is mentioned regarding the result of the war, it is likely that the wasted sacrifice 

(since Eulimene was not a virgin) was a bad omen for Kydon.

The last part of EP 35 deals with Apteros’ emigration to Termera, in Lykia. It is 

clearly an aetiological motif, which indicates the close relationship between Krete and 

Lykia (a relationship known by Homer in the myth of Sarpedon).78

68 Paus. 8.2.1-6.
69 Antikleides Nostoi FGrH 140 F7.
70 Paus. 6.8.2; Theophr. in Porph. De abst. 2.27; Pseudo-Plato Minos p.315.
71 Paus. 8.36.6; 8.53.11.
72 Paus. 1.19.3. For more details see Gershenson (1991: especially chapter 6, which connects the wolf 
with death).
73 Catalogue o f the Greek Coins, British Museum PI. 7.4-7.
74 Hdt. 3.35.3.
75 Paus. 2.26.3-7.
76 Pindar Pyth. 3.5-46. Hesiod ('H o ia i fr. 60, Merkelbach-West) knew the version regarding the erotic 
triangle.
77 Apollod. 3.1.3; DS 4.60.3.
78 Horn. II. 2.876-877; 5.632-646; Hdt. 1.173, etc.
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To conclude, considering that Krete was always sui generis according to its myths 

and history, I should say that this story combines various elements, some of which echo 

Minoan times (the ritual of human sacrifice accomplished by the king-priest, a union 

designed to result in fertility, interrupted in this case) and others which echo Archaic 

times (dissection and detachment of the baby). In addition, as Stern79 puts it, this story 

could be a tragedy as well. In my view, the eponymous heroes of this story echo cult- 

titles, probably ones no longer extant by the Hellenistic times. What we do know from 

Hellenistic times is that a personification had taken place, associating these heroes 

(Kydon, Lykastos, Apteros) with Kretan cities; this personification is not widely attested 

in the case of Apteros. In addition, these eponymous heroes were involved in other 

aetiological -city foundation- myths (e.g. Lykastos is also %coplov Ae'DKOGDplou;, 

according to Hekataios;80 there is also a city Aptera in Termera of Lykia, as attested by 

Stephanos of Byzantium).81 The story of Eulimene, as it appears in EP 35, although it 

bears some archaic mythological structure, and although its origin goes back to world of 

ritual and illustrates the close relationship between sacrificial ritual and sexuality, 

however, it seems to be a product of Hellenistic times, during which Kydonia and Aptera 

were the leading Kretan cities. From this point of view, if Kydon, Apteros and Lykastos 

refer to eponymous cities, then it is possible that Eulimene refers to a harbour near 

Kydonia (perhaps the harbour of Souda); this would be of great interest for the 

inhabitants of both Kydonia and Aptera, especially in war time.

79 Stern 1992: 95.
80 FGrH 1 F 7b.
81 Steph. Byz. s.v. 'Anxepa.
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STORY 36

I l e p i  A pyav0(6vri< ; 

< l a x o p £ i  ’A aK ^r|T ri6c5r|^  o M D pX eavoc; B i Gd v u x k w v  a >

1 A e y e x a i  b t  K a i T f ja o v , rcplv iq T p o la v  ^TUKovpov £X 6£ iv , £rci noXkf\v y f |v

l e v a i  7 ipoaay6p£V (5v x e  K a i S a a p o v  fru x iG ^ v x a . £vG a Sf| K a i  e lq  K lo v

6t(piK £aG ai K a x a  KXeoq yi)vaiKO<; m A,?^' A p yavG d w ij a t x f i  6 v o p a .  at)xr\ xt|V  

p £v  K a x ’ o I k o v  S la ix a v  K a i p o v i |v  &7i£ax'i)y£V, a G p o ia a p £ v r | b t  K tivaq  

5  TtoXXoix; ^Gfjp£D£V o i) p& X a x iv &  7cp oa i£p ivrj. £XGwv o i)v  6  T fjaoc; £l<; x 6 v 8 e  

x o v  xrapov pigt p £v  a i)x tjv  oi)K fjy£V. &pr| b t  G£Xe i v  a t x f i  m)yKDVT|y£iv. K a i  

a t x o q  y a p  opolax; f-K dvii x t\v  TCpoq ftvOpcojcoxx; 6 p iX la v  £% Galp£iv. f\ b t  

x a m a  X&;avxo<; £ k £ ( v o u  K axf|V £a£ 7i£iG op£vr\ a t x o v  aX r|6 f| Txyeiv. x p 6 v o i)  S ’ 

< o t >  uoXkox) S ia y £ v o p £ v o u  eiq noXvv tp m a  7 ta p a y lv £ x a i  xo i) cPY |ao\). K a i  

10 xo  p £v  Tcpwxov fi<yo%dc££i a i S o l  Kax£% op£vr|, t e iS r ^  b t  atpoSpdxE pov £y lv£xo  

xo  JidtGoq, &7C£x6Xpr|a£V £l<; X6yovq £XGe i v  atxcp . K a i  ofixox; ^GeXcdv 

< £ 0 £ X o u a a v >  a t x t |v  £ k e ! v o <; fyydcyfixo y o v a iK a .  o a x E p o v  b t  tcoXe p o d  

y£Vop£vot> x o iq  T p coa i pE xfjE aav a t x o v  o i  p a a iX E lq  ^TaKODpov. f] b t  

A pyavG covr|, £ ix £  K a i  8 i*  £parua, o<; 7ioXb<; tnf\v  a t x i j ,  £ tx £  K a i  aXXox;

15 K axapavx£D op£V Tj xo  p iX X ov, p a S l^ E iv  a t x 6 v  o tK  £ t a .  ^Pijaoc; b t

p a X a K i^ 6 p £ v o q  £ 7 iip o v f| oi)K f]V£a%£xo, &XXa fjXGEV Elq T p o la v  K a i  

p ax6p £vo< ; ^xci 7toxaprp xq) v v v  hn t a l v o o  'Pf|acp KaXoupEvcp 7iXr|y£i<; trco  

A iopi^SoD q ooxoGvtjaKEt. 1\ b t  <bc; fjaGfixo x e Gv t |k 6 x o <; a i)x o \)  aajxi<; 

a7C£xc6pT|a£v Elq x o v  xdrcov £vG a £p lyr| Tcparcov ai)xfi) K a i  TtEpi a ftx o v  aXcop£VT| 

20 G a p a  £ 0 6 a  x o f iv o p a  xoi) T f j a o v .  xsXoq b t  f i lx a  K a i rcoxapcp 7cpocrr|p£vr| S i a  

A'67rr|v t t ,  AvGpcojKov &7ur|XX&yrj.

c l o x o p e i  - a >  Sakolowski 4 & 7ce<yrtiyei Hirschig 8-9 x p d v o v  8 ’< o i ) >  noXkoX) Jacobs 

10 f]cn )x d c^ e i Heyne: f]CTU%A^8iv P K a x e% o p 6 v r | Heyne: K a x e % 6 p £ v o v  P 11-2 tQtfaov

<tQt)jo>vaav> a i ) x f |v  Passow: feG ^ X oD oav a i> x i |v  Legrand: tQtfoov cri)T f|v  P 12 < x o b >  TCoX^poi) 

Zangogiannis 16 xf) p o v f |  (vel xfj feTCipovfi) Rohde: ^7ci x f | p o v f j  Cobet: pdtX,a K a K i^ 6 p e v o < ;  tn i  

p o v t l  Peerlkamp 19 6 tv ex c6 p T io ev  Hercher 6cXcop£vr) P 20 7tpocxr|p6vr | Legrand: T tp o o ie p ^ v r )  P 

xt'koq b t  a lx a  K a i  T toxa  p i]  7 tp o o ie p ^ v r i  Rohde
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It is also said that Rhesos, before he came to Troy as an ally, went to many 

countries, conquering them and imposing tribute. At that time he arrived at 

Kios on account of the fame of a beautiful woman; Arganthone was her name. 

Arganthone detested the domestic mode of life and staying at home; collecting 

together a large number of hounds, she used to hunt without ever letting 

anyone near her. So when Rhesos came to this place, he did not try to carry 

her off forcibly. He said that he wanted to hunt with her; he too (he said), just 

like her, hated socializing with people. When he said this, she agreed believing 

that he was telling the truth. Before much time had elapsed, she fell deeply in 

love with Rhesos. At first she kept her love quiet, restrained by modesty, but 

as her passion became more ardent, she dared to speak to him. And so, by a 

mutual consent, he took her as his wife. Afterwards, when the war came upon 

the Trojans, the kings asked for his alliance. But Arganthone, either because 

of love, which was burning greatly inside her, or because she could foretell the 

future, tried to stop him going. However, Rhesos could not bear to show 

cowardice due to Arganthone’s persistence and went to Troy; while he was 

fighting at the river, now called Rhesos after him, he was struck by Diomedes 

and died. As soon as Arganthone became aware that he had died, she 

immediately departed for the place where she had first had intercourse with 

him and, while she was wandering around there, she kept on crying Rhesos' 

name again and again. In the end, seated near a river, she departed from 

mankind on account of her sorrow.
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LINGUISTIC NOTES

4 ocTî GTDyev] Hirschig wrongly turned the aorist of the MS reading into the 

imperfect a7t£GTl3y£l. This verb (which after all has a durative meaning) may occur in 

the aorist among other verbs in the imperfect. In Kallimachos’ fragment 178 we read 

Kai yap o 0pr|iKlr|v p6v a7T£GTDye %av8ov ajrocruiv 

oivo7cox£iv, 67tycp S’f|S£TO Kiacroplcp.

Nikandros also provides us with a similar example in his Alexipharmaka 405-7 

a77ox£ 56 Gpi)pV£lov £f)Tpip6c;. aiVDGO S’axrcfjv 

ipiSa 7£ipid£v T£ Kdpr| t 6 x* a7t6GT0)y£v ’Atppco, 

obv£K * 6pi5|iaiv£GK£ xp6r|<; i)7C£p, 6v 86 v\) Opioic;.

8-9 xpdvoi) 5 < o b >  T io77ot) 8 iay£V op6vo t> ] Jacob’s insertion is preferable for the 

narrative. Although ‘from the context it is really impossible to say whether she fell in 

love soon or late’ as Gaselee notes,1 the successful ruse of Rhesos is stressed by the 

sudden and fast shift of Arganthone from a wild huntress into a woman deeply in love. 

An example of this kind appears in EP 3, where Odysseus murdered his son and not 

long after (Kai ob |i£Ta TtoXbv xpdvov) he met his own end. Besides, Parthenios very 

often uses litotes {EP 1 oi)K  67axlGrnv poipav, EP 23 xov £p(ora o i)K  fip6jxa 

(pEpovxoc; EP 29 o i)K  oMycov 67ti|xaivop.6v(ov, etc.).

11-2 606X(OV <£06JvODoav> a t ) i r \v ]  I find Passow’s insertion very attractive 

because it recalls the Homeric example. In the Odyssey 3.272 we read

rnv S’6067x0V 6067xn)Gav avfjyay£v ovSe 56pov5£.

That is, Aigisthos led Klytaimnestra, who was willing as much as he was, to his 

house. This is exactly the meaning in EP 36, too. Rhesos desired Arganthone from the 

beginning but he had to wait until she desired him too and when that moment finally 

arrived, they got married. The MS reading does not stress this moment and just 

mentions something that is already known, which is not in accordance with the 

Parthenian technique (i.e. all the motifs provided push forward the action, omitting 

everything 7t£piTTOV; such a repetition of Rhesos’ desire would be indeed 7t£piTTOV).

12 7toT.6p.ot) y e v o p 6 v o t)]  Zangogiannis2 suggested the insertion of the article ( t o ! )  

7io76pxyD) on the grounds that this is the famous and specific Trojan war. However, this 

is not a strong argument concerning Parthenios’ habits in relation to the article.3 In EP 4

1 Gaselee 1978: 344, n.2.
2 Zangogiannis 1900: 475.
3 For the use of the article by Parthenios see Mayer-G’Schrey 1898: 40-2.
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the Trojan war is again mentioned but no strict conclusions can be deduced from that 

passage since Oinone warns Paris about a war (7ruor|0ei<; 67ti yDvaiKi £;£VTi 7t6X£pov 

87ta^8Tai to iq  oiKeloic;), and after this first mention the war is defined by the article 

(mxpi^KOVToq fi8r| TOt> TtoX^poD). One could enter this case of EP 36 in Mayer- 

G’Shrey’s category ‘intercidit articulus ante ea substantiva, quae ad abstracta proxime 

accedunf (e.g. in EP 28 Ttpo ydjioi), where the only marriage mentioned is that of 

Kyzikos and Kleite).

16 jLi(x>,cxKî 6|Li£Voq ^TrtjLiovfi] The MS reading is preferable for the simple reason 

that the participle paAxxKt^dpevoq can be dependent on the verb of)K T]v6a%£TO, 

meaning that Rhesos could not stand showing cowardice due to Arganthone’s 

persistence.4 On this point it must be noted that the word £7iipovf|, apart from the 

meaning of ‘persistence’, can also have the meaning of ‘staying’.5 One could apply the 

latter meaning to 67UJIOV11 in the context of EP 36, meaning that Rhesos could not 

stand showing cowardice by his staying at home.

I choose this particular interpretation (i.e. £7Tipovi  ̂ as referring to Arganthone’s 

persistence) because first of all it is in accordance with the narrative (i.e. the previous 

sentence informs us that Arganthone tried hard to dissuade Rhesos from going to Troy 

for two reasons, love and because she knew he was to die there). Second, this passage 

recalls the Euripidean account, according to which Rhesos’ mother and father tried hard 

to prevent Rhesos’ departure but in vain (Rhesos 900-1, ouzo ji£v (pap£vaq £po1) 

7top£'D0£i<;, / aito 5 ’ avTopivoD rnxpoq piauoc;). Arganthone’s persistence recalls the 

role of Rhesos’ mother and in EP 36 there are some elements which show that this story 

was modelled on previous accounts (see the story below).

20 t£Xo<; 5e evca K ai Tioxaptp 7ipoor|p£vr|] The MS reading x6A,oc; 5e e u a  Kai 

7toxapcp Ttpoatepevrj is disputed among scholars for two reasons. First the co

existence of xe^oc; with e ix a  seems to be confusing since there is a tautology and 

second the verb TCpocriepai is in question both semantically and syntactically (in terms 

of governing a dative).

The first problem resulted in various deletions and alterations. Although they are not 

mentioned in the apparatus criticus, I selectively note some of them:

xe?iog 5e [eixa Kai] Sakolowski: xetax; Se [eixa] Kai Heyne: xeXoc; 5e +erua+ 

Kai Meineke putavit aliquid excidisse ante et post eixa: xetax; 8e £T&KT| TCOTapcp (sive

4 See LSJ s.v. av^xojiat (II.4) for dependent participles with this verb.
5 LSJ s.v. 67tijiovh; Arndt-Gingrich and Bauer2 s.v. £7ti|i£vco.
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xetax; 5e &KxaK£loa, 7toxap(p 7tpoai£p6vr|) Jacobs: xEtax; 8e G iya Kai 7toxap(p 

Hercher: 5e Kicp 7ioxap(p Duentzer.6

One cannot rely on the usus auctoris at this point since E ix a  is used once more in EP 

21 as a transition between the two passages cited by Parthenios. This transitional 

function of E ix a , denoting sequence in time or consequence, is common (LSJ), but 

should not be seen as a pointless function here since X£A,oq is used, too. In other words, 

in the koine E ix a  can be considerably weakened and hardly even needs translation.7 On 

this view the MS reading is preferable; here the adverbial usage of xeAxx; at the 

beginning of the clause is mildly stressed by the weakened E ix a .8

Concerning TtpoaiEpai and its transitive or intransitive quality, Parthenios himself 

gives the answer, since he uses this verb in EP 9, 8e £coq p£v xivoq of) TtpOGiEXO 

xof)q 7tapayivop£vo'i)q and, besides this case, once more in EP 36, ^Sî pE'UEV of) 

paAa x iv a  7tpOGi£|x6vT|. However, as well as in Parthenios, the use of the middle 

Ttpooiepai as a transitive verb is widely attested.9 Apart from the fact that this verb 

governs the accusative,10 the point is that this verb has the meaning of ‘letting someone 

near’ and in this sense it can not have 7lOXa|i(p as an object.

Legrand emended this participle 7tpOGi£|i6vr| into 7tpocrr]|Li6vTl, on the ground that 

this is more appropriate with a dative. In my view, this participle is also semantically 

appropriate for this context. That is, Arganthone, in her sorrowful wandering, ends up 

at a river; while seated there calling Rhesos she is metamorphosed. Rohde’s11 view is 

obviously different. He emended the whole sentence into XE^oq 8e o ix a  K ai Ttoxa pb 

7tpOGi£p£VT| 8 ia  M>7niv e£ avSpcoraov a7rn^Myr|, because he does not see any 

reason for Arganthone to sit near a river when she wants to die. Rohde does not 

overlook the fact that Rhesos died in a river; he says that Arganthone wanting to die at 

that river is ‘sentimental genug; aber praktish unausfuehrbar’ because Rhesos’ river is at 

Troy, whereas Arganthone is in Kios. Therefore, Rohde finds it more plausible that in 

the scriptura continua IIOTAMH was written originally instead of IIOTAMQI. 

However, what Rohde does overlook is the fact that there is also a river called

6 Duentzer 1849: 384.
7 Moulton and Milligan 1930: 189.
8 This recalls Spatafora’s note (1995: 339), who argues in favour of the MS reading by citing what 
Gregorios of Korinth states for e ix a  (145, x6 x i9 6 v a i x6 e ix a  Ttepioadv).
9 Hdt. 1.135; 6.10; DH Ant. Rom. 4.73.3; 9.27.5; DS 17.76.6; 26.11.1; Xen. Anab. 5.5.3; Plut. Rom. 
29.11; Sol. 12.7; Per. 32.3; Timol. 1.4, etc.
10 There is only one example of it governing the dative; in Plut. Life o f M. Cato 20.5 we read K a i  x a  

xcbv Sotitaov TtaiSdpia xcp | ia a x c p  7 tp o o ie |j ,£ v T | but in this case the dative is the indirect object.
11 Rohde 1894: 624-5.
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Arganthone in the area of Kios and very possibly a fountain with this name, too.12 In 

addition, the whole context (££, avQpcomov a7rriM,dyr|) implies a metamorphosis at this 

point. Both Rhesos and Arganthone are associated with water, and as a result I find 

Arganthone’s change into a river very likely (for the connection with the water and 

generally the semantics of this passage see the story below).

12 Simylos SH 725 and RE s.v. Arganthone respectively (see also the interpetative note and the story 
for more details).
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES

1 Tficjov] The earliest surviving source for Rhesos is Homer’s Iliad 10.435ff., where 

king Rhesos comes from Thrake and is the son of Eioneus. In Dolon’s description, 

Rhesos possesses horses whiter than snow and armour appropriate to a god. Dolon tells 

the exact position of the Thrakian camp to Odysseus and Diomedes, who attack the 

Thrakes while sleeping. Diomedes kills Rhesos, by the device of Athena, whereas 

Odysseus steals his famous horses. After the massacre, Apollo roused Rhesos’ nephew, 

Hippokoon, who lamented his uncle calling by name upon his dear Rhesos. Scholia T A 

B on Iliad 10.435 add that Rhesos was the son of the river Strymon and the Muse 

Euterpe and that Pindar13 differs from the Homeric account by presenting Rhesos as 

having fought for one day with great success. That is why K ara 8e Oetav Ttpovoiav14 

Diomedes killed him. Scholia A at this point add that some say that Rhesos arrived at 

Troy at night and before having the chance to taste the water of Troy, he was slain. He 

had received an oracle that if he drank Trojan water and if his horses drank the water of 

Skamandros, then he would be invincible for ever.

Euripides’ Rhesos15 offers some expanded and clearer details on this myth. Rhesos, 

the Thrakian king, is here the son of Strymon and a Muse (in Aristophanes' hypothesis of 

Rhesos she is named Terpsichore, whereas Marsyas16 calls her Kleio and Apollodoros17 

Euterpe or Kalliope) and was reared by water nymphs (279; 385-7; 926-30). Marching 

by night he arrived at Troy as an ally, in the tenth year of the war. Confronting Hektor’s 

complaint about his delay, he says that a war with the Skythian people prohibited him 

from joining them earlier (422ff.). Rhesos looks like a god (301-2) and Athena is aware 

of his power, so she warns Odysseus and Diomedes that if Rhesos lives through the night 

of his arrival until the dawn, then he will be invincible and urges them to kill him. Indeed, 

Diomedes, accompanied by Odysseus, slays Rhesos in the night (624ff.) and the Muse 

comes to lament her son (890ff.). She states that her son, despite her warnings, came to

13 Pindar fr. 262 (Snell)=Schol. TAB on Iliad 10.435.
14 In B, whereas in T and A it is Hera with Athena.
15 The authenticity of this play has been disputed as early as in antiquity by some unnamed scholars, 
followed by some modern scholars, too (Scaliger, Valckenaer, Beck, Hermann, etc.), leading thus to a 
division of opinions. On this matter see Ritchie 1964, who offers an impartial survey regarding the 
evidence for authorship and concludes with a preference for Rhesos being the earliest of Euripides’ 
extant works. Fraenkel (1965: 228-41), reviewing Ritchie, argues for later authorship.
16 FGrH 136 F7.
17 Apollod. 1.3.4.
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Troy and died but that now she will ask Persephone’s permission for Rhesos’ soul to 

remain on earth, and thus have immortality by being an av0po)7to8al(LLO)V (962ff.).18

Fenik,19 in his excellent treatment of Rhesos’ myth, distinguishes the Iliadic tradition 

from the so-called ‘Pindar and oracle’ versions (referring to the versions attested in the 

scholia on Iliad 10.435, as seen above). Fenik provides evidence to support the view 

that these non-Iliadic versions are at least broadly comparable in date with the Diadic 

one and states that there are details that tie them to the cyclic/epic tradition.20 Further, 

he suggests that the Pindaric and oracle versions were incompatible with the author’s 

aim in Iliad 10 (i.e. there is room for only one great victor on the Trojan side and this is 

Hektor). However, the author probably had these versions at his disposal. Finally, Fenik 

points out that the Euripidean Rhesos is closer to the early myth than the Diadic version 

on the grounds that the Pindaric and oracle versions are built out of motifs, which often 

recurred in the cyclic/epic tradition, and that they offer more expanded details than the 

Iliad, which is obscure at some points ‘as the result of adapting something like the 

Pindaric or oracle versions to the Iliad situation’.21 The myth of Rhesos, concludes 

Fenik, contains numerous cyclic/epic motifs, like the similarity of the hero to AchiDes 

and Memnon. Indeed, these similarities are astonishing, especially that between Rhesos 

and Achilles (descent related to water, superiority in battle, extraordinary armor and 

horses, death at Troy and forewarning by his mother, who tries to prohibit it, the lament 

of the mother, who wins finally a special treatment for the dead son). In addition, a later 

account attests a love story somehow similar to that of Rhesos and Arganthone. That is, 

when Priam went to the Achaeans1 camp to ask for Hektor's body, Poiyxene 

accompanied him. Achilles saw her and he fell immediately in love. Although she was in 

the camp and therefore under Achilles' power, he did not want to use force (like Rhesos 

plgt |X£V atxtiv  oi)K 'nyev), but asked Priam to marry her. They agreed to perform the 

wedding after the war had stopped. However, when Achilles went to the temple of

Later sources offer numerous versions (see Philostr. Her. 2.8.; Polyain. Strat. 6.53; Marsyas FGrH 
136 F 7). For the connection between the foundation of Amphipolis and Rhesos’ bones see also Parker in 
Ritual, Finance, Politics, eds. R. Osborne and S. Hornblower (Oxford, 1994) 340.
19 Fenik 1964.
20 Fenik 1964: 7-16. Most significantly I mention the following arguments: the similarity of Rhesos’ 
role with that of the other allies who came late (Penthesileia, Memnon, Eurypylos), who belong to a pre- 
Homeric myth complex; the importance of oracle and prophecies in the cyclic tradition (in the Iliad 
although Athena is in a way involved in Rhesos’ death, there is no reference to an oracle or a prophecy 
in regard to Rhesos’ life, whereas there are such references in the other versions, and most notably in 
Euripides’ account); the joint action of Odysseus and Diomedes was a common theme in the cyclic/epic 
tradition.
21 Fenik 1964: 62.
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Thymbraios Apollo to seal the agreement, Paris killed him. Polyxene went to the 

Achaeans' camp, stayed there for three days and then went to Achilles' tomb to put an 

end to her life.22

If these cyclic/epic motifs are combined with what the scholia on Iliad 10.435 offer, 

then we arrive ‘at a more or less complete early form of the Rhesus myth’.23 My aim is to 

examine these ‘cyclic/epic’ motifs within EP 36, in combination with the later accounts 

of Rhesos.

2 ei<; Ktov] According to Strabo (12.4.3), next to the Astakenos Gulf on the 

Propontis there is another gulf in which is the town of Prousias, formerly called Kios.24 

Above this town lies Mount Arganthonion, which is closely associated with the myth of 

Hylas, since he was abducted from there by the nymphs.25 In Strabo’s account the city 

of Kios was named after Kios, another companion of Herakles, w'ho founded this city 

on his return from Kolchis. However, Apollodoros (1.9.19) offers a different version, 

according to which Polyphemos was the founder and the king of Kios in Mysia. This 

version is in accordance with Apollonios of Rhodes (Argonautika 1.1321-3), who states 

that it was destined for Polyphemos, the son-in-law of Herakles,26 to found this glorious 

city at the mouth of Kios. On the contrary, the scholia on Argonautika 1.1177-78a 

report that this Mysian town was founded by Kios, the leader of the Milesian settlement 

and credit this information to Aristotle’s Kiavcbv IIo^lTela. The scholia also add that 

Kios was inhabited first by Mysoi, then by Kares and after that by Milesioi and that 

there was also a river with the same name, which is mentioned by Skylax.27 Apart from 

river Kios, Simylos also mentions a river called Arganthone.28

3 ’ApyavSc&Vfl] Mount Arganthonion and River Arganthone have been mentioned 

already but are there any references to Arganthone as a person? Parthenios is the 

earliest extant literary source who attests Arganthone (maybe a compound of the

22Flav. Philostr. Her. 51 (205); Life o f Apollon. 4.16.
23 Fenik 1964: 62.
24 That this town was formerly called Kios and later Prousias is also attested by Herodianos (De pros, 
cath. in Grammatici Graeci 3.1, p. 58).
25 Anton. Lib. Metam. 26 also attests it.
26 The founder of Kios is the Eilatides Polyphemos (AR Argon. 1.1240ff.; 4.1470; Apollod. 1.9.19), who 
took to his wife Laonome, the sister of Herakles (Schol. on AR Argon. 1.1241a). It is notable that the 
scholia on AR Argon. 4.1470 ascribe the information of Kios’ foundation by Polyphemos to Autocharis, 
an author nowhere else cited.
27 The existence of Kios river is implied at AR Arg. 1.1321. For the history of the city of Kios see also 
Hdt. 5.122, who reports that Hymaies, who pursued the Ionians marched against Sardis, seized the city 
of Kios; Aelian VH 1.25, who states that Kios was one of the four cities offered by Alexandras to 
Phokion; RE s.v. Kios.
28 Simylos in SH 725; Etymol. Gen. AB (schol. AR Argon. 1.1178b), where it is stated that Eijj.Dtax; 86 
7toxa|j.6v (prjoiv, o lo v  ‘Mticnov arruovTa itap a  p6ov ApyavGoovrv;’.
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adjective apyo<; ‘shining, white’ and the noun av0o<; ‘flower’) as the name of a person. 

Flavius Arrianus in his Bithynika29 also mentions her (or rather her sons) and adds that 

the Olympenoi Mysoi took their name, among other versions offered, from Mysos, the 

son of Arganthone, who was yevvaTa and opecripioc;. The same author attests that 

Arganthone actually had two sons, Thynos and Mysos, and that she was a good nymph 

(f|T ic; K(xA,6v  T i %pfip*x Vl3jx<pr\q fjv). The next citation comes from Aelius 

Herodianus,30 who informs us that ApyavOcov or Apyav0covrj was opOQ MDofat; 6tci 

TX1 Klcp and  Apyav0c6vr|g Prfao'D y D v a tK d c ;. Last but not least, Eustathios on 

Homer’s Iliad 5.350, cites Arganthone as an example of pf| dvdXKibeq y'DvaiKec;, like 

the av5piKf| Atalante, Rhodogoune, Artemisia and Nitokris. It is notable that both 

Flavius Arrianus and Eustathios attribute to Arganthone the wild nature of the huntress; 

the former with his use of the adjective opeotpiog and the latter with his categorisation.

29 Flav. Arr. Bithyn. (Roos) fr. 11 and 21=Eustath. on Dionys. Perieg. 322 and 809 respectively; FGrH 
156 F 59 and 83 respectively.
30 Herod. De pros. cath. in Grammatici Graeci 3.1, p.29 and 337; Steph. Byz. Ethn. s.v. ApyavOcov 
(drawing on Herodianus). Suda (s.v. Apyav0c6vr|) states Arganthone as ovopa icupiov, adding also the 
ApyavOcoveioc; k A,ivt | (Apyav0c6veio<; Kpi^vri in the entry by Hirschfeld in RE) and the 
ApyavOcov io v  6poq xfjc, K io d  vtjooa).
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THE STORY

As mentioned in the discussion of EP 35, Sakolowski ascribed to EP 36 the marginal 

ascription of Asklepiades’ Bithyniaka. The entry in Suda informs us that Asklepiades,31 

the son of Diotimos, was from Myrleia of Bithynia and that he was a grammarian and a 

pupil of Apollonios. According to the same source, he yeyove 8e £7ti xot) Att&Xod 

K a i Ebp,evot><; xcbv ev nepy&pxp paaiA&ov and he Se K a i e ig  Pcojirjv 67ti

nop,7rrilot) xot) peydXx)D K a i 6v Ate^avSpetqc 87ti xob xexdpiot) n xotep .a lo 'D  veoq 

8i£xpi\|/ev. Suda’s entry is very confusing, since there are at least two persons coming 

from Bithynia at the same time. In addition to Asklepiades from Myrleia, believed by 

scholars to have lived in the first century BC, there was also Asklepiades of Prusias, a 

physician of the same period.32 Wendel33 and Maehler34 date Asklepiades of Myrleia to 

the time between the commentator Artemidoros and his son Theon, around 60 BC; this 

makes him virtually a contemporary of Parthenios and Gallus. As Maehler notes, taking 

Artemidoros’ collection of bucolic poetry as a starting point, as Wendel did, we come to 

the period of Ptolemaios XII Auletes, around 80-60 BC; Maehler adds that Asklepiades 

first came in contact with Theokritean poetry via this collection of Artemidoros and that 

he also commented on some of these poems. However, Wendel notes that there is not 

sufficient ground to establish Asklepiades as a commentator on Theokritos. Kaibel35 

believes that Asklepiades used as a basis the large collection of Artemidoros, while in 

contrast Mueller36 suggests that he was depended on the older small collection of the 

Theokritean bucolic poetry, since he dates Artemidoros’ floruit after Asklepiades. 

However, since Asklepiades’ Bithyniaka are not extant, we have to rely on another 

Bithynian, who was also author of a homonymous work.

That is, Flavius Arrianus, who attributes two qualities to Arganthone in two of his 

Bithynika fragments: she is a nymph and opecrlpioq. Eustathios in his commentary on 

Dionysios Periegetes preserves this information, citing Arrianus. However, he also makes 

use of this in his commentary on Homer’s Iliad by putting Arganthone among other 

huntresses or warlike women, such as Atalante. Moreover, in the ascription of EP 35 the

31 FGrH 697.
32 It is uncertain whether Sextus Empiricus Advers. Grammat. 74 refers to the physician or the 
grammarian. He attributes to ‘Asklepiades’ the statement that ypafijiaxiK^ feaxi T£%vr| xfbv 7tapa  
tcoitjtcuq K a i  croyypacpebai Xeyop^vcov. Slater 1972: 317-333, believes that this reference applies to 
the physician Asklepiades.
33 Wendel 1920: 78-81.
34 Maehler 1993: 98.
35 Kaibel 1880: 456.
36 Mueller 1903: 24.
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name of Asklepiades of Myrlea appears (as rightly suggested by Sakolowski this 

ascription of EP 35 actually applies to EP 36). The fact that Asklepiades also comes 

from Bithynia, as Arrianus and Parthenios do, and that the story of Arganthone was not 

widely known, makes it plausible that it was a local saga, presumably of an aetiological 

nature, since a mountain37 and a river bear this name, too.

Let us consider in what way Rhesos’ myth is fitted into EP 36. At the beginning of EP

36 we are informed that Rhesos, before going to Troy as an ally, was involved in many 

adventures. This recalls the explanation given by Rhesos to Hektor about his delay in the 

Euripidean account. That is, Rhesos says that when he was about to go to Troy, reaching 

the shores of Euxine, a war occurred in the Skythian land. He successfully confronted his 

enemies, captured their children and imposed an annual tribute.38 Although Parthenios 

here follows the Euripidean account, an inconsistency in time has to be noted at this 

point. That is, in Euripides’ Rhesos this war occurred while the Trojan war was already 

on, whereas in EP 36, Rhesos confronts his enemies, falls in love with Arganthone, 

marries her and then the Trojan war occurs. Parthenios picks up this element from the 

tradition and sets it as an introductory motif. This illustrates on the one hand Rhesos as a 

wild fighter, but, more importantly, on the other hand constitutes also the ‘bridge’ for the 

introduction of Arganthone: while Rhesos was going around plundering, he arrived at 

Kios, where he met Arganthone. This is a notable example of Parthenios using only the 

necessary elements for his narrative and of his fitting all the elements ‘borrowed’ from 

the tradition into his stories to suit his purpose.

In due course, the epic Rhesos adopts the post-classical characteristics of a lover who 

tries to seduce the woman he desires with ruses. Although he did not dress himself in 

women’s clothing, disguised as a girl, as Leukippos did,39 he pretended to hate 

socializing, like Arganthone. Thus, he gained the girl’s love and lived happily until the 

Trojan war. In EP 36 we are informed that ol paaiX elg (xexfieaav oanov T̂UKOUpov, 

which probably echoes the Euripidean yepODola OpDycbv {Rhesos 401). However, 

Arganthone, either because of deep love, or because she could predict the future (like 

Oinone in the case of Paris), would not allow him to go. In this case, the war with the

37 It is interesting that this mountain has been associated with the motif of the repeated calling; apart 
from Hylas case (AR Arg. 1.1207-1272), the case of Bormos is attested (Athen. 14.619f-620a, who 
acribes this passage to Nymphis’ first book On Herakleia\ see also Aisch. Pers. 937 KOCKopf^exov locv 
MapiavSDVoi) 0pr|vriTf|po(; tĉ jllxj/co; Hesychios s.v. B appog  ; Alexiou 1974: 58-9 and 218; Celoria 
1992: 174).
38 Eur. Rhes. 434-5.
39 EP 15. A reversed motif of a woman disguised as a man is found in the case of Prokris, who cut her 
hair and dressed in men’s clothing in order to hunt with Kephalos (AL Met. 41).
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Skythians has been replaced by Arganthone’s refusal to permit his departure. This is 

exactly what Rhesos’ mother and father did in the Euripidean version; that is, both the 

Muse had warned him and his father had pleaded with him not to go to Troy (Rhesos 

900-1). In EP 36, Rhesos pa>xxKi£6pevoc; £7tipovfl of)K 'nveoxexo and goes to Troy 

despite Arganthone’s feelings in EP 36, whereas in Rhesos 900-1 departs despite his 

parents’ feelings (cuto psv (papevaq £pob 7tope'D0et<;, / ano 5 ’ avxopevo'D m xpog 

pialcoQ).

Parthenios then presents Rhesos as fighting near a river until he is killed by Diomedes. 

It is notable that both in the Iliadic and the Euripidean tradition Rhesos is killed at night, 

in his sleep, and not while fighting. One might suggest that Parthenios introduces this 

heroic element in order to stress Rhesos’ bravery. However, this argument would not 

make sense according to the Parthenian technique, in which the TieplTTOV is dropped; 

only motifs that serve the narrative are used. In my view, Parthenios probably makes use 

of the Pindaric tradition, according to which Rhesos had the chance of one day to 

demonstrate his fighting skills (see the interpretative note). Parthenios introduces this 

element in EP 36 because he wants to stress the fact that Rhesos died near a river, which 

was called after him. This is an aetiological explanation for the name of a river, but also 

an association of Rhesos’ myth with water. Rhesos was born by a river (either Strymon, 

or Eioneus) and was reared by water nymphs {Rhesos 926-30). In EP 36 he is married to 

Arganthone, a girl associated with a river (in Simylos’ version), with a fountain (if we 

accept the emendation in Suda’s entry) and with Mount Arganthonion with all the 

connotations of Hylas’ abduction by water nymphs while fetching water. Further, later 

tradition seems to be in favour of Rhesos’ association with water, since Eustathios notes 

on Iliad 10.435 that o l  vecbrepoi stated that if Rhesos’ horses were fed or drank water 

in Troy, then Rhesos would be invincible. Moreover, scholia A on Iliad 10.435 report 

that Rhesos had received an oracle, according to which he would be invincible if he 

tasted the water of Troy and if his horses drank water from Skamandros. Rhesos’ 

association with water might be favoured by ‘later’ authors but it goes back as early as 

Homer and Hesiod, who both cite Rhesos as a river,40 followed by later authors such as 

Strabo41 and Nonnos;42 in addition, Polyainos43 states that Rhesos was buried beside the 

river Strymon.

40 Horn. II. 12.20; Hesiod Theog. 340.
41 Strabo 13.1.21; 13.1.44.
42 Non. Dion. 3.193.
43 Pol. Strut. 6.53.
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This association with water, applied to Rhesos as well as to Arganthone, and the fact 

that there are rivers with the names of Rhesos and Arganthone, argue in favour of the 

MS reading 7ioxapxp. That is, Arganthone, after Rhesos’ death, went to the spot in which 

they first had sexual intercourse. The return to a particular, significant spot is a motif 

often found in later authors.44 Arganthone again and again cries the name of Rhesos 

(Pf|G8, Pf|G8), resulting in an onomatopoeic sound for a river,45 which pel (like Rhesos, 

which 'PoelTTjQ p,8T(ov6|xaoTai)46 The phrase ££, avOpmmov cnrn>A&YTi calls for a 

metamorphosis. It is also used in EP 13 and 15, where Harpalyke and Daphne are 

metamorphosed into a bird and a tree respectively. Even if a metamorphosis is not 

explicitly mentioned in the case of Arganthone, it is possible that the devoted wife 

‘unites’ herself with Rhesos by means of a river which is named after her 47 Thus, Rhesos 

died at a river and Arganthone followed him in a similar environment. This is the final 

stage of her sorrow.

Her sorrow seems to be another motif closely associated with Rhesos. In the 

Euripidean account the Muse, Rhesos’ mother, laments her son, whom she tried in vain 

to dissuade from going to Troy. The similarity between Rhesos’ mother and Arganthone 

is striking. They both knew that Rhesos was fated to die at Troy and tried to prevent it; 

his mother was a Muse, his wife was a nymph in Flavius Arrianus’ account. It is possible 

that Arganthone was a later invention, modelled on Rhesos’ mother. Further, another 

epic motif has survived in the myth of Rhesos: that of the lament. In Iliad 10.515ff. we 

are informed that after Rhesos’ death, his noble nephew Hippokoon called upon his dear 

comrade by name, expressing his sorrow for this loss (Iliad 10.522 cppxô 6v x* a p ’ 

£7ieixa (pl^ov x ’ 6v6pr|vev 6xalpov), whereas scholia A at this point state the 

emphatical use of this verse (£pcpaxtK(bq of) |iovov cppco^ev, aXka  K ai cpl^ov Kai 

exalpov wvopaoev) and scholia bT report that the verb ov6|XT|V8V is used in the sense 

of avem X eoaxo (aveKaX£aaxo. xofixo yap  oDp.paivei xolq £K7t>j|xxop£voic;).

To conclude, in the area of Bithynia a huntress, with the name of a ‘white flower’ is 

presented as wife of Rhesos, who was famous for his white horses. The exact time when 

Arganthone was attached to Rhesos’ myth is not known (maybe it was an attempt by the

44 Ovid Metam. 11.410-748, where Alkyone goes back to the spot where she was standing during Keyx’ 
departure and sees his corpse; Serv. on Virg. Buc. 5.10, where Phyllis’ husband comes to the spot of the 
metamorhosis and embraces the tree Phyllis was turned into.
45 I owe this idea to A. Griffiths.
46 Schol. T on  Iliad 12.20a.
47 See also EP 27, which, although not an exact parallel, offers another example of a wife who cries out 
the name of her husband repeatedly until she leaps into the water.
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Bithynians to justify their Thrakian origins), but there are good reasons to believe that 

this was a later attachment, though modelled on earlier epic motifs. That is, the nephew 

who appears in the Iliadic tradition and the mother who appears in the Euripidean 

account provided sufficient ground for the appearance of a wife in this version (more 

suitable to the Hellenistic taste). This time the hero does not die in his sleep but while 

fighting (as he fights for one day in the Pindaric version) and death finds him near a river 

(an element early attested by Homer and Hesiod, but mainly preferred by later authors, as 

seen above in Eustathios’ citation). Surely the compiler of this story had a more 

complete view of Rhesos’ myth than we possess today.
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